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ABSTRACT 
Scientific and technological communication comprises life blood of 
research and development. The new knowledge generated should flow freely 
and quickly among the scientific and technical community to progress in 
Science and Technology. Since there has been an increased rate in discoveries 
and their utilization, greater urgency has risen in disseminating research 
results among the scientists. This literature is normally published as periodical 
article, as periodicals are the most frequently used among all the sources of 
information. These are considered as the best communicating media for the 
exchange of scientific research. Periodicals form the heart of.most specialist 
collection where more is spent on periodicals than books. No library could 
now operate without them. Their number has so increased that their present 
growth is, astoundingly three times that of world population. 
Modem times have witnessed a phenomenon growth in literature. The 
research literature in Science and Technology is being published in more than 
50 different languages of the world. In scientific research about 95% cited 
literature is available in periodicals. More amount is spending by libraries in 
their subscription.. Therefore, the investigator has decided to conduct a study 
to identify the periodical use by PG Students, Research Scholars and Faculty 
Members, and acquisition procedure and policies being adopted in libraries of 
IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. 
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
The objectives determined in the case of the present study are: 
1. To analyse the total institutional budget allocated to periodicals and to 
check the growth of periodical collection in Central library IIT Delhi, 
P.K.Kelkar library, IIT Kanpur and Central Reference Library, Delhi 
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University. 
2. To study the process of acquisition of periodicals encompassing their 
mode of selection of print as well as electronic form. 
3. To find out frequency of print periodical usage by PG students, research 
scholars and faculty members and to ascertain how far periodical have 
been utilized. 
4. To identify the awareness of e-joumals, their frequency of use and the 
purpose behind using them. 
5. To know the use of periodicals through citation analysis of researchers 
and faculty members and establish a list of core scientific and technical 
journals for library users. 
HYPOTHESES 
The research work attempted to study the acquisition and use of 
periodicals including e-joumals in the libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and 
Delhi University. In this connection the following hypotheses are aimed to be 
tested. 
1. There exists significant variation in use of national and international 
periodicals among IITs and Delhi University users. 
2. Users of IITs are better conversant with advance search strategies in 
comparison to Delhi University library users. 
3. There exists ample difference in satisfaction level of e-joumals 
availability among IITs and Delhi University library users. 
4. Majority of users in participating libraries came across various 
difficulties while browsing e-joumals. 
5. Significant preference is being given to print joumal citations over 
electronic citations by researchers and faculty members of IIT Delhi, 
IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. 
TENABILITY OF HYPOTHESES 
Chi square test has been used to check the tenability of the hypothesis. 
1. There exists significant variation in use of national and international 
periodicals among IITs and Delhi University library users. 
It is evident from table- 13 that around 80 percent of users in IITs and 
65.66 percent in Delhi University use international journals. However 20 
percent users in IITs and 34.33 percent in Delhi University read research 
articles from national journals. About 10.38 percent users in IIT Delhi, 4.14 
percent in IIT Kanpur and 14.16 percent in Delhi University use both national 
and international periodicals. 
Chi-square test displays that calculated value (16.43) is higher than its 
table value (1.386) at 5% level of significance. Significant differences are 
observed in the usage of national and international periodicals among users in 
selected libraries. This difference is confirmed. 
Hence hypothesis is thus accepted. 
2. Users of IITs are better conversant with advance search strategies in 
comparison to Delhi University library users. 
The response regarding the use of advance search strategy in table-38 
shows that calculated value (1.60) is less than the chi - square table value 
(9.488), which reveals that the use of advance search strategies in both IITs 
and Delhi University has insignificant difference. 
So, the hypothesis proved to be rejected. 
3. There exists ample difference in satisfaction level of e-joumals 
availability between IITs and Delhi University library users. 
According to the results of the study, the total percentage regarding the 
satisfaction level in both IITs and Delhi University is 45.68 percent and 33.73 
percent respectively. Majority of users are satisfied with the available e-
journals, whereas the total percentage of respondents who are dissatisfied is 
found to be 34.32 percent and 36.45 percent in IITs and Delhi University 
respectively. However, percentage of those who did not respond to this 
question in IITs and Delhi University is 20 percent and 29.82 percent 
respectively. 
As shown from table-40, the Chi- Square calculated value (5.14) is less 
than the table value (5.991) at 5% level of significance, which means that 
there is insignificant difference between IITs and Delhi University users 
regarding satisfaction of e-joumals. 
Hypothesis 3 is thus disproved. 
4. Majority of users in participating libraries came across various 
difficuhies while browsing e-joumals. 
As cleared from table -41 in Chapter 7, the calculated value (19.04) of 
Chi - Square is higher than its table value (15.50). This means that problems 
in e-journal usage among library users of IITs and Delhi University have 
highly significant difference among them. 
Hypothesis 4 is thus proved. 
5. Significant preference is being given to print journal citations over 
electronic citations by researchers and faculty members of IITs and 
Delhi University library. 
As clear from the table- 45, 46 and 47, references cited in theses and 
faculty publications among all forms of documents in libraries of IIT Delhi, 
IIT Kanpur and Delhi University reveals that maximum citation counts are 
acknowledged from print journals (56.65 percent from PhD theses and 56.25 
percent from faculty publications in IIT Delhi, 52.90 percent from PhD theses 
and 65.11 percent from faculty publications in IIT Kanpur, and 58.72 percent 
from PhD theses and 61.71 percent from faculty publications in Delhi 
University), whereas rest of them are attributed to electronic journals (16.41 
percent from PhD theses and 11.76 percent from faculty publications in IIT 
Delhi, 18.46 percent from PhD theses and 9.04 percent from faculty 
publications in IIT Kanpur and 11.31 percent from PhD theses and 10.63 
percent from faculty publications in Delhi University). 
So, it is very clear from the tables that significant preference is being 
given to print journal citations as compared to electronic journals. There 
found a significant difference in the use of both citations, i.e., print and 
electronic. 
Hence, Hypothesis 5 considered to be accepted. 
SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
The main purpose of the study is to find out the periodicals collection, 
various modes and methods of their acquisition and measure usage among 
students at Masters level, PhD Scholars and Faculty Members in libraries of 
IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur, and Delhi University. 
As IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University are dealing with various 
disciplines, it is not possible to include each and every subject for collecting 
data. Physics, Mathematics and Computer Science are common among three 
libraries. So the investigator selects these three subjects for conducting 
citation analysis study. The present study emphasises only the journal usage 
of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. The geographical area is 
restricted to Delhi and Kanpur only. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Methodology has its own implication and importance in scientific 
investigation, because objectively any research investigation cannot be 
obtained unless it is carried out in a very systematic and planned manner. 
Scientific investigation involves carefiil and proper design, use of 
standardized tools and tests identifying adequate sample by using sampling 
techniques. Several techniques are adopted for collecting relevant and 
authentic data. Though there are number of data collection techniques 
available among which worth mentioned embrace such as questionnaire, 
schedules, interview, observation, citation analysis, document review, 
psychological tests etc. The investigator has been used questionnaire, 
interview, document review techniques and citation analysis in data collection 
for the study. The investigator personally visited all three libraries under the 
study and approached the librarians and users of concerned institutes to 
collect necessary data. 
TOOLS USED FOR DATA COLLECTION 
In survey research questionnaire is widely used to gather data on the 
particular problem. Questionnaires are administered to a sample of population 
in order to know their opinion experiences and attitudes. The premier 
advantage of this technique is that one can make broad range of 
generalizations from a relatively small number of responses. 
Pilot Survey 
A pilot survey was undertaken to ensure that the questionnaires were as 
meaningfiil to the users as they were to the investigator and to decide which 
questions were relevant for the purpose of the study. So, a pilot survey was 
conducted which was usefial in modifying the questionnaires suitably. 
Separate Questionnaires 
For this study two different sets of questionnaires, one for librarians 
and other for users were designed. Questionnaire for librarians was designed 
to get librarians view point on various issues related to collection, acquisition 
and use of periodicals in the three libraries. Questions have been included to 
collect information about library's periodical collection, annual budget 
allocated to them, channels for acquiring periodicals and criteria for 
evaluating them. 
Similarly, user questionnaire contains questions related to the purpose 
of periodicals usage, use of various search strategies while using periodicals, 
problems faced while accessing them, periodicals consulted most, awareness 
of e-joumals and consortia and need for training programmes. Most of the 
questions consists of multiple choices where respondents have been asked to 
tick mark their answer. The questionnaires designed for librarians and users 
consist of a number of questions in definite order and format 
Administration of Questionnaire 
It is not feasible to collect large quantities of data having each and 
every library users in three different libraries. Therefore samples were 
selected by using stratified sampling method (having PG Students, Ph.D. 
scholars and Faculty Members). Under stratified sampling, random sampling 
was adopted. Investigator visited selected institutes and approached the 
concerned librarians seeking permission to collect necessary data. The 
questionnaires are distributed personally among the PG Students, PhD 
Scholars and Faculty members. 
A total of 297 questionnaires were administered in the month of 
February 2007 among the users of Central library IIT Delhi, 255 
questionnaires were administered among users of IIT Kanpur library in the 
month of March 2007, similarly in the month of May 2007, 450 
questionnaires were administered in Central library, Delhi University among 
the PG Students, PhD Scholars and Faculty members. Out of which 240, 219 
and 375 filled in questionnaires were responded and collected back from IIT 
Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University library users respectively. 28 
questionnaires from IIT Delhi library, 26 from IIT Kanpur library and 43 
questionnaires from Delhi University library were rejected due to incomplete 
response. Finally 212 questionnaires from IIT Delhi, 193 from IIT Kanpur 
and 332 from Delhi University were furnished and used for data analysis. The 
ultimate response rate from library users of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University is found to be 71.3 %, 75.68% and 73.77 % respectively. 
To evaluate the total collection, process of acquisition and use of periodicals 
in the libraries of IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University, a questionnaire was 
prepared for librarians and administered among all three chiefs. 100% 
response is received from librarians of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University. 
Interview method 
The investigator approached the chief librarians and users and had an 
informal interview to clarify some doubts. Simultaneously this also helped the 
investigator to collect the data on the areas which are not covered by 
questionnaire. 
Document Review 
The investigator also consuhed various printed and electronic 
documents such as annual reports, pamphlets, brochures, concerned websites 
and other records of the libraries whenever is required. 
Citation Analysis 
As IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University are dealing with various 
disciplines. It is not possible to include each and every subject for collecting 
data. Computer Science, Mathematics and Physics are common among three 
libraries. So the investigator selects these three subjects for conducting this 
study. 
In the present study, bibliographic citations of Doctoral theses 
available in libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University, during 
2005-2007 were collected. The breakdown of the publications analysed is as 
follows: IIT Delhi 27 PhD theses, IIT Kanpur 22 theses and 29 theses in Delhi 
University in the disciplines Physics, Mathematics and Computer Science. As 
far as faculty publications in various journals and conference proceedings of 
IITs and Delhi University are concerned, the investigator personally collected 
publications randomly from faculty members belong to Computer Sciences, 
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Mathematics and Physics. 47 facuhy publications from IIT Delhi, 42 from IIT 
Kanpur and 33 faculty publications from Delhi University are collected in 
print and electronic forms. Citation analysis examined lists of references that 
accompany publication of faculty members and Ph.D. theses submitted in 
terms of certain pattern namely, document types, popular journals and the 
number of times an item is cited. 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Primary source of information such as annual reports, pamphlets, 
brochures, theses, concerned websites other records of the libraries were 
consulted whenever is required. Secondary source of information such as 
dictionaries, directories, text books both in printed and electronic form were 
as per the need of the study also considered. 
MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
This part contains the inferences, which have been made after analysis 
of the questionnaires received from the chief librarians, users and 
bibliographic citations of Doctoral theses and faculty publications. 
1. The total budget allocated to periodicals in IIT Kanpur is higher than 
that of IIT Delhi and Delhi University. However the growth in 
periodical budget is maximum in Delhi University (52.22%) since last 
five years, followed by IIT Delhi (46.43%) and IIT Kanpur (7.47%). 
There is no separate budget for E-Joumal subscription in the 
participating libraries. (Table-5) 
2. Pamphlets, microfilms/microfiche, audio-video cassettes, CDs/ DVDs 
are the special collections in IIT Delhi. IIT Kanpur library bears a good 
collection of cartographic material, machine readable databases, 
conference proceedings and technical reports. Delhi University library 
is versatile among three libraries with a special collection of 
manuscripts, which is not found in both IIT libraries. (Table-6) 
3. The growth of print periodicals has decreased in IIT Delhi and IIT 
Kanpur during 2000- 2008. In IIT Delhi periodical growth has come 
down from 910 to 680 (25.27%) from the year 2000 to 2008. Similarly 
in IIT Kanpur , the growth of the same has decreased from 1304 to 
1227 (5.90%) during 2000-2008. In Delhi University the growth of 
print periodicals shows an increase from 1105 to 1480 (23.93%) during 
the above mentioned years. (Table-7) 
4. A good number of PG students (40 percent) in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur 
(33.33 percent) and Delhi University (32.5 percent) read periodicals 
fortnightly whereas the research scholars (44.77 percent in IIT Delhi, 
40.62 in IIT Kanpur and 37.25 percent in Delhi University) and faculty 
members (60 percent in IIT Delhi, 40 percent in IIT Kanpur and 43.33 
percent in Delhi University) are quite frequent users of periodicals 
using them weekly. (Table 12). The findings report crystal clear that 
majority of periodical usage comes from faculty members and research 
scholars as reported by Biradar and Kumar.{2Q0G) 
5. A high percentage of respondents in IIT Delhi (78.77 percent), IIT 
Kanpur (80.82 percent) and Delhi University (65.66 percent) consult 
international periodicals in comparison to national periodicals. About 
10.38 percent users in IIT Delhi, 4.14 percent in IIT Kanpur and 14.16 
percent of them in Delhi University use both national and international 
journals. On applying Chi-Square statistics, it is amply clear that use of 
national and international periodicals among users at p < 0.05 differed 
significantly. The variation is confirmed. Use of International 
periodicals is more in IITs Delhi and Kanpur as compared to Delhi 
University library. (Table-13) 
6. Periodicals in both IITs (61.48 percent) and Delhi University (55.72 
percent) are basically used for research. The literature review in 
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chapter 2 also shows that the focal point of periodical usage is for 
research. (Table- 14) 
7. It is observed that users in all three libraries (89.12 in IIT libraries and 
78.92 percent in Delhi University) need more print journals (Table 23). 
Kumbar (2007) also revealed that majority of respondents in the 
University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad preferred and identified 
their need for printed version of articles. 
8. The response on awareness of e-joumals shows that in libraries of IIT 
Delhi (89.62 percent) and IIT Kanpur (96.89 percent) users are more 
aware than Delhi University (76.80 percent) library users. (Table- 26). 
9. A handsome percentage of users i.e. 43.86 percent in IIT Delhi, 52.33 
percent in IIT Kanpur and 48.79 percent in Delhi University access e-
joumals from Computer Centre. Least percentage of users access to E-
Joumals from Central Library. (Table- 31) 
10. It is clear that access rate to e-joumals from hostels in Delhi University 
is very less (8.43 percent) as compared to both IITs (32.07 percent in 
IIT Delhi and 29.53 percent in IIT Kanpur). (Table- 31) 
11. The search methods reveal that more than 50 percent of respondents in 
IIT Delhi (54.24 percent), IIT Kanpur (54.92 percent) and 46.98 
percent of them in Delhi University laid strongest support to searching 
through 'keyword' whereas the 'date of publication' carrying the least 
favour among the respondents. Respondents in IITs and Delhi 
University are more inclined towards searching through keywords and 
author. (Table- 37). 
12. It is surprising to note that more print journals are needed besides 
electronic journals. More than 50 percent of respondents in IITs and 
Delhi University opined that they require more print journals in 
addition to e-joumals. This means inspite e-joumals gaining fame, 
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print journals still are dominant and preferred by the respondents. This 
finding is supported by recent studies conducted by number of Indian 
Scholars, (such as Raza & Upadhyay, 2006; Kumbar, Hadagali & 
S.P.; 2006). (Table- 44) 
13. More than 70 percent citations in PhD Theses in IITs (i.e. 75 percent in 
IIT Delhi & 72 percent in IIT Kanpur) and 81.04 percent of them in 
Delhi University are reported from print sources, whereas the 
remaining are produced from electronic sources i.e. 24.66 percent in 
IIT Delhi, 26.65 percent in IIT Kanpur and 18.96 percent in Delhi 
University. (Table- 45, 46 & 47). 
14. Out of the total citations cited in PhD theses more than 50 percent in 
both IITs & Delhi University pertain to print journals. This is followed 
by e-joumals (16.41 percent in IIT Delhi, 18.46 percent in IIT Kanpur) 
in IITs, and books (12.03 percent) in Delhi University. (Table- 45, 46 
&4^). 
15. More than 70 percent of citations cited in Faculty Publications in both 
IITs and about 80 percent citations in Delhi University are crystalled 
out from print sources, whereas the residual percentage corresponds to 
e-resources i.e. 28.89 percent in IIT Delhi, 20.98 percent in IIT Kanpur 
and 20.51 percent in Delhi University. (Table- 45, 46 & 47). 
16. Among the total citations received from Faculty Publications highest 
percentage is retrieved from print journals (56.25 percent in IIT Delhi, 
65.11 percent in IIT Kanpur and 61.71 percent in Delhi University) 
followed by e-joumals (11.76 percent, and 9.04 percent and 10.63 
percent) in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. (Table- 45, 46 
&47). 
17. There is significant difference among core journals in Computer 
Science cited by IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University library 
users. Only one journal cited by Delhi University users matches with 
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citations reported in IIT Delhi i.e. Communication of ACM. The journal 
has top position in Delhi University but it is placed 7* in IIT Delhi. 
(Table-49) 
18. It is highlighted that Journal of Mathematical Analysis and 
Application, SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis, Transactions of 
American Mathematical Society and Naval Research Logistics are 
common journals among IITs and Delhi University users but they are 
occupying different positions. Journal of Mathematical Analysis and 
Application is ranked first in IIT Kanpur, but it is placed on 5"" position 
in IIT Delhi, and 6* at Delhi University. (Table-50) 
19. Among the ten core journals in Physics, five journals i.e. Applied 
Physics Letters, Journal of Applied Physics, Physics Review B, Physics 
Review Letters and Physics Review are found common among three 
library users with different rankings. (Table-51) 
RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The present study brings into light on several topics on which further 
research can be directed. Based on the findings of the present study the 
following suggestions have been made for further research as: 
1. The study can be extended to all Science and Technology and 
academic libraries. 
2. The study can also be conducted to find out collection, acquisition and 
use of periodicals in highly funded libraries such as IITs and Central 
University Libraries in the country. 
3. A study can also be undertaken to understand use of periodicals 
separately by male and female users of academic libraries. 
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ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS 
Chapter-1 Introduction 
The chapter introduces the whole study undertaken. The chapter begins 
with explaining the importance of periodicals and background behind the 
research. It defines the terms used in the statement of the problem taken from 
renowned sources. In addition, objectives, hypotheses, scope and limitations 
of the study, and research methods used for the data collection and analysis 
have been explained. 
Chapter -2 Review of Related Literature 
Prior to launching the study a survey of the related literature was 
undertaken. The purpose of this exercise was to understand to already existing 
trends, findings and problems so as to arrive at a right perspective. The 
research topic was divided into various sections and a search was made for 
related research material in various journals, books, reports, seminar 
/conference proceedings, etc. 
Chapter -3 Periodicals: An Overview 
This chapter deals with brief description of periodicals, their 
definitions, historical development, importance, types, functions and 
problems. It gives an overview of electronic journals, their brief history, 
growth, definitions, characteristics, types and difference between print and 
electronic journals. 
Chapter-4 Acquisition of Printed Periodicals 
This chapter covers the whole process of acquiring printed periodicals, 
various methods involved in their acquisition, problems encountered at the 
time of acquisition and solutions provided for the same. 
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Chapter-5 Acquisition of E- Journals 
Acquisition procedure of E-Joumals, management issues and the 
problems associated with them are provided in chapter 5. A synaptic account 
of various e-joumals providers has been taken into consideration. The chapter 
also covers the major e-joumal consortia initiatives taken at national and 
international level. 
Chapter -6 Libraries under study 
The chapter introduces the three libraries under study i.e. IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University, their total collection, library budget, and major 
services in detail. 
Chapter -7 Analysis and Interpretation of Data 
This chapter deals with the analysis and interpretation of data collected 
through questionnaire, interview and citation analysis. This chapter has 
divided in to three parts. 
Part I consists of Librarian Analysis 
Part II consists of User Analysis 
Part III consists of Citation Analysis 
Chapter -8 Findings and Suggestions 
This chapter covers conclusion, findings, suggestions and 
recommendation for further studies. 
The last part of the thesis will contain bibliography and appendices. In 
appendix-I the questiormaire administered to the chief librarian, in 
appendix-II, questionnaire administered to users and in appendix-Ill, list of 
journals in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University is given. 
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P R E F A C E 
The transmission of ideas, innovations, intentions, facts or fictions 
generated in the minds of researchers, scientists and intellectual community 
constitute communication of research outputs. This output undoubtedly take its 
occurrence via different but various mediums, however the flow of research 
outcome transmitted through periodical articles outclass all other formats and 
means of literature publication in general and scientific and technological 
publications in particular. Scientific and technological communication 
comprises breath-blood of research and development. Since the discoveries, 
inventions and scientific innovation and their utilization with the technological 
excellence have touched sky scrapper success, greater urgency and curiosity 
among intellectuals rose to its peak in disseminating research outputs among 
scientific community. Periodicals form the heart of most special collection 
where more is spent on periodicals than on books. 
The acquisition of periodicals verily comprises the first step of their 
management. This process of acquisition has to pass through its major 
components which constitute acquiring the periodical, check-in, payment and 
funds accounting. They by their continuous value in research programmes, 
involvement of considerable expenditure in their purchase, handling, 
processing and storage give edge them, over all publications. Their collection is 
to be developed, as they in nature are tougher to select and demand more 
critical selection choices follows certain but definite parameters and principles. 
The recent developments which information and communication 
technology (ICT) witnessed, revolutionized every walk and every aspect of 
global scenario. The networked environment diffused publication industry 
which forced the diversion of trends in scientific communication and ultimately 
resulted in drift from print to electronic version. These integrated technologies 
emerged the concept of electronic access to wide variety of resources 
comprising indexing, full text articles and complete journal. Later on the digital 
publishing technologies and internet pushed scholarly journals to underwent 
further changes, thus giving birth to electronic form of journal or e-joumals. 
Literature is growing day by day. The literature is worldwide in origin, 
international in language, diverse in subject content, complex in form and 
tremendous in amount. In scientific research most of the cited literature is 
available in periodicals. Thus, it is essential to know the utilization level of 
periodicals by the users of libraries, because in every year libraries are 
spending a huge amount for this purpose. Therefore the investigator decided to 
conduct a study to identify periodical use among PG students. Research 
Scholars and Faculty Members, and acquisition procedure and policies being 
adopted in libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. 
The present study will help to know the growth of periodicals in libraries 
of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University, selection policies of libraries 
and channels for acquiring periodicals, purpose of using them, use of national 
and international periodicals, use of e-joumals and advance search strategies, 
problems encountered while using them, various e-joumal consortia, citation 
patterns of researchers and identify the core journals in the area of interest of 
users and the demand of users related to current literature available in said 
libraries. 
Very few investigations of such type have been undertaken in the 
country. The literature review illustrate clearly that no detailed work to study 
the periodical collection, acquisition and use in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and 
Delhi University libraries, as a whole, has been initiated so far. In this context, 
the present study has been aimed to provide a new direction to management 
and use of periodicals including electronic journals particularly in three 
prestigious academic libraries in the country. The present work is intended to 
provide some guidelines for librarians, so that they can make necessary efforts 
in this direction. 
The entire work is categorised into eight chapters. Chapter 1 begins with 
introduction, explaining its background behind the research. It highlights the 
objectives, hypotheses, scope and limitations of the study, and research 
methods adopted for data collection and interpretation. Review of related 
literature has been studied in chapter 2 and the Chapter 3 explains the brief 
description of periodicals, their definitions, historical developments. It also 
highlights the importance of periodicals, their types and functions, the 
problems faced due to time lag, and other factors. Also provides an overview of 
e-joumals, their brief history, growth, definitions, characteristics, types, 
difference between the two types, and indicators for measuring periodical 
usage. The whole process of acquiring periodicals, various methods involved in 
their acquisition, problems encountered at the time of acquisition and solutions 
provided for the same are given in Chapter 4. 
Acquisition procedure of E-Journals, management issues and the problems 
associated with them are provided in Chapter 5. A synaptic account of various 
e-joumal providers and various e-joumal consortia initiatives taken at national 
and international level are also described in this chapter. Chapter 6 provides a 
detailed account of three libraries under study i.e. IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and 
Delhi University, their total budgets, collection, membership and major 
services in detail. Data on periodicals acquisition and usage is tabulated and 
analysed in Chapter 7. Findings drawn from the analysis of data have been 
listed in Chapter 8. The chapter also provides suggestions for overcoming the 
problems faced during acquisition and use of periodicals and recommendations 
for further research. 
In the end, the references cited and three appendices are given. The 
references are arranged alphabetically. In appendix-I, the questionnaire 
administered to the chief of the libraries and in appendix-II questionnaire 
administered to the users is provided, and list of periodicals in IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University is mentioned in appendix-Ill. 
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CHAPTER- 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to bring the audience the overview and 
nature of research study undertaken. The chapter commences with the 
introduction explaining the statement of problem, concept, background, 
definition, usage, scope and purpose of the study. 
Periodicals are an important channel in meeting the scientists crave for 
publications outlets, play a mandatory role in scientific and technological 
enlightment of a country. Their importance is growing day by day because it is 
a fact that mostly new inventions and startling demonstration of ideas first 
arrived as periodical articles and a large number of these articles do not 
consequently achieve publication in any other form. Many periodicals are 
dedicated to ingenious exploration and carry usually original and nascent 
information. Since periodical article is the prime means of transmission for the 
interchange of scientific information, to facilitate the researchers and 
academicians to avoid the duplication of research and to endure with the latest 
developments in their fields, libraries are indulge to endorse and obtain 
indispensable periodicals. 
Periodicals, which include journals, magazines, newspapers, and aimual 
publications often contain the most appropriate or exact information on any 
given topic, are important sources for up-to-date information in all branches of 
learning, are all examples of serials. Serials are publications issued at intervals 
over a period of time in successive parts bearing numeric or chronological 
designations that are intended to be continued indefinitely. When they are 
issued frequently and more or less regularly, they are called periodicals, 
journals, or, more popularly, magazines. Furthermore, magazine or newspaper 
articles from the past conserve valuable historical information about how 
people lived, what they thought about, and how they experienced critical 
affairs. 
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Among the Periodicals, journals are recognized as the quickest and 
popular media of the mass communication as scientists prefer to publish their 
research results in the form of articles in journals of national and international 
repute as these are widely circulated amongst scientific community. Thus these 
journals help them to remain updated with latest developments in their fields. 
Since the articles are essentially condensed treatment of subject matters, they 
are more liked by the research workers. 
By their nature, periodicals accomplish a further range of very 
productive assignments impossible for books. Apart from research articles, 
they contain correspondence columns often of great importance, permitting 
exchange of views about papers published, (or any relevant topic). Many carry 
book reviews, obituaries, editorial comment, and abstracts. Current news, 
professional announcements, advertisements, are also commonly found. In 
many cases they serve as 'organs', often of an institution, society or group. 
(Osbom, 1955.) 
Because of their informational and research value, periodicals are an 
obligatory attribute of most library programmes. No library could now manage 
without them. Their number has so intensified that their existing growth is, 
astoundingly three times that of world population. (Shafi, 2005). 
As the growth has taken place in each sector of the society industrially 
and scientifically, the significance of periodicals and their curiosity is being felt 
more and more by researchers. Apart from the research results, periodical 
contain new and recent information about every field of the society. Periodical 
publication contains very often the first hand information about the research -
in progression, furnished in a particular subject field, are very useful for the 
clients of academic and special libraries. 
This is the age of specialization, miracles and marvels of knowledge 
outbreak. Periodicals are regarded the balanced food for research works and 
constitute the back bone of library collection. Books virtually may become 
obsolete somehow but periodicals can and to keep up with the onward march of 
research and development. No wonder more amount is spent by libraries for 
acquiring periodicals than books. 
Modem times have witnessed a phenomenon growth in literature. The 
literature is world wide in origin, international in language, diverse in subject 
content, complex in form, uneven m quality, tremendous in amount and also 
expensive. The research literature in Science & Technology is being published 
in more than 50 different languages of the World. In scientific research about 
95% cited literature is available in periodicals. Literature is growing so 
enormously that it has been estimated that in science it is doubling every 5 to 
10 years. (Singh & Kumar, 2005). Therefore, the investigator has decided to 
conduct a study to identify the periodical use by PG students, Ph.D. scholars 
and faculty members, and acquisition procedure and policies being adopted in 
libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 
To achieve the goals and objectives of the study a clear and defined 
statement of the problem is needed. The problem selected for the present study 
is entitled "Periodical collection in IITs Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi 
University library: Acquisition and Use". The problem is selected by the 
investigator is to understand the policies and methods being adopted by these 
libraries to acquire periodicals and use of periodicals by the PG students. 
Research Scholars and Faculty Members of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University so that libraries can make further improvement in their periodical 
services depending upon the results and suggestions. 
1.2 Definition of Terms 
Periodical: The Librarian's Glossary defines periodical as "a 
publication with distinctive title, which appears at stated or regular intervals, 
generally oflener than once a year, without prior decision as to when the last 
issue shall appear."(Harrod. 1971). 
Collection: Oxford Dictionary and Thesaurus (2001) defines collection 
as "the action of collecting or being collected or a group of things that have 
been collected."(Elliot, Knight and Cowley, 2001). 
IITs: IITs (Indian Institute of Tehnology) are the premier institutions 
established by the Govt, of India with the aim of providing meaningful 
education, to conduct original research of the highest standard and to provide 
leadership in technological innovation for the industrial growth of the country. 
("Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur", n.d.) 
Delhi: Delhi, known locally as Dilli, and also by official name National 
Capital Territory of Delhi, is the largest metropolis by area and the second-
largest metropolis by population in India. ("Delhi", n.d.) 
Kanpur: Formerly Cawnpore city, administrative headquarters of 
Kanpur district, Uttar Pradesh, northern India, south west of Lucknow, on the 
Ganges river. The largest city of Uttar Pradesh and one of the largest in India, 
Kanpur has an area of more than 100 sq. mi (260 sq km). (McHenry, 1993) 
Delhi University: Established in 1922, the University of Delhi (DU) is 
one of the premier universities of the country and is known for its high 
standards in teaching and research. (Ali, 2004) 
Library: A collection of books and other library material kept for 
reading, study and consuUation." (Harrod, 1971). 
Acquisition: "The process of obtaining books and other items for a 
library, documentation centre, or archive." The term has been used here as a 
process to get the documents in library on being selected and approval granted 
by concerned authorities for their purchase. A strict definition of acquisition 
will include the ordering, claiming and receiving of materials. (Prytherch, 
2000). 
Use: According to Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, 
Use is "To employ for some purpose; put into service, make use of ". (Random 
House, 2002) 
Oxford Dictionary and Thesaurus has defined Use as: The cause to act 
or serve for purpose; bring into service or treat in a specified way. (Wehmeier, 
2003). 
1.4 Objectives of the Study 
Every work is incomplete in the lack of the objectives. The work done in 
lack of the objectives is always meaningless. The objectives determined in the 
case of the present study are: 
i. To analyse the total institutional budget allocated to periodicals and to 
check the growth of periodical collection in Central library IIT Delhi, 
P.K.Kelkar library, IIT Kanpur and Central Reference Library, Delhi 
University, 
ii. To study the process of acquisition of periodicals encompassing their 
mode of selection of print as well as electronic form, 
iii. To know the problems related to acquisition of periodicals in the libraries 
under study, 
iv. To find out fi^equency of print periodical usage by PG students, research 
scholars and faculty members and to ascertain how far periodical services 
have been utilized. 
V. To examine the usefiilness of arrangement of periodicals and their back 
volumes on the shelves in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University, 
vi. To identify the awareness of e-joumals, their frequency of use and the 
purpose behind using them. 
vii. To ascertain priority in search techniques and find out the most popular 
search technique among users in providing frequent access to e-joumals. 
viii. To understand barriers that would discourage users in using e-joumals 
and to suggest the ways and means for the effective use of the same, 
ix. To know the use of periodicals through citation analysis of researchers 
and faculty members and establish a list of core scientific and technical 
journals for library users. 
1.5 Hypotheses 
The research work attempted to study the acquisition and use of 
periodicals including e-joumals in the libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and 
Delhi University. In this concern the following hypotheses are aimed to be 
tested. 
i. There exists significant variation in use of national and international 
periodicals among IITs and Delhi University library users. 
ii. Users of llTs are better conversant with advance search strategies in 
comparison to Delhi University library users. 
iii. There exists ample difference in satisfaction level of e-joumals 
availability among IITs and Delhi University library users. 
iv. Majority of users in participating libraries came across various 
difficulties while browsing e-joumals. 
V. Significant preference is being given to print joumal citations over 
electronic citations by researchers and faculty members of IIT Delhi, 
IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. 
1.6 Scope and Significance of the Study 
The libraries in general and their periodical section in particular are 
experiencing pressing problems like literature explosion and consequent 
literature explosion i.e. inclining of periodical publications as well as articles 
published in them, creeping price, continuous shifting in thrust areas of 
research and birth of interdisciplinary research. In a nation like India the 
situation has tumed chronic with inflation (devaluation of Indian currency) and 
fluctuation in exchange/conversion rates, static disproportionate library book 
budget, and increasing number of users/scientists. 
The need, therefore, for optimum utilization of periodicals and 
maintenance of a manageable yet relevant collection becomes more acute than 
ever before. In order to have the optimum use of limited resources and 
communication of available knowledge, there is a need to relate the acquisition 
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of periodicals to their use. User survey is the most effective means of 
evaluating the periodical collection and its use of a particular library. The need 
is the most obvious in a country like India and the significance of such surveys 
has been pointed out by many. 
As IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University are famous for their 
academic excellence dealing with academic and research activities; there is 
high use of journals. So, only journal users (PG students, Ph.D. Scholars and 
Faculty Members) are selected for conducting this study to identify the 
periodical use by them, and acquisition procedure and policies being adopted in 
these libraries. 
The work entitled "Periodical collection in IITs Delhi, Kanpur and 
Delhi University library: Acquisition and Use" is intended to bring out an 
overview of periodical acquisition and its usage in the libraries of IIT Delhi, 
Kanpur and Delhi University. The fundamental purpose of the study is to come 
across the acquisition of periodicals including their mode of ordering, selection 
and payment and the channels for acquiring periodicals (print as well as 
electronic) in the libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. The 
study helps to know about the growth and development of periodicals, purpose 
of using them, most popular periodicals, availability and use of various e-
joumal consortia and the satisfaction level of users with regard to existing 
periodical collection and services. 
The selection and use of current periodicals by users reflect a process of 
examination, evaluation, acceptance and rejection of ideas. The investigator 
identify the core journals in the area of interest of users by conducting citation 
study in connection with availability of current literature in said libraries. The 
study put forward the pros and cons of collection in the above mentioned 
libraries and try to bring out users actual needs. The survey will also will try to 
identify the usage level of different e-joumals consortia and various problems 
experienced by the users while accessing consortia based journals. At the 
conclusion the study laid down some significant points in the form of 
suggestions derived from the analysis of data which in turn will help to 
enhance the use of periodical services in the libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur 
and Delhi University. 
1.7 Literature Survey 
Prior to the launch of the study, a survey of related literature was 
undertaken. The purpose of this exercise is to understand the existing trends, 
outcomes and falls drops, so as to arrive at the right perspective. The research 
topic is partitioned into various sections and a search is made for related 
resource material in various journals, seminar/ conference proceedings etc. A 
bibliography is prepared of the most relevant and related research based 
articles. A detailed and in-depth study of these articles is made in chapter 2 and 
findings are pen down in chapter 8. 
1.8 Methodology 
Methodology has its own implication and importance in scientific 
investigation, because objectively any research investigation cannot be 
obtained unless it is carried out in a very systematic and planned manner. 
Scientific investigation involves careful and proper design, use of standardized 
tools and tests identifying adequate sample by using sampling techniques. 
Several techniques are adopted for collecting relevant and authentic data. 
Though there are number of data collection techniques are available among 
which worth mentioned embrace such as questionnaire, schedules, interview, 
observation, citation analysis, document review, psychological tests etc. The 
investigator has been used questionnaire, interview, document review 
techniques and citation analysis in data collection for the study. The 
investigator personally visited all three libraries under the study and 
approached the librarians and users of concerned institutes to collect necessary 
data. 
i. Tools Used For Data Collection 
In survey research questionnaire is widely used to gather data on the 
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particular problem. Questionnaires were administered to a sample of population 
in order to know their opinion experiences and attitudes. The premier 
advantage of this technique is that one can make broad range of generalizations 
from a relatively small number of responses. 
• Pilot Survey 
To spell out the validity of questions, the two questionnaires one for the 
chief librarian and the other for users were pre-tested before finalizing them. 
The main objective of pre-testing was to find out users opinion, the language 
used, to rule out ambiguities and doubts, if any so as to get target responses and 
results. During the entire exercise several suggestions were put forth fi-om 
librarians and respondents. In the light of these suggestions several questions 
were manipulated and few new were also added in the final draft before being 
administered to the respondents. 
• Separate Questionnaires 
For this study two different sets of questionnaires were framed, one for 
librarians and other for users. Questionnaire for librarians was designed to get 
librarians view point on various issues related to collection, acquisition and use 
of periodicals in the three libraries. Questions have been included to collect 
information about library's periodical collection, annual budget allocated to 
them, channels for acquiring periodicals and criteria for evaluating them. The 
detailed questionnaire administered among the librarians of the participating 
libraries has been given in the appendix I. 
Similarly questionnaire for users contains questions related to the 
purpose of periodicals usage, use of various search strategies while using 
periodicals, problems faced while accessing them, periodicals consuhed most, 
awareness of e-joumals and consortia and need for training programmes. Most 
of the questions consists of multiple choices where respondents have been 
asked to tick mark their answer. The questionnaire has been appended as 
appendix II. 
• Administration of Questionnaire 
It is not feasible to collect large quantities of data having each and every 
library users in three different libraries. Therefore samples were selected by 
using stratified sampling method (having PG Students, Ph.D. Scholars and 
Faculty Members). Under stratified sampling, random sampling was adopted. 
Investigator visited all the three libraries and approached the concerned 
librarians seeking permission to collect necessary data. The questionnaires 
were administered personally among the PG Students , PhD Scholars and 
Faculty members. 
A total of 297 questionnaires were administered in the month of 
February 2007 among the users of IIT Delhi library, 255 questionnaires were 
administered among users of IIT Kanpur library in the month of March 2007, 
similarly in the month of May 2007, 450 questionnaires were administered in 
Delhi University library among the PG Students, PhD Scholars and Faculty 
members. Out of which 240, 219 and 375 filled in questionnaires are collected 
back from library users at IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University respectively. 
28 questionnaires fi^om IIT Delhi library, 26 from IIT Kanpur library and 43 
questionnaires from Delhi University library were rejected due to incomplete 
response. Finally 212 questionnaires fi-om IIT Delhi, 193 from IIT Kanpur and 
332 from Delhi University were fijmished and used for data analysis. 
The ultimate response rate from library users of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur 
and Delhi University is found to be 71.3 %, 75.68% and 73.77 % respectively. 
The response of users is shown in table- 1. 
To evaluate the total collection, process of acquisition and use of 
periodicals in the libraries of IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University, a 
questionnaire was prepared for librarians and administered among all three 
chiefs. 100% response is received from librarians of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and 
Delhi University. The response in shown in table-2. 
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Table-2 
Response from Chief Librarians 
Chief Librarian 
IIT Delhi 
IIT Kanpur 
Delhi University 
Questionnaire 
administered 
1 
1 
1 
Questionnaire 
responded 
1 
1 
1 
Percentage 
100 
100 
100 
n. Interview Method 
As questionnaire method has certain limitations to collect the data, so 
the investigator also adopted interview method for data collection. The purpose 
behind interview was to fill the gaps in the information provided by the 
respondents in questionnaires and also to get additional information which 
normally people do not give in writing. 
The investigator approached chief librarians and users and had an 
informal interview to clarify some doubts. Simultaneously, this also helped the 
investigator to collect the data on the areas which are not covered by 
questionnaires. 
iii. Document Review 
The investigator also consulted various printed and electronic 
documents such as annual reports, pamphlets, brochures, concerned library 
websites and other records of the libraries whenever is required. 
iv. Citation Analysis 
Citation Analysis is a technique of bibliometric study of literature based 
upon some degree of relationship between citing and cited articles or 
documents. Citation Analysis permits researchers to see how frequently a work 
has been cited in articles and is an invaluable tool for any literature review. 
As IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University are dealing with various 
disciplines. It is not possible to include each and every subject for collecting 
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data. Computer Science, Mathematics and Physics are common among three 
libraries. So the investigator selects these three subjects for conducting this 
study. 
In the present study, bibliographic citations of Doctoral theses available 
in libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University during 2005-2007 
were collected. The breakdown of the theses analysed is as follows: IIT Delhi 
27 PhD theses, IIT Kanpur 22 theses and 29 theses in Delhi University in the 
disciplines Physics, Mathematics and Computer Science. As far as faculty 
publications in various journals and conference proceedings of IITs and Delhi 
University are concerned, the investigator personally collected publications 
randomly from faculty members belong to Computer Sciences, Mathematics 
and Physics. 47 faculty publications from IIT Delhi, 42 from IIT Kanpur and 
33 faculty publications from Delhi University are collected in print and 
electronic forms. Citation analysis examined lists of references that accompany 
publication of faculty members and Ph.D. theses submitted in terms of certain 
pattern namely, document types, popular journals and the number of times an 
item is cited. 
1.9 Sources of Information 
Primary source of information such as annual reports, pamphlets, 
brochures, theses, concerned websites other records of the libraries are 
consulted whenever is required. Secondary source of information such as 
dictionaries, directories, text books both in print and electronic form are as per 
the need of the study also consulted. 
1.10 Analysis and Interpretation of Data 
The data which are collected from IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur & Delhi 
University through various data collection techniques have been organized, 
analysed, compared, consolidated, tabulated and interpreted by using statistical 
techniques, tables, percentages and chi square test to verify the validity of 
results and in the light of above data, usefiil findings and conclusions have been 
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derived at. 
1.11 Standard Used for Bibliographic References 
For providing the bibliographic references, American Psychological 
Association Formatting and Style Guide. (APA, 6th ed., 2009) format has been 
followed. Some examples are given as under. 
Print Journal 
Black, Steve (2006). Impact of full-text on print journal use at a Liberal 
Arts College. Library Resources and Technical Services, 41(1), 19-26 
Book 
Ashraf, Tariq. (2004) Problems of Library Acquisition. New Delhi: Anmol. 
Article from an Online Journal 
Kenneth, I. A. (2000). A Buddhist response to the nature of human rights. 
Journal of Buddhist Ethics, 8. Retrieved from 
http://www.cac.psu.edu/jbe/twocont.html 
Wilds 
OLPC Peru/Arahuay. (n.d.). Retrieved from the OLPC Wiki: http://wiki.laptop. 
org/go/OLPC_Peru/Arahuay 
1.12 Major Limitations of the Study 
1. The present study consists only journal users of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur 
and Delhi University. 
2. The geographical coverage is restricted to Delhi, and Kanpur. 
3. The responses have been taken from P.G students, Research Scholars 
and Faculty Members and the data has been collected during the months 
of Feb-June 2007 only. 
4. Owing to large number of disciplines, the investigator has restricted its 
scope to Computer Science Mathematics and Physics theses and faculty 
publications for the purpose of citation analysis. 
5. Indicators such as in-house use, reshelving statistics, and photocopy 
statistics are ignored for measuring periodical usage because of non-
availability of authentic records. 
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1.13 Chapterization 
Chapter -1 Introduction 
The chapter introduces the whole study undertaken. The chapter begins 
with explaining the importance of periodicals and background behind the 
research. It defines the terms used in the statement of the problem taken from 
renowned sources. In addition, objectives, hypotheses, scope and limitations of 
the study, and research methods used for the data collection and analysis have 
been explained. 
Chapter -2 Review of Related Literature 
Prior to launching the study a survey of the related literature was 
undertaken. The purpose of this exercise was to understand tlimlready existing 
trends, findings and problems so as to arrive at a right perspective. The 
research topic was divided into various sections and a search was made for 
related research material in various journals, books, reports, seminar/ 
conference proceedings, etc. 
Chapter -3 Periodicals: An Overview 
This chapter deals with brief description of periodicals, their definitions, 
historical development, importance, types, functions and problems. It gives an 
overview of electronic journals, their brief history, growth, definitions, 
characteristics, types, and difference between print and electronic journals. 
Chapter -4 Acquisition of Printed Periodicals 
This chapter covers the whole process of acquiring printed periodicals, 
various methods involved in their acquisition, problems encountered at the time 
of acquisition and solutions provided for the same. 
Chapter-5 Acquisition of E- Journals 
Acquisition procedure of E-Joumals, management issues and the 
problems associated with them are provided in chapter 5. A synaptic account of 
various e-joumals providers has been taken into consideration. The chapter also 
covers the major e-journal consortia initiatives taken at national and 
international level. 
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Chapter -6 Libraries under study 
The chapter introduces the three libraries under study i.e. IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University, their total collection, library budget, and major 
services in detail. 
Chapter -7 Analysis and Interpretation of Data 
This chapter deals with the analysis and interpretation of data collected 
through questionnaire, interview and citation analysis. This chapter has been 
divided into three parts. Part I consists of Librarian Analysis, Part II consists of 
User Analysis and Part III consists of Citation Analysis. 
Chapter -8 Findings and Suggestions 
This chapter covers conclusion, findings, suggestions and 
recommendation for further studies. 
The last part of the thesis will contain bibliography and appendices. In 
appendix-I the questionnaire administered to the chief librarian, in appendix-II, 
questionnaire administered to users and in appendix-Ill, list of important 
journals in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University is given. 
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CHAPTER- 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Review of related literature is very essential for a new research topic. 
The study of related literature implies locating, reacting and evaluating reports 
of researches as well as reports of the casual observation and opinion that are 
related to the individual planned research project. In any worthwhile study in a 
field of research, the researcher must have an adequate knowledge with the 
work that has already been done in the area of his research. In brief this chapter 
presents an overall review of studies conducted abroad as well as in India on 
periodical acquisition and use in a chronological order. 
The investigator reviewed only those studies, which are directly or 
indirectly related to the present study. The vast majority of papers fall into 
various categories. The first category of review focus on acquisition of printed 
and e-joumals including pricing trends and presei-vation aspects. The second 
category gives a detailed account of print periodicals use. The third part of this 
chapter gives a detailed account of e-joumals use worldwide. Then comes the 
last part of the study which covers citation analysis. 
2.1 Acquisition of Journals (Print and Electronic) 
International Scenario 
Bonorino & Molteni (2007) studied the impact of e-joumals on the 
different services and areas making up information units in Argentine Private 
Universities, which indicate that the number of universities granting access to 
electronic joumals has increased slowly over the last five years through 
libraries count on a rich variety of electronic journal subscriptions particularly 
databases. A lack of uniformity with regard to the adoption of standard 
criterion for cataloguing electronic joumals has been found though over 50 
percent said they did not catalogue them. 
Study regarding the management practice of serials at University of 
Ilorin Library, Ilorin, Nigeria with a view to proposing ways of improving the 
management towards enhancing the effectiveness of serials in dissemination of 
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information to the patrons revealed that the organization of serial functions was 
centralized while the access to shelves was mixed. The materials were acquired 
by subscription through overseas agents, purchase and gifts. Serial publications 
in the library are organized according to AACR2 for cataloguing them. 
Preservation of serial publications is done with the help of binding, exit control 
and photocopying. (Adio, 2006) 
Bazin, Desmarais & Schuster (2006) at Phillips Memorial Library at 
Providence College identified the need for the development of an accurate and 
up-to-date collection management system for its periodical collection during 
the planning stages to help in making decisions regarding the cancellation and 
retention of periodical titles. The findings reveal that collection management 
system provided the librarians with information required to integrate the 
periodicals collection. It allows the academic departments to manage the 
periodical titles in their respective areas and to make decisions about which 
periodical titles they would like the library to subscribe or to cancel and allow 
the library to inventory the collection. 
Chae, Park & Choi (2006) discussed that libraries in Korea have 
obtained collective bargaining power in purchasing e-joumals by forming a 
strong consortium named the Korea Electronic Site License Initiative (KESLI), 
which in itself is an attempt to greatly expand the availability of foreign 
scholarly information by consortia based purchasing of site license of 
electronic journals from publishers and information providers. The study finds 
that some 400 KESLI members as of the end of 2005 have voluntarily formed 
as many sub-consortia by publishers as they wish to join, thus enhancing the 
use levels of scholarly information to six times higher on average than before. 
NDSL, services enable patron from KESLI member institutions to download, at 
a 'single interface from their desktops, all the licensed electronic journals 
provided by various publishers/vendors. 
The Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical Information (CISTI) 
undertook an in-depth analysis of its current serial subscriptions to determine 
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whether they were meeting the needs of internal cHents at National Research 
Council of Canada (NRC) and document delivery clients. NRC users showed a 
need for more business titles and all client groups showed a marked need for 
medical titles. While 36 percent of titles in the collection were medical, they 
accounted for 57.2 percent of document delivery activity and for 64.6 percent 
of unfilled orders. As a result, CISTI purchased 135 new medical serial 
subscriptions and had updated its collection development policy to allow for a 
broader collection in medicine and business. (Ireland & Brown, 2006) 
Fabrizia (2005) had carried out a study at the University of Parma with 
the purpose to investigate the organization of e-joumal titles from a user view 
point. The results have indicated that the group of users appeared still reluctant 
to use e-joumals; users were favourable to being provided with multiple points 
of access to e-joumals. The organization of e-joumals adopted at Parma had the 
potential to meet the user's expectations, but its actual implementation seemed 
to require more effective promotion and user centered design. 
Study by Jose & Pacios (2005) analysed how the use of e-joumals and 
consortia purchasing have had an impact on libraries, especially on their 
document supply or interlibrary loan services at Health Science library of the 
hospital in the Madrid municipality of Mostoles. Results have indicated that 
when e-joumals started to be acquired through consortia purchases, the data 
showed a drop in the volume of remote document supply service. Thus, it was 
observed that users, given the large number of journals to which they had 
access, would greatly reduce their requirements for RDS. 
Zhang & Haslam (2005) addressed the UNLV Libraries move towards a 
predominantly electronic journal collection including evaluation of library 
collection and re-evaluation of organization stmcture, staff resources and works 
flow. Findings revealed that since 1999, the composition of the library journal 
collection has been dramatically changed. The percent of print only 
subscriptions decreased from 59 percent to 20% in 2004. The percentage of 
amount spent on electronic resources was rose by atleast 10 percent each. 
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To assess whether there had been changes in electronic journals and 
printed journals collection and acquisition in terms of number of titles, types of 
provisions and acquisition budgets and costs between the year 1995 and 2000, 
Dulyami Marghalani, McDonald, & Tait (2004) surveyed six academic 
libraries in Saudi Arabia. The findings of the survey revealed that most of the 
E-joumals in Saudi Arabia Libraries are in the discipline of Applied Science 
and Technology with 61% followed by Social Science 39% and negligible both 
in general work (0.05%) and humanities (0.02%). The most important findings 
show that the percentage of electronic journal collections sharply increased in 
1996 by 98%, which corresponds to a high increase in their budget of 12.5%. 
Anglada, Roig, Ros & Tort (2003) described the practices and processes 
used at the Consortium of University libraries of Catalonia (CBUC) to select, 
license, describe and organize e-joumals. CBUC select journals packages from 
publishers. CBUC does not have its own licensing model, but agrees with 
publishers to add/remove clauses that may favour its members in line with 
widely accepted practices, placing special emphasis on the subject of 
authorized users, perpetual archiving and special economic conditions. The 
CBUC prefers the electronic plus print option; the cost of electronic access is 
paid consortially. A central database of e-TOCs has been created for providing 
access to journals. 
Fosmire & Young (2002) reported results of a survey of the level of 
access provided to selected free scholarly electronic journals by academic 
libraries. Approximately half of the titles being indexed by major vendors, 
including 88 percent of the top twenty-five, access levels were fairly low and 
decreased dramatically with size of the institution. The Bulletin of the American 
Mathematical Society, Journal of Extension provides examples of free e-
joumals with print counterparts. Approximately one half and one-third of the 
institutions provide access to only the print versions of these journals. 
Lock, ComaJ] & Colling (2001) in their study revealed that m 
University of Leicester access to e-joumals is provided to users by IP address 
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only which has become a barrier to buying some of them as the University of 
Licester has a large number of distance learners who require off campus access. 
Even after installing a proxy server, licensing issue is still a hindrance to off 
campus access. Tables of license agreements have been set up to ensure that 
legal obligations are met in the use of e-joumals. Consortium buying could 
solve some of the cost issues, although licensing is still the biggest barrier to 
local consortium buying. 
Xenidou- Dervou (2001) provided an overview of a model license 
agreement prepared for Hellenic Academic libraries Link (HEAL-Link) which 
is based on ICOLC and NESLI models. Study shows a good impact of services 
offered by HEAL link on the Greek Academic community. The figures of 
approximately 2,200,000 searches and about 100,000 downloaded articles from 
Elsevier journals for HEAL Link alone is a much smaller consortium. Apart 
from Science Direct, HEAL lines has already completed nine months use of 
Springer Link and about 90,00 full text articles have been downloaded. 
Ashcroft & Langdon (1999) investigated the benefits of and barriers to 
the purchase of electronic journals in University libraries collections in the UK 
and North America. The North American Libraries demonstrated a higher level 
of evaluation (64%) that of the UK (30%). Regarding decision making, they 
found that 38 percent of UK librarians were responsible for decision making 
while the North American respondents showed that faculty make these 
decisions, usually with librarian's assistance or the assistance of collection 
'development professionals. 
Chan (1999) in his study argued that depending upon the licensing 
agreement and local funding, downloading and printing can be provided in 
libraries. Some libraries are providing on site access to their users, whereas 
others are providing remote access to their users. Hardware and software 
requirements are also increasing but the basic entities including hard drives, 
colour monitors, external disk drives, printers, security cables, tables and chairs 
are found unavoidable. 
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Nisonger (1997) introduced and analysed the basic library collection 
management issues regarding electronic journals, including selection, 
budgeting, policy making, collection evaluation and preservation. He has 
argued that staffing and budgeting for electronic journals can be organized on 
subject based or format based approaches, or some combination of both. Two 
major unresolved issues while evaluating e-joumals are how to count them in 
library statistics and the need for new collection evaluation method. The need 
for new client centered evaluation methodologies that focus on availability and 
accessibility rather than ownership has been taken into consideration. 
National Scenario 
A case study at the Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute in 
Kolkata, seeks to discuss the author's experience of providing e-joumals 
services to the scientists (Patra, 2006) study describes the developmental 
activities involved in providing user access to the e-joumals and its impact on 
library operations. Findings of the study reveal that providing training to the 
staff as well as library users and managing services of the e-joumals were the 
most important issues. It was found that e-joumals have added enormous 
resources to the collection and improved the service of the library, enhanced 
access to journal literature and decreased the demand of photocopy services as 
well as document delivery of single articles. 
Raza «fe Eqbal (2003) discussed that over the years there has been a rapid 
rise in the number of electronic journals. Various issues such as access, pricing, 
classification and cataloguing, number of issues, training and support of staff 
and users, licensing, archiving and copyright are addressed in their paper. The 
issues surrounding can be resolved through collective efforts and cooperation 
of librarians, publishers and the vendors of e-joumals. 
Kushwah, Jambekhar & Gautam (2002) attempted to address the issues 
of management in organization of e-journals and services. Authors say that 
system of management of print joumals and e-joumals are distinctly different, 
and particularly for a later proper planning and designs are required. The 
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process of new medium are still trying to grappled with the issue of copyright, 
licensing system compatibility access speed and time, downloading, book 
marking each of these issues are complex and at the same time independent. 
Dalai, Ramesh & Sahu (1994) evaluated the procedure followed in 
subscribing periodicals by Region Research Library (RRL), Bhubaneshwar. It 
is found that all the Indian journals are directly subscribed from the publishers 
and other periodicals are procured either directly from the publishers or 
through subscription agents who may be local or foreign. It has been seen that 
the number of journals titles subscribed were reduced from 210 in 1990 to 157 
in 1993; the number of missing issues were relatively reduced due to early 
reminders. 
2.1.1 Pricing Trends (Printed Periodicals) 
The constant price rise of periodicals has become a problem in their 
acquisition to a related specific field. It has become a difficult task for the 
librarians to serve their clientele in the limited resources of finance. 
Sharma & Gautam (2005) examined the trends of price hike in foreign 
journals subscribed by Indian Institute of Soil Sciences. Results have shown a 
constant growth per annum at the rate of 13% in the subscription amount of the 
foreign journals as the conversion rates of foreign currencies is also increasing 
every year. 
Babitha & Gopikuttan (2003) made a comparative study of price 
escalation of medical periodicals in India, UK and USA from a period 1991-
2000. Study revealed that prices of almost all periodicals are increasing, 
indicating the British periodicals showed highest rate of increase in price. The 
Indian periodicals are least in price increase. 
Results of the study undertaken by Biswas, Chatterji & Sen (2003) at 
Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya (BCRV), Kalyani, West Bengal point 
out an increase in the cost of journals from 20 percent at the lowest to 1100 
percent at the highest. The 25 journals selected for the study were used by 30 
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percent to 75 percent of the users. It has also seen that a saving around 25% can 
be achieved if the journals are subscribed for three years at a time. 
The procurement of both Indian and Foreign periodicals and their cost 
effectiveness in the field of Mining, Chemical and Material Science Journals in 
special library of Regional Research laboratory, Bhubaneswar (RRL-B) has 
been studied by Dalai, Ramesh & Sahu (1995)" The analysis of subscription 
price rise of 32 periodicals subscribed during the years 1990 to 1995 and the 
trend forecast for the year 2001 indicates that for all the eight American 
periodicals, price index numbers have shown an upward trend and have almost 
doubled in the year 1994 and 1993, and the maximum was 36% in the year 
1992. The price rise of 17.2% was maximum not only among British 
periodicals but also among Indian and American periodicals of other countries 
put together as well. 
Another study at RRB library, Bhuvaneshwara by Reddy and 
Sitaramaiah (1994) in civil engineering discipline reveals that the cost of 
journals increased every year with cost in 1990 being as much as four times in 
the year 1984 
Furthermore, Kundu & Sinha (1989) discussed the price increase of 
periodicals by subjects (Physics Chemistry, Maths, Engineering and Biology) 
and factors affecting the increasing cost of periodicals such as fluctuating 
exchange rates of currency, increasing production costs and growing size of 
periodicals. The results have indicated that maximum increase, was in the field 
of Physics (419.23%) and minimum in the field of Social Sciences 
(270.356%).The increase in price use of Indian periodicals was nominal in 
comparison to foreign periodicals. 
A detailed study of the increase in subscription costs of 100 core 
journals subscribed at University Library of Roorkee investigates a regular 
increasing trend in the cost of core journals which was higher than that of 
recurring grant sanctioned by U.P. Government from year to year. Journals 
were found to be increasing at the average rate of seven journals per day. 
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(Saxena & Khare, 1980). 
Study undertaken by Sitaramaiah (1977) in the library of Regional 
Engineering College, Warangal (A.P.) shows that the increase in the cost of 
total subscriptions in 1976 was more than double that of subscriptions in 1970. 
Investigator analyses that price of periodicals is continuously increasing. 
The constant price increase of periodicals has become a hurdle in their 
acquisition. Various factors that affect the increasing cost of periodicals 
mentioned in literature such as fluctuating exchange rates of currency, 
increasing production costs and growing size of periodicals are a hindrance in 
their acquisition. The British periodicals showed highest rate of increase in 
price. (Babitha & Gopikuttan, 2003). 
2.1.2 Preservation of E-Journals 
Asamoal-Hassan & Frempong (2008) shared their experience in efforts 
made to gain access to e-joumals for research and academic use in Ghana. 
Projects like INASP'S PERI that offered access to some e-joumals at no cost to 
Ghana for two years but now are being paid for AGORA, HINARI, OARE, 
Eifl.NET and J-STOR which made a great number of journals available to 
developing countries including Ghana are presented. The various e-publishing 
initiatives introduced to researchers and editors of scholarly journals in Ghana 
including workshops highlighting training in the use of Online Journal Systems 
(OJS), and to equip library and IT personnel in institutions to be able to handle 
electronic publishing, use of D-Space in setting up an Institutional repository 
(IR) are discussed. 
Several challenges were faced in the process of making e-journals 
available to the research community in Ghana. Major ones reported by 
Asamoah-Hassan & Frempong (2008) are lack of enough funds to allow for the 
subscription of several databases, poor electricity supply and low bandwidth, 
problem of keeping archival copies of e-joumals and adding them to the 
catalogues and holdings of the libraries. The other problems involved were the 
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issues of inadequate training and infrastructure, locating the hub and the 
responsibility for maintaining and moderating it and finally the slow rate at 
which some members of CARLIGH (The Ghana Library Consortium) paid the 
share of cost of subscription to e-joumals, made it difficuh for renewal of 
subscription on time to enable continuous availability. 
Balnaves & Chehade (2008) in their paper reported the results of a 
survey of archiving e-joumals in Australian Special Libraries. The authors 
highlight on a proof-of-concept research into the design of a "Smart client" 
application for digital archiving of e-joumal subscriptions held by special 
libraries study comprises an initial survey of an archiving application. 
Responses from 64 Australian special libraries indicate that many libraries 
encounter loss of subscription coverage from a large range of causes and that 
very few have an e-joumal archiving strategy. 
A recent study on preservation of e-joumals has been carried out by 
Portico and Ithaka (2008) .Their survey of 1,371 library directors of four year 
colleges and universities in the USA revealed that 43 percent felt that e-joumal 
preservation was a 'must have' for their library, even more (49 percent) 
considered it as just nice to have. The study also found that two - thirds of 
respondents are not yet participating in an e-joumal preservation initiative. 
Another study on the same topic indicates that library directors believe 
that preservation of e-joumals is important, regardless the size of the institution 
or the size of the material budget at its disposal. Sixty-six percent of 
respondents are not participating in an e-joumal preservation initiative, a wide 
range of opinion was found. Many library directors expressed a desire to wait 
before taking action. Many non-participants acknowledged that the topic of 
expression is complicated and there was divergence of opinion on which types 
of libraries are ultimately responsible for the digital preservation of e-joumals. 
Day (2006), in his study introduced a range of initiatives specifically 
related to the preservation of e-joumals content, including the different 
preservation models offered by Portico and LOCKS S as well as the e-Depot 
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run by the Koninklijke Bibliotheek (KB) and Pubmed Central. Finally the 
author narrates that the long- term survival of e-joumal content will 
additionally depend on the existence of competent repositories that can take e-
joumal content from publishers and preserve it through time. 
Stange (2005) revealed that the BIBSAM consortium in Sweden has 
licensed e-joumals since 1998. He described some of the different business 
models tested and the experiences gained along the way. The key issue to strive 
for models that are cost efficient when taking the whole life cycle of licensing 
e-joumal content into account; first when defining access rights and the basis 
for cost, next when considering the need for administration during the course of 
the agreement, and finally identifying solutions for archival access. The models 
with the highest potential for cost efficiency for consortia are the "big deals" 
where all members have identical access rights and where the same terms apply 
for all journals licensed. 
Survey of specialists regarding current trends and future developments 
in scholarly communication by Davies & Green Wood (2004) identified the 
problems with preservation were as: storage capacity required and the 
associated cost, technology drift and the need regularly to refresh data to ensure 
that they retain usability / reliability and completeness of archive was another 
major problem. 
Keefer (2001) focused on storing e-joumals and the related issue of long 
temi preservation. While some e-joumals are in fact housed in the local 
institution, the overwhelming majority of titles are now being accessed via 
remote servers. Earlier CD-ROMs were used for delivery, access and storage of 
e-joumals but now with powerful and dependable intemet connections, the 
current model of remote access has become the accepted and standard model 
for distribution and access e-joumal contents. The suggested measures for 
ensuring permanent access to digital content include retreshing data, and 
migration of data. 
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The investigator observes that at present there are many unresolved 
issues regarding electronic journals: quality control, copyright, scholarly 
acceptance, indexing, bibliographic control, preservation, licensing and cost. 
When these issues are resolved the management of electronic journals by 
librarians might be easier. Literature on consortia purchasing of e-joumals 
highlights a notable impact on both user's habits and user's acceptance of e-
joumals. Consortia purchasing projects have become a basic tool that expand 
collections, support cooperative technology management and require 
negotiating skills from libraries. Important issues regarding access should be 
kept in mind while license negotiations. Library staff responsible for 
negotiations should have a good grasp of the library's strategic goals as well as 
good knowledge of the library environment in terms of hardware/software, 
information technology expertise and local user services policies. 
Preservation is a complicated process. As observed by the investigator 
two-third of respondent are r^tyet participating in an e-joumal preservation 
initiative (Ithaka Survey, 2009). Preservation of serials is done with the help of 
binding, exit, control and photocopying in university of Ilorin Library, Ilorin, 
Nigeria (Adio, 2006). A lack of uniformity with regard to the adoption of 
standard criterion for cataloguing e-joumal has been reported by Bonorino and 
Molteni (2007). 
Many challenges involved in preserving e-journals are lack of funds, 
poor electricity supply, low bandwidth and problem of keeping archival copies 
of e-joumals and adding them to the catalogues (Asanoah-Hassan and 
Frempong, 2008). Other problems identified are storage capacity required and 
the associated cost, technology drift and the regular need to refresh data 
(Davies and Greenwood, 2004). Libraries are not yet participating in an 
e-journal initiative (Ithaka Survey, 2009). Library directors believe that 
preservation of e-joumal is important. Whereas some acknowledge that it is a 
complicated process and expressed a desire to weight before taking action. 
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2.2 Printed Periodicals Use 
International Scenario 
Ajala (2008) discussed the needs and information utilization patterns of 
periodicals literature amongst the under graduate students in Nigerian 
universities. Findings show that 70% respondents used the library once every 
week, 70.5% undergraduate students utilized periodical literature material for 
their information needs. The general purpose of using periodical literature was 
mainly for research. 
Allgood (2006) carried serials use studies in ten different academic 
libraries, along with perceived strength and weakness of each method. These 
methods include counting, reshelving statistics, surveying or observing library 
patrons, seeking faculty input, examining photocopy statistics, interlibrary loan 
statistics, conducting citation analysis, examining journal impact factors and 
studying library gate count. 
Results have indicated that the most common method for measuring use 
of periodicals in these ten libraries was measuring re-shelving statistics because 
users were asked not to reshelve journal and then library staff collected these 
journals unnoted which journals were used. This was supposed to be the best 
way to see what actually is happening in the library stacks and this method was 
found reliable and simple. 
Black's (2006) study at liberal arts college library, to measure the 
change in print journal use shows that overall use of the print collection 
decreased by 52%. Overall the decrease in print use is greater for those titles 
available online in full-text. Titles available in full text dropped 59% while 
using of print journals not available in full - text dropped 34 % variations of 
the impact of full-text availability on print use among disciplines is high. The 
lowest impact was found in biology, business, mathematics, philosophy and 
religious studies. 
Richard, Marilyn & Joanne (2006) examined the issue of retaining 
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retrospective print journals in light of the shift to electronic titles, the 
reallocation of library budgets from print to electronic, and the changing 
research practices of today's library users. To determine current practice and 
opinion, a survey of health sciences librarians and academic librarians was 
conducted. To demonstrate the use patterns of older journal issues, citation 
analyses and interlibrary loan statistics were examined. All methods indicate 
that recent material is accessed more frequently than older material with a 
significant drop in use of materials greater than 15 years old. Materials greater 
than 20 years old constituted less than 5% of interlibrary loans and less than 
9% of articles noted in the citation analysis. It is possible to eliminate older 
years of a print journal collection without a large impact on the needs of 
researchers. Librarians' preference to maintain full runs of journal titles may be 
motivated by reasons outside of actual usage or patrons needs. 
Thomson (2002) focused on methodology used by University of 
Melbourne Library to carry out a survey of in-house use of print serials at the 
Giblin Economics and Commerce Library in 2000. Results showed that over 
the three week period 2,437 print serials items were used in the Giblin Library 
which was 17 times the number of Innopac loans for print serials during this 
period. The most used title was The journal of finance with 138 users. The 
most highly used titles were not always the most expensive titles. Results 
indicate that 75% of print serial titles with an annual subscription of A$ 10.00 
or more recorded low levels of in house use. 
Gomy, Jazdon, & Nowak (1999) report the results of a survey rating the 
amount and degree of the utilisation of printed materials in Polish academic 
libraries. The results which are presented by type (for example chemical, 
biological, technical libraries etc.) as well as by fimction (research libraries and 
libraries of educational institutions), concern the number of materials, 
including both books and periodicals. The authors include the amount of 
material in English as well as in other foreign languages. In addition, the article 
offers data which cover a number of issues, including the range of materials 
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which were ordered at the request of users, the time of cataloguing, the number 
of loans, the number of unfilled orders, the extent of the utilisation of the 
collections, the number of interlibrary loans, as well as the relegation of 
outdated materials. Finally, the survey reveals information on the number of 
libraries which research into user needs, the number of libraries which are open 
on Saturdays and Sundays, and the number of libraries which provide special 
services such as weekend loans. 
Duran & Buckley (1997) conducted one-year use study to determine 
which speech - language pathology and audiology periodicals were used more 
frequently in order to asses which periodicals to cancel. Results were based on 
the amount of periodical re-shelved and interlibrary loan requests made by 
students and faculty from the Department of Speech Pathology and Audiology, 
Illinois State University. A ranked list of 33 journals important to faculty and 
students was generated. The three most heavily used joumalswere. Journal of 
Speech and Hearing Research, ASHA, and Topics in Language Disorder. 
Ozbudak (1995) evaluated the use of Arts and Humanities periodicals in 
the collection of Higher Education Council Documentation and Online Search 
Centre in Turkey, finds that the use of such periodicals was lower than that of 
biomedical periodicals, but the numbers of Arts and Humanities periodicals 
appears to be quite satisfactory. 
Kremer (1991) analyzed the use of periodicals by faculty and students at 
the Pontificia University Catolica de Rio de Janeiro and found that the number 
of periodicals used is very low when compared to their total number in the 
university library collection. 
Robert, Merriam and Pye (1991) examined the use of magazines by 
elementary school students in their libraries media centre. The study indicates 
that students use magazines mainly for leisure (Pleasure, reading, browsing) 
and not for instructional purposes. 
Periodicals use study conducted in a medium sized public library by 
Lenahan (1989) revealed that most of the information needs of the public 
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library patron can be met by using materials published within the last five 
years, with newspapers forming a large percentage (41.9%) of the publications 
requested. The identification of appropriate sources is heavily dependent upon 
the use and availability of indexed materials. 
Serials use study by students in biology and chemical sciences at the 
University of Illorin by Osiobe (1980) has pointed the fact that students of 
chemical sciences exploit to a great extent the serial collection of library than 
those of biological sciences. 
Statistical analysis of journal usage at the Ibadan University library was 
discussed by Alabi (1979)' Data were collected using the request slips as the 
database. Bradford law has been applied to journal circulation as well as the 
use of library. The journals circulated more than 7 times were selected and 
matched together. As a result of the ranking, and abnormal value of-5.04 was 
obtained as the value of the spear man's correlation coefficient. This suggests 
that journal circulation counts at the peak periods may not be a valid 
measurement of determining what journals to retain in the library. In the user 
analysis of borrowing of journals, it was discovered that the students who 
constituent the core users at the peak period (usually in the month of May) are 
retrieving these journals on the recommendation of their lectures. So, both the 
journal circulation distribution as well as the users analysis conform with 
Bradford's law of distribution. 
Periodical use survey by Smith (1970) in the medical library on a 
pediatric teaching hospital showed that there are three methods to measure 
periodicals use, circulation, reading use and interlibrary loan follow a similar 
pattern within the same library. Examination of the data showed that 90 percent 
of requests were for periodicals published within fifteen years of the date of the 
request. It was found that more periodicals were used in the reading room. 
Interlibrary loan request data were analysed by year of publication of volumes 
requested. ILL use of current year material was found consistently small (50 
percent). In each kind of use reader interest is focused on recently published 
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material. Less than five percent of periodicals use was more than 15 years of 
old at the time of use. Periodicals published in the most recent five year period 
have the heaviest use. 
After analyzing the review, the investigator came to know that general 
purpose of using periodicals is mainly for research (Ajala, 2008). Reshelving 
statistics is found to be the most common method for measuring use of 
periodicals. (AUgood, 2006). Duran & Buckley on the basis of periodicals 
reshelved and interlibrary loan requests made by the students and faculty 
determined the use of periodicals. Smith's (1970) study in the medical library 
on a pediatric teaching showed that there are three methods to measure 
periodicals use, circulation, reading room use and interlibrary loan follow a 
similar pattern within the same library. More periodicals were used in the 
reading room. Whereas, Thomson's study (2002) reveals that about 75 percent 
of print serial titles recorded low levels of in-house use. 
Use of Arts and Humanities periodicals in the Higher Education Council 
Documentation and Online Search Centre, Turkey was lower than that of 
biomedical periodicals. (Ozbudak, 1995). Use of periodicals by faculty and 
students was found very low as compared to their total collection at the 
Pontificia University Catolica de Rio de Janerio (Kremer, 1991). Serials use by 
students at the University of Illorin shows that students of chemical sciences 
exploit to a great extent the serial collection of library than those of biological 
sciences.(Osiobe, 1980). 
National Scenario 
Kumbar, Hadagali, Gururaj & Seema (2007) examined use of 
periodicals by agricultural scientists working in the University of Agricultural 
Sciences, Dharwad. The study shows that majority of the respondents were 
consulting journal to update their knowledge and preferred the printed version 
of the articles. The scientists give consideration to the names and standing of 
the journal to publish their articles. 
Similar study by Ahmad & Haridasan (2005) on use of periodicals by 
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the post graduate and research students at the National Library of Veterinary 
Sciences (NLVS), Izatnagar revealed that most of the users were satisfied with 
periodical collection and they consulted indexing and abstracting periodicals 
for gathering information about research articles. 
Use of periodical collection by the post graduate students, PhD. scholars 
and faculty members at college of Agriculture Library, Vellayani, 
Thiruvananthapuram addressed by Naheem (2005) indicated that cent percent 
of the people, who responded to the questionnaire, were users of periodicals. 
78.75 percent of the respondents prefer English Language periodicals and 
21.25 percent respondents prefer periodicals in other languages than English. 
67.5 percent of the respondents are of the opinion that e-joumals can not be 
found as an alternative to print journals. Only 46.25 percent users referred 
online journals for satisfying their curricular and research needs and the 
remaining 53.75 percent did not refer online journals. As far as satisfaction 
regarding periodicals collection is concerned majority of the respondents (65 
percent) were not satisfied. 
Padamma ,Vijayakumar, & Ishwari (2002) in their study about the 
utilization of news papers and magazines by teachers in an undergraduate 
college environment in Shimoga city identified that a large number of teachers 
used the subject periodicals most frequently. It was observed that a good 
number of users expressed their general opinion about the lack of secondary 
periodicals and lack of online and CD-ROM database search facilities in their 
libraries. 
Periodical use pattern by teachers and research scholars at Kuvempu 
University reveals that 70 percent of teachers and research scholars are actively 
and heavily engaged in both teaching and research work. Frequently used 
sources are primary periodicals (48 percent), english magazines (48 percent) 
and secondary periodicals (38 percent). Interdisciplinary periodicals (38 
percent) are occasionally used sources. Respondents opinion about collection 
of periodicals reveals that majority of users are satisfied with the English 
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newspaper (58 percent), Kannada Newspaper (56 percent) Kannada Magazines 
(56 percent) and English Magazines (46 percent). However, primary 
periodicals (42 percent) and secondary periodicals (38 percent) are partially 
satisfied by the users (Biradar & Sampath, 2000). 
Another study on periodical usage by the faculty members of Andhra 
University Library was conducted by Satyanarayana (1993) has shown that 76 
percent of the users consulting periodicals were students, 20 percent were 
research scholars and only 4 percent were faculty members. It is seen that the 
poor use of periodicals was made by faculty and research scholars for whom 
they were procured. Finally the results show that 55.83 percent of periodicals 
borrowed for home reading were of Science and Technology occupying the 
first position, indicating that the users belonging to the field of Science and 
Technology availed borrowing facilities than the other group including Arts 
(30.41 percent) and Humanities (13.76 percent). 
Ambia (1991) investigated a survey to reveal the use patterns of physics 
periodicals in Delhi University Science library, IIT library and NPL library. 
The findings revealed that among the 66 periodicals subscribed at NPL only 35 
periodicals (53.03 percent) were used even once during the one month interval. 
In IIT library subscribing 58 physics periodicals, only 48 periodicals (82.45 
percent) were used even once during the one month interval. In Science 
Library, University of Delhi among 95 physics periodicals, only 41(43.15 
percent) were used even once during the one month interval. Physics Abstracts 
and Current Papers in Physics were used by a fairly large proportion of the 
respondents. More than 90 percent respondents have got photocopied 
periodical articles published between 1970-1986. More than 60 percent of the 
respondents opined that periodical collection is adequate in their libraries. 
The results of a survey of the users at Delhi University Library System 
covering professors, readers, lectures and research scholars presented by 
Narendra Kumar (1985) revealed that the users considered the collecfion of 
primary periodicals satisfactory and account for 58.33 percent. Among the 
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abstracting periodicals, the Biological Abstracts of Biological Sciences is less 
used periodical. Among the indexing periodicals, the Current Contents is most 
heavily used services and occupies the first position among the relative use of 
secondary service. 
Vyas and Reddy (1983) measured the use of periodicals at American 
Studies Research Centre, Hyderabad among 100 scholars from January to 
December 1982. Results have revealed that since more than 80 percent of 
ASRC scholars are from literature, they have to depend upon periodical 
indexes and abstracts like DAI, MLA International Bibliography and 
Humanities Index for finding bibliographical references and compiling 
bibliographies; 63 percent scholars are not satisfied with the number of 
subscribed journals. 
As observed from the national scenario regarding the use of print 
periodicals by agricultural scientists in the University of Agricultural Sciences, 
Dharwad maximum number of users are consulting journals to update their 
knowledge (Kumbar, 2007). Indexing and abstracting journals are consulted by 
the PG students and research scholars for gathering information about research 
articles (Ahmad & Haridasan, 2005). Physics Abstracts and Current Papers in 
Physics are used by a fairly large proportion of users in DULS, IIT library and 
NPL library. (Ambia, 1991). 
Large number of teachers use the subject periodicals most frequently as 
revealed by Padamma and Ishwari (2002) in Shimoga city. Lack of use of 
secondary periodicals is reported in this study. In Kuvempu University 70 
percent teachers and research scholars use primary periodicals. Poor use of 
periodicals is measured by Satyanarayana (1993) at Andhra University. 
Primary and secondary periodicals are partially satisfied by the users. 
In Delhi University Library System, Biological Abstracts is less used 
periodicals whereas Current Contents is most heavily used secondary service. 
Scholars at American Studies Research Centre, Hyderabad are dependent upon 
indexing and abstracting periodicals. 
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Review shows that a large proportion of general use has been taking 
place in-house, in the form of browsing, at shelf use, reading in-house and 
photocopying. The methods adopted to measure in-house use of periodicals must 
be pertinent to what it is they wish to measure and they must be exact as to 
what this is and to how precise they want. 
2.3 E-Journals Use 
International Scenario 
The use of electronic journals was low in the early years (Tenner and 
Yang, 1999); but has gradually increased in acceptance especially amongst 
faculty members in more recent years. Different workplaces or types of 
institutions have varying use pattern as well. 
Tenopir and King have undertaken many studies on the reading patterns 
of scholarly journals and published many papers. They believe that while 
evidence suggests that the amount of reading and the time spent in reading 
have been relatively stable over the last 20 years, there have been some 
changes in the reading patterns of journals by the users and appreciable 
differences in ways the sources of articles. 
Tenopir, King, Edwards, & Wu. (2009) seek to examine how faculty 
members in Science, Technology, Medicine and Social Sciences from 1977 to 
the present in a university locate, obtain, read, and use scholarly articles and 
how this has changed with the widespread availability of electronic journals 
and journal alternatives. The paper finds that the average number of readings 
per year per science faculty member continues to increase, while the average 
time spent per reading is decreasing. 
Instanbul University faculty was surveyed by Dilek-Kayaoglu (2008) to 
examine their use of electronic journals. The results of this study confirm that 
almost two-thirds of the respondents stated they were very frequent users of e-
joumals, a majority of whom were from health science, while just 22 percent of 
the respondents indicated that they were very frequent users of printed journals. 
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72.5 percent of the respondents supported the transition from print to e- only 
journals. The faculty in the fields of natural sciences and health sciences gave 
the strongest support for the transition from print, to e-only, while the 
humanities and social scientists gave the least support, respectively. The major 
barriers to use e-joumals were the lack of sufficient subscriptions in their 
discipline is particularly noteworthy and clearly indicates that the library 
should increase the number of e-joumal subscriptions. 
Borrego, Anglada, Barrios & Comellas (2007) surveyed the use of print 
and e-joumals and found that more than 95 percent of the respondents are 
aware of the e-joumals. Electronic joumals are used exclusively or 
predominantly by 52 percent of the respondents. 76 percent of the respondents 
prefer the electronic format over the printed format when both formats are 
accessible. 53.6 percent of the respondents consult e-joumals for both research 
and teaching. 
A recent study of electronic joumals collections in Argentinean private 
academic libraries by Gonzalez & Molteni (2007) indicated an increase in the 
use of electronic joumals (40.7 per cent, 11 out of 27 libraries). This increase 
was attributed to user trainings, guidelines, manuals and tutorials prepared and 
delivered to users. 
Kurata, Matsubayashi, Mine, Muranushi & Ueda. (2007) indicated that 
scholarly communication is gradually changing, but at different speeds, in 
different research fields. Only age was statistically significantly related with 
the frequency of use. About 70 percent of the respondents read articles in an 
electronic format, 92.5 percent of the chemists and 91.6 percent of the 
pathologists were readers of print journals. Downloading and printing out PDF 
files (68 percent, 66.1 percent and 55.4 percent among physicists, chemists and 
pathologists respectively) was found to be the most frequent pattern after the 
introduction of e-joumals. Semi-permanent accessibility to back issues was 
regarded as the most important feature of e-joumals to be maintained in the 
future. 
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Rowlands & Nicholas (2007) argued the need for a new range of 
standardized indicators based on reader metrics to measure the 'quality' of 
journals. These are impact factor, immediacy index and the long cited half life 
which are supposed to be the important measures that are used extensively by 
publishers, librarians and policy makers to help them make sense of a complex 
and confusing world. The findings revealed that a set of standardized measures 
should be developed of journal usage that are as easy to understand, and as 
universally accepted, as ISI's current citation based indicators. 
Zainab, Huzaimah & Ang (2007) examined the users and their use of 
electronic journals published in a hosting system called EJUM (Electronic 
Journal of the University of Malaya), their perceived satisfaction with the e-
joumals, the preferred features in electronic journals in general and problems 
they face when using them. The findings reveal that e-joumals are used for 
searching new information, reading full-text articles, reading abstracts and 
browsing the table of contents. Users are led to EJUM by chance while 
browsing the Internet (41.8 per cent) when searching Google, through citations 
obtained from conference papers, from articles or citations in databases. 
Respondents prefer Keywords (28.9 per cent) and titles (24.3 per cent) for 
searching database. 
Atilgan & Bayram (2006) in their article report the results of a survey 
on the use of e-databases at Ankara University. Results have shown that most 
of the respondents (86.5 percent) indicated that they knew the existence of 
digital library resources in Ankara University. Majority of the faculty members 
(88 percent) use electronic databases. The most preferred databases have been 
Web of Science, Science Direct and EBSCO. 
There is a definite shift in the usage of electronic journals in academic as 
indicated by Brady, McCord & Galbraith (2006) who compared the rate of use 
between print and electronic journals in Chemistry, Engineering and Physics in 
Oven Science and Engineering Library, at Washington State University. There 
was an increase in electronic journal use in all three disciplines, especially in 
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Physics and they attributed this increase to the familiarity of users with online 
journals, the ease in using them with improved and consistent interfaces, 
enhanced quality of print outs and the increased conversion to electronic only 
versions or previously print journals. 
The Dutch study by Voorbij & Ongoing (2006) also indicated that 
faculty members in all disciplines were using a larger variety of journals when 
they were available in electronic form and they believed that besides making 
searching quicker electronic journals have stimulated interdisciplinary research. 
Kraus (2005) compared journal use between biology faculty and under 
graduate students at the University of Denver. There were a total of 3,942 
citations and most of those citations were to journal articles. Overall the data 
showed that the biology faculty is using a wide variety of high quality scientific 
journals in various subject areas. The faculty stressed the same type of high 
quality journals for their students. Students performed their own database and 
web searches, and did not just use sources given to them from their faculty 
advisors. 
Magaly (2005) provided an understanding on the use of the CERN e-
joumals collection and provides a usage statistics that would be useful for 
examining e-joumal usage. Results have indicated that for most titles there is 
higher use of the search engines and a low use of table of contents. For some 
titles usage of abstracts and of articles (viewed or downloaded) is similar; 
American Journal of Physics (AJP) and Journal of Physics and Chemistry 
Reference Data (JPCRD) are used very differently. In the case of AJP, readers 
seem to access articles directly whereas for JPCRD, readers more often search 
than access the full text articles. 
Vilar & Zumer (2005) made a comparison and evaluation of four user 
interface of web based Information Retrieval Systems offering access to e-
joumals (Science Direct, ProQuest Direct, EBSCO Host and Emerald) at the 
Deptt. of Library and Information Science, University of Ljubligana, The 
systems were assessed in an expert study according to accepted guidelines 
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regarding user friendliness and functionality. Many similarities were found but 
some differences among the systems were also discovered and analysed in 
detail. The greatest differences were found in the area of query formulation, 
and between the interface languages and types. 
In 2004, a project designed in UK to test a hypothesis that learning can 
be enhanced by promoting the use of e-joumals in Business School at the 
University College, Worcester (UCW) indicated that effective collaboration 
between academic and library staff, the timely embedding of e-joumal 
indication into the learning process and associating it with the assessment 
process, can significantly enhance the learning of students. (Colvin & Keene 
,2004) 
Hallmark (2004) studied the methods of access and retrieval of recent 
journal articles cited by geoscientists and chemists working in academic 
government and industry. A majority of respondents in both disciplines 
reported using the internet for both access and retrieval 75% geoscientists and 
58% chemistry scientists suggest a high level of concern for their journal 
literature. 
The contents and characteristics of the services of a national electronic 
library, the FinElib, were studied in relation to their use ( Kortelainer, 2004) 
The indicator of the use of the digital library material was the number of 
printed articles peer journal in a year. It was found that e-joumals are used 
more heavily, but the article files out the number of journals they offer. The 
services of e-joumals and article files complement each other. 
The results of a study at the University of Tennessee Health Science 
center showed that the medical faculty read periodical a great deal, especially 
compared to scientists. The most frequently reported purpose of reading was to 
support their primary research (30 percent of reading). The majority of reading 
cam.e from recently published articles and mostly from personal subscriptions. 
The medical faculty continued to rely on print joumals (about 70 per cent of 
readings) versus electronic joumals. (Tenopir, King, & Bush, 2004). 
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Wulff & Nixon (2004) reported that electronic journal articles are 
accessed much more often than print. 
Bar-Ilan, Peritz & Wotman (2003) have presented the results of an 
extensive survey of the academic staff of the seven Israeli universities on their 
use of e-joumals and databases. The results have indicated that the use of 
electronic resources is already widespread among the respondents and more 
than 50 percent found the electronic services indispensable. Disparities were 
found between the usage patterns in the different disciplines. 
A Journal use study in the UK (Bonthron, 2003) indicated high use 
among faculty members as well as graduate students and the highest users are 
the engineers, clinical medical practitioners ( more than 70 percent), followed 
by the chemists (more than 60 percent), pure and applied sciences and social 
sciences and the mathematicians. 
Emery (2003) conducted a domain analytic study in four scholarly 
disciplines under the title "Reasons for the Use and Non-use of Electronic 
Journals and Databases". He opined that today's library users are web users but 
not always web educated. As more and more of a library's print journals 
collection becomes part of the library's electronic collection, one must take on 
the roles of guiding and teaching students how to navigate and learn from their 
interactions with electronic journals. The teaching of electronic journals 
educate users how to use and cite them effectively. 
A study of the patterns of journal use by faculty at three universities in 
the USA (King, Tenopir, Montgomery, & Aemi, 2003) confirmed that making 
electronic journals available to faculties have increased average reading, and 
this was especially true for faculties in the Science and Technology fields. 
Study by Obst (2003) showed that print journal usage decreased by 22.3 
percent in the first year and by 30.2 percent in the second year after the 
introduction of online journals. Journal published both in print and online lost 
30.4 percent of their print usage within two years. Print titles not available 
online suffered a great decline in usage compared with print / online journals. 
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Talja & Maula (2003) have analysed disciplinary differences in the use 
of e-joumals in relation to different communication and research patterns. They 
found that use of e-joumals depends on several factors, such as book versus 
article orientation, domain-specific relevance criteria, the degree of scatter in a 
domain, and subject area size. 
The aim of Urquhart's (2003) JUSTEIS Project over the first three 
cycles (1999-2002) was to examine the uptake and use of electronic 
information services in higher education in the UK, so that planning of service 
could be informed by trends in usage and evidence of specific needs. Results 
over the three years explained the growing popularity of electronic journal 
services, the acceptance of the search engine model for information retrieval 
and the important role academic staff plays in the promotion of electronic 
information services for student learning. 
A high use of electronic journals among physicist reported by Vaughan 
(2003) indicated that 75 percent of about 305 scientists and social scientists at 9 
universities rated themselves as moderate or experienced electronic journal 
users and more than 50 per cent reported using more electronic journals than 
printed journal.. 
Tenopir, King, Donald, Boyce & Zhang (2003) compared the changes in 
the use of e-joumals. They describe three evolutionary phases in the use of e-
joumals by scientists: early (1990-1993), evolving (2000-2001) and advanced 
(2001-2002).The results of the comparison show that the number of articles 
read per scientists per year has increased through the three phases. 
Davis (2002) examined e-joumal users logs in libraries of Northeast 
Research Library Consortium and found that each institution has a unique 
pattem of use. Medical institutions had higher use of smaller number of 
journals, while users at large universities and smaller colleges downloaded 
articles fi-om a greater variety of joumal titles. 
The increase of electronic joumal was one of the reasons faculty and 
graduate students reported using electronic journals at the University of 
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Maryland in a survey conducted in 2001 (Dillon & Hahn, 2002) However, for 
core journals considered important in respondent's fields, 70 percent preferred 
to have access to both electronic and print copies. Other reasons given for using 
included, timeliness, access to wider range of abstracts, and the ability to share 
downloads with members of research groups and being able to incorporate its 
use in teaching such as assigning readings from electronic journals for graduate 
level reading. 
An interesting study by Brennan, Hurd, Blecic & Weller (2002) found 
that electronic journal users made fewer visits to the library and most claimed 
that they were reading more articles than in the print only and believed that 
they were exposed to a broader range of titles. 
Kidd (2002) reflected on the growing importance of usage statistics, 
citing increased provision of e-joumal their increasing use and in particular 
their increasing cost. His study covered the need selectively to promote 
particular services and titles, and the place of performance indicators. He has 
given particular examples of the value of usage statistics in relation to budget 
allocation, collection management and collection development; and marketing 
of journal availability to users. Finally the author has stressed upon the 
importance of statistics that are comprehensive, comparable, and easy to 
analyse and supports current efforts to increase standardization. 
Llewellyn, Pellack, & Shonrock (2002) surveyed the current place of 
use of e only journals in scientific research. Two thirds of the e-only journals 
identified by this study are being indexed by major indexing services and 
indexing services appear to be working out the problems associated with 
indexing e-only journals. 
Monopoli, Nicholas, & Korfiati (2002) provide an evaluation of the use 
of electronic journals service of the library and information service of the 
University of Patras, Greece. Results of the study have indicated that 
consumers of the e-joumals were mostly researchers and academic staff. More 
than two thirds of the respondents (69.5 percent) considered the electronic 
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version as the most favourable method of reading a journal title whereas just 
17.5 percent of respondents indicted that they prefer to read the printed version. 
In 2002 another user study was carried out of scientists at the Rudjer 
Boskovic Institute (RBI) in Zagreb (Pazur, 2002)' The results showed a high 
acceptance and use of electronic journals. Most of the respondents preferred the 
print version in the situation where both were available, but many used both 
versions equally - 32 per cent and 33 percent 
Using several variables, the University of Arkansas Library conducted a 
survey in 2002 to measure the nature and extent of journal use in the 
Mathematics Reading Room, the Virtual Periodicals Room and Mullins 
Library. The results obtained from this survey clearly demonstrate that the 
majority of the faculty used the Mathematics Reading Room and the Virtual 
Periodicals Room on a weekly basis. The majority of faculty and graduate 
students agreed that electronic journals access was indeed a viable alternative 
to the physical Mathematics Reading room. (Salisburry, 2002) 
The largest journal use study was conducted by the Stanford e-joumal 
initiative, which constituted three surveys (e-Just, 2000, 2001, 2002; Savori & 
Jeffrey, 2002) The results of the 2001 survey indicated a definite preference for 
electronic journals amongst respondents (75 percent). The 2002 survey 
indicated the kind of problem faced by respondents especially the lack of back 
issues. Respondents preferred hypertext links to related articles as 75 per cent 
of them reported using and including this feature useful. The finding also 
indicated that 50 per cent of respondents read full text articles on screen rather 
than printing them out and most begun their search by using multi journal 
portals such as PubMed, Ovid and Science Direct. The survey indicated that 
among the avid electronic journal users, most kept copies of articles on their 
computer and printed copies later to read. 
DeGroote & Dorsch (2001) at the University of Illinois reported that 
print journal usage had decreased significantly since the introduction of online 
journals. This decrease in use of the print collection suggested that many 
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patrons preferred to access journals online. 
The policy of the University of Leicester on the use of e-joumals is 
described by Lock, Comall & Colling (2001) Survey of researches indicated 
that the acceptance and use of e-joumals among the 299 University of Leicester 
researchers who responded to the survey is quite high. 62% of the Leicester 
respondents used e-joumals more than once a month. Only 18% said that they 
had never used an e-joumal. The main barriers to use were that researchers did 
not know what was available, there was not much relevant material, they were 
inconvenient to use, and that there was a lack of adequate equipment and lack 
of training. 
The use of electronic joumals is expected to increase in future. The 
research project at Liverpool John Moores University focuses on the evaluation 
and promotion of electronic joumals in academic libraries in the UK and North 
America. Ashcraft and Melvar (2001) have explored that authors and faculty 
members tended to ignore bibliographic databases, which did not provide full 
text links. Users tend to employ the "least effort" approach preferring 
immediate and easy access full-text publishers rather than the referral data 
bases. 
Nelson (2001) in his survey at the University of West England tried to 
evaluate the use of e-joumals by academics and their attitudes towards them. 
The findings suggest that while there is a high level of interest in and 
acceptance of e-joumals within the academic community use of them is 
limited. 
Rogers (2001) found that at the Ohio State University, the number of 
Electronic joumals available correspond to an increase in faculty's daily, 
weekly and monthly use of electronic journal from 36.2 percent in 1998 to 53.9 
percent in 2000. 
Tenopir & King (2001) conducted the most extensive longitudinal 
surveys on journal usage among scientists (including but not limited to life 
scientists) between 1977 and 2001 to examine the reading and publishing 
habits of scientists in both university and non-university settings. The studies 
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demonstrate that scientists continue to read widely from scholarly periodicals 
primarily for research and current awareness. Reading of scholarly articles has 
increased to approximately 120-130 articles per person per year, with engineers 
reading fewer articles on the average and medical faculty reading more. 
Evidence shows that scientists are reading from a broader range of periodicals 
than in the past, influenced by timely e-publishing and interpersonal 
communication as means of identifying and locating articles. 
Eason, Richardson & Yu (2000) categorized users of electronic journals 
into five categories by studying logfile transactions. There are the enthusiastic 
users (mainly social scientists and postgraduate students) the focused regular 
users (mostly research scientists in the hard sciences and post graduate 
students), the specialized occasional users (mixture of scientists and social 
scientists restricted user who access a few specialized journals occasionally 
(biological scientists) and the last, exploratory, tourist who use electronic 
journals only once and do not return for a second view (cross all disciplines 
especially those who were busy to spend time using). However, there were 
some contentions that log files did not really measure use as it cannot 
differentiate between purposeful and non-purposeful use. 
Eason, Yu & Harker (2000) tried to evaluate the general value to users 
of a range of electronic journal functions and their usefulness in the specific 
context of the Super Journal Project The analysis shows that basic browsing, 
printing and search make up the core functions of electronic journals; other 
functions such as saving of bibliographic data, alerting, customizing links with 
external resources and communication, serve as peripheral functions. The 
usefulness of both the core functions and the peripheral functions in a specific 
service is influenced by various implementation factors. However, it is the 
realized usefialness of the core functions which determines the use of a service. 
Morse & Clinthworth (2000) compared the use of a matched set of 
biomedical journals available, both in print and online and found that the users 
accessed the electronic version more than ten times often as the print versions 
during the six months period, between July and December 1999 at the 
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University of Southern California. 
In an article Sanville (1999) reported that OhioLink journal centre has 
handled over ten million requests in the period from April 1998 to March 1999, 
a 12-month period, users downloaded over 280,000 articles from Elsevier and 
Academic Press electronic journals. 
Study conducted by Shemberg & Grossman (1999) dealing with library 
provision of electronic journals and other electronic resources compared the 
responses from a census of Association of Research Libraries (ARL) to a 
sample of non-ARL Master's, Doctoral and Research Institutions. Results have 
indicated that a high percentage of both ARL and non-ARL libraries offer 
electronic journals, both free and by subscription. However, nine non ARL 
libraries (5.45%) do not offer any frill text e-joumals. Almost two thirds of the 
libraries reported that they get some electronic journals through atleast one 
consortium. 
National Scenario 
Kaur & Verma (2009) aims to describe the use of electronic resources 
and services provided at the central library of Indian Institute of Technology, 
Delhi. It has been found that usage of e-joumals is increasing; this is due to 
awareness among the users about the library e-resources and services. Owing to 
an easy access available at various places in the institute, users are accessing 
these resources at hostels and departments more as compared to the library. 
The users coming to library have decreased. 
Khan & Ahmad (2009) tried to find out the level of awareness and use 
of e-joumals by the researchers of the Aligarh Muslim University (AMU) and 
the Banaras Hindu University (BHU). The survey reveals that most of the 
research scholars are aware of the availability of e-joumals and largely use 
them for reference purposes in their research work. They frilly agree that with 
the usage of e-joumal the quality of research work improves with enrichment 
of appurtenant contents and materials leading to high-quality manuscript. It is 
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however found that lack of training is the obstacle in proper and full utilization 
of e-joumals. 
Madhusudhan (2008) focuses on the use of UGC-Infonet e-joumals by 
research scholars and students. The main aim is to identify the needs and 
requirements of users in general and to know the use of UGC-Infonet Library 
and Information Science e-joumals in the University of Delhi by research 
scholars and students of DLIS in particular. The study shows that e-joumals 
perform an increasingly important role in research at Department of Library 
and Information Science. Not only current e-joumals are required, but research 
scholars and students need to be provided the use of significant electronic back 
mns as well. There is an ever increasing demand for subscriptions of more e-
joumal titles in LIS. There appears to be some need for academics to be 
provided with training in using e-joumals. The area where the greatest need for 
training is around managing references. 
Moghaddam, & Talawar (2008) investigated the use of scholarly 
joumals at the Indian Institute of Science. The results of the survey reflect a 
growing interest in electronic joumals among users at the IISc. The analysis of 
publishers showed that while Elsevier's electronic joumals (63.9 per cent) are 
most popular among users at the IISc, Sage Publications joumals ranked lowest 
(2.51 percent). 
Nisha, Ali & Ara (2008) examined the use of the INDEST-AICTE 
consortium of MHRD and UGC-INFONET consortium of INFLIBNET by 
users of IIT Delhi and Delhi University. The results have indicated that 
majority of users are aware about INDEST and UGC-INFONET consortia at 
IIT Delhi and Delhi University. Most of users access INDEST and UGC-
INFONET consortia through e-databases. Slow downloading; lack of 
maintenance, lack of training, lack of infrastructure and language etc. are the 
major problems that would discourage users for accessing resources on 
INDEST and UGC-INFONET. 
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The e-joumals and databases use study by the academic community of 
University of Mysore indicated that the use is marginal and the scientists in the 
Mysore University campus need constant guidance and training to maximize 
the use of the resources (Nikam & Pramodini, 2007) 
Nisha & Ah (2007) conducted a study in both IITs, Delhi and Kanpur to 
investigate the use of periodicals. Results of the study show that users prefer e-
joumals most for their studies in comparison to print journals. Users oftenly 
undertake Boolean Search and Wild Cards searches. E-joumals are mainly used 
for research. International journals are mostly used by the users due to its 
novelty and literature contents and latest developments in their area of interest 
Lack of training, non-availability of a particular issue and language are the 
factors that would discourage users from accessing e-joumals. 
Mahalakshmi (2006) at Avinashilingam Deemed University has 
determined the level of use of e-joumals and ways in which users felt e-
joumals had improved their academic career. Results have shown that most of 
the users frequently use full text databases of IEEE for their project work and 
paper presentation. Nearly 30% of the users widely use e-joumals for their 
research work and as a ready reference. Users from the branches of printing 
technology (about 6 percent) are not happy with the e-joumals, as it does not 
fulfill the needs of their area of specialization. Likewise about 9 percent of the 
users from the branch of food processing and preservation technology were 
satisfied with full text databases of e-joumals from UGC-INFONET 
Consortium than lEL-Online. 
Raza & Upadhyay (2006) in a survey measured the usage of e-journals 
by researchers at Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India. The findings of 
the study revealed that researchers are aware of e-joumals at AMU. A good 
number of researchers access e-joumals from their departmental labs and 
computer centre for their research and update their own knowledge. Lack of 
training and slow downloading were the major problems encountered while 
using e-joumals. 
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Mounissamy & Rani (2005) have addressed problems experienced, 
usage, usability and user's satisfaction in accessing electronic journals at The 
National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirapalli. Data obtained from the survey 
reported that 33 percent of the respondents are faculty and 67 percent are 
students, 25 percent of the respondents accessed e-joumals daily, 45.4 percent 
accessed once in a week, 14.8 percent accessed e-joumals once in a month and 
the rest i.e. 14.8 percent accessed as and when they feel like it. 14.8 percent of 
the respondents have been initiated by the Institute's website to know the 
availability of e-joumals. 17 percent and 39.8 percent were initiated to access 
the e-journals by articles announcement/Institute Newsletter and strategic pages 
of the Institute or Intranet respectively. Only 6.8 percent were initiated by 
libraries, and 15.9 percent were introduced by colleagues. The low- level 
problems, especially delays in gaining access and impediments to moving 
about within and between joumals are major de-motivating factors in the use of 
e-journals. 
Use of electronic information services (EIS) among the users of the 
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) library Delhi was examined by Ali 
(2005).The study found that Boolean logic and truncation are the most often 
search facilities by IIT users. Lack of printing facilities, terminals and trained 
staff are the major reasons that would discourage users from the accessing EIS. 
The survey also reveals that some 60 percent of users face difficulties while 
browsing e-information. 
In the present era libraries are facing the likelihood of continued cuts to 
their budgets and continuing increases in the costs of maintaining their 
periodical collections. Librarians have the soul responsibility to identify titles 
that they will have to cut or deselect, choices had to be made between titles and 
every title has to be cost effective. 
As cleared from the review a large proportion of general use has been 
taking place in-house, in the form of browsing, at shelf use, reading in-house 
and photocopying. The methods adopted to measure in house use of periodical 
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must be pertinent to what it is they wish to measure and they must be exact as 
to what this is and to how precise they want. 
As far the use of e-joumals is concerned, it has gradually increased in 
acceptance amongst faculty members and users in more recent years. As 
cleared from the review, majority of e-joumals use comes from faculty 
members. Average number of readings per year per science and technology 
faculty members continues to increase (Tenopir, King, Edwards, & Wu, 2009). 
Majority of the faculty members (88 percent) in Ankara University use 
electronic databases. The biggest advantage of e-joumal services was full-text 
access from users own desktop. (Atilgan & Bayram, 2006). Another study 
explored that authors and faculty members tended to employ immediate and 
easy access to fiill -text publishers rather than referral databases. High use of e-
joumals among physicists was reported by Vaughan (2003). In his study more 
than 50 percent of users were using e-journals than print journals. Literature 
also reveals that users accessed e-joumals more than ten times often as the print 
versions. At the Ohio State University, an increase in faculty use of e-joumals 
i.e. from 36.2 percent to 53.9 percent was found from the year 1998 to 2000 
(Rogers, 2001). At the University of Illinois there was a decrease in use of the 
print collection as patrons preferred to access joumals online (DeGroote & 
Dorsch, 2001). Further it was found that print titles not available online 
suffered a great decline in usage compared with online journals. In University 
of Patras, Greece, more than two thirds of the respondents (69.5 percent) 
considered the electronic version as the most favourable method of reading a 
joumal title. E-Joumals were consulted for both research and teaching. They 
were also used for searching new information, reading full-text articles, reading 
abstracts and browsing table of contents. Among the avid e-joumal users, most 
kept copies of articles on their computer and printed copies later to read. 
(Monolpoli, Nicholas & Korfiati, 2002). 
Various hindrances are observed by the investigator in different 
countries while using e-joumals. The researchers at the University of Leicester 
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even do not know what was available, there was not much relevant material, 
inconvenient to use and a lack of adequate equipment and training. Lack of 
sufficient subscriptions in a particular discipline was reported a major barrier in 
journal usage. Lack of training, slow downloading, lack of back issues, delays 
in gaining access and impediments to moving about within and between 
journals were the other demotivating factors in e-joumals usage. (Mounissamy 
& Rani). Other Indian studies by Mannan khan & Ahmad, Madhusudan, Raza 
& Upadhyay reveal that lack of training and slow downloading are the major 
demotivating factors while accessing e-joumals. User trainings, guidelines, 
manuals and tutorials would enhance e-joumals use. Scientists in Mysore 
University campus need constant guidance and training to maximize the use of 
e-joumals. 
2.4 Citation Analysis 
International Scenario 
Chaparrio-Martinez & Angel Marzal (2008) made an analysis of the 
bibliographic references appearing in Agricultural Science PhD. theses 
defended in the Faculty of Agronomy, Central University of Venezuela from 
1986 to 2002. The 4,646 bibliographic references in 42 agricultural science 
PhD theses provide insight into information use in a Venezuelan agricultural 
science community. The high percentage of citations of joumal articles 
confirms the important role played by scientific journals in the dissemination of 
agricultural sciences in Venezuela. 
Swanepoel (2008) discusses the method and results of a study done at 
the Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) in South Africa to determine the 
nature and extent of information sources used by Postgraduate students in the 
health and biomedical sciences at that University, with special reference to the 
use of humanities information. Findings of the study revealed that of the 35 
different material types cited, almost 70% of all citations were to journals and 
magazines followed by Books and chapters of books cited in 17% of the cases. 
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The aim of Tedd's (2006) study was to investigateN^;ju^e of Library/ 
and Information Science journals in the dissertations written -B J^ih"a]§,ter« 
students within department of Information Studies of University of Wales 
Aberystwyth, UK. Analysis of the citations of 100 dissertations submitted gives 
an indication of the range of material used in dissertations. The total number of 
references in each bibliography ranged from 16-352, with an average of 74 and 
with 23 dissertations having 100 or more references. The number of references 
to paper in LIS journals in each dissertation ranged from 1-113, with an 
average of 23. The total number of LIS journals covered by 100 dissertations 
was 2635. 
Dulle, Lvvfehabura, Motovelo, & Mulimila (2004) report the citation 
patterns of agricultural scientists in Tanzania. Results indicate that Ph.D. theses 
had the highest number of citations as compared to M.Sc. theses and 
conference proceedings. The total number of references cited in all 625 
documents was 33852, making an average of 54.3 percent document analysed. 
Across the publications analysed, journals were more highly consulted (44.3 
percent of total citations) compared to other sources of literature. Finally the 
finding reveals that generally agricultural scientists in the country had limited 
access to current journals and journals form the major part of the literature 
consulted in publication of broadly Science based researchers. 
Black (2001) also employed citation analysis to define tentative core 
collection of journals in communication disorders. His data revealed that 13% 
of cited journals provided 80% of the citations to journals articles. His top three 
journals were: Journal of Speech and Hearing Research, Journal of Acoustical 
society of America, Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders. The findings did 
not lead to librarians or communication disorder specialists with a reliable list 
of leading journals for this field. 
The publication and citation patterns of a sample group of structural 
biologists from multiple institutions were examined by Lascar & Mendelson 
(2001) for accurately identifying print and online research journals. The results 
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indicated that the average number of cited references per articles was 40, 45 of 
the cited references, 95.1 percentages were to journal articles. The journals 
ranked according to their frequency have shown that authors chose only those 
titles that were cited more that five times. Nature, structural Biology and 
Journal of Bimolecular NMR found having a high frequency and these were 
among the top ten journals. When data between the two tables was compared, 
close similarities were observed between the citation and publication patterns 
of the user group. Articles were published more frequently in the better 
established journals and Journal of Bimolecular NMR and Structure with 
folding and Design was among the top ten. 
Similar study of dissertations accepted in the Department of Chemistry 
at the Ohio State University between 1996-2000 was performed by Gooden 
(2001)The 30 dissertations studied generated a total of 3,704 citations. Journal 
articles were cited most frequently (85.8%) followed by monographs (8.4%), 
dissertations, theses and proceedings, news papers and annual reports (2.2%). 
Among the top 20 core journals. Journal of the American Chemical Society 
was ranked first with 364 citations. 
The main purpose of Udofia's (1997) study is to bring into light those 
journals which are necessary in the veterinary medicine field. The Bulletin of 
Animal Health and Production Africa received the highest citation of 305 (an 
average of 61 per year). The top ten journals, with citation ranges of 40-305, 
have a total of 1,111 citations and represent about 71.7 per cent of total 
citations. Finding the core journals shows that the first eight with 50-305 
citations are the core journals for veterinary medicine. These eight journals 
have a total of 1,026 citations representing 66.2 percent of total citations. 
To identify core journals in psychology, for undergraduates Hardest}' & 
Oltmanns (1989) examined journal citations of 105 senior Psychology theses 
written during a seven year periodical from 1974-1980 at Indiana University 
and Liberal Arts College. Results showed the citafion patterns of theses at both 
schools are very similar. Relatively few journal titles accounted for most of the 
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citations at each institution. The Indiana students did not cite more journal 
articles or more journal titles than did the Liberal Arts College students. 
Differences were found in the rankings of the journals between the two 
institutions. 
In an effort to measure in house use of music periodicals, a citation 
study based on bibliographies in theses and dissertations was conducted by 
Gricsom (1983) at the Indiana University Music Library. A total of 265 
periodical titles were cited in the sixty seven theses and dissertations, of these, 
only seventy nine (30%) were cited more than once. When taken as a rate of 
obsolescence's, periodical literature cited by musicologists has a low rate of 
obsolescence, the periodicals cited by theorists and educators becomes obsolete 
at a rapid rate, making the rate of obsolescence for the field as a whole, fairly 
high, unlike other subject areas in the humanities. 
A two semester study of science periodicals usage at State University of 
New York at Albany was undertaken by Rice (1979) to identify little used titles 
for storage or possibly discard. Results have indicated that main titles in 
common were used in each semester but there were 276 titles which appeared 
only in second semester and showed no use in the first semester. Rankings 
according to frequency of use for 1st and Ilnd semester showed a significant 
correlation between them but it did not correlate well with rank in the list of 
journals used by Institution of Scientific Information. 
Study made by Satariano (1978) revealed that citation patterns run 
parallel to readership patterns in Sociology. A stratified random sample of 
sociologists was asked to record the social Science journals they regularly read. 
These journals were ranked by frequency and then compared with Baughmans' 
list of the most frequently cited journals. Result shows some overlap between 
citations and readership (use), citation patterns reflect a cross disciplinary focus 
that is not found in the journals most often read. 
In order to test the validity of citation as indicators of actual use, a 
comparison was made between ranked lists of the most used journals, 
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according to the results of a survey undertaken at the National Lending Library, 
and the most cited journals as given by the Journal Citation Reports. On 
comparing, it was found that ranking the 50 most cited journals by impact 
factor did produce the expected difference in order, but by calculating a similar 
factor for the use made of these journals, and comparing the rankings so 
obtained, the rank correlation coefficient was found to be only 0.16, compared 
0.26 for the original rankings. It was found that there was a very high degree of 
correlation between the two sets of citation rankings (a rank correlation 
coefficient of 0.97) and a very similar, but slightly lower, coefficient (0.4) was 
obtained when the use ranked list was compared with the new list, indicating 
that results are unchanged by this consideration of the time factor (Scales, 
1976). 
National Scenario 
Bhat & Kumar_(2008) describes a citation analysis of research articles 
from scholarly electronic journals published in 2000-2006. The analysis 
focused on the extent to which scholars are using web-based sources in 
scholarly electronic journals. Results of the study shows that 81.49% of articles 
published in selected 9 electronic journals during 2000-2006 have web 
references. Out of 25,730 references 56.54 % of references are print journal 
references and 43.52% of them are web references. 
Citation analysis of 27 theses in Library and Infomiation Science 
submitted to University of Pune between 1982-2005 conducted by Chikate & 
Patil (2008) revealed a total of 6,257 citations found in all 27 dissertations. 
Results have indicated that 2,639 (42.2%) citations out of 6,257 were from 
journals, followed by books with 1,950 (31.2%). Most cited journal by LIS 
researchers is College and Research Libraries, which was cited 141 times, 
more than 5.3% of the total percentage of citations, followed by Scientometrics, 
at 129 (4.9%) Journal of American Society for Information Science, 113 (4.3%) 
2Lnd Journal of Documentation, 99 (3.8%). 
Doctoral Dissertations submitted in the Department of Statistics and 
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Operation Research, AMU, Aligarh from the year 1985-2005 have been 
analysed by Ahmad (2006). A total 24 dissertations were submitted in these 
years yielding 2260 references. The highest number of citations was found in 
journals, accounting for 68.84% of the total, followed by Ph.D. theses, 
conference proceedings, reviews, report and M.Phil Dissertations and web 
sources respectively. 'Journal of American Statistical Association' occupied 
the first position with the highest citation number i.e. 84(5.38%). 
Another citation study by Aurangzeb Khan (2005) in the Department of 
Mathematics, AMU, Aligarh for the year 2002-2003 reveals, that the 
researchers in the field of mathematics are consulting 'Journals', which have 
the highest number of citations, accounting for 80.07% of the total, books are 
the second highest group (15.78%) followed by Ph.D. theses, conference 
proceedings, reviews, reports and M.Phil Dissertations. Journal of 
Mathematical Analysis & Applications occupied the first position with the 
highest citation number, i.e., 65 (6.34%)). 
Citation analysis of doctoral dissertation submitted in the Department of 
Chemistry, AMU from 1997-1998 shows that researchers in the field of 
chemistry mainly use journals, which have the highest number of citations, i.e. 
80.96% of the total references. '''Journal of Chemical Society, Dalton 
Transaction' occupied the first position with the highest citation number 
219(7.23%). (Zarrin, 2002). 
Das & Sen (2001) analyzed 1049 citations appended to 34 research 
articles of Journal of Biosciences; 2000. It was found that out of the total 
citations, journal articles comprises 85.89% and monographs 10.1%. 
Ghai & Daljeet (2001) in their study of Ph.D. dissertations in Library 
and Information Science submitted to the University of Madhya Pradesh and 
Punjab (1975-99) examined the total number of citations. Of 9,098 citations 
5,018 are of journals and 3,280 are of books. In University of Punjab the total 
number of citations was 7,302 out of which 3,890 were journals and 2,534 
books. The analysis also revealed that Indian Journals accounted for maximum 
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percentages. 
Ramesh & Nagaraju (2000) analyzed the citations provided in articles of 
Indian journal of Information, Library and Society. 138 citing articles have 
cited 901 citations i.e. on an average 7 citations were cited per article. About 
67.5% of articles had 1-20 citations. More citations were from the books and 
periodicals than the other type of materials. 
Asundi & Kabin (1996) identified core Indian periodicals in 
horticulture by analyzing citation from 257 doctoral and master's degree 
dissertation at the University of Agricultural Sciences during the period 1980-
1989. The study analyzed that a heavy concentration of large number of 
citations in a few periodicals means that librarians can have a large percentage 
of relevant literature in the field by subscribing to relatively fewer periodicals. 
As cleared from review, major citation studies at national and 
international level reveal the citation patterns of scientists and users in different 
disciplines. It is found that users are heavily dependent on their journal 
literature, use older literature and international publications to a greater extent. 
Among various forms including books, conference proceedings, reports, and 
theses, journals are the most dominant form in which the information is cited. 
The review will help in making policy decisions regarding the acquisition of 
relevant journals to facilitate the users in relevant field. 
CONCLUSION 
The literature review illustrates clearly that no systematic work to study 
the periodicals collection, acquisition and use as a whole has been initiated so 
far. In keeping with these factors, the present study has been aimed to provide 
new direction to periodicals acquisition and their appropriate use in IIT 
Libraries and Delhi University library in particular and in other Research and 
Development libraries in general. 
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CHAPTER 3 
PERIODICALS: AN OVERVIEW 
The purpose of this chapter is to bring the audience the detailed account 
of periodicals. The chapter commens with the introduction explaining the brief 
description of periodicals, their definitions, historical development, importance, 
types, functions and problems. It provides an overview of electronic journals, 
their brief history, growth, definitions, characteristics, types, difference 
between the two types, and indicators for measuring periodical usage. 
It is generally accepted that scientific and technological communications 
comprise the life blood of research and development. The progress of Science 
and Technology is impeded unless new knowledge generated by research flows 
freely, quickly and timely among the scientific and technical community. The 
increased rate of scientific discoveries accompanied by the rapid application 
through technology has added an element of greater urgency in disseminating 
research results among scientists and engineers. The literature is generally 
published as periodical articles since periodicals are the best available sources 
among the primary communicating media for exchange of scientific results. 
The importance of periodical publication increases as the necessity for going 
deep, pinpointed and up-to-date knowledge increased. 
The periodicals have not only been the chief medium for disseminating 
current information but have also served as an important part of a library 
collection. These are helpfiil in fulfilling both the objectives of teaching and 
research of an organisation. University and Research libraries usually spend 
more than 70 percent of their total budgets on the subscription of periodicals 
only. Periodicals, a source of current information have become indispensable 
these days because the resuhs of research being done in different parts of the 
world are communicated through them. (Ravat & Kumar, 2002). 
At the general conference of UNESCO, held at Paris on 19"* November, 
1964, it was agreed that a publication is a periodical, if it constitutes one issue 
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in a continuous series under the same title, published at regular or irregular 
intervals over an indefinite period, individual issue in the series being dated. 
(Chabbra, 1994). 
Periodical publication is now truly the fashion of the day in all lines the 
world over. Journals keep hundreds of thousands of specialists abreast of the 
growth of knowledge in their several lines of investigation. Several other 
journals inform the banker, the merchant, the artisan, the tradesman, the 
professor, the teacher, even the librarian, what is going on in his field. The 
journals are usually about five years ahead of the books in every subject. They 
form the record of progress in the sciences and the arts, in the crafts, and trades 
and occupation. 
Serial publications (including newspapers, periodicals, bulletins, reports, 
most government documents, and books in series) constitute perhaps 75 per 
cent of all publications, an indispensable part from the viewpoint of research. It 
is in serial publications that advance information and discussion are found; and 
also the detailed records which support most scientific, legal, and historical 
study. Every large research activity should give prime importance while 
acquiring and recording serial publications. Because the separate issues of 
serials cannot be treated individually as are books, but must be considered in 
conjunction with other issues, they represent the form of publication which is 
most difficult to control, at all stages- acquisition, accessioning, processing and 
service. (Osbom, 1955). 
3.1 Periodical: Definitions 
A periodical is a publication such as a magazine, journal, or newspaper. 
They're called periodicals because they are published at periodic intervals, i.e. 
daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, or yearly. They are extremely important 
sources of information, provide a historical record of past ideas, opinions, 
accomplishments, and social problems. ("Introduction to library studies", n.d.) 
Some definitions of periodicals are as follows: 
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Glossary of Library and Information Science defines "A periodical is a 
serial published indefinitely at regular or stated intervals, generally more 
frequently than once a year. Each issue is numbered and / or dated 
consecutively and contains articles, stories, or other writings. Journal, 
Magazines and Newspapers and Periodicals publication in a continuous series, 
with a consecutive number and no predetermined end, as distinct from a single 
work in several parts." (Ali, 2004). 
The Librarian's Glossary overviews a periodical as "A publication with 
a distinctive title which appears at stated or regular intervals, generally oftener 
than once a year, without prior decision as to when the last issue shall appear." 
(Harrod,1971). 
Encyclopaedia of Librarianship defines a periodical "A publication 
issued at regular intervals, each issue normally being numbered consecutively 
and usually dated, within foreseen and to the sequence as publication" (Landu , 
1966). 
Grenfell defines a periodical as "A publication in a continuous series 
with a consecutive number and no predetermined end, as distinct from a single 
work in several parts" (Grenfell, 1965). 
According to Dr. S.R. Ranganathan, Periodical publication is a 
document with the following attributes: 
Periodicity: A volume or small group of volumes of it, is published or 
intended to be published or completed normally once in a year or at other 
regular intervals though irregularity in intervals is not ruled out; 
Distinguishing Number: Each successive volume or periodical group of 
volumes, is usually distinguished by the year of publication and/or by a number 
belonging to a system of single or complex ordinal number usually called a 
volume number; and 
Continuity: The intention had been to continue the publication forever 
and with the same title in all the volumes though not actually carried out. 
(Ranganathan, 1967). 
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3.2 Serials, Periodicals and Journal 
Periodicals, journals, magazines, newspapers, and annual''ptrtili^Jitt!j^ 
are all examples of serials. A serial is the broadest term for these types of 
publications. Serials are publications issued at intervals over a period of time 
in successive parts bearing numeric and chronological designations that are 
intended to be continued in definitely. They include periodicals but also 
proceedings, annuals and irregular publications. The terms serials, periodicals, 
magazines, and journals are often interchanged, and their distinctions are not 
always cleared. Periodicals are publications that are issued in frequently regular 
intervals. They include magazines, journals and newspapers. The distinction 
between magazines and journals is small but can be important. Generally 
magazines are considered to be of popular interests. Newspapers are really 
different from other current event magazines, accept that some come out daily, 
and come in the familiar news print formats. ("Importance of speciality 
magazines and periodicals", n.d.) 
Periodical : It is a publication which appears indefinitely at regular or 
stated intervals; generally more frequently than annually, each issue of which is 
numbered or dated consecutively and normally contains separate articles, 
stories, or other writing. 
Journal: A periodical, especially one containing scholarly articles 
and/or disseminating current infonnation on research and development 
particular subject field. 
H.A. Sharp has attempted to distinguish between the two publications by 
the following definitions. 
Periodical : Strictly to be distinguished from a serial in that while it 
appears at intervals, not necessarily stated ones, the publications extends for an 
indefinite time. To be distinguished in cataloguing from memoirs, proceedings, 
transactions, etc, of a society. 
Serial : Any publication and parts, appearing at intervals, usually 
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regular ones. The term includes periodicals, annuals, and proceedings or 
memoirs of societies. (Sharp, 1948). 
J.H Gable, in his Manual of serials work, has given two definitions-
Periodical : A serial issued at definite intervals under a distinctive title, 
or, to eliminate the definition for serial, a periodical is a publication issued at 
regular intervals, with some scheme for consecutive numbering, intended to be 
continued indefinitely, and with a distinctive title. 
Serial: Any publication, whether issued at regular or irregular intervals, 
with some scheme for consecutive numbering, and intended to be continued 
indefinitely. (Gable, 1937). 
Casting in this light periodical publication occupies a prominent role in 
information transfer irrespective of the subject coverage and interdisciplinary 
relationships. Of course, one can undoubtedly claim that a subject of study 
cannot develop unless being adequately supported by the periodical literature, 
notably primary journals which in modem times enhance the pace of research 
and specialization as it is most vibrant and multifunctional media for research 
community to comprehensively build their knowledge base. 
3.3 Functionsof Primary Journal 
Since its inception over 300 years ago, the primary journal has been the 
most important channel for the formal communication of scientific information. 
The primary journal serves three important functions; .firstly, it is an official 
public record of science. The journal serves as an archival record of scientific 
scholarship scrutinized and validated by scientists through a "conserves 
forming mechanism" that separates trivia and unsubstantiated claims from 
tested and validated facts, explanations, and predictions referred papers 
published in primary journals serve as the basic source material for 
consolidation and compaction into textbooks, reviews, handbooks, 
encyclopedias and similar other secondary functions. 
Secondly, the primary journal is a medium for disseminating 
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information. Besides the results of research and development activity, the 
journal conveys a variety of information historical, social, political commercial 
and pedagogical information of interests to scientists. From 1665 until about 
the middle of the 19* century, the main function of the primary journal was to 
serve as an archival record of science. As the number of scientists began to 
increase during the later part of depend on the journal as a medium through 
which they could keep themselves abreast of current developments in scientific 
research. 
Lastly, the primary journal is a social institution that confers prestige 
and rewards on authors, editors, referees, subscribers, and publishers. Published 
papers are considered as a tangible measure of a scientist's contribution to the 
advancement of scientific knowledge and as a basis for an evaluation of his 
work by his peers and employees. Publications also facilitate the establishment 
of priority and ownership of inventions and ideas. The journal also confers 
recognition and prestige on editors and referees in view of their participation in 
the monitoring and validating processes that are so essential to maintain the 
quality of scientific literature to the subscriber, the refereed primary journal is a 
symbol of his professional credentials. The reward that accesses to publishers 
of primary journals is combination of prestige and financial returns. Scholarly 
societies and universities that publish primary journals are impelled by their 
commitment to the announcement of scientific discipline and commercial 
publishers publish journal in anticipation of financial rewards. ( Kent, 1979). 
Pieter A. Van Branked outlined four fiinctions performed by scholarly journals; 
i. Building a collective knowledge base 
ii. Communicating informafion 
iii. Distributing such rewards as recognition, priority and funding 
iv. Building scientific communities (Osbom, 1973). 
3.4 History of Periodicals 
The publication of periodicals has not come by sudden mutation. It is 
not a Minerva-like creation springing full grown from the head of one single 
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individual. Just as it is now accepted that multicellular man originated from a 
single unicellular organism during the course of evolution, similarly is with the 
periodicals. (Chabbra, 1994). 
The Origin of serials had been traced to antiquity. Andrew. D. Osbom 
has divided serials history into four broad periods. The initial period, to 1700 
A.D. , the so- called incunabula period of serial publications, witnessed 
"numerous for runners of serial publications, including Almanacs, annual book 
catalogs, and Newspapers. In the second period, rise of the literary periodicals, 
1700 A.D. to 1825 A.D., daily newspapers replaced weekly and literary 
periodicals, gentleman's magazines, and proceedings of the learned societies, 
scientific periodicals, law reports, and parliamentary papers, flourished. The 
third period, 1825 A.D. to 1890 A.D., was characterized by great expansion in 
the number of periodicals and their circulation, especially in the post civil war 
era. This was the golden age of the Newspaper. 
Osbom's fourth period, from 1890, saw a vast proliferation of 
periodicals in an "era of mass communications made possible by cheap paper. 
Tabloid Newspapers, pulp magazines, sport magazines and periodicals for men 
grew in number "Little magazines, the underground press, and radical political 
publications were typical of this period. (Osbom , 1973). 
Serial forerunners of one kind or another including spoken newspapers, 
existed for better than 3,000 years before Gutenberg's invention. 
Possibly the earliest serial was represented, some 4,700 years ago, by 
the annals transcribed on the tombs of the fifth dynasty kings of Egypt who 
reigned from 2750 to 2625 B.C. According to Suetonius, in 60 B.C. "Ceaser's 
very first enactment after becoming consul was, that the proceedings both of 
the senate and the people should day by day compiled and published". This 
manuscript newspapers, which was posted in a public place before being 
copied by the scribes, was referred to by a variety of names, among them 'Acta 
Diurna , Acta Populi, and Acta Publica. ft covered political' affairs, news of 
the emperor and his family, and daily happenings of all kinds, ft ceased only 
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when Constantine made Constantinople the capital of the Roman Empire in 
330 A.D. So the Annals written on the tombs of Egyptian kings during the first 
dynasty may possibly be considered the world's earliest serials. The earliest 
Newspaper in China was Li-Pao. It began as a hand-written paper in the Han 
dynasty, which extended from 206 B.C. to A.D. 220. It continued through the 
era of block printing and into the age of movable type. The paper terminated in 
1736 and was succeeded by Ching-pao. It is generally accepted that first real 
newspapers were issued in Germany in 1609. (Osbom , 1955). 
In Europe, from the thirteenth century on, it was not uncommon for long 
series of handwritten letters to be sent to great mercantile houses. The most 
extensive of these series was undoubtedly the Fugger newsletters, some 17,600 
numbers written on 35,230 pages between 1568 and 1605 which are preserved 
in twenty-seven volumes in the National Library in Vienna. Following the 
manuscript newsletter came printed ones, as well as a number of other and 
antecedents of serial publications. The first printed newspaper was the Avisa, 
Relation Oder Zeitung, which was issued in Augsburg and bears the date 15* 
Jan., 1669 on the first number. (Adhikari, 2000). 
The first newspaper in French was printed in Amsterdam in 1620, not 
until eleven years later was one printed in France. The first Newspaper in 
English was likewise printed in Amsterdam from 2^^ December 1620 to 18"' 
September 1621, it usually bore the title Corrant out of Italy, Germany etc. 
What has been called the "First truly English Newspaper" did not appear until 
the end of November 1641; it was a weekly entitled: The heads of several 
proceedings in this Present Parliament. Nearly twenty years more had to 
elapse before the first daily paper was published in England, A Perfect Diurnal 
of Every Dayes Proceedings in Parliament, which ran for twenty one issues in 
1660. The first American Newspaper appeared in Boston on 25 September 
1690. It was called Publick Occurrences and was suppressed after a single 
issue. Fourteen years later the Boston News Letter began and lasted for seventy 
two years. Hand written letters were the immediate antecedents of periodicals, 
as well as of newspapers. (Osbom, 1955). 
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3.4.1 History of Scholarly Journal 
A major impetus to the origin of scholarly journal was the founding of 
national academies devoted to the study of science. Between 1635 and 1752, at 
least 11 such academies were founded in Paris, London, Bologna, Berlin, 
Lyons, Milan, Uppsala, St. Petersburg, Philadelphia and Gottingen. Perhaps the 
most famous of these is the Royal Society of London, founded in 1645 and 
officially charted in 1662. At the beginning of the 17''' century, written 
scientific communication was primarily through books and gazettes. By 1660 
the men of science recognized that they were dependent on private 
correspondence to keep abreast of the new knowledge being discovered 
throughout the world. From the mid 17* century the device of the scientific 
paper had not yet been invented and men did not publish until they though had 
mastered completely some whole department of science and could produce a 
definite book. 
The origin of the modem university, the experimental methods 
widespread adoption by scientists, and the development of a dependable 
European postal system were other factors during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries that helped by the ground works for scholarly journals. On January 5, 
1665, a weekly publication called Journal des Scavans, considered the first true 
scholarly journal by many authorities began in Paris under the direction of 
Denis de Sallo. Osbom reports that the first issue's preface stated five 
objectives, including listing major European books, publishing obituaries, 
recording advances in the sciences, and citing civil and ecclesiastical court 
decisions. In its early years, the primary emphasis was on the listing and 
reviewing of books. Publication was suspended during the French Revolution 
in December 1792; when publication resumed in August 1816 the periodical 
was renamed Journal des Savants. In March 1665, the Royal Society of 
London began publishing a monthly periodical titled philosophical 
Transactions. Giving some Account of the Present Undertakings, Studies, and 
Labours of the Ingenious in Many considerable parts of the World, edited by 
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Henry Oldenburg, subtitle was dropped after a short time. 
In 1684, an academy in Holland issued Novvelles de la Republique des 
letters. Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences in Russia began in 1728. Benjamin 
Franklin Founded the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society in 
1771 yet many of the journals founded during the \1^ and 18* century ceased 
existence after a year or two. Kronick identifies Medicina Curiosa or a variety 
of few communications in Physick, Chrurgery and Anatomy, of which two 
issues were published in 1684, as Great Britain's first medical journal. 
(Balakrishna, 2000). 
Although, the first periodicals disseminated scholarly knowledge, 
periodicals whose chief purpose was to entertain emerged during the late 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Davinson names Atlantic Mercury, 
founded about 1690, and Ladies Mercury, began a few years later, as the 
earliest popular periodical. The Tatter, a periodical founded in England by 
Richard Steele in 1709, has been identified by Clara D. Brown and Lynn S. 
Smith as "the first popular magazine". Two years later in 1711, Joseph Addison 
founded his equally famous spectator. The Gentleman's Magazine, founded in 
1731, was supposedly the first periodical to use the word magazine in its title. 
Veaner cites as examples of early disciplinary journals the transactions 
of the Geological Society of London, founded in 1811; the Memoirs of the 
Royal Astronomical Society, which began in 1825, and the Chemical Society's 
journal started in 1848 Moreover, by the mid-1800s most journals were aimed 
at specialized audiences of scienfists and trend that has intensified in the 20''' 
century. 
According to Donald Davinson, the Edinburgh Review, first published 
in 1802, served as a model for others including the Quarterly Review, founded 
in 1809; Westminster Review, Started in 1824; and the Athenaeum, which 
began in 1826. Although their chief fiinction was entertainment, these reviews 
were generally characterized by lower circulations and more scholarly content 
than mere magazines. 
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The year 1831 was declared as the golden age of periodicals. Periodicals 
were found to be very useful in every field. Sects and parties, benevolent 
societies, and ingenious individuals all have their periodicals. Science and 
literature, religion and law, agriculture and arts, have preferred periodicals the 
best mode for enlightening the public mind. 
By the 1850s the humanities journal evolved from one serving the tastes 
of the amateur of letters into a form the more scientifically oriented needs of 
specialists scholars. After 1880, every science, art, profession and trade began 
the issue its own periodical and periodicals until no field of activity, however 
highly specialized remained unrepresented. 
The late 19'*' century saw the birth of the illustrated magazines and the 
20"^  century seen the accelerated development of all types of periodicals. The 
number of such periodicals has been increased to 150,000 titles in 1983. The 
number of learned periodicals in 1989 was around 100,00 with an estimated 
number of 12 million articles published in a year. 
In 1975 Houghton outlined the rapid growth in the number of scientific 
journals during the three centuries after the first ones were founded. Citing 
various authoritative sources, Houghton estimated the number of published 
scientific periodicals at 30 in 1700, 330 in 1730, 760 in 1800, 5,100 in 1885, 
8,600 in 1895, 25,000 in 1920, 36,000 in 1930, 50,000 in 1950, 60,000 in 1960, 
and 75,000 in 1970. (Houghton, 1975). 
Osbom using data from the Library of Congress state that by 1957, 
630,000 serial publications had at some time or place been published since the 
first printed newspaper in 1609.His estimate for 1971 was 900,000 serials, with 
a projected figure of 1.5 million serials by the year 2000. (Osbom , 1980). 
3.4.2 Origin and growth of Scientific Periodicals in India 
The origin of modem scientific periodical lies in the development of the 
newspaper and establishment of scientific society. Earlier the periodicals in 
India covered wide range of subjects like literature, humanities, folklore etc. 
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the news papers were the forerunners of these periodicals. The first Indian 
learned periodical "Asiatick Researches" was launched by the Asiatic society 
of Bengal, in 1788 for enquiring into the history and antiquities, the arts, 
sciences and literature of Asia. In 1784 Sir William Jones, who was a lawyer 
and an Orientals, founded the society, which w3as first of its kind in India. He 
came to Calcutta as a judge of Supreme Court at Fort William in Bengal. He 
delivered a series of scholarly discourses to highlight his ideas about the 
Asiatic society. He was the first Indian who felt need of a periodical to 
disseminate his ideas. He actually conceived the idea under the name "'Asiatic 
Miscellany" but it did not materialize and came out with a title ''Asiatic 
Researches". The periodical came exactly 123 years after the first periodical of 
the world i.e. Journal des Scavans and Philosophical Transactions. Mr. 
Manual Cantopher printed it at the East India Company's printing office. Its 
2"'', 3'''', 4*, and 5* volume appeared in 1790, 1793, 1795 and 1797 respectively 
but ran up to 1839. Another periodical - ''Indian Magazine and European 
Miscellanys started its publication from January 1807 from Madras. 
"Dig-Darshan" or "The Indian Youth's Magazine", a bilingual 
(English and Bengali) started publication from Calcutta in April 1818 with 
monthly frequency. J.C. Marshman was its editor. In the same year in May, " 
Friend of India" started its publication from Serampore edited by J.C. 
Marshman. "Gleanings in Science", a monthly publication started in Calcutta 
by Captain J.D. Herbert in January 1829. It was the first specialized periodical 
in General Science. Another periodical launched by the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal in 1832 was "Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal". Similarly in 1833, 
"The East Indian United Service Journal and Military Magazine" from 
Calcutta, "Journal of Literature and Science" from Madras in 1833 & 
"Calcutta Review" from Calcutta in May 1844 started their publication. 
The 1788 is regarded as the "golden year" in the literary circles of India 
as first true periodical came into existence in that year. The period of 1788 to 
1850 demarcated as the early days of periodicals, because periodicals were in 
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formative stage during this period. All the papers dealing with different fields 
were included in one period without any demarcation. The early periodicals 
were published mainly from Calcutta, followed by Madras and Bombay. 
Between 1788-1850, about 75 periodicals were published from Calcutta, 5 
from Madras, 4 fi-om Bombay and 1 from Mirzapur. (Sen , 2000). 
3.4.3 Development of Periodical Publication during the 20**" century 
The period from 1788-1851, witnessed remarkable increase in the 
number of periodical publication. Studies have proved that there has been a 
considerable proliferation in the number of periodicals during 1851-1900. The 
period between 1901-1947 demarcated a rapid advance in the number of 
periodicals in all fields of specializations. Some of the periodicals of this period 
are:-
In 1906, "the Agricultural Journal of India" was started from Calcutta 
with quarterly frequency. It dealt with crops, economic plants and fruits, soil, 
manure, etc. In 1931 it split into ''Agriculture and live stock in India'' 
(bimonthly), ''Indian Journal Agricultural Science" (bimonthly) and "The 
Indian Journal of Veterinary Science and Animal Husbandry" (Quarterly) 
In January 1907, "The Modern Review" a monthly publication started 
from Allahabad. In 1912, the first library science periodical under the name, 
"The Library Miscellany " started its publication as quarterly from Baroda. 
In 1917, "The Journal of the United Provinces Historical Society" 
started from Calcutta. In 1919 "the Journal of Indian Botany" was started from 
Madras. In April 1923 (Vol.-II, No. 6) it became the property of Botanical 
Society and was renamed as "The Journal of the Indian Botanical Society" in 
March 1921, a journal titled "Man in India" was started from Ranchi to assist 
the anthropological society. In July 1924, "The Hindu System of Medicine" 
started its publication from Calcutta. In November 1930, "The Modern 
Librarian" which was the official organ of "Punjab Library Association, was 
started with monthly frequency from Lahore. Likewise in January 1935, "The 
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Indian Cooperative Review" (quarterly from Madras in 1941 , "The Indian 
Journal of Genetics and Plant breeding'' (biannual) from Delhi and in 1946, 
''The Indian Ecologisf (biannual) started from Bombay. During the period 
1901-47, the periodical publications in India began to originate from all the 
major parts of the country. Round about 387 periodical had been published 
during this period. (Kumar, 1984). 
3.5 Categories of Periodicals 
According to Dennis Grogan (1973) periodicals can broadly divided into 
primary and secondary journals. The primary journals of course devote 
themselves to report the original research and are also known as 'recording' 
journals. They form the bedrock of scientific and technological literature, e.g.. 
Biochemical journal. Journal of physiology, Journal of mechanical engineering 
science, Philosophical magazine. Molecular Physics. The secondary journals, 
on the other hand, interpret and comment on the research reported in the 
primary literature. They have been called 'newspaper' journals, but they make 
up a far more heterogeneous collection than the research journals, e.g., Guide 
to Periodical Literature, Applied Science & Technology, Current Contents in 
Science & Technology in India. 
Manifestation of the secondary journals has led to the formation of third 
category of journals i.e. the 'review' journal. These play important role in 
scientific and technological communication. Review journals precisely survey 
the developments in a particular field of endeavor over a period, e.g.. 
Biological reviews. Advances in physics. Science progress. 
3.5.1 On the basis of publication agencies the journals are classified into 
following types: (Grogan, 1973). 
i. Learned societies, academic bodies 
ii. Government bodies 
iii. Independent research institutes 
iv. Professional bodies 
v. Commercial publishers 
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• Learned and research periodicals 
• Technical journals 
• Trade Journals 
• Popular Science Journals 
vi. Industrial and Commercial firms 
vii. Journal published by Academic Institutions 
viii. Journal published by Individuals. 
Brief description of the journals is given below. 
i. Learned societies, Academic bodies 
The main purpose of such periodicals is to furnish an opportunity for 
authors (usually members of the learned bodies concerned) to publish the 
results of their investigations, and perhaps the majority of titles in this group 
are research journals, but there are also a number of secondary journals issued 
by the societies, frequently alongside a primary journal; e.g., in addition to its 
research quarterly Computer journal the British Computer Society also brings 
out the monthly Computer bulletin as its 'organ', with reports of meetings, data 
on new equipment, additions to the library, etc. 
ii. Government bodies 
As the role played by government, both national and international, in our 
lives increases, so does the volume of official publication, particularly in 
science and technology, where vast sums of public money are currently being 
spent on research and development. Some of these publicafions are periodicals, 
e.g., Meteorogical magazine, Marine observer (both Meteorogical Office 
journals). Post Office telecommunications journal, Canadian journal of 
Chemistry (National Research Council of Canada), World health (World Health 
Organization). 
ill. Independent research institutes 
A small but interesting group of periodicals emanates from research 
institutes that are basically of independent foundation (even though they 
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perhaps have links with universities, or possibly undertake government work 
under contract). They may have been established with a particular subject 
orientation or a particular role to play. Examples of periodicals so produced 
are Battelle technical review (Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio), 
Textile research journal (Textile Research Institute, Princeton, NJ), and Polar 
record (Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge). 
iv. Professional bodies 
As a category, bodies like the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, the 
Royal Institute of Chemistry, overlap with the learned societies, and much of 
their work (and the periodicals they produce) is distinguishable. Periodicals in 
this category can range from primary research journals of a caliber and prestige 
fit to match any learned society publication to what are little more than news 
bulletins. Examples are: Mathematical gazette (Mathematical Association: 'an 
association of teachers and students in elementary mathematics'). Journal of 
basic engineering (American Society of Mechanical Engineers), Journal of the 
Royal Aeronautical Society, lASLIC Bulletin etc. 
v. Commercial publishers 
A high proportion of periodicals fall into this category covering the 
entire spectrum of the universe of knowledge. This category covers periodical 
publication from the highly technical to the comic strip magazine. Some 
commercial publishers are known for their technical lists; others as publishers 
of trade journals; whilst still other publishes a very wide range of periodicals. 
The examples are: The Nature; Psychologist, The Statesman, New York Times 
and Publisher catalogues such as Cumulative Book Index, American 
Publishing Record etc. 
So wide is the variety of such periodicals that it is expedient to 
subdivide them further into: 
• Learned and research periodicals'. Examples have been commercially 
produced for a hundred years or more, particularly in Germany, but until 
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recently they have always been overshadowed by the famous title issued 
by the learned and professional societies. Representative titles are 
Journal of molecular biology, Annals of physics, Micro chemical 
journal. 
• Technical journals: These are very closely linked with the needs of 
industry, and although as secondary sources are of limited interest to the 
research investigator, they are invaluable to manufacturing, sales, and 
commercial personnel. Much of their content value lies in their other 
features, such as new columns, letters to the editor, book reviews, etc. 
Examples are Electronic engineering. Computers and automations, 
Foundry trade journal. 
• Trade journals: They are more commercial than technical, and more 
news - oriented than subject - oriented. Otherwise they are very similar 
to the technical journals, with an equal reliance on advertisements. 
Examples are Poultry world (1874), Contract journal (1879). Such 
journals are particularly useful sources for market news (commodity and 
share prices), company news (forecasts, dividends, mergers, 
expansions), and general trade announcements. 
• Popular subject journals: These are familiar to everyone, and include 
all the titles for the amateur, the hobbyist, and the enthusiast that are to 
be found on railway bookstalls, as well as large number of esoteric (not 
to say crank) publications catering for the most unusual preoccupations. 
Typical titles are popular mechanics. Yachting world, Railway 
magazine. Speleologist, Inventor. 
vi. Industrial and Commercial firms 
A number of 'house-journals' or 'house-organs' are published, primarily 
for the purpose of advertising by manufacturers and dealers and public 
corporations. These help to promote the products and services of the 
organization. These often contain valuable information which in industrial 
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library helps to keep abreast of services of rival companies. 
vii. Journal published by Academic Institutions 
Much of the research work is undertaken by the academic institutions 
and the findings are usually reported in University and college research 
journals. These play an important role in the dissemination of latest information 
pertaining to specific fields of Science & Technology. 
viii. Journals published by Individuals 
Although the number of journals published individually is quite less but 
these also play an important role in furnishing the latest information. These are 
single publication and are usually published mostly for money making 
ventures. 
3.5.2 Bernard Houghton identifies ten categories of scientific and technical 
journals: 
i. Primary journals of learned societies or professional institutions 
ii. Communications journals of learned societies or professional institutions 
iii. General purpose journals of learned societies or professional institutions 
iv. Review journals of learned societies or professional institutions 
V. Primary commercially published journals 
vi. Technical and trade commercially published journals 
vii. Controlled circulation commercially published journals 
viii. Prestige house journals 
ix. Information on products house journals 
X. Internal House Organs (Houghton, 1975). 
3.5.3 J.H. Gable, in his Manual of Serials work has divided then into three 
groups: 
i. Those intended to faster the interest of knowledge 
ii. Those intended to foster the interests of a trade profession or society 
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iii. Money making ventures (Intended for popular appeal) for popular 
audience, which Gable subdivided into ten groups: Literary, fiction 
and short story, features, news and comment, family or women's 
magazine, reviews, juvenile, humorous, cheap story. (Gable, 1937). 
3.5.4 In London, the following are the three main different types of 
periodicals: 
i. The publication of societies and other organizations 
ii. House Journals, i.e. the publications of firms and similar bodies 
iii. The Independent periodicals 
i. The Publication of Societies and other Organizations 
Into this class come Memoirs, proceedings and transactions. In as much 
as these publications may be considered as the work of a society or 
organization acting through its members and in some cases lack a variety of 
authorship (one of the main characteristics of a periodical), it may be argued 
that they do not periodicals an argument which is usually ignored, as it has 
been, for instance, in the royal society's fair copy declaration 
Examples of this type of periodical are-
Aslib Proceedings, ASLIB.London 
Proceedings of the Royal Society, the Royal Society, London 
In a similar category are the bulletins and journals of societies and other 
organizations. Not all have the words 'bulletin' and 'journal' in their title 
however but may enjoy a distinction title of their own. A great but may enjoy a 
distinctive title of their own a great number of publications come into this 
category. 
Examples-
Library Association Record, British Library Association, UK 
Journal of Documentation (ASLIB), British Library Association, 
UK, 
These periodicals usually contain written contributions from a variety of 
authors and differ from the memoirs etc., in that the contributions or articles do 
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not usually emanate from conferences or meetings. 
ii. House Journals 
House journals are the publications of firms and similar bodies, as well 
as other organizations, usually distributed free, and are of limited circulation. 
Some contain only news items of an ephemeral nature and some matter of a 
trade or advertising nature, white others, particularly in the technical field are 
very specialized and contain much fiandamental work. 
Example -
IBM Journal of Research & Development 
ILA News letter (Organ of the ILA) 
ASLIB Information 
Another type of publications that can be included in this class are 
journals sometimes in tabloid newspaper format, designed for circulation 
amongst employees of a firm and usually carrying only staff news, welfare 
notes and explanation of the company's policies. Examples are Bank of 
England Quarterly and Lloyds Bank Review. 
iii. Independent Periodical 
They cover the whole field of knowledge and range from such academic 
periodicals as Nature to the cheap story and sex magazines. Into this class come 
also the newspapers, the trade and technical press (2) as well as the great 
literary reviews. 
Examples of this type of periodical are : 
Times of India (Daily) 
The Caravan 
The Nature 
3.5.5 Davinson, recognised three distinct broad groups of periodicals : 
i. Periodicals emanating fi-om learned and professional bodies. 
ii. Commercial ventures issued by their sponsors in the hope of financial 
profit. 
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iii. House Journals 
iv. A fourth group might be sub-divided from group two and termed: 
Newspaper. (Davinson, 1960). 
3.6 Estimation of World Production of Serials -
On a decidedly conservative estimate, well over 1,500,000 serial 
publications have appeared by means of print or near print since the first 
printed newspaper was issued in 1609. In 1957 the Library of Congress 
estimated that eleven major lists had 434,000 serial titles under bibliographic 
control and that 63,000 was the total number that could be safely assumed new 
serial titles has averaged 13,125 new serial publications a year, so far 
1970-2000 an annual increase of 20,000 is a conservative estimate for world 
production for the last three decades of the twentieth century an average 
increase of 20,000 titles a year can be anticipator. In the 20"^  century the figures 
for periodicals are probably in the vicinity of one fourth of the total for serials 
ofall kinds. (Osbom, 1955). 
Table - 3 
Estimation of World Production of Serials, 1609-2000 
i Year 'Cumulative Number of Serials Published 
2000 11,500,000 
1 
1970 ^900,000 
1950 
1900 
,600,000 
'200,000 
1800 110,000 
1700 1300 
1600 1 
Annual growth rate 
20,000 
15,000 
8,000 
1,900 
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{Serial publications: their place and treatment in libraries: Osborn, 1955) 
The 38"^  edition of Ulrich International Periodical Directory (2000) 
shows 1,61,200 serials published throughout the world in which 14,757 were 
available exclusively online including 4,958 serials from 63 vendors, and 4,625 
serials available on CD-ROM, including 902 serials from 14 producers. The 
42"^ edition of Ulrich International Periodical Directory (2004) reveals 178, 
650 serials published throughout the world. Among them 39,900 were available 
exclusively online. 
And now 46th edition of Ulrich's International Periodical Directory 
(2008) analysed 212,140 serials published around the world containing 56,329 
serials available exclusively online. A close look over the graph shows 
significant increase in the number of journals from 2000-2008. 
250000 
200000 
§ 150000 
:> 100000 
Fig. 2: Growth of Periodical Literature 
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Osbom estimated in the year 1955 that by the year 2000, the cumulative 
number of serials published around the world would be 1,500,000 with an 
annual increase of 20,000 titles a year. This estimation is contradictory to the 
fact available on Ulrich. The Ulrich International Periodical Directory by the 
year 2008 shows 212,140 serials published around the world containing 56,329 
serials available exclusively online. 
The developments in computer and communication networks, especially World 
Wide Web have facilitated creation of alternative electronic forms of the 
convenient paper journal. The E-Publishing has brought a revolution in 
journals publication, subscription, access and delivery mechanism. Today, 
libraries are providing electronic access to a wide variety of resources, 
including indexes, full-text articles and complete journals. 
3. 7 E-Journals 
The web has influenced the developments of new modes of scholarly 
communication including various discussion forum, websites and home pages. 
Although these channels are gaining popularity for communicating and 
exchanging research results, yet the scholarly journal is regarded as the most 
preferred medium. The peer review process and archiving of research results 
for long term availability have helped the scholarly journal to attain a firm 
position. Due to digital publishing technologies and Internet, the scholarly 
journals have underwent many changes. The digital technology rose to the give 
birth the electronic form of journal or e-joumal. Apart from publishers, the 
availability of electronic versions of journals on world wide web, led to the 
emergence of new and modem e-joumal service providers. From bibliographic 
to full text articles and the citation linking across journals has been another 
landmark. The digital publication has also curtailed time lag between article 
submission and its publication. 
The e-journal is being called by various synonymous teiins like online 
journal, paperless joumal, and virtual journal. A joumal can be called as e-
joumal, if its contents are produced and stored in electronic form, and if these 
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contents can be scanned in a database and retrieved online, it can be called as 
online journal. Some experts regard e-joumal as the one that is produced, 
published, and distributed nationally and internationally through some 
electronic network like internet. (Lancaster, 1995). 
3.8 Historical Development 
It was in early 1990s when e-joumal emerged for the first time on 
internet. It was in ASCII text format and made available by e-mail as well as in 
diskette. In 1991, the commercial publishers, Elsevier started the TULIP 
Project in collaboration with several academic institutions. In 1992, OCLC 
published "Online Journal of Current Clinical Trials" (OJCCT). It is the first 
e-joumal to include graphics. It was networked, referred electronic only joumal 
i.e. without a simultaneous hard copy form, with fiill text and graphics 
available by subscription. OCLC'S "Electronic Journals Online (EJO)" 
project adopted the World Wide Web (WWW) as a distribution mechanism -
which later on came to be known as "Electronic collection Online (ECO) " and 
it developed specialized viewing software. This made articles as searchable 
database and with graphical user interface it can be viewed in graphical and 
ASCII text. 
JSTOR (Journal Storage project) started in 1993, which is the first 
major retrospective electronic archiving project of printed joumals. By 1994, 
the World Wide Web had gained strong hold and now mostly e-joumals are 
now delivered through World Wide Web. (Adhikari, 2000). 
3.9 Growth of Online Journals 
It is observed that the number of electronic joumals gradually increased 
since 1990 and reached maximum in 2008. The 1989-90 Ulrich's listed 2131 
serials in an online format (either exclusively online or simultaneously with in 
print version); the 1998 edition contained 8,762. Again in the year 2000 Ulrich 
listed 14,757 exclusively online joumals that rose to 39,900 in the year 2004, 
and in the year 2007-08 the number of online periodicals touched to 56,329. 
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A graph is also plotted to understand the growth trend more clearly as 
shown in Fig- 3. The graph shows that there is in increase in the number of 
journals which went in exponential pattern. Data from 1990-2008 has been 
included in the figure 3. 
Fig. 3: Growth of Online Journals 
-^—Year -*-Numbi 
56239 
•• 2008 1989 1998 2000 -r w o 
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Source: (Ulrich International Periodical Directory: 1989, 1998, 2000, 2004, 2008) 
3.10 E-Journals: Deflnitions 
According to Glossary of Librarianship and Information Science , "an 
electronic journal is a publication, often scholarly, that is made accessible in a 
computerized format and distributed over the internet". (Ali, 2004). 
According to Enclyclopeadia of Librarianship and Information 
Science (1966), A term used to describe "a journal that is published in digital 
form to be displayed on a computer screen". (Kent, 1966). 
3.11 Characteristics of E-Journals 
Electronic journals have undergone a dramatic transformation in style 
and format since their initial appearance in the early 1990s. Many now have 
fiiU colour web pages with an attractive and easy to use layout. Despite the fact 
that layout and presentation of e-joumals have greatly improved, and access 
has been facilitated by the web and online archives, users still may prefer to 
print hard copies of selected issues and article to reading fi-om a computer 
Ellen Duranceaue (1995) and colleagues used the following 
generalizations to characterize the first- generation electronic journals:-
i. Based on ASCII text files and used a simple file structure. 
ii. Published by individuals or groups of scholars rather than commercial or 
university presses 
iii. Disseminated through e- mail- thus making check-in easy. 
iv. Copyright restrictions waived by the publishers 
V. Because of "small file sizes, ASCII text format, and lack of access 
restrictions" local library storage cost relatively little in file space and 
staff time. 
vi. Uncertainty about server and archive stability 
In contrast to the first generation, second generation electronic 
journals are more likely to:-
i. Be based on HTML or "specially formatted files" for distribution on the 
www rather than on ASCII text. 
ii. Have more complex file structures (especially for multimedia) 
iii. Require more storage space, 
iv. Be fee-based rather than free and thus concerned with copyright, 
V. Not use e-mail for delivery 
vi. Be difficult to check-in due to links to other sources on the internet, and 
vii. Be published by university press or commercial publishers rather than 
individuals or groups of scholars. (Duranceaue , Mannof & Snowden, 
1996). 
3.12 Types of E-Journals 
There are currently two distinguishable types of electronic journals. The 
first is offline CD-ROM Journals and the second is the Online or Internet based 
journals. (Woodward & Mc Knight, 1995). 
»4. 
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i. Offline CD-ROM Journals 
CD-ROM stands for compact Dist Read only Memory, and represents a 
way of digitally storing large documents of information in a way that is easy to 
search and retrieve. It is portable and has ability to store graphic data. The most 
important advantage of a CD-ROM is that if the CDs are on network then the 
same CD/Database on the CD can be shared by an unlimited number of users, 
sitting at far off places and at their door step. (Nabi, Singh & Sharma, 2002). 
ii. Online or Internet based Journals 
Online journals are available through online hosts or vendors and allows 
remote access. It can be used simultaneously by more than one user. It provides 
timely access. E-joumal supports different searching capabilities and saves 
physical storage. Though on the surface, these two types appear alike there are 
several points of considerable difference that one could take note of. 
Readers of online journals can be alerted to news appears as issues via 
electronic Mail, discussion lists or newsgroups. Clearly this is not exclusive to 
online publications, but such an information service presupposes that the 
receipts is online and therefore seems to easy more weight if the publication is 
also online. 
Much easier access to latest articles, due to the immediate nature of 
distribution of Internet online journals as compared to CD-ROM versions 
which depend on shall mail to reach the customer. 
Cost of updating online journals are much less, since the files are simply 
added or simply replayed on the specific server. Hence users can be made more 
frequent than CD-ROM version, which can out with more or less the same 
frequently as the print versions. (Bhattacharya , 2000). 
3.13 On the basis of the distribution, Chan (1999) has identified the 
following type of e-joumals: 
i. Classic Electronic Journals / Internet Application Electronic Journals 
Some of the electronic journals are available through internet 
applications which are also called as classic journals. Originally they were 
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Some of the electronic journals are available through internet 
applications which are also called as classic journals. Originally they were 
distributed via-e-mail but now available on the web. Access to this category is 
free of cost. 
ii. Parallel Electronic Journals 
These types of journals are published simuhaneously in both forms print and 
electronic. The online version may include the fiill text of journal, only table of 
contents of selected articles and excerpts from the print version. 
iii. Database Model and Software Model 
Under the database model articles reside in centralized database 
maintained by the publisher and subscribers are given permission to access the 
database and use search software on central computer to locate and download 
articles. The software model provides in a piece of software, which runs on the 
Internet connected computer and connects database to the journals central 
computer. The users can search and download information, which will be sent 
in proprietary encrypted form. The software would have an expiration date that 
corresponds with the length of the subscription. 
iv. CD-ROM Journals 
Commercial publishers have also made journal titles available on CD-
ROM. The full text of journals and newspapers has been made available on 
CD-ROM. In many cases these titles duplicate print titles held by the libraries. 
Libraries have often subscribed to journals both in print and in microform. 
(Chan, 1999). Printed and electronic journals differ to each other in many 
respects. The table 4 given below will provide a clear picture of difference 
between print and electronic forms. 
Table-4 Print Vs Electronic Journals 
Considerations 
Format 
Equipment 
(including printer) 
Print Journals 
Standardized 
No equipment is needed 
Electronic Journals 
Not standardized 
Requires necessary hardware 
and software 
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Users 
Access to users 
Location 
Laws governing 
use 
Shelving 
Archiving 
Loss and 
Mutilation 
Loss of issue 
Space for storage 
Users, who are habitual of 
using print form, find it 
easy to use 
Only one user can use a 
particular issue at a time 
Easy to locate if shelved 
properly, otherwise there 
is always a probability that 
an issue or bound volume, 
the user is looking for, 
may have been misplaced 
or gone for binding 
Use is governed by 
copyright laws 
Every time when an issue 
or a bound volume is taken 
from the shelf, it has to be 
reshelved. Staff is required 
to do shelving 
After binding, it becomes 
strong for effective 
archiving and is always 
available for consultation 
Users can mutilate, steal or 
misplace it, if an item is 
mutilated or stolen, it is a 
permanent loss and the 
replacement cost is very 
heavy 
Sometimes, an issue can 
get lost in post 
Requires considerable 
Users familiar with IT, find it 
easy to use, while others may 
require training to use 
It allows multiple users to use 
it simultaneously, provided 
the subscription is for 
multiple usages 
Easy to locate, provided 
URL, internet or hardware 
problems do not occur. In 
India electricity and internet 
connections often create 
problems 
Use is governed by licensing 
agreement and copyright laws 
Shelving is not an issue here 
Archiving is subject to 
provisions under licensing 
agreement with the vendor. If 
it is not renewed, the vender 
may not allow access, after 
the subscription period is 
over 
It cannot be mutilated stolen 
or misplaced. This is the main 
advantage 
The problem of missing 
issues does not arise 
Physical storage space is 
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Photocopying 
Delivery time 
Publication 
schedule 
Ordering and 
other procedures 
Access 
storage space which 
shrinks each year 
One can get a copy by 
using a photocopy 
machine, keeping in view 
the copyright laws 
The delivery through 
surface post takes lot of 
time especially if the 
journal is published 
abroad. However, air 
delivery saves a great deal 
of time but it makes the 
subscription costlier 
It is slow, inspite of 
availability of information 
technology 
Procedures like ordering 
keeping track of current 
issues, sending missing 
issues reminders pursuing 
issues and received in 
time, sending claim letters 
for return of payment, 
binding etc involve 
lengthy and complex 
process, as well as heavy 
cost Application of IT has 
facilitated all these 
processes 
One can access it only 
within the library during 
the hours when the library 
is open. If the policy 
allows, a user can borrow 
an issue or a bound 
volume and use it in his 
office or at home 
saved totally except for space 
required for hardware 
One can download an article 
and get a print out, keeping in 
view the licensing agreement 
with the vendor. 
There is no time lag between 
its publication and delivery as 
it is received instantaneously 
Publication is fast 
Many such issues do not 
occur. There is no need of 
sending reminders of making 
claims, binding etc. The 
procedure for ordering 
remains the same. 
Members can access it from 
anywhere (home, office or 
library), or at any time 
convenient to him, subject to 
agreement license. However, 
accessibility is affected if 
library system is down or 
there is a server problem with 
publisher or there is a virus 
attack on the internet 
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Binding 
Cost 
Operating cost 
Package 
When the volume is 
complete, it is sent for 
binding. During that 
period, the particular 
volume would not be 
available for consultation 
to users 
Often, it costs more 
Operating cost is rather 
high as this includes cost 
for ordering cataloguing, 
classification, binding, 
correspondence for claims 
for missing issues, 
shelving, etc. 
Some vendors offer 
package, covering a group 
of journals, thus, bringing 
down the total cost 
No question of binding. The 
journal is always accessible 
for use 
Cost is gradually coming 
down 
Less 
It is a usual practice for 
vendors to offer packages at 
considerably lower cost 
{Special libraries in the electronic environment: Singh & Kumar, 2005) 
3.14 Problems of Periodicals 
The importance of periodical to the researchers cannot be over-
emphasized, yet full exploitation of the scientific information still remains in 
doubt. Socio-economic and political compulsions of a country like India have 
resulted in a gradual increase of scientific and technological research projects, 
thus contributing to the phenomena of information explosion. The scientists 
thus remain the 'producer of information' and at the same time consumer of 
information. While performing the second part of the cycle, the scientist 
confi-onts with the unlimited and ever-growing mass of knowledge, out of 
which the relevant information has to be scanned through by using the 
techniques of information handling available at his disposal. (Prashar, 2000). 
The other problem is that of time lag between the submission of 
scientific papers and their publication in the Journals of repute, which in some 
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cases exceeds a year. In certain fast developing subjects, much of the literature 
becomes obsolete by the time it is published another problem with the journals 
is the restriction in the length of papers imposed by the editors. This might 
cause either omission or curtailment of some of the supporting data and/or 
background information. This is generally due to the high costs of journals 
publication. 
Another problem related with journal publication is the refereeing 
system. Most learned journals control quality of the papers they publish by 
screening through an editorial board. Mostly the submitted papers are sent to an 
independent "referee" for an authoritative opinion before publication. This 
helps in eliminating unfair means of publication, but is a time-consuming 
process. 
Advances made in Information Communication &Technology (ICT) 
have provided solution to the above mentioned problems to a great extent. 
CONCLUSION 
Periodical publications are primary source of information containing 
very often the first hand information about the research in progress and 
development or description of new application or new interpretation of an old 
theme or idea. It will be an exaggeration, if I say that periodicals form the 
heart of university/special librarys' collection and enlighten the skilled man 
power as well as contribute to the development of R& D oriented nation. 
Electronic information sources are attracting readers' attention in 
today's' networked environment. Among these sources e-joumals open up 
many exciting opportunities and potentials for academic and special libraries. 
Librarians should be aware of the advantages and disadvantages of e-joumals 
and they should identify and balance the facts that would make e-joumals a 
success or failure in their libraries. 
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CHAPTER-4 
ACQUISITION OF PRINTED PERIODICALS 
4.1 Acquisition of Periodicals 
Periodical work is entirely a problematic area. By nature periodicals are 
individual, erratic and unpredictable. Their selection, acquisition, check-in, 
cataloguing and even public service constitutes a difficult assignment. The 
routines involved are incessant; their price, title, publisher, frequency and 
scope are subject to change. Periodicals merge or split, get suspended for 
varying lengths of time. 
The acquisition of periodicals is the first step in the management of 
periodicals. The major components of the acquisition process are acquiring the 
periodical, check-in claiming, payment and fund accounting. A collection 
development policy of periodicals is particularly important because they are 
tougher to select and demand more critically informed selection choices. 
(Chiqu- Sen, 1995) 
The general principles of periodicals selection do not vary much from 
those governing the selection of books. The factors governing the selection of 
periodicals rely on: 
i. The scope of the library 
ii. Demands of the users 
iii. Whether the title is easily available elsewhere 
iv. Periodicals already taken 
V. The financial resources of the library. (Ashraf, 2004) 
According to Osbom, periodical selection is an art. Its skilled 
performance depends primarily on the exercise of trained, informed judgment. 
He has laid down certain principles and procedures in this regard under 
mentioned: 
i. Checking the monthly issues of New Periodical Titles- classed 
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subject arrangement promptly and systematically. 
ii. Acquire the material which opens up the literature of a subject or a 
country. 
iii. The titles that are analyzed in abstracting and indexing services 
should be acquired. 
iv. Duplication of periodicals should be avoided 
V. Special attention should be given to the acquisition of the basic 
journal or journals in all fields of interest. 
vi. A complete set should be maintained instead of a broken set. 
vii. Enrich the resources of a locality, region or group of libraries by 
carrying out a program of cooperative acquisition. 
viii. In each area develop a coordinated program for the preservation of 
local publications. 
ix. Build up periodical files on the basis of long runs, not broken 
sets/files. 
X. In research libraries allocate an amount for the purchase of back files 
of periodicals 
The mentioned guiding principles can be of use in the selection of 
periodicals though actual practice of selection varies from library to library. 
(Osbom, 1955) 
4.2 Selection Aids and Tools 
Here are some of the important tools which should be consulted as they 
are of immense help for acquisition purpose and provide sufficient 
bibliographic and reference service. 
i. Ulrich's International Periodical Directory: a classified guide to a 
selected list of current periodicals: New York, RR Bowker. 
ii. Guide to Current British Periodicals, London Library Association, 
iii. World List of Scientific Periodicals, New York. 
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iv. New Periodical Titles, I960-, Washington DC, Library of Congress. 
V. British Union Catalogue of Periodicals: a record of periodicals of 
the world from the seventeenth century to the present day in British 
Libraries, London, Butterworths. 
vi. Periodicals Titles Newly Received (Library of Congress) 
vii. Times Literary Supplement under in current periodicals' column 
viii. Aslib Information Guide 
ix. Standard Periodicals Directory 1964 - New York, Oxbridge. 
4.3 Periodical Acquisition System 
Acquisition and ordering is a difficult phase in periodical management. 
Periodicals may be acquired in the acquisition department. Periodicals 
acquisition include identifying and verifying the existence of the item, 
ordering, receiving, checking, paying, renewing, claiming, or canceling as 
needed. 
Periodicals are identified, ordered, received, . paid for, catalogued, 
renewed, claimed, recatalogued after the titles change, and renewed again until 
they are ceased or cancelled. Budget and curriculum are main factors taken into 
consideration while acquiring the periodicals publications. Following are the 
means of acquiring periodicals to libraries: 
i. By subscription to publishers of the periodicals who mail copies 
directly to the libraries. 
ii. By dealing with the vendors/agents (standing orders) 
iii. By purchasing from a local book shop or news agents 
iv. By taking the membership of the learned society or professional body. 
V. By gifts 
vi. Exchange programmes 
vii. Deposits 
viii. Bid Contracts 
ix. Government Agencies 
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i. Publishers 
Publishers sell their periodicals directly to libraries and most of them 
also sell their periodicals to subscription services, who then sell them to 
libraries. Some publishers, such as local newspapers and some small societies, 
especially regional ones, will not do business with subscription services. Some 
subscription services won't go for business with some publishers. Sometimes 
publishers offer packages of their publications to libraries at a reduced charge 
that may not be available through subscription agencies/services. Organisations 
may offer their publications through institutional membership, providing 
publications that are either not available except through membership or are 
more expensive to non members. Libraries that order periodicals directly from 
the publisher must carefully monitor the mail and the information provided 
inside the periodicals received to ensure that they locate renewal notices and 
invoices. Not all communication from the publisher are conveniently found or 
identified. A very few small libraries may not use subscription services in order 
to save the service charge imposed by the service. This practice is not a cost 
effective option for large libraries. 
ii. Subscription Agents 
A subscription service sometimes referred as subscription agency, 
subscription agent, or a periodical vendor, is a commercial business that 
processes periodicals order for all types of libraries. Subscription agents 
provide a variety of services for librarians including placement of new 
subscriptions, subscription renewal; subscription cancellation, consolidation of 
periodical orders, customized invoicing, processing claims and providing a 
variety of specialized customer and computer based services such as online 
interactive databases. Subscription services maintain detailed records and 
provide management reports for titles that the library has an order with them. 
The advantage of subscription agents is the savings they provide to the 
library in easing workloads, reducing the number of staff, saving space, and 
saving equipment. Subscription agents can ensure that the libraries subscription 
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are automatically rendered, avoiding loop holes in issues. They can invoice the 
library at the times that are most appropriate for its budget cycle. The major 
falls drops associated with agents is the charge of service. Subscription agents 
provide publishers with benefits similar to those received by libraries like 
efficient consolidation of orders and renewals, handling of global currencies, 
assistance with claims, knowledge of the library market, and information 
distribution. 
iii. Standing Orders 
Periodical can be acquired through standing order which means that the 
publisher supplies the title automatically as and when the title gets published. 
As in case of subscriptions, certain publishers deny business their output except 
through a standing order placed by the library directly with the issuing body. A 
standing order, once passed remains in source until cancelled or the ordered 
item ceases publication. 
iv. Membership 
It is somewhat similar to standing order. In special library field 
particularly libraries are often part of an organization or firm which is a 
member or corporate member of learned societies and research associations. 
The membership subscription usually includes at least one periodical 
publication free. In such cases librarian should insist that all publication 
received by the organization as a result of this membership should be deposited 
in the library. This also applies to those publications which are received by 
members of the staff of an organization whose individual membership 
subscription to a learned society, etc, is paid by the organization. (Ashraf, 
2004) 
v. Gifts 
Gifts of periodicals may include scattered issues of titles, complete back 
files of titles, or donated subscription. Donors may be individuals, 
organizations, or the publishers of the titles. Libraries must evaluate gifts 
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carefully, considering the processing charges, preserving and sifting the 
materials. Libraries should have policies describing the types of materials that 
will/will not be accepted as gifts. All donations should meet the criteria 
established in the collection development policies of the Libraries. Gifts of 
periodicals can save finance since the libraries do not purchase the 
subscription, however they do require staff time to evaluate, process, preserve 
and monitor. 
vi. Exchange Programs 
Acquisition by exchange is a valuable means of acquiring periodical 
material on regular basis. The exchange of material between two libraries is 
simple as it requires no payment. Exchange programs usually involve training 
the publications of an institution for those of another organization. Libraries 
must identify exchange partners, agree with the potential partners about what 
titles be exchanged, and monitor the materials to ensure that the program is 
relatively balanced. 
If libraries establish exchange programs with organizations at global 
level, the acquisition staff may need foreign language skills to handle some 
correspondence. Libraries should create order and check in records in their 
integrated library systems for titles received on exchange. The records should 
include the names of exchange partners and notes on whether missing issues 
should be claimed. 
vii. Depository Programs 
Deposits are likewise gifts and exchanges, except the fact that they may 
not be efficiently the property of the receiving library. Before accepting a 
depository agreement it is necessary to know the terms and conditions in detail, 
when it comes to a periodical publication. Libraries establish depository 
programs in order to acquire materials that cannot be purchased through other 
methods and means to acquire all materials issued by an insfitution. (Wilkinson 
& Lewis, 2005) 
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viii. Bid Contracts 
It is yet another way of acquiring periodicals in a library. The aim of 
bidding is to obtain the best service at the minimal charge, although it is 
sometimes difficult to maximize both the aspects. Since, at present, a library is 
not likely to save money on the subscription price by working through an 
agent, it becomes absolutely essential that the quality of agent's service be of 
high standard. The library staff must be very careful in writing performance 
specifications and in monitoring the performance to identify ineffective 
subscription agencies to which contracts should not be awarded in future. Bid 
specification for subscription agent should be a description of types of 
periodical publications to be acquired, such as whether to; they are all domestic 
publications of periodical type, the span of time given to the agent, to place the 
subscription; frequency and form of billing; and discount service charges. Once 
failing in full filling the terms of the contract, penalty should be made as per 
the rules specified. 
ix. Through Government Agencies 
In some countries government has assigned the responsibility of 
procuring the periodicals to its own agencies to eliminate agents. In India the 
responsibility was assigned to State Trading Corporation (STC), established in 
1956 with the aim to broaden the scope of Indian Exports and to arrange 
essential imports, STC made entry in the field of book trade in 1974. 
Government of India had earlier come across that libraries in the country were 
facing various problems at the hands of private subscription agents who were 
also missing the valuable foreign exchange provided to them for the import of 
books and periodicals. Ultimately, responsibility was given to STC to import 
foreign publications. Being a government undertaking it could not be as 
efficient as a private agent and secondly it has no experience in book trade. 
STC no longer provide this service. (Ashraf, 2004) 
4.4 Steps in Ordering of Periodicals 
Before starting of a new financial year, librarian should prepare a list of 
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periodicals to be subscribed duly approved by the concerned authority. It 
should be in frame of mind that the total amount of subscription fee does not 
exceed the allocated fund. 
Repeated change of vendors should be curbed. They should be informed 
well before time that such and such periodicals are to be renewed so that the 
relevant issues are received without any delay. Simultaneously they should also 
be informed about the cancellation of journals if any. 
The process of ordering periodicals is composed of several steps 
including verifying the existence, price, and publishers of a title, deciding when 
and from whom to order the periodical; and creating records of the order. 
i. Preorder Preparation 
Before ordering periodicals, acquisition librarian must check library 
records to determine whether the library already owns the requested titles. 
Before ordering a title the acquisition personnel must verify the title, the 
publisher, and the price of the periodical as many periodicals bear identical 
names, some of them change publishers frequently, many times the periodical 
prices change frequently. Librarians must establish the current prices before 
ordering titles. In order to verify the bibliographic and pricing information, 
librarians can consult for the purpose various sources such as Ulrich's 
International Periodical Directory, The Periodical Directory, or the online 
databases of periodicals subscription services used by their libraries. 
These sources will also provide the ISSN, a unique number identifying 
each periodicals title. Librarians should provide this number to subscription 
services when ordering periodicals to minimize any ambiguity over which 
periodical is being ordered. Librarians should aware publisher when they want 
the subscription to begin. Some publishers begin sending issues as soon as they 
receive an order, others await until they receive payment, and still others await 
until the beginning of the next volume or year. 
If a publisher does not begin the subscription with the desired issue, the 
library may need to send a separate order to the publisher in back issues of 
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periodicals in order to acquire the desired issue. 
ii. Time to Order Materials 
Periodicals may be ordered at any time, some libraries place new 
subscription in the full in order to start receiving issues at the beginning of a 
year. Some subscription agents and publishers allow libraries to purchase 
subscription for multiple years but the process frequently lessens the annual 
subscription costs. 
iii. Selecting Subscription Services 
The orders are dispatched to the suppliers through mail and fax. These 
are also placed online through the vendor's database. Printed orders and email 
messages must include the complete bibliographic information about the 
desired items, the libraries purchase order number, any special instructions, and 
the libraries' shipping and billing addresses. Many large subscription agencies 
have online databases; libraries may search titles; identify these that are to be 
ordered and instruct the subscription services to place the orders. 
It is advisable to keep two order files, one filed alphabetically by title 
and the other by order number. The alphabetical file must be kept up to date 
and should always record the latest form of the title order records being 
amended as soon as a title is changed. 
The numerical file should always record the title as it was when the 
periodical was first ordered; all subsequent title and should be recorded in the 
alphabetical file. 
Invoice for periodicals are usually not included in the shipment with the 
issues of periodicals. Subscription periodicals may acknowledge the receipts of 
orders by email, by messages on their online systems or by print mail. 
After items have been identified on ordered, the issues will begin 
arriving at the libraries. The periodicals use to be opened, identified, received 
and checked in, the invoices must be verified and paid, and the issues must be 
physically processed. 
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iv. Renewals and Cancellations 
If the library placed periodicals order through an agent, a checklist of all 
periodicals handled for the library will normally be received from the supplier 
once a year. This list should be checked carefully and any collection queries or 
cancellations should be clearly marked on it before it is returned to the supplier. 
Some agents supply renewal invoices instead of a checklist, in this case the 
invoices are checked and passed for payment and credit notes are raised for any 
subscription that the library may wish to cancel renewal is effected by paying 
the invoices for required titles. The invoices for titles which are to be cancelled 
should be returned to the publisher with a cancellation notice. 
V. Back issue orders 
These can be for specific issues which were received but subsequently 
lost or defaced or for issues that the library has never owned, or for special 
issues not supplied as part of the subscription, such as cumulative indexes. 
Unlike current periodical orders, the library copy of a back issue order should 
always be filled in the check in record. This ensures that the incoming item is 
not mismatch for a duplicate, and that, if it is a special issue, it is accessioned 
as such. After a back issue order has been ftilfilled the library copy of the order 
can be remarked and transferred to the main or non-current order file. 
vi. Check-in 
The second step in periodicals processing is check in . It is necessary to 
carefully note or maintain a record that a particular periodical issue has been 
received. Libraries look for accurate check-in records for the following areas: 
to ensure that all issues paid for, have been received, to note any missing issues 
that may not be claimed, to ensure that only complete volumes are sent for 
binding. Prior to automation, a Kardex file was traditionally used for 
periodicals check-in, arranged alphabetically. Each entry might hold basic 
information as title, place of publication, frequency, the vendor, the order type, 
the date and order was placed, requestor's name in original, routing 
instructions, bmding instructions, payment record, and each number's receipt 
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date. 
vii. Routing of Periodicals 
Routing means the assistance given to the users in making available the 
articles or the periodicals itself on demand. Once an item has been checked in, 
the system should identify which employees wish to see the title and print a 
routing slip for each item routing modules should maintain an employee file 
which interacts with the check-in record. 
viii. Claiming 
Third step in periodicals processing is claiming when library do not 
receive issues of periodicals, they claim them, generating reports that are sent, 
to the subscription services handling the titles or to the publishers of those titles 
ordered directly from their publishers, asking that the issues be supplied 
Periodical issues fail to arrive for number of reasons. They may be lost in the 
post, incorrectly addressed or simply not have been dispatched in the first 
place. It is possible that a subscription was inadvertently not renewed, or that 
there was a delay in paying the subscription. The claiming system should be as 
automatic as possible, ideally based on each days check-in, with arrangements 
made for reviewing the periodical records at regular intervals. Five factors 
should be reconsidered prior to placing a claim: the titles publication 
frequency, the issue's anticipated receipt date, vendors reports; a subscriptions 
beginning date, and other considerations such as country of origin, method of 
delivery (air or surface mail), external matters (strikes, political developments, 
etc). Contemporary society is using e-mail to transmit claims as more and more 
publishers develop electronic capacity. 
ix. Invoices and Payment 
Each library bear its own system for handling invoices. The system use 
will depend on such things as the library's arrangements with its subscription 
agents and payment practices of its parent institution. All in-voices should be 
checked against the periodical record before setting, as it is not always possible 
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to get or refund for items not received or paid for twice. When libraries order 
new subscriptions, the invoices frequently arrive before the first issue of the 
periodicals is received. Prepayment is common in periodical publishing 
industry. Some publishers will not begin sending issues until they receive 
payment. Acquisition personnel must verify that the invoices are indeed for 
subscriptions that were ordered by the library, that the invoices are from the 
sources from which the library ordered the materials, and that the prices are 
what were expected. Some periodicals increase rapidly in price; if the price is 
dramatically different from the estimated price, acquisition personnel should 
consuh the selector before authorizing the invoice for payment. Publishers may 
send multiple renewal notices and invoices. Acquisition personnel should 
verify that the invoices have not been paid before approving payment. 
Librarians should aware their subscription services that number of copies of 
invoices to send and what information to include. Most libraries require that 
invoice include the service's name, address, and Identification number, the 
library's ship to and bill to address, the service's account number; the library's 
purchased order number; the periodical's title, ISSN, and volumes or dates 
ordered; and the costs and service charges. Some libraries require that the 
library's fund information be included. Libraries can specify the size of 
invoices, limiting either the number of items or total amount contained in one 
invoice. Fund accounting is the final step of periodical processing. It entails 
keeping track of periodical expenditures as the library progresses the fiscal 
year. Traditional financial accounting categories for library materials include 
allocation, encumbrance, expenditure and balance. Many libraries find it handy 
to keep track of periodical expenditures according to such variables as subject 
or department; vendor, publishers; time span; country of origin; and 
expenditure category. (Wilkinson & Lewis, 2005) 
4.5 Problems in Periodicals Acquisition 
Subscription of periodicals poses several problems for a librarian. There 
is distinct lack of professional subscription agencies due to which libraries are 
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at receiving end. Various problems faced by the librarians are briefly under 
mentioned: 
i. Subscription Procedure 
Generally, most of the libraries subscribe to periodical publications 
through agents. In case of foreign publishers, publishers appoint their role 
agents who are appointed for inviting quotations. Librarians found this method 
to be unsuccessful because the agents who offer lower rates usually do not give 
standard service. Most of the libraries do not give efficient service. Only those 
agents who are ensured suitable remuneration provide better services. Most of 
the libraries do not invite quotations annually and they renew the subscription 
on the basis of previous year's performance of the agent. However large 
number of libraries renew their subscription every year yvhich results in the late 
placing or ordering as also late payment of subscription. It is necessary to 
reschedule the process to avoid these delays. The other way can be that 
libraries may consider the placing of standing orders which would assist to 
avoid delays and to minimize routines. 
ii. Problem of Proliferation and High Cost 
There is an abnormal increase in the number of periodicals due to 
explosion of scientific research. Their titles have increased rapid pace and their 
subscription prices have reproduced continued to increases at an alarming 
speed. A large number of indexing and abstracting periodicals came into 
existence which is yet more closely to be acquired by each and every library. 
These trends have raised the frustration level of both librarians and library 
users. As a result, libraries as well as their users have become more dependent 
on one another for supplementing the gaps in their collections. The problem 
pertaining to gaps in holdings can be solved by acquiring all important 
periodical selection and reference tools and by taking up seriously the 
publication of more and more periodical indexing and abstracting journals in 
the country by either a central agency like the NISCAIR or UGC so as to cover 
all subject fields adequately. Gaps can also be filled in by exchange 
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programmes amongst the university libraries within the country itself. 
However, this is possible only when some university library publishes a list of 
periodical holdings and makes it available to other university libraries. 
iii. Inadequate Rules 
Periodical handling is pretty much difficult, even for the cataloguers. 
Rules have been laid down for cataloguing periodicals, amended from time to 
time, para-rules have been created, and plethora of sub-rules dealing with each 
idiosyncrasy of the periodicals. But the situation in libraries round the world is 
almost unchanged. A central agency should be there to lay down the rules so 
that uniformity should be maintained among the participating libraries. 
iv. Identification of Core-Journals 
Under the present circumstances, when academic institutions are not in a 
situation to subscribe all journals they require, it is essential that they subscribe 
to atleast some core journals related to each discipline of academic and 
research in an institution. List of core journals based on citation studies are 
available which need to be updated and issued as prescribed lists. 
V. Proper Selection of Journals 
Another thorny problem is that of proper selection of journals to be 
acquired. Unlike books, a title once subscribed continues to flow in subsequent 
years uninterruptedly. As far as journals of foreign soil are concerned, there are 
good workable tools as Ulrich's Guide kept fairly updated by successive 
revised and enlarged editions and Katz's Management for libraries which 
probably gives most balanced critical evaluations for the titles included. It 
would also be highly desirable if annotated guides embracing the best and basic 
journals published in several subject fields in India are issued, so as to enable 
new college libraries to go in for them. There should be a clear distinction 
between those journals which are essential and are used frequently and those 
which are little used. (Pathak, 1977) 
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vi. Determination of Actual Use 
It has been noticed many times that costly foreign periodicals are 
subscribed on regular basis but many of them are hardly used due to lack of 
adequate translation facilities. One way of determining actual use is keeping 
the journals in closed access and computing their use on the basis of the 
demand slip received. But this proves a serious in hindrance free browsing of 
latest academic materials appearing in the journals. The process also involves 
much more additional work for library staff. Use can also be measured on the 
basis of citations by academic and research staff in their research publications 
and thesis but this measurement will have to consider a period of say 10 years 
and not on annual basis. 
vii. Refund 
A common practice among libraries is to ask for refund the missing 
issues when lost in transit, etc. But in case complete volumes are not supplied 
to the libraries, subscription is either adjusted or refunded invariably. It 
happens when the periodical has ceased its publication when it is behind the 
publication schedule. In case the library discontinues, if the agents do not like 
to refund the subscription unless they receive payment from the publishers. In 
all cases getting the refund is a job demanding regular persuasions from the 
library, involving a protracted correspondence stretching over a long period. 
viii. Loss of periodicals in Transit 
Libraries face the problem of missing issues and incomplete volume of 
periodicals problem of handling and disposing the duplicate journals cases may 
be seen when the duplicate issue supplied by the publisher also gets lost in 
transit. The loss of issues in transit is usually of two reasons: (i) issues are 
undelivered due to some ones personal interest or lenience of the postman, and 
(ii) misdelivery due to the carelessness of the postal employees. A large 
number of journals also get delivered to other addresses and some get lost due 
to poor packaging by the publishers. 
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A central mechanism also needs to be developed which can bear the 
responsibility of exchanging large number of duplicate issues available with the 
libraries, which can complete large number of volumes. 
ix. Consistent Policy for Subscriptions 
At National level some guidelines should be formulated, so that no 
institution start subscribing large number of journals, when finances are 
available easily, and discontinues them later in times of stringency. Stray 
volumes of a journal create some frustration among research scholars. 
Moreover there is sheer wastage of amount spent on subscription of a journal if 
it is to be discontinued in future. 
X. Procurement of Back Files 
The cost of back files of periodicals is usually very high and their 
acquisition is slow and tedious process. Extreme precaution is needed before 
deciding to acquire back files of a periodical. A many dealers are specialized in 
the supply of back files of periodicals. Quotations are invited from various 
dealers orders are to be placed with the one who is willing to supply at the 
lowest rates and then purchase has to be made. When an order for periodicals is 
going to be placed, it should also be seen that the rates quoted are for the bound 
volumes, each complete in all respect with its title page and index. For the 
periodicals which are infrequently used, inter-library loan facilities from other 
libraries may be relied upon or alternatively their acquisition in micro form 
may be considered. It will be still better if the acquisition of back files of 
periodicals is organized on cooperative basis among local libraries whether to 
be acquired in original form or in microform. Instead of acquiring complete 
back sets which are highly priced, it would be in the fitness of things to acquire 
complete files of indexing / abstracting journals. 
xi. Cost of Journals Vs their circulation 
After the insertion of electronic media in libraries, resource sharing, and 
copying facilities have reduced the number of subscribers to academic journals. 
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Thus, the production cost of the journal is distributed among the remaining 
subscribers. 
xii. Periodical Budgets 
The budget is not increasing according as per to the requirements. There 
is inadequacy of sufficient funds. Even the funds which are made available by 
UGC etc. to universities are not utilized to full extent due to an acute shortage 
of foreign exchange. There is abnormal rise n the subscription amount of 
periodicals during the preceding years. Especially the journals published 
abroad have raised their annual subscription charges substantially. The 
acquisition of new journals of inter-disciplinary and specific nature has become 
essential for an institution to maintain its quality. But while considering grants 
for acquiring them, the situation becomes acute. Progressively the intake of 
journals would go on decreasing in number and it would be impossible to 
acquire the new titles. Current financial trends indicate that the quantum of 
grants will rise more slowly than the cost of journals. In order to tackle the 
situation, it would be desirable that libraries in every Indian city should 
cooperate and compile an issue of Union list of current journals received in all 
the libraries in that city. This may be done with a view so that less used and 
costly journals may not be acquired by more than one library in a city. Another 
way to tackle with this problem may be to persuade the Heads of Institutions to 
bifurcate the book-grant and show the amounts chosen for journal subscription 
and for books etc, separately. Once this has been completed, it would highlight 
clearly the total paucity of grants for journals. 
xiii. Improper Binding Facilities 
Most of the libraries do not have proper binding facilities. As such the 
periodicals go on pilling up and these are not utilized adequately. Even now 
some libraries do not have their own binderies with enough qualified staff, 
rather they rely upon commercial binders. Moreover, there are no cooperative 
storage centres for storing the under used periodical publications which is 
otherwise essential for coping with the ever increasing demand for space for 
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the purpose. There is no central agency to guide the various organizational 
activities of university libraries so far as the co-operative acquisition 
processing, servicing and maintenance of periodicals exchange of publication is 
concerned. There is lack of essential periodical reference tools including 
selection tools, complete sets of periodicals, indexes and abstracts up-to-date 
lists of several holdings union list of periodicals. Regarding binding problem, it 
may be suggested that though a binding department should be set up in each 
university library, yet there is no harm it can be organized on cooperative basis. 
(Mittal, 1965) 
CONCLUSION 
The exponential growth of periodical literature has immensely enhanced 
the need to evolve an effective and foolproof periodical control and 
management system. This need for establishing an impregnable control method 
becomes all the more necessary due to the prohibitively exorbitant prices of 
periodical publications. In libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University periodical selection is done by the librarian, on the basis of 
recommendations made by Faculty Members' and Students' recommendation. 
The subscription of periodicals in all three libraries is through local or foreign 
subscription agents. 
The periodical librarian has always to be on his toes guarding against 
any possible discrepancy leading to the disruption in the system. In order to 
develop a useful collection, it is essential to formulate a selection policy for the 
acquisition of periodicals. 
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CHAPTER- 5 
ACQUISITION OF E-JOURNALS 
5.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to bring the audience the whole process of 
acquisition of e-joumals including management issues and the problems 
associated with them. The chapter fiirther explains various e-joumals providers, 
this is followed by the major e-joumal consortia initiatives taken at national 
and international level. 
E-Joumals have increasingly become the focus of Research and 
Development in the recent years. In response to this development, Research 
and Development Organizations started subscribing e-joumals. Academic 
libraries also could not remain behind. The proliferation of electronic 
resources, network technology, computer technology and web technology has 
facilitated this developmental change. The number of quality and refereed 
electronic journals is growing rapidly and can serve as an adjunct to hard copy 
or increasingly serve as substitutes. 
Electronic resources undoubtedly will keep their pace but are yet to 
overtake their unstandardised format makes them tedious for libraries to 
manage. Therefore, in practice many issues are still remaining unsorted from 
the point of view of management of technological, sociological, legal issues. 
The issues cover wide range of aspects like acquisition, access, restriction, 
copyright, preservation, software and the user interface. 
E-Journals acquisition cannot be like the printed joumals. Electronically 
designed content delivery via web, LAN/WAN, wireless networks have 
crossed earlier barriers of time, speed, and have provided easy and smooth 
access. Predefined procedures and policies which were used for print, or print 
along with e-form apply to e-formats. These forms need to be handled and 
addressed separately. The policies and procedures for e-joumal acquisition, 
licensing, negotiations, order/receipts, and control of serials on CD-ROMs, via 
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web, need to be formulated so that effective organiziation and management 
takes place. (Sahoo, 2004). 
5.2 Selection and Acquisition of E-Journals 
Selection is one of among the premier collection development functions. 
It can mean different things in different contexts. Free and fee-based journal, it 
could mean deciding to purchase a subscription or pay a licensing fee for 
access rights. Selection could also mean deciding to provide access to an 
electronic journal through a library's gopher or World Wide Web site. 
As far as the library staff regarding the selection of e-joumals is 
concerned, two theoretical approaches satisfy this issue: one based on format; 
the other based on subject. Under the format based approach, electronic 
journals would be selected by separate staff with expertise in automation and 
electronic resources rather than the similar staff who select traditional 
materials. In contrast, under the subject based approach selection of electronic 
journals would be done by the same collection development staff that select 
traditional resources, the history bibliographer would select e-joumals in 
history. Physics e-joumals would be selected by the physics subject specialist, 
and so on. Indeed, a library can use a mixed model incorporating selection by 
both subject and format specialists. The three stages process unlike that of 
traditional joumals should has been taken into consideration while selecting e-
joumals. (Raza & Eqbal, 2003) 
Identifying e-joumals can be difficult because there is not good 
bibliographic control of what is available on Intemet. A useful tool is the 
Directory of Electronic Joumals, Newsletters and Academic Discussion Lists. 
For the selection of e-joumals, along with following important issues 
need to be taken into account: 
• Quality of product 
• Service Concem 
In addition, the modes of access, pricing, preservation, licensing, etc. 
assume great importance in the selection process. (Sahoo, 2004) 
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5.2.1 Procedure of Acquisition 
An MIT subgroup on electronic journals, appointed in 1995, identified 
five specific acquisition functions for fee-based, later generation electronic 
journals: 
i. Determining the price; 
ii. Negotiation with the vendor; 
iii. Completing the license agreement; 
iv. Encumbering the fund; and 
V. Recording the order. 
5.2.2 Approaches for E-Journal Acquisition 
There are two approaches for acquiring e-joumals. 
i. Individual Library Approach: Every library differs from one another 
according to its collection, information needs of users, working methods, 
sources of finance, processing of information etc. 
ii. Consortia Approach: It is more practical than any other approach towards 
the subscription of e-joumals. It is a marketing strategy of commercial 
publisher to get continuous longer commitment from a group of libraries for 
their journals. (Kanadiya & Akbari, 2009) 
5.3 E-Journal Collection Management Issues 
Management of collection of e-joumal raises a new set of issues for 
libraries, but these issues still fit within the classical theoretical framework of 
collection development and management. Electronic journals still need to be 
selected, acquired, catalogued, disseminated and preserved, in radically 
different ways from traditional journals. The type of collection management 
issues raised by electronic information resources vary among libraries 
developing on their individual missions. These issues cannot be addressed in 
isolation from print resources and libraries need to begin to develop integrated 
collection policies from print and electronic journal. In this context, the role of 
collection manager is pivotal in developing policies and structure that will 
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integrate print and electronic media. The skill of collection manager will be to 
create collection within balances in best features of print and electronic 
resources and which make them work together effectively in the interests of the 
library user. (Nisonger, 1997) 
i. Access 
E-Journals access is not simple. There are many issues which need to be 
considered: i.e. technology requirements, restricted or unlimited access vice 
publisher or aggregator, and making library patrons aware of e-joumals access. 
Access management is concerned with the management and deciding policies, 
guidelines legal and technical solutions. Access management strategies should 
consider issues of privacy and accountability. (Lynch, 1998) 
ii. Pricing 
The pricing structures of e-joumals vary significantly from vendor to 
vendor and from publisher to publisher. Subscribers or librarians should watch 
for variations among pricing structure and note that these pricing structures are 
not static. In contemporary scenario users like access instead of ownership 
using document delivery service to provide access to set of journals. Another 
solution is putting together consortia of a library to provide access to set of 
journals. A third solution is creation and maintenance of electronic archives of 
journal articles without reference to commercial publishers. (Kushwah, 
Jambekhar & Ashok, 2002) 
iii. Classification, Cataloguing and Indexing 
Classification and cataloguing of electronic journal has been a point of 
discussion since its inception. Libraries should be alert to emerging standards 
for cataloguing of electronic publication. Some authors suggest that libraries 
should allow paper and electronic form for the same title resides on the same 
bibliographic record to facilitate access. In internet there are many sites, which 
use DDC as a Broad System Ordering (BSO). Some of them are Cyber Dewey: 
a catalogue for the World Wide Web, available at http://ivory.in.com/mundie/ 
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DDHC/CyberDewey.html, Internet Resources in Dewy Decimal order with 
DDC subjects: Mid-continent Public Library available at http://mcpl.lib.mo.us 
/dewey.html. 
Attempts are being made to make classification scheme as a tool for 
automatic classification and indexing. Scorpion is one of the projects in this 
area. It is a project undertaken by OCLC, which will help to build tools for 
automatic subject recognition based on well known schemes such as DDC. The 
very concept of facet analysis can be of much help in overcoming some of the 
problems in indexing or searching the WWW in a reasonably effective way. 
(Rekha, 2000) 
The rapid development in the organization and presentation of e-joumals 
has raised a variety of basic cataloguing questions. Internet services, such as 
discussion lists and World Wide Web servers has challenged serials librarians 
to reconsider aspects of the traditional definition of serials, specially with 
regard to citable issues and their designations. The display of bibliographic 
information has also become more complex with electronic journals. Often, this 
information is dispersed over several files, giving cataloguers multiple sources 
for description that can contain different presentation of bibliographic 
information. The availability of multiple document formats has generated 
questions about computer file additions and the number of catalogue records to 
represent them. Many institutions have also been hesitant to include catalogue 
records for internet resources because of uncertainty about how to record 
location and holdings information. (Chad, Marian, Richard & Annelise, 1999) 
iv. Metadata 
The wealth of information and the quick access available provides a 
frustrating dilemma for libraries and information seekers alike. The information 
is available, but how to find it, to organize it to be found again? This 
availability of vast sources of e-joumals on the net initiated a need to have a 
tool to organize them, i.e. metadata. Metadata is defined as "data about data 
includes information about the context of data and the content of data and the 
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control of or over data". (Pasquinelli, 1997), one example of which is a library 
catalogue. 
The term is generally applied to e-resources and refers to "data" in the 
broadest sense of datasets, textual information, graphics and anything else that 
is likely to appear electronically. While the concepts include indexing and 
cataloguing information, it can go far beyond conventional document 
representation, such as MARC records. Information about authenticity, 
availability and accessibility, digital signatures, copyright, reproduction, etc. is 
also metadata. 
V. Number of Issues 
Publisher sometimes fails to make all issue of their journal available 
electronically, e.g. publisher may publish issues online sporadically or 
temporarily. The selector should clarify with the publisher the number of issue 
a particular subscription covers and ensure that no gaps in coverage occur. 
Only journals that have a significant run of issues should be added to 
collection. Likewise titles available only temporarily (trial versions for 
examples) should not be selected. 
vi. Training and Support of Staff and Users 
With the number of electronic journals being published and variety of 
different interface, sophisticated searching and retrieval skills are becoming 
necessary. People who are versed with latest development should be appointed 
in library and existing staff should be trained well so that user will get proper 
assistance to find out the relevant information. 
vii. Archiving 
Archiving is preserving the document for future use of e-joumals, is a 
facility for only right to access and not ownership. Libraries want the assurance 
that they will retain the right to access volumes of electronic journals for which 
they have paid even if they cancel their subscription at later date. User 
authority, audit agency also want to treat electronic journal in the same manner 
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in which they have treated printed journal with regard to making them in the 
Ubrary including the right to borrow and lend via interlibrary loan, etc. 
So the question arises, who should be responsible for archiving? There 
are at least three possibilities. One is that the publishers give commitment for 
archiving and providing back issues access. This can not be taken on its face 
value, as we know many publications have ceased or merged with others. Other 
aspect is that libraries could do archiving for themselves but the issues of cost 
of archiving need to be seriously considered in the context of everyday 
changing technology which keeps the cost going up that no library can afford. 
The third is forming a shared archiving at national level, regional level and 
provide access to all members. This relates to forming a consortium for 
archiving and sharing the equal advantages occurring from the arrangements. 
(Chad, Marian, Richard & Annelise, 1999) 
viii. Licensing 
Publishers are not feeling convenient with copyright law; therefore 
license agreement came in existence. Licensing agreement that required 
signatures by both the licensor and licensee appeared in the early 1990 with 
CD-ROM product continue to be used by publisher as legal contract prices, 
limit access, define use, and protect their right. It is a written contract between 
user and developer of the information product service setting forth the term 
under which a licensor grant to licensed license. 
It describes the authorized uses and users of licensed information are the 
core of the license agreement. Following important issues should be kept in 
mind when e-joumal licensees in negotiation need with the suppliers: 
• Expressly permitted use 
• What is the rule if the agreement does not specially deal with a 
particular use for user? 
• Does the agreement provide for all the uses and users that the licensee 
normally accommodates? 
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• Whether access is limited or unlimited, open network, stand-alone or 
simultaneous use? 
• Price for site licensing. Number of journals, multiform subscription, 
prints free access. 
• Archiving, downloading, printing, CD-storing etc. 
• What is the rule in unforeseen circumstances, such as the identification 
of a new use or user? (Judith, 1999) 
ix. Copyright 
Electronic media presents new challenges to copyright holders. 
Copyrighted material converted into digital form can be copied perfectly 
without any damage or dimension in quality of the original. Electronic 
copyright is an uncertain area but one, where the establishment of any easily 
understood legal framework is needed in the interests of publishers and library. 
ISI Electronic Library project has developed a security and rights management 
system, which will take care at the client, local and central server level. 
The system is using passwords, secure printing through encryption and 
water marks and guaranteed authenticity with the use of digital signatures. 
In India, the information Technology Act, 2008 is providing legal 
recognition for the transactions carried out by means of electronic data 
interchange and other means of electronic communication, commonly referred 
to as "Electronic Commerce", which involve the use of alternatives to paper 
based methods of communication and storage of information , to facilitate 
electronic filings of documents with the Government agencies and further to 
amend the Indian Penal Code, Indian Evidence Act, 1872,, The Bankers' Books 
Evidence Act, 1891, and the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 and for matters 
connected therewith or incidental thereto. 
(IT Act, 2008) 
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X. E-Journals Inventory/Database/Catalogues 
Maintaining e-joumal inventory/database details always helps when any 
dispute or any matter arises related to journals subscribed by the library. 
Library and information centres are maintaining inventory for the print form of 
registers, Kardex, systems or computerized system for the management to 
monitor receipt, reminder and budget. But e-joumal subscription management 
may need a bit of more awareness and knowledge. 
5.4 E-Journal Providers 
The e-joumal providers on intemet are categorized broadly into two types 
i. Publishers who provide fiill text access of their own joumals and 
ii. Aggregators, electronic publishers and subscription agents who 
provide access to the contents of joumals flimished by the publishers. Some e-
joumals have only text content, but the trend is towards web access to both text 
and images including 2D and 3D graphics using VRML (Virtual Reality 
Modeling Language). 
Some of the major publishers along with their website addresses are:-
5.4.1 Academic Press IDEAL 
(Intemational Digital Electronic Access Library) contains all 75 
Academic Press joumals, around 400 New Science publications are publishing 
in the field of Physical Sciences like Physics, Earth Sciences, Astrophysics and 
Mathematics. In Biological sciences, the press is a world leader in Botany and 
Animal Behaviour. 
www.idealibrary.com/ 
wAvw.academicpress.com/ 
5.4.2 American Chemical Society (ACS) 
Since its inception in 1876, ACS provides the worldwide scientific 
community a comprehensive collection of high quality products and services, 
which provide pracfice of the chemical and related sciences. It provides 
searchable access to about 3 million pages of original chemistry work from 
way back to 1879. Citation information for articles is available free of charge 
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with "As soon as Published" (ASAP) Alert service. Table of contents (TOC) 
Alerts for published issues are also available. It gives access to prominent 31 
vfuU text e-joumals from first volume. 
http://www.pubs.acs.org 
5.4.3 Institute of Physics (lOP) 
lOP is a leading international professional body and learned society. The 
Institute has a worldwide membership of over 36,000 and is a major 
international player in scientific publishing and electronic dissemination of 
Physics; promotes Physics via scientific conferences, education and science 
policy advice. It provides access to 36 full text topmost journals in the area of 
Physics from their first volume. http://www.iop.org/EJ 
5.4.4 Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) 
RSC is a professional body for chemists and the learned society for 
chemistry. It is one of the prominent and influential independent scientific 
organizations in Britain. It has round about 45,000 members, which include 
academics, teachers and industrialists. Its educational activities provide 
information and training for students and teachers. It provides access to 23 full 
text journals with 6 Databases from 1997 onwards. 
http://www.rsc.org 
5.4.5 Cambridge University Press (CUP) 
CUP is an Academic publisher in Humanities and Social sciences. It 
publishes about 1,000 new publications annually and about 400 new science 
publications in the fields of Physics, Earth Sciences, Astrophysics and 
Mathematics. It leads in the world in areas like Botany and Animal Behaviour. 
It provides fiill text to 72 journals in Life Sciences and Physical Sciences since 
1997. 
http://www.uk.cambridge.org 
5.4.6 Biological Abstracts 
It is known as the key to the world's life science journals as it provides a 
comprehensive coverage and context sensitive indexing information. It covers 
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index articles from over 4,200 serials from 100 countries every year and offers 
over 2, 50,000 records from journals worldwide. Atleast 11.3 million archival 
records are available back to 1969. 
5.4.7 Project Muse 
This programme was started by John Hopkins Press. At present it offers 
over 400 quality journal titles from 100 scholarly publishers particularly in the 
areas of Social Sciences and the Humanities. Presently the subscriptions are 
available only to academic and research institutions. It provides access to about 
222 full text journals from 1999 onwards. 
http://www.muse.jhu.edu/joumals. 
5.4.8 Chemical Abstract Service 
CAS provides pathways to published research in the World's journal and 
patent literature virtually everything relevant to Chemistry plus a wealth of 
information in Life Sciences and other disciplines of science back to the 
beginning of 20'*' century. Since 1907, CAS summarized articles from about 
10,000 scientific journals in addition to patents, conference papers related to 
Chemistry, Life Sciences and other fields. 
http://www.cas.org 
5.4.9 American Physical Society (APS) 
It was founded in 1899. It provides high quality service and products to 
its members and scientific community. All users browse the table of contents 
for current and previous issues. The PROLA (Physical Review Online Archive) 
search engine is freely available to all users. The access to frill text articles and 
online journals is restricted to members only who are provided with usemame 
and password. Access is made to 8 Full text journals since 1997. 
http://www.aps.org 
5.4.10 Nature Journal 
It publishes original research articles, letters, and brief communications. 
Among all the multidisciplinary journals, Nature has highest impact factor of 
31.434. It has highest number of citations per paper over the last decade (1992-
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2002) among all multidisciplinary journals. Since 1997 full text access for 
Nature Weekly is available. 
http://www.nature.com 
5.4.1 IJ-STOR 
It was established as an independent non- profit organization in 1995. It 
offers both multidisciplinary and discipline specific collections. The total 
number of participant libraries in JSTOR is 1,941 from different countries. 
Member universities can access to 319 full text e-joumals from vol.1, issue-1 
up to last two three years. 
http ://www.j stor.org 
5.4.12 Ingenta Gateway Portal 
It covers almost all major subjects and has grown to become leading 
major subjects and has grown to become leading web infomediary since its 
inception in 1998. It provides access to more than 6,000 full text online 
publications including about 5,400 online journals to 28 universities. 
http://www.ingenta.com 
5.4.13 J-Gate 
It is an electronic gateway to global e-joumal literature. It was launched 
by Informatics India Limited, Bangalore in 2001. J-Gate presently possesses a 
massive database of journal literature, indexed from more than 21,041 e-
joumals with links to full text at publisher sites. J-Gate is providing Table of 
Contents (TOC) from all these E-Journals. J-Gate provides access to 1521 
online only journals, which are not available in print. 
http ://www.j gate.india 
5.5 Library Consortia 
The proliferation of literature, shrinking library budget, escalating cost 
of information sources, growing demand of users and multi faceted user 
requirements are some of the major problems libraries facing today. This led 
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the libraries to formulate a strategy to share resources among themselves to 
overcome the problems. 
The idea of consortium is not new. There were instances of several 
libraries coming together voluntarily for the mutual benefit of respective users 
just like cooperatives, it was the earliest stage of library cooperation. In the 
second stage, computerized networks come into vogue for sharing of resources. 
Till this period, the library resources were mainly in traditional printed format. 
The networks created their bibliographical databases. The users of the 
participating libraries could get the required documents from other libraries 
through document delivery services. With the advent of e-resources, the 
concept of consortia has been mooted mainly for acquisition of e-joumals. 
As the resources that are procured today through the consortium are 
mainly e-resources, it has become possible for the users to access and 
download the required materials without even going through the elaborate 
process of inter-library lending. Though library consortia have been created 
with narrow purpose, these can be turned into efficient instruments for sharing 
all types of library resource. 
A consortium could be described as a group of organizations who come 
together to fulfill a combined objective that usefully requires cooperation and 
the sharing of resources, and need to have a clear mutual goal in order to ensure 
their success. The aim should be to deliver "more than the sum of the 
individual parts". The 'Consortia' is the plural form of 'consortium' but is 
often used in place of singular form. 
By definition, a consortium is said to be "a cooperative arrangement 
among groups or institutions" or "an association or society". Library 
consortium would be organization of libraries formed to realize the benefit and 
opportunities of collaborative activity. It is a comparative alliance of libraries 
to share human and information resources. Hirshon (1999) defines library 
consortia 'a generic term to indicate any group of libraries that are working 
together towards a common goal, whether to expand cooperation on traditional 
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library services (such as collection development) or electronic information 
services. It is now used perhaps too broadly, and encompasses everything from 
formal legal entitles to information groups that come together solely to achieve 
better pricing for purchasing electronic information'. 
5.5.1 Growth of Library Consortia in the World 
Libraries, especially academic libraries have long formed consortia for 
the purpose of sharing existing physical resources-principally books and 
journals held by member libraries. Library consortia, does not have any 
remarkable history but the consortial arrangements started with the concept of 
resource sharing since long back. In 1990's, new types of library consortia 
began to flourish that exploited the advances of information technology. The 
global development of OCLC (Online Computer Library Centre) in USA is a 
prime example. 
The major library consortia around the world have been discussed 
below: 
i. Washington Research Library Consortia (WRLC) 
ii. Virginia's VIVA (The Virtual Library of Virginia) 
iii. Ohio's OhioLink 
iv. Georgia's GALILEO (Georgia Library Learning Online) 
V. International Coalition of Library Consortia (ICOLC) 
o 
vi. Korean Education & Research Information Service (KERIS) 
vii. Korea Research Sharing Alliance (KORSA) 
viii. Consortium on Core Electronic Resources in Taiwan (CONCERT) 
ix. China Academic Library & Information System (CALIS) 
X. Association of National University Libraries, Japan (ANUL) 
xi. Thailand Education and Research Network, 
xii. Texas State Electronic Library 
xiii. State Library of California 
xiv. BIBSYS (Shared University, Research and National Library of Norway 
(Vijayakumar & Murthy, 2008). 
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i. Washington Research Library Consortia (WRLC) 
Mission: It is one of the most established amongst the 100 large electronic 
consortia in USA. Started in 1987 by some of the major universities in the 
Washington D.C. area with the aim of sharing library collections and 
information technology in order to enhance the resources available to students 
and faculty. 
Services: WRLC provides mission-critical services to its member universities: 
• Information Technology supporting library operations and resource-
sharing 
• Access to online resources 
• Technologies to support digital collections and share campus 
scholarship, and 
• Offsite storage to free valuable space in campus libraries. 
WRLC Program Goals 
• Shared Digital Library (Library Information Technology Services) 
• Cooperative Collection Development and Access 
• Offsite Storage. (Washington Research Library Consortia, n.d.) 
ii. Virginia's VIVA Consortium 
Membership: The Virtual Library of Virginia (VIVA) is the consortium 
of the nonprofit academic libraries within the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
Members include all of the 39 state-assisted colleges and universities, as well 
as 32 of the independent (private, nonprofit) institutions and the Library of 
Virginia. 
VIVA is guided by three fundamental principles: equitable access to 
information, cooperation across institutions, and cost-effective use of public 
resources. 
Mission: VIVA's mission is to provide, in an equitable, cooperative and cost-
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effective manner, enhanced access to library and information resources for the 
Commonwealth of Virginia's nonprofit academic libraries serving the higher 
education community. 
Funding: The majority of VIVA's funds come directly from the Virginia 
General Assembly, augmented by the local institutional library budgets and 
some outside grants. Funding is allocated to VIVA by the General Assembly 
on a biennial basis. 
Governance: VIVA operates under a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). 
VIVA is headed by a Steering Committee comprising 15 members elected from 
the member institutions and supported by a variety of committee also 
comprising members selected from the member institutions. (VIVA 
Consortium, n.d.) 
iii. OhioLINK Consortium 
OhioLINK has been servicing 75 of the academic libraries in Ohio The 
Electronic Journal Centre of this consortium has impressive collection of 
electronic journals from publishers like Elsevier, Academic Press, Project 
Muse, Kluwer Academic, Springer-Verlag, John Wiley & Sons and American 
Physical Society. 
Membership: The Ohio Library and Information Network, OhioLINK, is a 
consortium of 88 Ohio College and university libraries, and the State Library of 
Ohio, that work together to provide Ohio students, faculty and researchers with 
the information they need for teaching and research. Serving more than 
600,000 students, faculty, and staff at 90 institutions, OhioLINK's membership 
includes 16 public/research universities, 23 community/technical colleges, 50 
private colleges and the State Library of Ohio. 
Services: Together, OhioLINK and its member libraries provide access to: 
• 47.6 million books and other library materials 
• Millions of electronic articles 
• 12,000 electronic journals 
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• 140 electronic research databases 
• 40,000 e-books 
• Thousands of images, videos and sounds 
• 17,750 theses and dissertations from Ohio students 
Governance: A governing board is authorized to oversee the OhioLINK 
program. The OhioLINK Executive Director is chosen by, reports to, and 
serves at the pleasure of the Chancellor of the Ohio Board of Regents. An 
advisory committee on education and technology has been formed to advise the 
Chancellor on OhioLINK and other programs related to the intersection of 
technology and education. (OhioLink Consortium, n.d.) 
iv. Georgia Library Learning Online (GALILEO) Consortium 
GALILEO stands for Georgia Library Learning Online, an initiative of 
the Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia. A World Wide 
Web-based virtual library, GALILEO provides access to multiple information 
resources, including secured access to licensed products. Participating 
institutions may access over 100 databases, indexing thousands of periodicals 
and scholarly journals. Over 7000 journal titles are provided in full-text. In 
addition, GALILEO hosts the Digital Library of Georgia, a gateway to 
Georgia's history and culture found in digitized, books, manuscripts, 
photographs, newspapers, audio, video, and other materials. 
Membership: The community of more than 2000 GALILEO institutions 
includes the University System of Georgia, K-12 schools, public libraries, the 
adult technical institutes and colleges, and a group of private academic colleges 
and universities. At this time, only educational institutions are eligible to 
participate in GALILEO. 
Governance: The consortium is governed by Steering Committee comprising 
representatives of all participants. 
Services: GALILEO provides access to resources that are produced by the 
GALILEO staff as well as resources provided by many different vendors, and 
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the types of usage statistics available for these different resources vary. Since 
2003, GALILEO has been developing a method of incorporating vendors' 
monthly usage data into the locally-recorded data available through the 
GALILEO usage statistics reporting tool. Monthly reports created with this tool 
for time periods from 2002 to the present now include search, citation, and full-
text article counts for EBSCOhost databases, ProQuest databases, LexisNexis 
Academic, Encyclopedia Britannica, and most locally-hosted GALILEO 
databases, including Digital Library of Georgia databases. (Georgia Library 
Learning Online Consortium, n.d.) 
V. International Coalition of Library Consortia (ICOLC) 
The International Coalition of Library Consortia (ICOLC) first met 
informally as the Consortium of Consortia (COC) in 1997. 
Mission: The Coalition serves primarily higher education institutions by 
facilitating discussion among consortia on issues of common interest. At times 
during the year, ICOLC may conduct meetings dedicated to keeping 
participating consortia informed about new electronic information resources, 
pricing practices of electronic providers and vendors, and other issues of 
importance to directors and governing boards of consortia. 
Services: International Coalition of Library Consortia (ICOLC) is not only a 
meeting place for consortium leaders to exchange ideas but is also emerging as 
the prime organization for setting up consortial guidelines. The Coalition is an 
international, informal group currently comprising over 160 library consortia in 
North America, Europe, Australia, Asia, and Africa. The member consortia 
serve all types and sizes of libraries. ICOLC facilitates discussion among 
consortia on issues of common interest, and conducts two meetings per year in 
North America and one meeting per year in Europe. The organization is 
dedicated to keeping its members informed about electronic information 
resources, pricing practices of electronic publishers and vendors, and other 
issues of importance to consortium directors and governing boards. The 
Coalition also meets with the information provider community to discuss 
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product offerings and issues of mutual concern. (International Coalition of 
Library Consortium) 
vi. Korea Research Sharing Alliance (KORSA) 
Korea Resource Sharing Alliance (KORSA) operated by K-JIST 
(Kwangju Institute of Science & Technology) has been established for the 
purpose of sharing the 18,000 academic materials and reducing the cost of 
journal subscriptions with making public databases of holding Information and 
content of academic journals through a nationwide library system provided on 
the internet by an efficient access to the online databases. (Korea Research 
Sharing Alliance, n.d.) 
vii. Korean Education & Research Information Service (KERIS) 
Consortium 
KERIS was founded in January 1999 as a governmental institute under 
the Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development (MOEHRD). At 
the same time the Korea Education and Research Information Service Act was 
enacted. Two institutions called KMEC (Kalakaua Marine Education Center) 
and KRIC (Kootenay Rockies Innovation Council) were consolidated into 
KERIS. The main target of KMEC was elementary and secondary schools and 
the nation's first comprehensive educational information service, "EDUNET" 
was launched in September 1996. KRIC was for academic sites and nation's 
first service for enhancing national research competitiveness "Research 
Information Service System (RISS)" was launched in May 1998. In March 
2001 KERIS was created as the "National Education and Research Information 
Center" by the Ministry of Information and Communication. In April 2002 
KERIS was designated as the national operation center for the "National 
Education Information System (NEIS)" by the MOEHRD. In November 2003, 
100 percent of all universities and research institutes in Korea joined with 
RISS. From the standardization of educational materials and work process 
point of view, KERIS earned certification on KEM as Korean Standard for 
educational metadata (KS X 7001) and certified with ISO 9001 on KERIS 
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Quality Management System in December 2004 and July 2005 respectively. 
(Korean Education & Research Information Service Consortium, n.d.) 
viii. Consortium on Core Electronic Resources in Taiwan (CONCERT) 
It is a government supported consortium. Primary functions of 
consortium are, Electronic content licensing, Electronic content loading/ 
presentation & Training. Membership: There are 210 member libraries (107 
public and private universities; 48 public and private colleges; 14 public and 
private junior colleges; 41 research institutions. (Consortium on Core 
Electronic Resources in Taiwan, n.d.) 
ix. China Academic Library & Information System (CALIS) Consortium 
CALIS is highly centralized integrated consortium. Serves about 
700000 students spread over 27 provinces. It has UMI, EBSCO, Elsevier and 
Web of Science databases for the members. 
Funding: China Academic Library & Information System (CALIS) is funded 
primarily by the Chinese government, and operates under the leadership of 
Ministry of Education of China. 
Mission: The mission of CALIS is to promote, maintain and improve library 
resource sharing among Chinese universities, academic libraries, other libraries 
and information institutions. 
Services: CALIS have made lots of efforts to build an open and distributed 
infrastructure. Full text databases on e-joumals, thesis and dissertation (ETD) 
and reserved e-book, and abstract and Index databases of Union Catalogue, 
CALIS Current Contents of Western Journal, "Key discipline" and "network 
resource navigation" are the most important databases that CALIS imported 
and developed. Services that CALIS provided to member libraries is emphasis 
on cooperated database purchasing, union catalogue, interlibrary loan and 
document delivery, digital library model designing and training. So far, 
there're over 600 member libraries. 
(China Academic Library & Information System, n.d.) 
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X. Association of National University Libraries, Japan (ANUL) Consortium 
Japan Association of National University Libraries (JANUL) is a 
membership organization comprising libraries of national universities in Japan, 
the University of the Air Library, libraries of four inter-university research 
institutes, totaling 92 libraries and library facilities. 
Mission: JANUL aims at supporting the advancement of library function 
through close coordination and cooperation among the members, promoting 
inter-library use of scholarly information resources extensively, and 
contributing development of infrastructures for scholarly information 
distribution in order to help universities achieve their missions. 
Services: JANUL carries out various operations, such as research and 
investigation that are necessary to advance function of national university 
library, cooperative maintenance of scholarly information resources, promotion 
of inter-library use, activities to enhance ability of national university libraries' 
staffs, and coordination and cooperation with domestic and foreign 
organizations for scholarly information distribution. (Japan Association of 
National University Libraries, n.d.) 
xi. Thailand Education and Research Network Consortium 
The consortium came into being in the year 1996 with the assistance of 
MUA (Ministry of Education) with the objectives of providing internet access 
for Universities, network infrastructure for research and facilitate IT campus 
for Distance Learning. Applications of this consortium included are- Distance 
Learning, Video Conference, Electronics Library, Internet, Courseware, 
Research, Intemet2/APAN Activities. 
Membership: There are 145 current members including Public universities 
/institutes, IT Campuses; Academic Resource Centers, Private universities 
/institutions. Priest Universities, Military Universities and others Institutions. 
Services: Thai Library Integrated System (ThaiLIS) include union catalogue, 
digital collection and reference databases. There are 13 reference database 
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including- Dissertation Abstracts Online (DAO), MEDLINE with TOXLINE 
and AIDSLINE, The lEEE/IEE Electric Library (lEL), ERIC (Education 
Resources Information Center, ABI/Inform FullText, Cataloging books, 
papers, etc. Information search/retrieval and display. Reference support 
system, User/database Management, MIT CogNet, ACM Digital Library and 
HW Wilson Education Full-Text. (Thailand Education and Research Network, 
n.d.) 
In UK a national framework contract is achieved for consortium so that 
every academic library is participant to a national site license. This is done 
through Joint Information Systems Committee and delivery of electronic 
journals is done through National Electronic License Initiative. 
In Germany there are four major consortial models in operation. 
• Regional Consortia for higher education libraries 
• Regional Consortia for multi-type libraries 
• Institutional consortia 
• Multi-institutional research library consortia. 
In South Africa GAELIC (The Gaiteng and Environs Library 
Consortium) is the largest Academic Consortia formed in 1996 but is marred 
by political atmosphere. 
5.5.2 Major Library Consortia in India 
India is a developing country; due to economic reasons, it is not in a 
position to procure all documents, to subscribe journals and CD-ROM 
databases. As a result many libraries in India have set up consortia for resource 
sharing among themselves. 
In India, major initiatives regarding consortium are: 
i. CSIR E-Journals Consortium 
ii. HELINET Consortium (Health Information Network) 
iii. FORSA Consortium 
iv. INDEST-AICTE Consortium 
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V. UGC-INFONET Digital Library consortium, 
vi. IIM Consortium, 
vii. TIFR Libraries Consortium 
viii. ISI Library consortium, 
ix. DAE Library Consortium 
X. ISRO Library Consortium 
xi. ICICI Knowledge Park 
xii. ICMR Library Consortium 
The details of some of the prominent ongoing library consortia 
successfully operational in India such as INDEST-AICTE Consortium, UGC-
INFONET Digital Library Consortium, CSIR E-Joumals Consortium, FORSA 
consortium. Health Science Information Network and IIM consortium have 
been discussed below. 
i. CSIR £-JournaIs Consortium 
CSIR E-Journals Consortium is a CSIR Network project with NISCAIR 
as the implementing agency. It aims to provide electronic access to 
international Science &Technology journals to CSIR Science & Technical 
personnel, thereby strengthening the facilities for pooling, sharing and 
electronically accessing the CSIR information resources in a cost-effective 
manner, and also for nucleating the culture of electronic access with a view to 
catalyzing the evolution of digital libraries. Under the project, agreements had 
been concluded with 16 international publishers, including Elsevier Science, 
Springer & Kluwer, American Institute of Physics, Blackwell, American 
Society of Civil Engineering, American Chemical Society, John Wiley, 
Cambridge University Press, Oxford University Press, American Society of 
Mechanical Engineering, Royal Society of Chemistry, Taylor & Francis, 
Emerald, IEEE, ACM and Nature Publishing Group for accessing e-Joumals. 
CSIR labs are now able to access 4200+journals as compared to 20-200 pnnt 
journals prior to implementation of this project. The project has also added 
bibliometric databases, patent databases, and standards, namely Web of 
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Science, Derwent Innovation Index, Delphion, ASTM Standards and Indian 
Standards, for providing wide access to CSIR S&T personnel. (CSIR E-
Joumals Consortium, 2008) 
ii. Health Science Library and Information Network (HELINET) 
Consortium 
HELINET, the Health Science Library and Information Network, an 
outstanding initiative by Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences (RGUHS) 
has set a new benchmark in health science education in India concerning access 
to information. It was started in 2003 as a collaborative effort to network 25+ 
medical colleges in the State for promoting e-joumal access and resource 
sharing. 
Its mission is to network all the Health Science libraries for minimizing 
the cost of acquisition and maintenance of learning resources and maximizing 
their utilization among the faculty, students and researchers in the health 
science colleges and institutions. 
HELINET in 2006 has expanded its access to 709 journals from 200-i-
publishers. AMA (American Medical Association), BMJ (British Medical 
Journal), Annual Reviews, Blackwell, CVMosby, Elsevier, Lippincott, Ovid, 
Springer, George Thieme Verlag, Taylor & Francis, W B Saunders 
etc. (Health Sciences Library and Information Network Consortium, n.d.) 
iii. FORSA (Forum for Resource Sharing in Astronomy and 
Astrophysics Consortium) 
During 1980s, due to tremendous growth of literature, proliferation of 
information, librarians working in Astronomy institutes in India came together 
for sharing and organizing literature in the country. As a result, FORSA was 
informally launched on 29"^  July 1981,during a meeting held at Raman 
Research Institute, Bangalore with a mission and vision to share and exchange 
information and make best use of available resources in the country. At present 
there are 12 special institutes in the forum, who participate in consortia 
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formation. 
This is an open model having participant institutes affiliated to different 
government departments. This is a model where professionals willingly come 
forward and support consortia activities. FORSA has realized four consortia 
deals, viz. 
• Indian Astrophysics Consortium for Physics /Astronomy journals of 
Springer online; 
• Nature Online Publications; 
• Scientific American Online Archive (EBSCO); and 
Lecture Notes in Physics (Springer) (Patil, Christina, Nirupama, Barwe 
& Anil Kumar, 2007). 
At present institutes including ARIES (Aryabhatta Research Institute of 
Observational Sciences), BOSE Institute, CASA-OU(Centre of Advanced 
Study in Astronomy, Osmania University), HCRI(Hawaii Coral Reef 
Initiative), IIA(Indian Institute of Astrophysics), IUCAA(Inter- University 
Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics), NCRA(National Centre for Radio 
Astrophysics),TIFR, PRL (Physical Research Laboratory), RRI (Raman 
Research Institute) SINP (Institute of Nuclear Physics) and TIFR(Tata Institute 
of Fundamental Research) actively participate in resource sharing. They joined 
the consortium for negotiating licensing of astronomy journals and identified a 
subscription agent as a supplier of journals. Subscriptions for both paper and 
electronic format are paid through supplier. In 2002, consortium was formed 
for Kluwer journals but PRL could not join it. Since 2003, PRL is part of the 
consortium for Kluwer journals. FORSA is subscribing to 25 e-joumals to their 
users with the payment of 12.5% over the print subscription. This consortium 
has successfully negotiated with publishers of Nature to provide access to its e-
version at a price of almost 1/3 of the list price. 
(Forum for Resource Sharing in Astronomy & Astrophysics consortium, n.d.) 
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iv. INDEST (Indian Digital Library in Engineering Science and 
Teclinology) Consortium 
The "Indian National Digital Library in Engineering Sciences and 
Technology (INDEST) Consortium" was set-up by the Ministry of Human 
Resource Development (MHRD) in the year 2003 with 38 centrally-funded 
Government institutions including , IITs, lISc, NITs, NERIST, ISM, HIT, 
IIITM & NITIE as its core members with a provision to extend it to all 
engineering colleges and technological institutions under its open ended 
proposition. While the Ministry provides funds required for access to selected 
e-resources for the core members, other institutions may join the Consortium 
for any of its resource(s) by paying for them at highly discounted rates and a 
nominal membership fee. By the end of the first year, the Consortium had 119 
members, which included 38 core members, 64 AICTE-supported members 
and 17 members under self-supported category. The Consortium was re-named 
as INDEST -AICTE Consortium in December 2005 with the AICTE playing 
pivotal role in enrolling its affiliated engineering colleges and institutions as 
members of the Consortium for selected e-resources at much lower rates of 
subscription. The Consortium has enrolled 788 members as in Oct. 2008 
including 461 member institutions under its self-supported category. 
The INDEST-AICTE Consortium, on the basis of sheer strength of 
present and prospective numbers of institutions has attracted the best possible 
price and terms of agreement from the publishers. The Consortium subscribes 
to over 12,000 electronic journals, numerous conference proceedings, standards 
and e-books from a number of publishers and aggregators. The INDEST Web 
Site hosts a search and browse interfaces to locate journals, their URLs and 
member institutions. The Consortium supports open access initiatives and has 
taken-up new initiatives related to content creation under its extended 
activities. (INDEST-AICTE Consortium, 2008). 
Major activities of the INDEST-AICTE Consortium are as follows: 
• Arrange subscription to select electronic resources for member 
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institutions; 
• Identification of new resources; 
• Interaction with member libraries to ensure optimal utilization of 
subscribed electronic resources; 
• Ensure access to subscribed electronic resources to member libraries as 
per their subscription; 
• Organize training programme for the member institutions on use of 
electronic resources; 
• Initiate additional activities complementary to the present activities of 
the Consortium and; 
• Encourage interactions amongst member libraries. 
Governance: The Consortium operates through its headquarters set-up at the 
IIT Delhi under a National Steering Committee consisting of members from 
amongst beneficiary institutions including Director, IIT Delhi, and Chairman, 
AICTE who serve as Chairman and Co-chairman for the National Steering 
Committee respectively. 
Electronic resources subscribed by the Consortium can broadly be 
divided into the following two categories: 
Full-text Electronic Resources: Full-text electronic resources contain 
complete articles along with their bibliographic details. The Consortium 
subscribes to several full-text e-resources like lEL Online, Science Direct, 
Springer Link, ACM Digital Library, etc. All full-text resources subscribed by 
the INDEST-AICTE Consortium contain electronic journals. However, lEL 
Online and ACM Digital Library also host conference proceedings and 
standards. 
Bibliographic Databases: Bibliographic databases contain references to 
articles published in journals, conference proceedings or chapters in books, etc. 
Most bibliographic databases contain abstracts of the articles along with links 
to their full-text and are subscribed for IITs and IISc only (Group I); however, 
JCCC is available to all the core member institutions. The Consortium 
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subscribes to 12, 000 journals from 20 e-joumal publishers and access from 6 
bibliographic databases. The member institutions are provided differential 
access to these resources based on their needs and activity profile. 
(INDEST- AICTE Consortium, Annual Report, 2007). 
V. UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium 
With globalization of education and competitive research the demand 
for the journals has increased over the years. Due to scarcity of funds, libraries 
have been forced to discontinue the scholarly journals, which have great impact 
to the users. UGC has initiated the UGC-INFONET Digital Library 
Consortium, to facilitate free access to scholarly journals and databases in all 
areas of learning to the research and academic community across the country. 
The UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium, a major initiative of 
University Grants Commission (UGC) in the field of education and research 
was formally launched in December, 2003 by then President of India, Dr. A. P. 
J Abdul Kalam, at Vigyan Bhavan on 28"^  December, 2003 by dedicating a 
bouquet of e-joumals to the nation. It is a national initiative for providing 
access to scholarly electronic resources including full-text and bibliographic 
databases in all subject disciplines (Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences, 
Physical and Chemical Sciences, Life Sciences, Computer Science, 
Mathematics and Statistics) to academic community in India. It facilitates 
access to high quality e-resources to academia in the country to improve 
teaching, learning and research. The Consortium provides current as well as 
archival access to more than 5,000 core and peer-reviewed journals and ten 
bibliographic databases in different disciplines fi-om 25 publishers and 
aggregators. The access to all major e-resources was given 50 universities in 
first phase in the year 2004. It has now been extended to 159 universities in 
three different phases. 
The University Grants Commission(UGC) provide funds through 
INFLIBNET required for providing differential access to various electronic 
resources subscribed by the consortium for selected member institutions. There 
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are 189 members state wise. The following are the core members of UGC-
INFONET. 
Universities covered under Phase I 50 
Universities covered under Phase II 50 
Universities covered under Phase III 58 
• Associate members 27 
• lUCs and other institutions 04 
vi. Electronic Resources available on UGC-INFONET Digital Library 
Consortium 
The Consortium subscribes to electronic resources covering all major 
subject discipline being taught in universities. It includes wide variety of 
materials e.g. e-joumals, bibliographic databases, reviews published by 
scholarly societies, university presses, institutional and commercial publishers. 
The Consortium subscribes to 19 full-text e-resources and 10 bibliographic 
databases from 25 publishers and aggregators. The member institutions are 
provided differential access to these resources based on their needs and activity 
profile as per the recommendation of the National Steering Committee. 
The resources subscribed by the Consortium can broadly be divided into 
the following two categories: 
• Full-text Electronic Resources 
Full-text electronic resources contain complete articles along with their 
bibliographic details. The consortium subscribes to full-text e-resources from 
scholarly societies, university presses, commercial publishers and aggregators 
including American Chemical Society, American Institute of Physics, Oxford 
University Press, Cambridge University Press, Cell Press, Springer Link, J-
STOR, Project Muse, etc. All full-text resources subscribed by the Consortium 
contain electronic journals. 
• Bibliographic Databases 
Bibliographic databases contain references to articles published in 
journals, conference proceedings or chapters in books. Most bibliographic 
databases contain abstracts of the articles along with links to their full-text. 
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In terms of number of users, the UGC-INFONET Digital Library 
Consortium is the largest Consortium in India with a vision and plan to reach 
out to all universities and colleges affiliated to these universities, over a period 
of time. 
(UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium, 2007) 
vi. IIM (Indian Institute of Management) Consortium 
The concept of IIM Consortium has been floated a few years back. Need 
of resource sharing was realized by IIM libraries a long back. Besides entering 
into the interlibrary loan practice, IIM Libraries also thought seriously of 
resource sharing in many other areas such as cooperative acquisition, 
cooperative processing and decentralized utilization. IIM Consortium is 
becoming a reality. The two areas were identified for partnership viz., a), 
developing the collection on shared basis and b) developing the services for 
exploiting such collection. IIM Library consortium has in the last one year 
successfully executed a few shared acquisition services viz.. Science Direct of 
Elsevier, John Wiley electronic journals and Kluwer elecronic journals, 
Proquest and EBSCO services. More areas are identified for partnership. 
The CD-ROM/Digital Databases being currently subscribed to by the 
various IIMs are: 
ABI/Inform (Abstracts), ABI/Inform (Full-Text - Business Periodicals 
On disk - BPO) is being subscribed to by IIMA, IIMB, and IIMC 
respectively. 
Business Source Elite (BSE), the Full-Text journal service of EBSCO, is 
being subscribed to by IIMA, IIMI, and IIMK and 
Econlit (Silver Platter) at IIM Ahmedabad and IIM Kozhikode, and 
Econlit (Ovid) at IIM, Indore. (IIM Consortium, n.d.) 
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CONCLUSION 
The process of selecting and acquiring e-joumals is far more complex 
and cumbersome than print journals. It requires careful review and analysis of 
many factors such as licensing agreements, vendor aggregator package, 
consortia package or single library package, print plus e-access, electronic 
access only and content coverage. 
Libraries are facing dual problems of increasing costs and the desire to 
adopt the new and ever changing technologies. Cost of equipment, training of 
staff and users, ease of access and time spent in updating the software etc. have 
to be taken into account while adopting the new technology. 
Though subscription to electronic formats is slowly increasing but due 
to their high cost, a substantial number of libraries are not able to do so. A 
possible solution to reduce the subscription costs is consortia approach and 
minimum possible customization of number of journals keeping in mind the 
requirement of subscribing library. 
In India library consortium activities are fast evolving. Libraries of IIT 
Delhi and IIT Kanpur are members of INDEST-AICTE Consortium which 
provides access to over 12,000 fiill-text e-joumals and 6 bibliographic 
databases from a number of publishers and aggregators worldwide. Delhi 
University library is member of both INDEST and UGC-INFONET digital 
library consortium. 
There is a need to work sincerely in harmony so that fiinds can be saved 
which are otherwise spent unnecessary when the journals and electronic 
databases are subscribed in the capacity of an individual library where the 
scope of negotiation with vendor for price and benefits is very low in 
comparison to the group asking for. 
In the West, Consortium is a thing of past and has flourished to its 
fullest. However, it is gaining momentum in the developing countries like 
India and in future more and more consortiums would emerge to serve their 
members more information with modem technology. 
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CHAPTER-6 
LIBRARIES UNDER STUDY 
The present study has been conducted on the periodical users, staff and 
faculty members of Central library, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi, P.K. 
Kelkar Library, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur and Central Reference 
Library, Delhi University. Firstly the chapter will discuss a short history of 
these libraries, their total collection, current budget allocated to periodicals and 
various services of the libraries under study. 
6.1 Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi 
IIT Delhi established in 1963 is one among the seven institutes of 
technology in India established as centres of excellence for higher training, 
research and development in science, engineering and technology. 
6.1.1 Central Library Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi 
The IIT, Delhi Library System consists of a Central Library and 18 
Department Libraries which collectively support the teaching, research and 
extension programs of the Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi. The 
library facilities are available to every student, faculty members and Institute 
employees upon library membership. In addition to huge collection of books on 
Engineering, Humanities, Science, Literature and Management, the Central 
Library houses a total collection of more than three lakh documents comprising 
of books, thesis, journals (print and electronic), video cassettes and compact 
discs in the fields of Engineering, Humanities, Science, Literature and 
Management. (Central Library, IIT Delhi, 2006) 
IIT Delhi Library also provides services through its various divisions. 
All in-house operations in the library are fully computerized using the Libsys 
software package that also provides web-based access to the online catalogue 
of the library. The library besides above also houses the headquarters of the 
"INDEST"(Indian National Digital Library in Engineering Sciences and 
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Technology) consortium that provide access to electronic resources to its 
member institutions comprising more than 628 members including 37 core 
member institutions, 60 AICTE supported institutions and 531 institutions who 
have joined the consortium under its self supported category. 
Collection (as on March 31, 2008) 
Books 2,46,918 
Current Journals 1290 
Bound Volumes of periodicals 98,942 
Standards 26,923 
Thesis 13,430 
Pamphlet 1,095 
Microfilm/Microfiche 2,261 
Video Cassettes 1,460 
CDs/DVDs 3,000 
(Central Library, IIT Delhi, 2007) 
Library Budget 2007-2008 
Book Budget Rs.7, 6, 50,000 
Periodicals Budget Rs.4, 10, 00000 
Membership 
Students (Undergraduates) 2265 
PG Students 1601 
PhD 948 
Faculty 421 
Supporting Staff 1175 
6.1.2 Library Services and Facilities 
The library provides xerox facility; Reference Services and General 
Assistance, borrowing facilities, Inter-library loan service, book bank and text 
book facilities. Video cassettes collection and web based computerised 
services, Electronic Reference Library (ERL) technology for access to 
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bibliographic databases subscribed on CD ROM. 
i. OP AC (Online Public Access Catalogue) 
The Library's Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) can be accessed 
on Intranet and Internet to search more than 2,40,00 bibliographic records 
available in the Central Library through a web-based search interface or with 
window client of the Libsys. The OPAC can be searched by author, title, 
subject, classified number and publisher. 
ii. Reader's Assistance 
The Library provides assistance to users in activities ranging from 
location of a book to finding specific information required by a user. A 
suggestion book is maintained with Incharge, Reader's Services where the 
users of the library can suggest measures for improvements in the facilities and 
services of the Library. 
iii. Borrowing Facilities 
The library members, according to their borrowing category, can borrow 
stipulated number of books at a time against their bar-coded patron card. 
iv. Inter Library Loan (ILL) and Resource sharing Facility 
The Library arranges to procure books and journals from other libraries 
in Delhi on Inter Library Loan (ILL). Xerox copies of research articles are also 
arranged from other IITs under resources sharing agreement signed by all IITs. 
The JCCC interface made available through INDEST-AICTE Consortium 
facilitates inter-library loan and document delivery amongst IITs, IISc and 
IIMs. 
v. Photocopying Facility 
The Library provides within its premises photocopying facility through 
an external vendor on payment basis. 
vi. Text book and Book Bank Facility 
The Library maintains a separate collection of textbooks that are 
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recommended by the concerned departments / centres for different courses 
offered at IIT Delhi. Text books can be consulted within the Library premises 
on deposition of membership card at the Text book counter for a limited period 
not exceeding 90 minutes. 
The Book Bank is also housed in the Text book Section of the Central 
library. The Book Bank holds multiple copies of selected textbooks for making 
them available to the students for the entire duration of a semester. 
vii. Video Collection and Video Viewing Facility 
The Central Library has a collection of 1,460 video cassettes. Most of 
the video cassettes in the library consist of video recording of series of class 
room lectures delivered by the IIT faculty to the undergraduate engineering 
students. These video recordings are done by the professional video recorders 
employed by the Educational Technology Services Centre. The library is 
equipped with video viewing facility consisting of two VCPs and video display 
units. 
viii. Computer and Network Infrastructure 
The Central Library has fairly well-developed computer and network 
infrastructure to facilitate use of its computer and web-based services. The 
Library has its own sub-LAN, which in turn, is connected to the campus LAN. 
The Library has more than 65 Internet enabled PCs and eight servers. 20 PCs 
are exclusively earmarked for users including 10 PCs for OPAC search. 
The Library is a part of fiber optic based campus-LAN, which, in turn, is 
hooked to 5 Mbps VSNL radio link and 5 Mbps connectivity from ERNET 
society. In addition, Institute has acquired 34 Mbps connectivity through 
Reliance. The library has more than 75 Information Outlets (lOS) that link a 
computer node to the campus LAN and to the Internet. All 65 PCs in the 
Library are connected to the internet. (Central Library, IIT Delhi,2007 ) 
ix. Institutional Repository at IIT Delhi 
The Eprints @ IIT Delhi has been set-up to host full text of research 
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publications of faculty and researchers of the IIT Delhi using Dspace, open 
source digital library software developed by the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. The Eprints@IIT Delhi provides a platform for faculty and 
researcher to deposit, reuse and share their research publications. The 
repository also has the ability to capture, index, and store, disseminate and 
preserve digital materials created in the Institute. The electronic documents in 
the repository include scholarly communications (articles and pre-prints), 
theses, technical reports, archives of Departments and the Institution as a 
whole, and other textual material. The faculty and researchers can register 
themselves with the digital repository and submit their pre-prints (pre-refereed 
version of an article), post-prints (post-referred final version) and publisher 
PDFs (if allowed by the publisher). 
X. Database of Research Articles by the Faculty and Researchers 
The Library maintains a web-enabled database of research articles 
published by the faculty and researchers of IIT Delhi. The database consists of 
11,645 research articles and their abstracts that appeared in international peer-
reviewed journals indexed by Science Citation index. ( Central Library, IIT 
Delhi, 2007) 
xi. Web based Computerized Services from the library 
• Electronic Reference Library (ERL) Services 
The library uses silver platter's electronic reference Library (ERL) 
technology to enable simultaneous and integrated web based access to ERL 
complaint reference databases available on CD ROM or other magnetic media 
to multiple users across the Institute Campus LAN. Access through the ERL 
interface is easier and faster since the contents of CD ROM database are 
transferred on to the hard disc of server in a one step process. Bibliographic 
records in the database are directly linked to the ftill text articles on the 
publisher's site using Silver Linker. The databases available on the ERL 
include: World Textiles (1970) and Biotechnology Abstracts (1980). ( Central 
Library, IIT Delhi,2007 ) 
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• Network based CD ROM Search Services 
The library has complete collection of Indian Standards, ASTM 
standards and Library and Information Science Abstracts (LISA) on CD ROM 
that is available on the campus network. 
• Recent Additions to the books and Journals 
Monthly list of books added to the book collection of the library is 
circulated to all Departments/Centres. The issues of journals received in a 
month are also made available on the Library's web site. 
• Print journals and access to their electronic version 
The library subscribe to 680 current journals and the JSTOR, Project 
MUSE, Willey Inter Science, full-text resources. Moreover, several print 
journals are also accessible online from the publisher's website. Links to these 
full-text electronic journals are available through the library website as well as 
through the LibSys web OPAC. 
• Electronic books 
The institute has access to electronic books from Ebrary, AMS Books 
online, Elsevier book Series on Chemistry, life Science and Methods in 
Enzymology through the Science Direct, Springer electronic books and Wiley 
Interscience electronic Books. ( Central Library, IIT Delhi,2007 ) 
• CD - Mirror Server at the Library 
A CD Mirror server has been installed in the library that mirrors CDs 
that comes with books acquired in the library as well as other resources like 
encyclopedias, databases, conference proceedings, e-books etc. 
xii. Electronic Resources through the INDEST AICTE Consortium 
The IIT Delhi gets access to over 10,000 full-text electronic journals and 
6 bibliographic databases from a number of publishers and aggregators through 
the INDEST AICTE Consortium. The INDEST AICTE Web Site 
(indest.iitd.ac.in or http://paniit.iitd.ac.in/indest) hosts search and browse 
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interfaces to locate these journals and their URLs. 
xiii. DELNET 
The Central library, IIT Delhi is a member of DELNET. The users at IIT 
Delhi can access databases hosted by DELNET. (Central Library, IIT 
Delhi,2007) 
6.2 Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur 
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur came into existence in 1960, as 
an 'Institute of National Importance' under an act of Parliament and amended 
in 1963. IIT Kanpur is carrying out original research of significance and 
technology development at the cutting edge. It imparts training to students to 
make them competent, motivated engineers and scientists. Presently there are 
12 departments and 5 Interdisciplinary Centres in the Institute. ( IIT Kanpur, 
2005) 
One of the premier institutions established by the Government of India, 
IIT Kanpur, aims to provide meaningful education, to conduct original research 
of the highest standard and to provide leadership in technological innovation 
for the industrial growth of the country. The institute began functioning in the 
borrowed building of Harcourt Butler technological Institute in 1959 with 100 
students and a small faculty. The institute now has its own sprawling 
residential campus; the combined record of its past and present faculty and 
students along with the alumni spread across the world is awe-inspiring. With 
the path-breaking innovations in both its curriculum and research, the institute 
is rapidly gaining a legendary reputation. 
(IIT Kanpur, 2007) 
6.2.1 P.K. Kelkar library 
The Central library was established in the year 1960, and was renamed 
as P.K. Kelkar library in 2001. PK Kelkar Library is an academic Library of 
the Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur (IITK) with a collection of more 
than 3,00,000 volumes and subscription to more than 1000 periodicals. It is one 
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of the best libraries in the nation housed in a three-storey building with the total 
6973 m .^ floor area. The Abstracting and Indexing periodicals. Microform, CD-
ROM Databases,Technical Reports, Standards and Theses are important part of 
this collection. Each year, on an average 4500 books and journal volumes are 
added to the collection. 
(P.K.Kelkar Library, IIT Kanpur, 2007) 
Collection (as on December, 2008) 
Books (general and reference) 225,000 
ISI standards 10,000 
Cartographic materials 550 
Machine-readable databases 25 
Periodicals (back volumes) 190,000 
(P.K.Kelkar Library, IIT Kanpur, 2007) 
Current subscribed journals 1227 (excluding INDEST-AICTE e-Resources) 
Print only 610 
Print plus Online 628 
Online only 18 
Technical Reports 25,500 
IIT Kanpur thesis 15,200 
Following is the area-wise breakup of the Library's collections: 
Science 35% 
Technology 32% 
Humanities and Social Sciences 28% 
Other Areas 5% 
( Central Library, IIT Kanpur, n.d. ) 
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Library Budget 2007-2008 
Books (Plan) Rs. 10,000,000 
Periodicals (Non-plan) Rs. 5, 75, 00,000 
NBHM Periodicals Grants Rs. 1,900,000 
Special extra financial support of Rs. 1.39 crores for subscribing to back files 
and online access journals. ( P.K.Kelkar Library, IIT Kanpur, 2008) 
Membership 
Undergraduate 2255 
Postgraduate students 1516 (including M.Tech, 
MDBS, MBA) 
Ph.D. 747 
B.Tech. 1410 
Dual Degree (B.Tech. + M.Tech.) 516 
M.Sc. (two years) 168 
M.Sc, Ph.D. (Dual Degree) 11 
M.Sc. (Five years integrated) 344 
Faculty Members 326 
Supporting staff 900 
(P.K.Kelkar Library, IIT Kanpur, 2008) 
6.2.2 Library Services and Facilities 
P.K. Kelkar Library provides following services to its users: 
i. Weekly Displays 
The books added to the library collection are displayed on the first 
working day of each week and a weekly 'List of Additions' is available on the 
system. The current issues of the journals are also displayed on alternate days 
thrice a week. 
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ii. Circulation 
A large number of books and journals from reference, textbook, and 
general collection areas are also consulted by users within the Library. 
Circulation facility has been extended to the superannuating faculty and to the 
institute alumni against a specified deposit. 
iii. Document Delivery Services, Interlibrary loan & Consultation Facility 
To complement the computerized information services, the library 
provides for the delivery of the copies of available documents against specific 
requests by external users. In keeping with its tradition of maintaining close 
cooperation with other academic libraries and sharing resources with them on a 
mutual basis, the library also borrows books for its users from other libraries 
for short durations. 
Inter-Library Loan (ILL) services are extended free to sister IITs, IISc, 
TIFR, BARC, host of INDEST members and other technical institutions & 
universities. Consultation facility of the library is extended to 798 external 
users including 214 NICEE programme participants. 
iv. Periodicals and Documentation 
The collection of back volumes of periodicals is divided into three 
sequences which are on the top floor in the Library. 
• Compact Shelving Sequence consisting of periodicals up to 1965. 
• Indexing and Abstracting journals 
• The bulk of other back volumes have been placed on the racks in a 
single alphabetical sequence. 
The library maintains a card catalogue and on-line catalogue service for 
information about the holdings of periodicals and the location of individual 
titles. The currently subscribed journals are placed in the departmental funding 
order, the sequence in each division being alphabetical again, also located on 
the top floor. The latest issues are displayed on the slanting covers of the 
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pigeonholed racks. A rotating Linedex, in alphabetical order of titles, has been 
maintained for easy location of the current journals. Periodicals, single issues 
of bound volumes are not issued for home use except for overnight reading by 
the faculty members. Newly checked-in-journal issues are displayed on the top 
floor, three times a week, and the bibliographic details of the same placed on 
the network. (Central Library, IIT Kanpur, 1999). 
V. IIT, KLAS-Library Automation System Support Services 
The library now has its own library application programme, named the 
IIT-Kanpur Library Automation System (IIT- KLAS). IIT-KLAS is a fully 
integrated library automation package for computerizing the various ftinctions 
of a library. 
vi. Digital library 
IIT Kanpur has a rich digital library including CARS (Computer Aided 
Reference Service), OP AC, and providing Access to Online Services. 
• Access to online services 
The library is providing access to online journals, database and CD 
collection. 
• Digital Library Initiatives 
The following digital library initiatives are taken by the library: 
> Submission of theses by PG students direct to the library in CD form 
started from May 03, 2006. 
> Access to Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETD) 
Library's ETD collection consisting of 9309 MTech/MDes and PhD 
theses as a first subset to Institutional Repository (IR) is accessible on intranet 
through http://172.28.64.70:8080/dspace/ 
• Setting up Digitization Facility 
Provision for digitization facility with a high speed overhead book 
scanner (Minolta PS7000) and a server with capacity of one TB to host the 
content has been made available in the library. 
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• Launching of 'Faculty/Academic Staff Publications' 
'Faculty/Academic Staff Publications' consisting of papers published in 
conference/journals, lecture notes, delivered lectures/speeches, technical/ 
project reports and the like has been launched as a second subset to the IRs. 
The work is in progress. 
• Weekly New Arrivals Alert 
The library has started sending weekly e-mail alerts to the academic 
staff and students for the books added to the library during the preceding week. 
• Automated Circulation Facility in Reserve Collection 
Automated 'Issue/Return' facility in Reserve Collection, predominantly 
used by undergraduates, is available in the library. 
• CD-ROM Database 
Creation of CD-ROMs database for the following categories using 
WINISIS is in progress: 
(i) Accompanying material to books/journals 
(ii) Books only on CD-ROM 
(iii) Journal only on CD-ROM 
(iv) Conference proceedings Submission of Theses 
• New Library Software Package 
Procurement of LSPremia, a web centric software package for libraries 
from LibSys, and a dedicated server are under process to meet the requirements 
of in-house library functionalities and services, more so in the context of digital 
library environment. (P.K.Kelkar Library, IIT Kanpur, 2008). 
vii. Other Services of the Library 
• Computerized Current Awareness Services (CAS) 
Using abstract-based CD-ROM databases, the library provides Current 
Awareness Services (CAS) to its subscribers. Through this service, users are 
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provided a quick view of the contents page of what is being published in 
journals worldwide on any particular area of interest. 
• SDI and RSS Services 
Selective Dissemination of Information and Retrospective Search 
Services cover information based on a user's exclusive interest profile. SDI and 
RSS services are available against payment of the fixed tariff. 
• CD Server 
The library has been building the collection of some information 
resources in CD-ROM and other magnetic media. Among them are some of the 
most important abstract-based databases. With its well-equipped CD 
workstations, information seeking and researching has become a great deal 
more fun and easier than ever before. The CD- ROM databases are available 
for remote access over Local Area Network. 
• Regional Library of Mathematics 
The National Board of Higher Mathematics (NBHM) has accorded the 
status of the "Regional Library of Mathematics" for the northern zone to IIT 
Kanpur Library. In this capacity, the library has been given an annual grant of 
Rupees ten lakhs for subscription to mathematics journals and for the 
dissemination of mathematics information to the members of the Board by way 
of monthly CAS service entitled "The Current Mathematics Literature." 
Students and teachers of mathematics from any college / institute are allowed 
to use the library free of any charge. 
• Manpower Development and Training 
The library has developed the necessary infrastructure, know-how and 
techniques (a) to impart advanced training in computer application, and (b) to 
convert any traditional library into a modem computerized system. The library 
has so far conducted many short- term courses on computer application for 
library & information professionals from the Regional Engineering colleges 
and Polytechnic Institutes spread over the country. Sponsored by AICTE and 
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Polytechnic Boards respectively, the course structures are designed to prepare 
the trainees to make a smooth transition from the traditional librarianship and 
information work to the modem computerized systems, such as the one IIT 
Kanpur Library has developed. The Central Library, IIT Kanpur can no longer 
be viewed as a mere collection of books. It is a door to the growing world of 
information, a dynamic system that nurtures and enhances the pursuit of 
knowledge. (Central Library, IIT Kanpur, 1999) 
6.2.3 E-Journals at IIT Kanpur 
The library has started subscribing to e-joumals from the year 2003.It 
provides access to around 1000 full-text electronic journals. The library 
subscribes to free e-joumals, subscription e-joumals, and scholarly journals. It 
is a member of INDEST Consortia and subscribes journals through this 
consortium. The library provides access to e-joumals campus wide. Only 
authorized members of the institution can access these e-joumals within the 
campus. Library -wide IP filtering and Campus-wide IP Filtering are the 
connection methods provided to the users for accessing Science and 
Technology joumals. 
6.2.4 E-Resources through INDEST-AICTE Consortium 
As a core member to the INDEST, IITK academic community is entitled 
to access 20 fiill-text e-resources and to 6 bibliographic databases. The 
following new services have been started through INDEST: 
i. American Mathematical Society: 
• Online access to three joumals 
• AMS Books Online 
ii. American Institute of Physics/American Physical Society: 
(Online access to their twenty four titles with complete back files.) 
6.3 Delhi University 
The University of Delhi (DU) is a central university located at Delhi, 
India and is fimded by Govemment of India. Established in 1922, it offers 
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courses at the undergraduate and post-graduate level. The Vice-President of 
India is the Chancellor of the University of Delhi. 
The University of Delhi was established as a unitary, teaching and 
residential university by an Act of the then Central Legislative Assembly. Only 
three colleges existed then in Delhi: St. Stephens College founded in 1881, 
Hindu College founded in 1899 and Ramjas College founded in 1917, which 
were affiliated to the University. The University thus had a modest beginning 
with just three colleges, two faculties (Arts and Science) and about 750 
students. In October 1933, the University offices and the Library shifted to the 
Viceregal Lodge Estate, and till today this site is the nucleus of the University 
(Main Campus). Situated in the national capital, DU attracts an enormous 
number of students from all over India and students from other countries. At 
present there are 14 faculties, 86 academic departments and 8 centres of 
learning operating in the University. (University of Delhi, n.d.). 
6.3.1 Delhi University Library System 
The Delhi University Library began in 1922 with a collection of mere 
1380 gift books. The library, with its regular expansion and outgrowth in the 
number of libraries, has led to the emergence of the concept of the Delhi 
University Library System (DULS) to cater to the needs of its users. 
Delhi University Library System (DULS) is having more than 34 
libraries in its hold; it is accomplishing its task of reaching to wider academic 
community. It is fulfilling the information and research needs of nearly 
225,000 students, 7,000 faculty members and over 41,00 research scholars 
enrolled in M.Phil or Ph.D. programmes, in addition to hundreds of bonafide 
research scholars from different parts of the world. Major libraries of DULS 
are Central Reference Library, Arts library. Central Science Library, Law 
Faculty Library, Ratan Tata Library and South Campus Library. (Shrimali, 
K.M., n.d.). 
Collection (as on March 31"^  2008) 
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Print Collection 
The print collection of Delhi University Library System comprises of 
the foUowing:-
Books 14,50,000 volumes 
Current Journals 1480 Journals 
Bound Journals 5,00000 bound volumes 
Ph.D. Thesis 14,500 volumes 
M.Phil Dissertations 5,600 volumes 
Manuscripts 700 manuscripts 
CD ROM 3,000 CDs 
(Central Reference Library, n.d.) 
Electronic Resources 
Delhi University Library System subscribes to a large number of e-
databases including reference sources, full text sources and bibliographic 
databases and these can be accessed through its website. 
It is being made available through campus network in the university 
campus and can also be accessed in the colleges. It subscribes to 30 high value 
databases covering all the subjects taught through out the university. In 
addition to this 24 databases (20 full text and 4 bibliographic) are accessible 
through UGC-INFONET Digital library Consortium. Important open access e-
resources are regularly culled out and listed on the DULS website for access. A 
complete list of e-resources along with URL address is available at library's 
website. (Rajesh & Jindal, 2009). 
Library Budget 2007-2008 
Library's current budget for periodicals for the year 2007-2008 
Periodical Budget 2, 13, 88,000 
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Membership 
PG Students 5,700 
Faculty Members 1100 
Research Scholars 41,000 
6.3.2 Library Services and Facilities 
In general, Delhi University Library System offer following facilities 
and services: 
i. Borrowing Facility 
Books borrowed from other libraries are required to be used within the 
Central library on the production of bonafide ticket/membership card. 
ii. Text book Service 
iii. Reference, Referral and Information Service, and E-referencing 
iv. Reservation of Books 
v. Inter-Library Loan Service 
vi. Facility to browse Reading Materials in Open Access Environment 
vii. Use of Special Collections 
The students and teachers of the Department of Slavonic and Finno-
Ugrian Studies have been provided the library services in the North Campus 
through the Central Library .The Collection of the Department along with staff 
and the budgetary allocation will now be under the control of the Central 
Library. 
viii. Use of Theses and Dissertation 
Use of theses and dissertation is restricted within the library premises. 
An outsider after paying a sum amount of Rs. 100 can use the theses and 
dissertation in the particular section for a month. 
ix. Facility to Research Scholars 
The services to the Research Scholars in the Central Library have been 
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streamlined effectively. Each registered scholar have been provided with 30 
temporary library tickets in the Central Library to pick up the books from the 
shelves and place the same in the identified cubicles by recording the same 
with the staff of the research floor. 
X. Assistance in the use of Electronic Resources 
It is heartening to know that University of Delhi alone has more than 2 
lakh hits for accessing the e-resources provided under the UGC-INFONET 
Digital Library Consortium. 
xi. Information Literacy and Competency Programmes 
Information Literacy and Competency Programmes have been 
conducted for the benefit of students and teachers of the University. The post-
graduate students are getting benefit in the classroom environment by visiting 
different departments and empower them with the benefits of ICT. The Central 
Science Library has also been conducting such orientation programmes to 
acquaint the users with library resources and services. 
xii. Article Alert Service 
The Central Library continued to produce Article Alert services in major 
subjects of Social Sciences and Humanities. Photocopying Service by adhering 
to the Copyright Provisions is available through the commercial vendors in the 
vicinity of Library. 
xiii. Online Services 
Delhi University Library provides various online services to cater to the 
information needs of different user categories. These are OPAC, Digital 
Collection, Subscribed E-resources, Public Domain E-Resources, Chicago 
Manual of Citation Online, DELNET and e-Referencing. 
xiv. Online Catalogue 
OPAC of the Delhi University Library System has been strengthened 
with the placement of more and more bibliographical records. There are about 
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8.5 lac bibliographical records available on the DULS website for global 
accessibility. 
XV. Digitization of Books 
Digitization of 3000 books under the pilot project was carried out in 
collaboration with CD AC, Noida. About 10.5 lac pages have been digitized and 
the same have been placed on Delhi University Library System Website. 
xvi. E-Referencing 
Delhi University Library System has introduced the reference service 
through e-mail. Users can post their mail to library's e-referencing site. 
xvii. Development of IT Infrastructure for Physically Challenged 
In order to provide more services to physically challenged academic 
community, University of Delhi signed a MoU with National Thermal Power 
Corporation (NTPC). 
xviii. Manpower Development and Training 
Kathpalia Committee was constituted in April 2007 to look into the 
existing promotion policy of Delhi University Library System. One of the 
major recommendations of the Committee was to provide extensive training to 
the existing library staff of the Delhi University Library System and Colleges 
and to acquaint them with the modem approach to library services. The 
Library is in the process of establishing a training centre and would be 
providing multi-fold exposure to different categories of Professional and Para-
professional library staff of Delhi University Library System and of Colleges. 
(Delhi University, n.d.) 
CONCLUSION 
The chapter reveals that IIT Delhi library is providing video cassettes 
which consists of video recording of series of class room lectures delivered by 
the IIT Faculty to the Undergraduate Engineering Students. In addition, the 
library has developed a repository of its intellectual output (Research 
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Publications of Faculty and Researchers, Theses, Technical Reports, Archives 
of the Departments and the institution as a whole, whereas IIT Kanpur for 
setting up repository of its intellectual output, is at progression stage. Library 
for providing computerized Current Awareness Services to its subscribers use 
abstract-based CD-ROM Databases. Library has started sending weekly e-mail 
alerts to the academic staff and students for currently arrived material added to 
the library during the preceding week. Delhi University Library provides 
various online services such as OP AC, Digital Collection, Subscribed E-
Resources, Public Domain E-Resources and E-Referencing. Besides this. 
Information Literacy and Competency Programmes are other added services. 
Apart from aforementioned manpower development & training is provided to 
staff members in IIT Kanpur and Delhi University to acquaint them with the 
modem approach to library services. IIT Delhi and Delhi Universit}' libraries 
provide access to DELNET databases not available in IIT Kanpur. 
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CHAPTER 7 
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
This chapter contains the analysis of responses received from chief 
Hbrarians, faculty members and users of Central library, IIT Delhi, P.K.Kelkar 
library, IIT Kanpur and Central Reference Library, Delhi University and is 
further divided into three parts. Part A contains librarians response received in 
the form of a questionnaire. Part B consists of user analysis, in which response 
received from users of libraries under study regarding periodicals use. Part C is 
devoted to Citation Analysis of Doctoral Theses and Faculty Publications in the 
disciplines of Computer Science Engineering, Mathematics and Physics. 
Analysis for all the questionnaires have been carried out with the help of tables, 
statistical analysis, graphs and textual presentation. 
7.1 Part A: Librarian Analysis Response 
To evaluate the total collection, process of acquisition and use of 
periodicals in the libraries of IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University, a 
questionnaire was prepared for data collection and administered among all 
three chiefs. 100% response is received from librarians of IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University. The collected data centered around the following 
points: 
i. Library Budget 
ii. Library Collection 
iii. Growth of Periodicals 
iv. Selection policy of periodicals 
V. Channels for acquiring periodicals 
vi. Interlibrary loan 
vii. E-Journals and Consortia 
viii. Computer Infrastructure 
ix. User training programme 
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7.1.1 Budget 
Finance is the lifeblood of any organization, and is concerned with 
allocation, utilization of resources and their evaluation. Annual budget is an 
important indicator of financial commitment of any library. Libraries of IIT 
Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University had spent significant amount for 
acquisition and subscription of periodicals. Details of the periodical budget of 
the mentioned libraries are presented in table-5. 
In all three libraries there is a continuous growth in periodicals budget. 
In IIT Delhi in the year 2003-2004 budget allocated to periodicals was 2, 80, 
and 00,000 and by the year 2007-2008 the budget goes up to 4, 10, 00000. It 
shows that there is an increase in periodicals growth, i.e., 46.43% from the 
financial year 2003-2004 to 2007-2008. Maximum increase in periodicals 
growth, i.e., 21.42% is reported in the year 2005-2006. 
In IIT Kanpur there is a consistent increase in budget allocated to 
periodical subscription. The growth in budget increased at a pace of 1.86% per 
year from the financial year 2003-2004 to 2007-2008. 
Delhi University also reveals a continuous growth in budget. The growth 
shows there is an increase of 2.43% during the year 2004-2005. The growth for 
periodicals was highest in the year 2005-2006, i.e., 32.61%. Above all the 
periodicals budget of Delhi University shows an increase of 52.22% from 
financial year 2003-2004 to 2007-2008. 
The total budget allocated to periodicals in IIT Kanpur is higher than IIT 
Delhi and Delhi University. However, the growth in periodicals budget is 
maximum in Delhi University (52.22%) since last five financial years, followed 
by IIT Delhi (46.43%) and IIT Kanpur (7.47%). There is no separate budget for 
subscription of E-Journals in the participating libraries. 
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Table-5 
Annual Periodicals Budget 
Var 
2(XB-20M 
200^2005 
200S-2005 
2006-2007 
2007-2008 
irrDdfai 
2,80,00000 
3,00,00000 
3,60,00000 
3j85,0000O 
4,10,00000 
Incnwe/Decrene 
-
20,00,000 
60,00,000 
25,00,000 
25,00,000 
Growth 
peaataff 
-
0.714 
2142 
&92 
8.92 
irr 
KaoiH'' 
535,00000 
M5,00000 
555,00000 
565,00000 
575,00000 
Incmse/Decrease 
-
10,00,000 
10,00,000 
10,00,000 
10,00,000 
Grmvth 
peraotesr 
-
186 
186 
186 
1.85 
Centni 
DdH 
Vmvraty 
1,40,50,000 
1,43^000 
1,89,74,000 
1,96^,000 
2,1338,000 
Inrease^lecnase 
-
3,42,000 
45,82,000 
66Z00O 
175,2000 
Growth 
penoenliige 
-
2.43 
32.61 
471 
12.46 
70000000 
60000000 
50000000 
40000000 
30000000 
20000000 
10000000 
Fig. 4: Annual Periodicals Budget 
• IIT Delhi 
• IITKanpur 
H Delhi University 
2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-20008 
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7.1.2 Library Collection 
A balanced collection is an important indicator which reflects the 
richness of the library which may consists of printed, non-printed and 
electronic resources that may help to meet various requirements of the users. 
Library collection forms a sound foundation for«efficient services. The details 
of collection of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University library have been 
presented in Table 6. 
As can be seen from the Table 6, Delhi University library has the largest 
collection of 14,50,000 volumes books. Besides this, it contains 5,00000 bound 
volumes of periodicals followed by IIT Kanpur with 2,25,000 books and 
190,000 bound volumes. On the other hand, IIT Delhi embraces 2,46,918 
books and 98,942 bound journals, and a very good collection of pamphlets, 
microfilms/ microfiche, audio video cassettes, CDs and DVDs. IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University have good collections of theses in their libraries. 
IIT Kanpur library bears a good collection of cartographic material, machine 
readable database, conference proceedings and technical reports. Delhi 
University library is versatile among three libraries with a special collection of 
manuscripts, a rare material which is not found in other two institute libraries. 
IIT Delhi subscribes 12,000 e-joumals, followed by IIT Kanpur subscribing 
10,000 e-joumals and Delhi University subscribing 5,000 e-journals. 
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Table- 6 
Library Collection 
Collection 
Books 
Current journals 
Standards 
Theses 
Bound journals 
Cartographic material 
Machine readable database 
Technical reports 
Pamphlet 
Microfilms/Microfiche 
Video cassettes 
CDs / DVDs 
Manuscripts 
E-Joumals 
IIT Delhi 
2,46,918 
680 
26,923 
13,430 
98,942 
-
-
-
1095 
2,340 
1,460 
3,000 
-
12,000 
IIT Kanpur 
225,000 
1227 
10,000 
15000 
190,000 
500 
25 
25,000 
-
-
-
-
-
10,000 
Central library, 
Delhi University 
14,50,000 
1480 
~ 
14,500 
5,00000 
-
-
-
-
-
-
3,000 
700 
5,000 
7.1.3 Growth of Printed Periodicals 
The growth of periodicals at IIT Delhi as shown by table- 7 and fig-5 
reveals that during the year 2000-2001 library subscribed to 910 periodicals. 
Later in the year 2001 the growth of periodicals subscription has followed a 
downward trend till the year 2005. In preceding years there was again spurt in 
number of periodicals till 2007. By the year 2008, growth of periodicals 
reached to 680, displaying decrease in number. In IIT Kanpur, there is an 
increase in the number of periodicals from the year 2000-2002 but decreasing 
trend is visible from 2002 to 2005. By the year 2005-2006 the growth shows an 
increasing graph, but in the preceding years the number shows a decreasing 
trend. The number of print journals reached upto 1227 by the year 2007-2008. 
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In case of Delhi University as it is clear from the table, there is an increase in 
the number of periodicals from the year 2000-2006. In the preceding year 
number of periodicals has shown a decreasing trend. After that by the year 
2006-2007 the number of periodicals has shown a decreasing trend. By the year 
2007-08 there is a little increase in number of periodicals. 
In IIT libraries, growth of printed periodicals has decreased from the 
year 2000-2008. In IIT Delhi periodical growth has come down from 910 to 
680 (25.27%) by the year 2000-2008. However, in IIT Kanpur the growth of 
the same has decreased from 1304 to 1227 (5.90%) during 2000-2008. The 
decrease in printed periodical subscription in IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur is due 
to several reasons such as increased use of e-joumals, increase in the 
subscription rates of journals, particularly foreign journals, and fiscal crisis 
faced by the library. 
In Delhi University library the growth of print periodicals shows an 
increase from 1105 to 1480 (23.93%) in the above mentioned years. It may be 
due to the remarkable growth of periodicals budget. 
Table- 7 
Growth of Printed Periodicals 
Year 
2000-01 
2001-02 
2002-03 
2003-04 
2004-05 
2005-06 
2006-07 
2007-08 
DT Delhi 
Number of 
periodicals 
910 
800 
700 
650 
609 
657 
718 
680 
Increase/ 
Decrease 
-
-110 
-100 
-50 
-41 
+48 
+61 
-38 
%age 
growth 
annual 
-
-12.09 
-12.5 
-7.14 
-6.31 
7.88 
9.28 
-5.29 
n r Kanpur 
Number of 
periodicals 
1304 
1589 
1585 
1542 
1483 
1569 
1283 
1227 
Increase/ 
Decrease 
-
+285 
•4 
43 
-59 
+86 
-286 
-56 
%age 
growth 
annual 
-
21.86 
-025 
-2.71 
-3.83 
5.8 
17.91 
4.36 
Delhi University 
Number of 
periodicals 
1105 
1140 
1285 
1372 
1465 
1500 
1477 
1480 
Increase/ 
Decrease 
-
+35 
+145 
+87 
+93 
+35 
-23 
3 
%age 
growth 
annual 
3.17 
12.72 
6.77 
6.78 
2.39 
-1.53 
0.20 
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7.1.4 Source of Funds 
The response from the librarians regarding the sources of funds elicits 
that libraries of IIT, Delhi and IIT Kanpur receive funds from Ministry of 
Human Resources and Development (MHRD) whereas the librarian of Delhi 
University said that the library is largely funded by the University Grants 
Commission. Occasionally the library also receives some endowment funds 
through the Government of India, donations from individuals or private trusts. 
7.1.5 Adequacy of Budget 
An attempt has made to know if the current budget is adequate to meet 
the requirement for the collection of periodicals. Data reveals that in IIT Delhi 
library the budget is adequate and additional budget is not required for 
enhancing its periodical collection, however the case is contrary with library of 
IIT Kanpur. Librarian's response reveals that present budget is insufficient for 
building appropriate periodical collection to meet users need. The librarian 
feels that an additional amount of Rs.30 lakhs is required to bear the fruits by 
getting online access to back files of journals. Similarly, Librarian in Delhi 
University argued that a substantial amount of Rs. 50 lakhs is required more for 
fulfilling the appropriate print journals. 
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7.1.6 Display of Current Periodicals 
As regards to the display of current periodicals, it is observed that all the 
three libraries organise regular display of periodicals. The library users are 
informed about the arrival of recent issues of journals by displaying them on 
display board atleast for a week. 
7.1.7 Printing facility of Online Articles 
Responding to a question on provision of printing facility regarding 
online articles, heads of the libraries are of negative remarks which they further 
elaborated that they posses access provision to online articles, users however to 
cope up with this fallsdrop, can store articles in CDs, pen drives or by other 
means of storage. IIT users later can retrieve hard copies of the same from their 
respective labs. However, Delhi University does not provide printout to users 
from their respective departmental labs. 
7.1.8 Periodicals Reshelved 
The question relating to reshelving of periodicals in participating 
libraries disclosed that periodicals are reshelved once in a day in IITs and thrice 
in a week in Delhi University library. On an average 100-120 current 
periodicals and 150-200 back volumes are reshelved on daily basis in libraries 
of IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur. In Delhi University library on an average 600-650 
periodicals including current and back volumes are reshelved in a week. 
7.1.9 Sources for Selecting Periodicals both Print and Electronic 
In order to elicit information about subscription of e-journals, the 
investigator asked the librarian of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University 
to rank them in their decreasing order of significance. Faculty and user 
recommendations is the first preference, followed by consulting colleagues and 
searching online catalogues of publishers for identifying print periodicals in 
three libraries. However in all three libraries searching e-joumal resources 
websites, distributors of internet/ online databases and books/ newsletters 
reviews respectively are important sources for identifying e-joumals. 
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7.1.10 Selection Policy 
In order to develop a useful collection, it is essential to formulate a 
selection policy for the acquisition of periodicals. Different libraries follow 
different procedures resting upon their user needs. Selection of periodicals in 
IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University is done by librarian, on the basis of 
teachers' and students' recommendations from different departments taking 
into consideration user's demand, annual budget and scope of the library. 
While the Chief librarians of IIT Delhi and Kanpur in this respect 
unveiled quality, currency, authenticity, completeness and relevance of subject 
material for curriculum as their criteria policy for selection of a particular 
journal. The information however furnished by Delhi University librarian on 
the other hand revealed qualitativeness of journal on the basis of citations, user 
needs and subject relevance for journal selection. 
7.1.11 Channels for Acquiring Periodicals 
Acquisition involves selection, ordering, payment, entry in the register 
and sending remainders for non-receipt. Different libraries follow different 
methods for periodical acquisition. In IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University libraries periodicals are procured from Indian subscription agents 
(print and non-print both). In case of subscription through agents all such 
correspondence is done by the agent on behalf of the subscriber. The library 
has to written only to the agents for missing issues etc. 
7.1.12 Reasons for Subscribing Journals through Subscription Agencies 
When the heads of the libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University are asked to indicate various reasons for subscribing journals 
through subscription agencies, responded that reminders can be mailed to one 
agency only, renewal and record keeping becomes easy and above all 
procedural complexities of foreign exchange are not involved which has 
become a thorny problem. 
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7.1.13 Problems while acquiring Periodicals through Subscription 
Agencies 
The response from the librarians of IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur reveals 
that multiplicity of vendors, inadequate product specification, lack of 
information about different issues, lack of confirmed prices, custom clearance 
and problem of conversion rate etc. are the problems while acquiring journals 
through subscription agencies. Similarly in Delhi University, problems related 
to price hike, devaluation of rupee and the hike in foreign exchange rate are 
acute current problems in acquisition of periodicals. The problems associated 
with the procurement of periodicals further reveal that libraries of IIT Delhi 
and IIT Kanpur are facing the common problem of missing issues related to 
periodicals. However, in IIT Delhi library there is no provision of supplying 
back issues and simultaneously there is no response to the reminders sent to 
subscription agencies. 
7.1.14 Deselection of Periodicals 
The participating libraries were asked whether they deselect any journal 
subscription during previous years. The response sought by librarians is in 
affirmative. The reasons reveal by them for deselection in IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University are that journal issues were no longer in demand. 
Librarians cited duplication of other material as the next reason of deselection. 
7.1.15 Estimation of Periodical Usage 
In regard to estimation of periodical usage there is an umbrella of 
indicators available to assess their usage which embraces both direct and 
indirect measures including in- house use, photocopy use, interlibrary loan 
requests, measuring use through questionnaire response and citation. To this 
concern, librarians of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University unveiled 
gathering statistics in the library and ILL request from library's clientele as the 
major indicators for measuring periodical usage. 
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7.1.16 Subscription of Electronic Journals 
Librarians of above mentioned libraries indicate that they are 
subscribing e-joumals tlirough various means. Libraries of IIT Delhi and IIT 
Kanpur are subscribing packages of Science Online, Elsevier Science, Kluwer 
Online, Springer Link, Nature, American Institute of Physics_v^heTeas Delhi 
University library is subscribing J-Gate, Science Direct, Ebscohost, Sage 
Online and Emerald Journals. 
lAAl Reasons for acquiring journals in Electronic form 
The crystalled data obtained reveal that librarians of IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University favoured to e-joumals as they are user-friendly, 
easily accessible, 24 hours at users desktop irrespective of time limitation, 
provide universal accessibility, support multimedia content, network facility, 
and simultaneously used by a number of users for various purposes. These 
witness the reasons for acquiring e-joumals as unveiled by the librarians of 
selected libraries. 
7.1.18 Commencement of E-Journals in libraries 
The response sought by the heads of the libraries shows that e-joumals 
first commenced in IIT Delhi by year 1997, whereas IIT Kanpur in this regard 
initiated functioning by the year 2003 and in succeeding year i.e. in the year 
2004 Delhi University started subscribing e-joumals.. 
Table-8 
Commencement of E-journals 
Libraries 
Year 
IIT Delhi 
1997 
IIT Kanpur 
2003 
Delhi University 
2004 
7.1.19 Methods for providing Current and Back Issues 
There are various methods available for current issues storage. To this 
context, chief librarians of the selected libraries indicate that they archive e-
joumal text in main computer and provide its access on request. 
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7.1.20 Information about Current £-Journals 
In order to identify how users are informed about new e-journal issues, 
data revealed by librarians of IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur that users are notified 
via e-mails regarding current arrivals and to appropriate patrons e-joumal text 
is being mailed whereas Delhi University is yet to facilitate this service to its 
patrons. 
7.1.21 E-Journals Acquired 
As e-joumals came into being in number of forms, among which free 
journals are available on internet hold good position while as others include 
subscription e-joumals, scholarly e-joumals, full-text e-joumals, indexing and 
abstracting e-joumals. As depicted from the analysis, IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur 
acquire subscription e-joumals, scholarly e-joumals, full-text e-joumals, 
indexing and abstracting e-journals. However, Delhi University by and large 
shoulder on respective consortium for acquiring e-joumals. 
7.1.22 Section responsible for acquiring Periodicals 
Subscribing periodicals is a tedious process which undoubtedly involves 
lots of procedural complexities till its completion. As evidenced by librarians, 
periodical section in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University is responsible 
for subscribing and distribution of e-joumals including their archiving 
facilities. 
7.1.23 Interlibrary Loan 
Heads of IITs and Delhi University libraries on being asked if they are 
providing interlibrary loan for the requisition of library users firmly responded 
the provision of interlibrary loan with them, however for lending reference 
documents, no such provision is visible rather photocopies of articles are 
mailed on individual request. Besides this, joumal articles are also supplied to 
non- member institutions on demand. 
7.1.23.1 Interlibrary Loan Statistics 
No library is self sufficient and as a result they share documents through 
ILL. The study took place during March- May 2007. The Chief librarians were 
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approached for collecting data regarding the interlibrary loan of periodicals. 
Categories of ILL are as follows: 
i) ILL- Out- The service the library is providing outside their library to other 
member libraries. 
ii) ILL- In: - The service library is availing from other member libraries. 
The ILL request for periodicals for the year 2005-2008 is shown in the 
table 9. As cleared from the statistics, total percentage obtained in case of ILL-
In for periodicals in libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University in 
the year 2005-06 is 66.25 percent, 61.11 percent and 45.83 percent 
respectively. The number of requests received shows a gradual decrease in 
preceding years i.e. 61.66 percent in IIT Delhi, 52.41 percent in IIT Kanpur and 
increase of 49.03 percent in case of Delhi University. In the year 2007-08 the 
number of requests received in Delhi University went in exponential pattern. 
Table further displays the percentage for the current year in mentioned 
libraries, i.e. 57.77 percent, 29.23 percent and 50 percent in IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University. 
Hence, it can be inferred from the table-9 that interlibrary loan-In was 
remarkable in libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University by the 
year 2005-06 bearing phenomenal percentage. There is consistent inclination in 
the number of requests received by IIT Delhi & Kanpur libraries, whereas a 
small increase is found in preceding years i.e. 2006-2008 in Delhi University. 
A drop in the number of titles requested through interlibrary loan-In in 
IITs may suggest users are finding the journals needed in their library whether 
in print or electronic. An increase in interlibrary loan-In requests in Delhi 
University will suggest the current collection is not sufficient to meet user 
needs. 
As far ILL-Out for periodicals is concerned, requests supplied by IIT 
Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University to participating libraries, the 
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percentage is at its peak in the year 2005-06, i.e. 74.66 percent, 68.48 percent 
and 51.11 percent respectively. Succeeding this, there is a sudden drop in the 
number of requests answered by the year 2006-08. In 2006-07 the percentage 
declined to 61.11 percent, 70.03 percent and 44.75 percent respectively in IIT 
Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. Rest percentage obtained from said 
libraries by the year 2007-08 resulted 50 percent, 54.46 percent and 41.66 
percent respectively. The low success rate for the libraries might be due to the 
fact that they handled a large number of transactions made to several libraries, 
covering a variety of subjects. 
£:. 50 
8 30 
o 
Fig. 6: Interlibrary Loan Statistics 
D IIT Delhi 
• IIT Kanpur 
• Delhi University 
ILL-Out 
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7.1.23.2 Users of Interlibrary loan 
In order to trace the users, making use of interlibrary loan service, 
librarians illustrate that members and non-members can avail the facility. It is 
also found that none of the library charge for providing interlibrary loan service 
rather xerox and postal services are being charged. The bill of which is sent 
with loan item. 
7.1.24 Participation in Consortium 
The library consortium is a collective activity of a group of participating 
libraries accomplishing a common goal of sharing resources. When asked to 
the heads of the libraries about their membership of e-joumal consortium, their 
response was affirmative. Libraries of IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur are the 
member of INDEST-AICTE Consortium, whereas Delhi University library is 
the member of UGC- INFONET Digital Library Consortium. Librarians in 
chosen institutes opined that the services provided through INDEST and UGC-
INFONET are quite good and consortia have become the need of hour and they 
further reveal that they are satisfied with e-joumal consortia available in their 
respective libraries. It is heartening to know that users can access to more 
journals and databases at lower cost. 
7.1.25 Cancellation of print subscription to add E-Journals 
As evidenced by the questionnaire, the libraries are advocating for the 
cancellation of print subscription in order to maintain e-journals. Heads in 
libraries of IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur added that they stop purchasing the 
particular journals quoting the reason their switch over to online versions. In 
IIT Delhi print periodicals were cancelled after purchasing the same in e-form 
are IEEE, lEE, ASCE, ASME, ACM, Springer, CA etc. whereas in IIT Kanpur 
print journals are replaced by their electronic counterparts, among which 
ASME, ACM, APS, lEE, IEEE are worth mentioning. However, librarian in 
Delhi University maintains silence related to this issue. 
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7.1.26 Computer Infrastructure 
Sufficient computer infrastructure is needed for the efficient working of 
e-joumals in libraries. The cornputer infrastructure is shown in the table-10. 
Table-10 
Computer Infrastructure 
Libraries 
IIT Delhi 
IIT Kanpur 
Delhi 
University 
Number of 
terminals 
20 
15 
25 
Software 
LibSys 
IITKLAS 
Troodon 
Operating 
system 
Windows 
Unix 
Windows 
Number of 
server 
8 
2 
3 
7.1.26.1 Hardware in Use 
To identify the types of computers being used by the three libraries, the 
librarians are requested to indicate the computer facilities available and also the 
number of computers used in their libraries. IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur libraries 
are providing 20 and 15 terminals respectively for searching e-joumals to their 
respective users. In Delhi University library there are 25 nodes provided for 
searching the same. 
7.1.26.2 Software in Use 
Software package play a key role for the success of any library. 
Generally the software is used for database development and management of 
library housekeeping operations and word processing activities. Another 
measure of e-joumals utilization is studied with respect to application software 
packages used in IIT libraries and Delhi University library. Responses indicate 
that the three libraries are using different operating systems, word processors, 
application software and programming languages. The resuU of the analysis of 
responses regarding operating system shows that IIT Delhi and Delhi 
University libraries are using Windows whereas IIT Kanpur is using UNIX. As 
far as library management software is concemed IIT Delhi library is using 
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LIBSYS (a commercial software package), the most widely used software as it 
is quite effective to handle scientific data. IIT Kanpur library is using IITKLAS 
(IIT Kanpur Library Automation Software) and Delhi University library is 
using Troodon. 
7.1.27 Databases Used 
Databases form sound foundation for providing efficient information 
services in a library. Librarians are asked to indicate if they are utilizing 
database of e-joumals for providing information retrieval services to users. The 
summary of analysis of databases used shows that libraries of IIT Delhi and 
Delhi University are members of DELNET and its users can access database 
hosted by DELNET. However, library of IIT Kanpur does not have access to 
DELNET databases. The summary of analysis of databases used shows that the 
three libraries use CD-ROM databases followed by online databases. 
7.1.28 Methods to promote E-Journals Use 
Effective promotion can serve many purposes like, establishing 
communication and raising awareness. It also helps in building up the image of 
library and librarian. Therefore, providing guidance and user education for 
stimulating the use of electronic journals is essential. IIT Libraries circulate 
database specific user guide (hardcopy) and subject list of e-joumals on 
library/institute web pages. Libraries of IIT and Delhi University had 
developed a well advanced web page with links to e-joumals available in their 
jurisdiction. 
7.1.29 Connection methods for e-journals 
In order to know the connection methods provided for accessing e-
joumals, it is found that libraries of IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur provide library 
wide IP filtering and campus wide IP filtering whereas Delhi University libraiy 
only provides library wide IP filtering for e-joumals access. 
7.1.30 Problems faced while providing access to e-journals 
Inspite of encompassing so many facilities provided through e-joumals 
there are many barriers faced by librarians. Slow downloading is the major 
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hindrance while providing access to them in three libraries. Librarians in IIT 
Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University claimed that bandwidth is low as 
compared to the number of users and suggested that bandwidth should be 
increased with the pace of use. 
7.1.31 Need for user training programme 
With the number of e-joumals being published and the variety of 
different interfaces, sophisticated search and retrieval skills are becoming 
necessary. On being asked, the heads of the IIT libraries replied that user 
training is essential. They further mentioned that as such they do not arrange 
any formal training programme on e-joumals. In IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur, 
orientation programme is being provided by vendors to the library staff for 
facilitating better e-joumal services. 
However, librarian of Delhi University quoted that training programmes 
are essential for effective utilization of e-joumals. Library is regularly 
conducting e-resources orientation for the PG students, in the class room 
environment. It is being conducted through high quality interactive power point 
presentations comprising of textual, video and visual information. 
7.1.32 Impact of £-JournaIs on Print Journals 
The investigator observed IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University 
librarian's opinion about the impact on users after the introduction of e-
joumals. Their opinion reveals that there is a heavy impact on users after the 
introduction of e-joumals due to time saving, currency of knowledge and 
information on desktop. Librarians of IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur told that use of 
e-joumals is fast picking up. The number of users coming to library has 
decreased as they are accessing e-joumals from their respective departments, 
computer centre and hostels. Librarian in Delhi University replied that usage of 
e-joumals is increased. Besides this, the quality of research and student's 
position has improved. 
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7.1.33 Impact of Consortia on Users 
From the analysis, it is clear that librarians in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and 
Delhi University quoted that after the availability of e-joumals through 
consortia, users now have more online journals to be accessed, and these online 
journals proved to be extremely useful especially for research scholars and 
faculty members. All these in turn enhance user satisfaction to manifold. 
Overall it can be seen that e-joumals are being used more. 
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7.2.1 SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION 
In distribution of questionnaire, several points were considered such as 
population of users and representation of each category of libraries under study. 
It is not feasible to collect large quantities of data having each and every library 
user in three different libraries. Therefore, samples were selected by using 
stratified sampling method having PG students, Research scholars and Faculty 
members in Central Library IIT Delhi, P.K.Kelkar Library IIT Kanpur and 
Central Library, Delhi University. A total number of297, 255 and 450 
questionnaires respectively were distributed among users of IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University respectively. Out of which 240 respondents in IIT 
Delhi and 219 in IIT Kanpur and 375 respondents in Delhi University 
responded the questionnaires. Therefore, the investigator selected 212, 193, and 
332 questionnaires for the analysis of data as 28, 26, and 43 questionnaires 
were rejected in both IITs and Delhi University because of incomplete response 
from the respondents. Total response rate in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University is 71.3 percent, 75.68 percent and 73.77 percent respectively. 
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7.2.1.1 Frequency of periodical usage 
The frequency of periodical usage by the users bear a relationship with 
the extent of use. Frequency is divided into daily, weekly, fortnightly and 
rarely/occasionally. To find out the frequency of periodical usage by the 
institutional users, the data obtained has been presented in table 12. 
As depicted in table, the respondents when asked about the frequency of 
periodical usage, responded as follows: Asked whether they use periodicals 
daily, it was observed that among total respondents in IIT Delhi, 20.83 percent 
PG students, 10.44 percent research scholars and 8 percent faculty members are 
using periodicals daily. In IIT Kanpur among 193 respondents, 26.26 percent 
PG students, 17.18 percent research scholars and 16.66 percent faculty 
members are using periodicals daily. In Delhi University, among total 
respondents, 22 percent PG students, 21.56 percent research scholars and 6.66 
percent faculty members are using periodicals daily. About 29.16 percent PG 
students, 44.77 percent research scholars and 60 percent faculty members in 
IIT Delhi, 30.30 percent PG students, 40.62 percent research scholars and 40 
percent faculty members in IIT Kanpur whereas 29.5 percent PG students, 
37.25 percent research scholars and 43.33 percent faculty members in Delhi 
university use periodicals weekly. 
Data related to periodicals usage on a fortnightly basis shows that 40 
percent PG students, 35.82 percent research scholars and 20 percent faculty 
members in IIT Delhi, 33.33 percent PG students, 28.12 percent research 
scholars and 30 percent faculty members in IIT Kanpur and 32.5 percent PG 
students, 31.37 percent research scholars and 40 percent Faculty members in 
Delhi university use periodicals fortnightly. 
Some 10 percent PG students, 8.95 percent research scholars and 12 
percent faculty members in IIT Delhi, 10.10 percent PG students, 14.06 percent 
research scholars and 13.33 percent faculty members in IIT Kanpur and 16 
percent PG students, 9.80 percent research scholars and 10 percent Faculty 
members in Delhi University use periodicals rarely / occasionally. 
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Thus it becomes apparent from the analysis that majority of the PG 
students in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University use periodicals 
fortnightly because they assume that using periodicals is a time consuming 
process and they don't have enough time to consult them. Analysis also reveals 
that most of the research scholars and faculty members of the three libraries use 
periodicals weekly as they need to consult them for various research activities 
which require current, authentic and up-to-date information for inclusion in 
presentation, research publications and teaching. 
It is evident from the table-12 that most of the users in IIT Kanpur 
(35.23 percent) followed by Delhi University (33.13 percent) and IIT Delhi 
(33.03 percent) use periodicals on a weekly basis. 
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7.2.1.2 Use of National and International Periodicals 
Regarding effectiveness, efficiency and usage of national and 
international periodical, students at Master's level with the percentage of 25, 
25.25 and 35.5 respectively in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University 
confer national periodicals while as the case with international periodical 
usage among the same reports 75 percent, 74.74 percent and 64.5 percent 
respectively. 
The percentage among research scholars about the same is observed 
as 14.92, 14.06 and 35.29 percent respectively in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and 
Delhi University. While as the percentage of international periodicals 
reveals that majority of research scholars i.e. 85.07 percent, 85.93 percent, 
and 64.70 percent in three institutes prefer them. However, when it comes to 
faculty of the said institutions, the usage of national periodicals accounted 20 
percent followed by 10 percent and 23.33 percent respectively. 
On contrary to this, the international periodical usage outnumbered 
national periodical usage in mentioned libraries among all the faculty 
members of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur & Delhi University with fairly decent 
representation of 80, 90 and 76.66 percent respectively. 
About 10.38 percent users in IIT Delhi, 4.14 percent in IIT Kanpur 
and 14.16 percent of them in Delhi University use both national and 
international periodicals. 
Observing from the above analysis, it can be noticed that Delhi 
University outnumbered IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur in national periodical 
usage while as the said IITs marginalize Delhi University in the usage of 
international periodicals. 
Using Chi-Square test, it is found that calculated value (25.27) is 
higher than its table value (5.991) at 5% level of significance p < 0.05 
.Significant differences are observed in the usage of national and 
international periodicals among users in selected libraries. 
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Fig.7 Use of National and International Periodicals 
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7.2.1.3 Purpose of Use 
To find out the purpose of periodical usage by the users, the purpose is 
classified into five categories- (1) for browsing and up-to-date with information 
(2) research work (3) information searching (4) study and (5) for other 
purposes. The table- 14 indicates that 23.58 percent of respondents in IIT 
Delhi, 30.57 percent of them in IIT Kanpur and 12.35 percent in Delhi 
University read periodicals for browsing and keeping up-to-date with 
information. 
An adequate percentage of respondents in IIT Delhi (57.55 percent), IIT 
Kanpur (65.80 percent), and Delhi University (55.72 percent) consuh 
periodicals for their research/study work. 
Some 21.23 percent of respondents in IIT Delhi, 25.91 percent in IIT 
Kanpur and 17.47 percent of them in Delhi University view current and back 
volumes of periodicals for information searching .Others identified the purpose 
of using for enhancing current subject knowledge and preparing notes in case 
of PG students, research scholars identified their purpose for making 
presentations, term papers and tutorials, whereas faculty members use them for 
delivering class room lectures and publishing papers. 
The above analysis shows that the highest percentage of research 
scholars (74.63 percent in IIT Delhi, 76.56 percent in IIT Kanpur and 75.49 
percent in Delhi University) and faculty members (68 percent in IIT Delhi, 
43.33 percent in IIT Kanpur and 63.33 percent in Delhi University) read 
periodicals for their research. As far as PG students are concerned, they make 
use of periodicals for study i.e. preparing assignments and enhancing current 
subject knowledge. 
In concluding terms it can be pen down that more than 60 percent, i.e., 
65.80 percent of users in IIT Kanpur followed by IIT Delhi, i.e., 57.75 percent 
and Delhi University ,i.e., 55.72 percent make use of periodicals by and large 
to advance and excel their research curiosity and specialization and henceforth 
can be stated that the purpose among users of the said institutions bear identical 
response. 
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7.2.1.4 Sources for Access and Use 
To know about the sources through which respondents have initialized 
towards the access and periodical usage, 31.13 percent respondents in IIT 
Delhi, 26.94 percent in IIT Kanpur and 30.72 percent of them in Delhi 
University expressed the view that they started accessing periodicals through 
direct browsing. About 48.11 percent respondents at IIT Delhi, 33.68 percent in 
IIT Kanpur and 38.55 percent of them at Delhi University reported their access 
through Indexing and Abstracting Periodicals. Although 27.89 percent 
respondents in IIT Delhi, 29.14 percent in IIT Kanpur and 31.22 percent of 
them in Delhi University access them through citations in the articles, whereas 
8.96 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 13.99 percent in IIT Kanpur and 8.13 
percent of them in Delhi University initialized access to periodicals through 
discussion with colleagues. Some about 17.45 percent respondents in IIT 
Delhi, 20.21 percent in IIT Kanpur and 12.35 percent of them in Delhi 
University stimulated to use by participating in conferences and seminars. 
The analysis reveals that most of the respondents in IIT Delhi (48.11 
percent), IIT Kanpur (41.68 percent) and Delhi University library (38.55 
percent) are initialised towards access and use of periodicals through indexing 
and abstracting periodicals as the users get appropriate references to locate 
their desired information quickly. Least percentage of users started accessing 
and using periodicals through discussion with colleagues. 
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7.2.1.5 Arrangement of Current and Back Volumes 
The arrangement of periodicals play a key role in their effective 
utilization. If the periodicals are arranged in friendly/ proper manner as per the 
users demand, their use can be beefed up to a great extent. To understand the 
opinion of users regarding the arrangement of the back volumes on the shelves, 
data has been collected from them and the analysis of data furnished by 
respondents indicates that 17.45 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 8.80 percent 
in IIT Kanpur and 22.28 percent of them in Delhi University consider the 
arrangement of current and back volumes 'not helpful' , whereas 54.71 percent, 
66.32 percent and 46.38 percent reported as 'helpful' in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur 
and Delhi University respectively. Some about 27.83 percent respondents in 
IIT Delhi, 24.87 percent in IIT Kanpur and 31.32 percent of them in Delhi 
University are of the opinion that arrangement of current and back volumes is 
'most helpful'. 
It can be deduced from the analysis that a fair percentage of respondents 
in IIT Kanpur (66.32 percent) followed by IIT Delhi (54.71 percent), and Delhi 
University (46.38 percent) consider arrangement of current and back volumes 
on shelves are 'helpful' and a good percentage of users in IIT Delhi ,Kanpur 
and Delhi University have the opinion that of 'most helpful'. 
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7.2.1.6 Information of latest arrivals 
In respect to the query regarding the sources, from which users came 
across about the latest arrival of periodicals, 31.60 percent respondents in IIT 
Delhi, 31.61 percent in IIT Kanpur and 38.55 percent in Delhi University 
expressed their view that they came across the current arrivals through the 
notification from the library. About 15.09 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 
25.91 percent in IIT Kanpur and 15.96 percent of them in Delhi University 
reported the information of latest arrival through current awareness list. Some 
16.04 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 15.34 percent in IIT Kanpur and 13.55 
percent of them in Delhi University access information of latest arrivals of 
periodicals through bulletin boards. Whereas majority of them, i.e., 49.06 
percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 54.40 percent in IIT Kanpur and 50.9 percent 
in Delhi University expressed that they are informed about the latest arrivals 
through display board. Very few members i.e. 7.55 percent in IIT Delhi and 
10.88 percent in IIT Kanpur responded that they receive mails from their 
libraries. 
In nutshell it is perceived from the above analysis that major proportion 
of respondents in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University respectively are 
informed about the latest arrival of periodicals by displaying them on display 
board followed by notification from the library. 
In IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur users are informed about the current 
arrivals through e-mails whereas Delhi University library does not provide this 
facility to its users. 
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7.2.1.7 Use of different types of Periodicals 
As it is observed by the investigator that libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University properly organize the reported categories of 
periodicals in table 18 for the effective and efficient usage by users. 
However, an effort is made to know the types of periodicals that are being 
read at the apex by users while making use of them. Data in table 18 
displays that 19.81 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 21.76 percent in IIT 
Kanpur and 20.78 percent of them in Delhi University read abstracting 
journals. Very few respondents, i.e., 5.2 percent in IIT Delhi, 8.3 percent 
in IIT Kanpur and 8.73 percent of them in Delhi University consult 
indexing journals. Less than 15 percent users, i.e., 7.55 percent in IIT 
Delhi, 9.87 percent in IIT Kanpur and 14.45 percent in Delhi University 
prefer citation journals. Majority of users i.e. 75.47 percent in IIT Delhi, 
71.5 percent in IIT Kanpur and 68.97 percent of them in Delhi University 
prefer to read primary journals than any other types. Use of primary 
journals is more in IIT Delhi in comparison to IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University. 
It is unveiled that primary journals for their authenticity, up-to-
dateness, currency and unfiltered information are being given top priority 
over all other categories while only handful users make use of abstracting 
and indexing journals for obtaining references, abstracts and compilation 
of bibliographies. 
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7.2.1.8 Use of Periodical Services 
To facilitate the use of periodical collection, libraries provide many 
services to their users. The data presented in the table- 19 and figure-8 
represents the facilities and services provided for periodical usage. Analysis of 
data depicted regarding the use of periodicals services available in IIT Delhi 
IIT Kanpur and Delhi University reveals no response to translation of 
periodicals, as the three libraries are yet to possess the same. 
Less than 25 percent users, i.e., 17.45 percent users in IIT Delhi, 19.68 
percent in IIT Kanpur and 20.18 percent of them in Delhi University make use 
of interlibrary loan facility provided by their respective libraries. 
More than 75 percent respondents in IITs i.e. 77.83 percent in IIT 
Delhi, 77.72 percent in IIT Kanpur and 69.27 percent in Delhi University avail 
xerox facility available within library premises. It may be presumed that a 
previous reference leads users to photocopy articles in older periodicals; they 
would be just as happy obtaining a photocopy of an article in place of the 
original. 
It is further indicated that only 19.81 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 
29.02 percent in IIT Kanpur and 21.98 percent of them in Delhi University use 
union catalogue of periodicals. 
The breakup wise analysis of data drawn in table 19 crystal clear 
displays that libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University facilitate 
their users to avail xerox facility at nominal charges followed by union 
catalogue of periodicals. 
As far as non-availability of translation of periodicals is concerned, one 
assumes that the infrastructure facility in the all the three libraries is 
insufficient to meet the information needs of the users. 
As visible from table-19, Chi-square calculated value (2.68) is less than 
its table value (7.815) at 5% level of significance which reveals that there is a 
non-significant difference among the use of various periodical services 
available in these libraries. 
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7.2.1.9 Impact Factor and Use of Periodicals 
The journal impact factor is a measure of the frequency with which an 
'average article' in a journal has been cited in a particular year. It helps to 
evaluate a journal's relative importance specifically when the investigator 
compares it to others in the same field. The response regarding whether the 
users consider the impact factor on selection of a particular journal for 
reading articles is shown in table 20. 
It is evident from the analysis that among total respondents in IIT Delhi 
and IIT Kanpur 69.81 percent and 80.83 percent in their respective order 
consider impact factor as the indicator of quality of a journal. Similarly in 
Delhi University, 55.72 percent respondents account impact factor into 
consideration as indicator for measuring the quality of a journal whereas 20.28 
percent, 8.29 percent respondents in IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur and 27.1 percent 
respondents in Delhi University do not consider impact factor while selecting 
journals to read. However, 12 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 10.88 percent 
in IIT Kanpur and 17.17 percent of them in Delhi University avoided 
responding the question. 
The data analyzed shows that impact factor of a periodical is considered 
to be significant by majority of the respondents in IIT Kanpur (80.83 percent) 
followed by IIT Delhi (69.81 percent) and Delhi University (55.72 percent) for 
measuring its quality at the time of use. 
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7.2.1.10 Problems in Periodical Usage 
Periodicals in whole literature, published or unpublished throughout the 
globe are acclaimed as boon over all sources of information, however their 
time lag, change in periodicity, fission and title fusion pose many problems to 
the respondents while making use of them. Among the respondents responded 
to the survey, over 70 percent of them, i.e., 76.88 percent in IIT Delhi, 76.68 
percent in IIT Kanpur and 74.39 percent in Delhi University meet problems 
while using periodicals. The problems came across while using periodicals as 
quoted by users are late arrivals, changes in titles, periodicity, merging and 
splitting etc. Some about 14.21 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 15.42 percent 
in IIT Kanpur and 25.61 percent of them in Delhi University did not experience 
any difficulty on this account. 
As inferred from the analysis, majority of users in IIT Delhi, followed 
by IIT Kanpur and Delhi University experience many problems due to late 
arrival of periodicals, changes in their periodicity and title, splitting and 
merging of titles within due course . 
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7.2.1.11 Relevance of Periodicals 
The use of periodicals is affected by their reliabiUty and availability in 
libraries. There is a need to know the relevance of periodicals acquired. Its only 
the respondents who can decide the usefulness of the periodicals. The question 
on relevance of periodical collection as revealed by respondents of the selected 
libraries is presented in the table 22. In all three libraries, 73.11 percent 
respondents in IIT Delhi, 82.90 percent in IIT Kanpur and 61.74 percent of 
them in Delhi University indicate that acquired periodicals in their libraries are 
relevant to fulfill their requirements while the remaining 26.88 percent 
respondents in IIT Delhi, 17.09 percent in IIT Kanpur and 38.25 percent of 
them in Delhi University report that the acquired periodicals are irrelevant to 
satisfy their needs. 
The statistics laid down in table 22 putforth that periodicals acquired in 
IITs (73.11 percent in IIT Delhi, 77.78 percent in IIT Kanpur) comprehensively 
outnumber Delhi University (61.74 percent) in terms of relevance. 
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7.2.1.12 Collection of periodicals 
Though libraries in the modem age fail to be self-sufficient, however, 
with adequate sources on all fronts, they to a greater extent can grip giant 
strides successfully to fulfill the information chaos of their hetrogeneous user 
community. 
The opinion of respondents regarding the collection of periodicals in 
various categories play an important role because adequate collection of them 
enhances their effective utilization. Therefore it is necessary to recognize 
whether the existing collection of periodicals at IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur & Delhi 
University is competent enough to serve the information requirements of its 
users in their research and publication work. 
As clear from table 23, 36.63 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 43 
percent in IIT Kanpur and 34.03 percent in Delhi University acclaimed that 
they are 'highly satisfied' with periodical collection. More than 45 percent, i.e., 
48.11 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 48.18 percent in IIT Kanpur and 47.28 
percent in Delhi University reflect it 'satisfied'. This is followed by a thin 
percentage of respondents i.e., 16.03 percent in IIT Delhi, 8.8 percent in IIT 
Kanpur and 18.67 percent in Delhi University who expressed their view that 
collection is 'not satisfied'. 
Therefore, the data analysed pen down in table 23 regarding periodical 
collection reveals that considerable number of users in IITs (48.11 percent in 
IIT Delhi, 48.18 percent in IIT Kanpur) and Delhi University (47.28 percent) 
rate that they are 'satisfied' with periodical collection. Users are satisfied with 
Periodical collection in IIT Kanpur, followed by IIT Delhi and Delhi 
University. 
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7.2.1.13 Need of More Print Journals 
On being questioned if there is additional need of print journals, it came 
out be surprising to observe that 85.85 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 89.12 
percent in IIT Kanpur and 78.92 percent of them in Delhi University asserted 
more need of print journals. 
However, fewer respondents i.e. 14.15 percent in IIT Delhi, 10.88 
percent in IIT Kanpur and 21.08 percent of them in Delhi University expressed 
that they do not need more print journals in their respective disciplines. Need 
for print journals is high in IIT Kanpur, followed by IIT Delhi and Delhi 
University. 
The analysis summarizes that bulk of users in IITs (85.85 percent in IIT 
Delhi and 89.12 percent in IIT Kanpur) and Delhi University (78.92 percent) 
disclosed their need for more print journals by their parent libraries in their 
respective disciplines quoting to keep themselves abreast with the current 
literature available of their choice for variety of purposes and for improving 
quality and efficiency of research. 
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7.2.1.14 Format for reading Newspaper 
Table 25 attempts to provide a closer examination of the use of print and 
online newspapers (i.e. whether users read newspaper's print edition as 
opposed to that same newspaper's online edition. As evident from the table out 
of the total percentage, 28.77 percent users in IIT Delhi read print newspapers. 
More than 75 percent, i.e., 75.47 percent prefer to read online newspapers 
while 35.84 percent prefer print and online both. 
In IIT Kanpur 29.01 percent users prefer print newspapers, 82.38 
percent read online newspapers whereas 30.05 percent users read print and 
online newspapers both. 
On contrary to this, in Delhi University 75 percent respondents like to 
read print newspapers. Only 25 percent users prefer online newspapers and 
21.08 percent use both forms, i.e., print and online. 
It is apparent that use of online newspapers is very high in IIT Kanpur 
and IIT Delhi as infrastructure in IITs is well equipped in comparison to Delhi 
University. 
Delhi University shows high use of print newspapers as compared to IIT 
Delhi and IIT Kanpur. 
7.2.1.15 Use of secondary Databases 
Users of IIT's and Delhi University have asked about the use of 
secondary databases. They replied that they are making use of secondary 
databases just to reach to primary journals. Users in IITs use databases related 
to engineering, science and technology such as COMPENDEX, IEEE Explore 
and INSPEC. Delhi university users use JSTOR, Nature and Chemical 
Abstracts to search primary sources. 
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7.2.2.1 Awareness of E-Journals 
E-joumals are a fact of life in today's environment. They represent a 
significant and growing part of the academic Hbrary's services. Researchers 
have realized the value of e-joumals because of their cost-effectiveness and 
multiple advantages. In response to the question, "Are you aware of the 
availability of electronic journals at your institute; 190 respondents (89.52 
percent) from IIT Delhi including 100 PG students, 65 research scholars and 25 
faculty members ; 187 respondents (96.89 percent) from IIT Kanpur, including 
95 PG Students, 62 research scholars and 30 faculty members, and 255 (76.80 
percent) out of 332, including 130 PG Students( 65 percent), 95 research 
scholars (93.13 percent) and 30 (100 percent) faculty members in Delhi 
University responded positively and narrate that they are fully aware of the 
electronic journals whereas the remaining 22 (10.37 percent) respondents in IIT 
Delhi, 6 (3.10 percent) in IIT Kanpur, and 77 (23.19 percent) in Delhi 
University said that they are not aware of the facility. 
The response on the awareness of e-joumals shows that IIT Delhi and 
Kanpur (93.08 percent) users are more aware than Delhi University (76.80 
percent) users. Very few respondents in IIT Delhi and Kanpur have found to be 
unfamiliar with e-joumals. However, in Delhi University, faculty members 
(100 percent) and research scholars (93.14 percent) are more aware than PG 
students (65 percent). 
Users at IIT Kanpur are more aware about e-joumals than IIT Delhi and 
Delhi University users. 
Proper awareness programmes would help users of Delhi University to 
know about e-joumals and their proper use. 
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7.2.2.2 Use of E-Journals 
As far as use of e-joumals is concerned, about 89.62 percent respondents 
in IIT Delhi, 96.89 percent in IIT Kanpur and 76.80 percent in Delhi University 
use e-joumals to support their research and teaching needs, whereas a few i.e. 
10.38 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 3.10 percent in IIT Kanpur and 23.19 
percent users in Delhi University do not use e-joumals. The reasons may be the 
lack of awareness about e-joumals. 
It is evident from tabJe-27 that in total 89.62 percent respondents in IIT 
Delhi, 96.89 percent in IIT Kanpur and 76.80 percent of them in Delhi 
University use e-joumals. Awareness and availability of reputed e-joumals in 
science and technology subjects may be the reason for more number of users in 
IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur. 
In all the three libraries, 100 percent faculty members use e-joumals 
frequently as compared to PG students and research scholars. As indicated in 
table- 27, use of e-journals in IIT Kanpur is more as compared to IIT Delhi and 
Delhi University. 
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7.2.2.3 Frequency of E - Journals Usage 
This is the most important and basic aspect related to the appraisal of 
usefulness of e-joumals. More than 15 percent users in three libraries access e-
joumals daily, i.e., 14.62 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 16.06 percent in IIT 
Kanpur, and 18.97 percent in Delhi University. 
Percentage of respondents accessing e-joumals weekly is 46.22 percent 
in IIT Delhi, 38.86 percent in IIT Kanpur and 28.61 percent users in Delhi 
University. Whereas 33.01 percent respondents, i.e., 31.6 percent respondents 
in IIT Delhi, 37.82 percent in IIT Kanpur, and 45.48 percent in Delhi 
University access e-joumals fortnightly. 
The rest access e-joumals on monthly basis. These are 6.13 percent in 
IIT Delhi, 7.25 percent in IIT Kanpur, and 7.22 percent in Delhi University. 
Analysis gives a clear picture that users prefer to read e-joumals 
weekly as they can use the current joumals as and when they have been 
informed about their publication for furthering their work. It can be seen that 
research scholars and faculty members intended to use e- joumals more 
frequently. 
Highest percentage corresponds to users accessing e-joumals weekly in 
IIT Delhi followed by IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. PG students in IIT 
Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University use e-joumals on a fortnightly basis 
because they mainly depend on text books for preparing study notes and 
assignments. However, research scholars and faculty members use them on a 
weekly basis. 
The percentage of users accessing e-joumals on weekly basis is high in 
IIT Delhi as compared to IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. 
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7.2.2.4 Information about E-journals 
Various sources through which the users came across about e-joumals 
are indicated in the table 29. It can be noted from the table that 17.54 percent 
members in IIT Delhi, 20.73 percent in IIT Kanpur, and 13.55 percent of them 
in Delhi University visit websites through which they came across about e-
joumals. 
Very few respondents i.e. 3.3 percent users at IIT Delhi and 5.72 
percent users at Delhi University came to know about e-joumals by attending 
formal paid courses and official training. 
More than 20 percent users in IITs i.e. 20.37 percent users at IIT Delhi, 
22.89 percent users at IIT Kanpur, and 12.04 percent of them at Delhi 
University browse library/ institute website to know about e-joumals. 
A negligible percent, i.e., 1.42 percent in IIT Delhi, 4.15 percent in IIT 
Kanpur, and 3.31 percent of them in Delhi University know about e-joumals 
through co-researchers / Research guide. About 51.88 percent respondents in 
IIT Delhi, 39.99 percent in IIT Kanpur, and 40.06 percent in Delhi University 
narrate that they came across about e-joumals through search engines. It is 
good to see that 20.84 users in IIT Delhi, 32.12 percent in IIT Kanpur, and 
13.55 percent in Delhi University know e-joumals through self study i.e. 
reading joumals/articles, tutorials etc. 
The data exhibits that a fair number of respondents in IIT Delhi (51.88 
percent) followed by Delhi University (40.06 percent) and IIT Kanpur (39.99 
percent) came across about e-journals through various search engines which 
indicates that users are not aware about scientific tools and sources which will 
help them to get desired primary sources and its easiness to locate information 
through a search engine. 
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7.2.2.5 Purpose of using E-journals 
E-joumals are used for variety of reasons: writing up a term paper, 
project/or a thesis/dissertation; writing up a paper for publication, e.g. journal 
article or conference / workshop paper, keeping up with the progress in the 
relevant subject area, and delivering lectures. 
Data reveals that in IIT Delhi, 33.33 percent PG students, 67.25 percent 
research scholars and 44 percent faculty members in IIT Delhi use e-joumals 
for research purpose, followed by 18.33 percent PG students, 20.89 percent 
research scholars and 68 percent faculty members use e-joumals for publishing 
articles, 12.5 percent PG students, 14.93 percent research scholars and 28 
percent faculty members consult them for keeping up-to-date their subject 
information, 16.76 percent PG students, 17.91 percent research scholars and 16 
percent faculty members use e-joumals for finding relevant information in the 
area of specialization, 40 percent PG students, 11.94 percent research scholars 
and 24 percent faculty members prefer to use e-joumals for completion of 
assignments and seminar presentation. 
In IIT Kanpur, 30.30 percent PG students, 62.5 percent research 
scholars and 33.33 percent faculty members use e-joumals for research 
purpose, followed by 20.20 percent PG students, 35.94 percent research 
scholars and 40 percent faculty members for publishing articles. Some 12.12 
percent PG students, 7.81 percent research scholars and 13.33 percent faculty 
members use e-joumals for keeping themselves up-to-date with their subject 
information, 16.98 percent PG students, 15.15 percent research scholars and 
14.15 percent faculty members use them for finding relevant information in the 
area of specialization. About 38.38 percent PG students, 4.78 percent research 
scholars and 6.76 percent faculty members use e-joumals for completion of 
assignments and seminar presentation. 
In case of Delhi University, 25 percent PG students, 68.63 percent 
research scholars and 30 percent faculty members use e-joumals for research 
purpose, followed by 13.5 percent PG students, 18.63 percent research scholars 
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and 50 percent faculty members for publishing articles, 9 percent PG students, 
9.80 percent research scholars and 23.33 percent faculty members for keeping 
up-to-date their subject information, 12.5 percent PG students, 11.76 percent 
research scholars and 30 percent faculty members use e-joumals for finding 
relevant information in the area of specialization, 44 percent PG students, 7.84 
percent research scholars and 20 percent faculty members consult e-joumals for 
completion of assignments and seminar presentation. 
It can be concluded that E-Joumals are basically used for research 
purpose by the users of libraries of IIT Delhi, followed by IIT Kanpur and 
Delhi University. 
Majority of PG students in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University 
use e-joumals for completion of assignments, seminar presentation and 
preparing their project reports, whereas research scholars use them for their 
research and faculty members consult them for publishing articles in reputed 
journals. The figure 9 given below also clearly indicates the use of e-joumals in 
IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University. 
Fig. 9: Purpose of using E-journals 
• IIT Delhi & IIT Kanpur • Delhi University 
43.45 
18.37 ^f-f 
1 3 . i a M l^J^.95 
Research Publishing upto date Info.in area of assignment 
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7.2.2.6 Access to E - Journals 
A query has put forwarded to users regarding the location from where 
they access to e-joumals. 
Table 31 summarizes the same. About 40 percent users in IIT Delhi 
access to e-journals from their department computer labs, followed by 43.86 
percent users who access e-joumals from computer centre , 23.11 percent 
access them from central library and 32.04 percent access e-joumals from their 
respective hostels. 
Regarding IIT Kanpur more than 40 percent users access e-joumals 
from their department computer labs, followed by 52.33 percent users access e-
joumals from computer centre, 15.03 percent users access them from central 
library, whereas 29.53 percent users access e-joumals from their respective 
hostels. 
In Delhi University, more than 40 percent i.e. 44.87 percent users access 
e-joumals from their department computer labs, followed by 48.79 percent 
users access e-joumals from computer centre , 13.85 percent users access them 
from central library. However 8.43 percent users access e-joumals from their 
respective hostels. 
Analysis indicates that most of IITs Delhi Kanpur and Delhi University 
users access to e-journals from computer centre because it provides fast and 
relentless access to e-joumals as compared to other places, followed by 
department computer labs. The percentage of users who access e-joumals from 
Central library is low in all three libraries. 
There is a variation in percentage of users accessing e-joumals from 
their respective hostels in three libraries. Access rate to e-joumals from hostels 
in Delhi University is very limited as compared to IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur 
(29.53 percent). 
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7.2.2.7 Use of Components of E-journals 
The use of different aspects of the e-joumals is evaluated. These are: 
Table of contents, journal abstracts, full text, article references and alerting 
services. The results are given in the table 32. Result indicates that 56.6 
percent of e-joumal users in IIT Delhi, 53.46 percent in IIT Kanpur and 48.28 
percent of them in Delhi University prefer to read full text. An average 
percentage of respondents, i.e. 37.74 percent in IIT Delhi, 34.19 percent in IIT 
Kanpur and 28.61 percent in Delhi University skimmed through abstracts, read 
a few sentences to check relevance and download e-joumal articles. The rest 
exhibited varied types of behavior such as quickly read table of contents i.e. 
17.92 percent in IIT Delhi, 13.98 percent in IIT Kanpur and 11.45 percent in 
Delhi University. About 22.64 percent users in IIT Delhi, 18.65 percent in IIT 
Kanpur and 20.57 percent in Delhi University use article references, whereas a 
limited number of respondents use alerting services, i.e. 11.79 percent in IIT 
Delhi, 7.77 percent in IIT Kanpur and 8.13 percent in Delhi University 
respectively. 
Respondents' behavior indicates that full text access is essential in 
electronic journals since most of them read articles straight away or later. It can 
be inferred from the table 32 that a good spread of respondents in IIT Delhi 
(56.6 percent) followed by IIT Kanpur (53.46 percent) and Delhi University 
(48.28 percent) are exposed to the use of full text of e- journals. Highest 
responses are received from IIT Delhi. In all three libraries 'Alerting Services' 
carry the least response. 
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7.2.2.8 Link to E - Journals 
In order to find the methods being adopted by the users to locate 
electronic journals the result shows that, 14.21 percent users in IIT Delhi, 18.28 
percent in IIT Kanpur and 14.16 percent in Delhi University locate e-joumals 
through various publishers' websites. However, 28.28 percent respondents in 
IIT Delhi, 22.88 percent in IIT Kanpur and 21.17 percent of them in Delhi 
University library accessto e-joumals through consortia. A good percentage i.e. 
50 percent users in IIT Delhi , 44.04 percent in IIT Kanpur and 46.78 percent 
of them in Delhi University respectively are linked to e-joumals through search 
engines. Although 36.88 percent users in IIT Delhi , 33.25 percent in IIT 
Kanpur and 25.90 percent users in Delhi University linked to e-joumals 
through databases. As noticed through analysis majority of respondents' in IIT 
Delhi, followed by Delhi University and IIT Kanpur access e-joumals through 
various search engines including Google, AOL, Ask Jeeves, Microsoft's MSN, 
Excite etc. as they find it easier to access through them. The publisher's site 
carries least percentage. This clearly shows that users still opt for the easiest 
option when searching, that is using popular search engines rather through 
online databases from their library web portals 
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7.2.2.9 Use of E-Journal Contents to the work 
Respondents participating in the survey are asked about the percentage 
of e-joumal contents which they include in their work. It can be seen from the 
table 34 that most of the users in IIT Delhi (46.23 percent), IIT Kanpur (51.81 
percent) and Delhi University (43.97 percent) respectively include more than 
50 percent of e-joumal contents in their work, followed by 29.72 percent 
respondents in IIT Delhi, 26.42 percent in IIT Kanpur and 30.42 percent Delhi 
University users who include 20-50 percent e-joumal content in their work. A 
small percentage i.e. 13.77 percent users in IIT Delhi, 14.51 percent in IIT 
Kanpur and 11.45 percent of them in Delhi University include less than 20 
percent of e-joumal content in their work. About 10.38 percent respondents in 
IIT Delhi, 7.25 percent in IIT Kanpur and 14.16 percent of them in Delhi 
University did not responded to this question. 
It is quite encouraging to note that large percent of respondents in IIT 
Kanpur (51.81 percent), followed by IIT Delhi (46.23 percent) and Delhi 
University (43.97 percent) include more than 50 percent e-joumal contents in 
their work due to their currency and easy accessibility. 
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7.2.2.10 Methods of reading Full Text Articles 
Respondents opinion is obtained to know whether they read articles 
from a computer screen or by taking print out. A total of 75.47 percent 
respondents in IIT Delhi, 73.05 percent in IIT Kanpur and 66.87 percent in 
Delhi University expressed that they read full text articles by printing on paper, 
whereas 14.15 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 22.81 percent in IIT Kanpur, 
and 18.98 percent in Delhi University prefer to read directly from computer 
screen. About 10.38 percent users in IIT Delhi, 4.14 percent in IIT Kanpur and 
14.16 percent of them in Delhi University did not responded to this question. 
It is found from the table-35 and figure 10 that response rate from IIT 
Delhi users is high when it comes to read full text articles by printing on paper 
followed by IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. 
Respondents prefer to read frill text articles by obtaining printouts as 
they could avail the facility cost free from their respective departments in IIT 
Delhi and Kanpur. However, users in Delhi University lack this provision. 
Fig. 10: Methods of reading Full Text 
74.32 
66.87 
IIT Delhi & IIT Kanpur Delhi University 
• Printout on paper • Computer Screen y No Response 
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7.2.2.11 Preferred Method for Searching Full Text 
The format of electronic journals is considered to be one of the many 
parameters that affect their use. HTML and PDF are the two most preferred 
formats with publishers, so users of e-joumals have to accept these formats. 
To analyze various methods for reading full text e-joumals, the formats 
have been categorized into various categories as shown in the table 36. From 
the analysis it is observed that 63.68 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 51.81 
percent in IIT Kanpur and, 53.31 percent of them in Delhi University prefer 
PDF format for reading full text e-joumals. About 11.79 percent respondents in 
IIT Delhi, 19.68 percent in IIT Kanpur, and 13.25 percent of them in Delhi 
University prefer HTML format for reading the same. 
About 14.15 percent users in IIT Delhi, 24.35 percent in IIT Kanpur and 
19.28 percent of them in Delhi University read from both formats (PDF and 
HTML) for reading full text e-joumals. 
However, 10.38 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 6.73 percent in IIT 
Kanpur, and 14.16 percent of them in Delhi University did not responded to the 
question. It is indicated that more than 50 percent IITs and Delhi University 
users prefer to PDF format. 
The fact that PDF format is preferred by a large number of respondents 
indicate that most of the e-joumals are easily available in PDF format as the 
graphics and tables in it are clearer and lucid as compared to HTML format. 
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7.2.2.12 Search Strategy 
Access to e-joumals and databases has been provided through different 
publishers and providers covering a wide range of science and technological 
subjects. All the e-joumals provide basic searching facilities / services by 
keyword, subject, author, title, date of publication, and abstracts, etc. As 
indicated in table 37, there is a good spread of use of all search options among 
the respondents of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. However, the 
most popular search method is 'keyword' expressed by 54.24 percent 
respondents in IIT Delhi, 54.92 percent in IIT Kanpur and 46.98 percent 
respondents in Delhi University. The second most favorable search option is 
searching by "author" with 36.32 percent in IIT Delhi, 32.64 percent in IIT 
Kanpur and 34.03 percent in Delhi University followed by 'journal title' 
bearing 26.41 percent in IIT Delhi,19.68 percent in IIT Kanpur and 7.83 
percent in Delhi University, 'subject' sharing 20.28 percent in IIT Delhi, 23.31 
percent in IIT Kanpur and 24.09 percent in Delhi University , 'abstract' with 
16.50 percent , 16.06 percent and 14.15 percent respectively in IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University. 
The least preferred method of search is the 'date of publication' carrying 10.84 
percent in IIT Delhi, 10.36 percent in IIT Kanpur and 3.61 percent in Delhi 
University respectively. 
Majority of respondents in IIT Kanpur, followed by IIT Delhi and Delhi 
University are more inclined towards searching through "keywords" as they 
obtain an increased amount of relevant information by searching through it. 
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7.2.2.13 Advance Search Strategy 
The most important and often the most difficult aspect of an electronic 
search is advance search strategy. The choices provided by the questionnaire 
are presented in table 38. Among the respondent "Boolean Search", with 56.60 
percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 51.31 percent in IIT Kanpur, and 48.49 
percent in Delhi University is the most popular technique. The second most 
favorable option is searching by "Phrases" i.e, 34.43 percent in IIT Delhi, 
29.02 percent in IIT Kanpur and 25.90 percent in Delhi University respectively, 
followed by "Field Searching" i.e. 22.17 percent in IIT Delhi, 19.79 percent in 
IIT Kanpur and 20.48 percent in Delhi University and "Truncation" carrying 
17.45 percent in IIT Delhi, 14.51 percent in IIT Kanpur and 15.15 percent 
respectively in Delhi University. 
Only 12.74 percent, 9.33 percent and 8.43 percent respondents in IIT 
Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University respectively often use "Wild Card" 
searching technique. 
As revealed by analysis, users in IITs Delhi and Kanpur and Delhi 
University consider "Boolean Search" the most popular technique for 
retrieving journal articles whereas "Wild Card" is the least popular among 
IITs and Delhi University users. From the above analysis it is apparent that IIT 
Delhi library (56.60 percent) users are more conversant with Boolean search 
than IIT Kanpur (51.31 percent) and Delhi University (48.49 percent) library 
users. 
On applying Chi-square test, it is found that calculated value (1.60) is 
less than table value (9.488) with 4 degree of freedom at 5% level of 
significance p < 0.05 which shows that the use of advance search strategies 
among IITs (Delhi and Kanpur) and Delhi University users has insignificant 
difference. 
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7.2.2.14 Awareness of E-Journal Consortia 
When asked the users about their awareness of e-joumal consortia 
available at their institute, the responses are as under: In IIT Delhi library 
72.17 percent users and in IIT Kanpur library 67.88 percent users are aware 
about consortia, whereas 59.64 percent of them in Delhi University are aware 
about e-joumal consortia and e-joumals subscribed under them. On the other 
hand 17.45 percent users in IIT Delhi, 22.8 percent in IIT Kanpur and 26.2 
percent of them in Delhi University are unaware about these services. 
A small percentage of users i.e., 10.38 percent in IIT Delhi, 9.33 percent 
in IIT Kanpur, and 14.16 percent of them in Delhi University did not responded 
to this question. 
It is further observed that IIT Delhi (72.17 percent) users are more aware 
about E-Joumal Consortia as compared to IIT Kanpur (67.88 percent) and 
Delhi University library users (59.64 percent). 
7.2.2.15 Most Used Online Databases 
The users are asked to mention the name of online databases that they 
mostly use and the names of least used online databases. 
On the basis of responses, it is found that in IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur, 
users mostly preferred the COMPENDEX, IEEE Explore, INSPEC and MATH 
SCI-NET while the JCCC, SCIFINDER SCHOLAR and PUBMED are the 
online databases not much in use. 
On contrary to this, in Delhi University J-STOR, NATURE, SCIENCE 
DIRECT are most used whereas the EMERALD and J-GATE are least 
preferred online databases. 
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7.2.2.16 Satisfaction regarding E-Journals 
The opinion of users is pooled regarding satisfaction of e-joumals and 
the data are presented in table 40. About 63.67 percent respondents in IIT 
Delhi , 64.76 percent in IIT Kanpur and 56.02 percent of them in Delhi 
University expressed satisfaction with the e-joumals made available to them, 
whereas more than 25 percent , i.e., 25.94 percent respondents in IIT Delhi , 
25.90 percent in IIT Kanpur and 29.81 percent of them in Delhi University are 
dissatisfied with the service. However, 10.38 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 
9.33 percent in IIT Kanpur and 14.15 percent of them in Delhi University 
remain silent on this issue. Overall the response shows that 64.19 per cent of 
respondents in IITs and 56.02 percent in Delhi University are satisfied with the 
e-joumals made available in their respective fields whereas the remaining 
25.92 percent of them in IITs and 29.81 in Delhi University did not hesitate to 
state that they are dissatisfied with this service. The total percentage of 
respondents in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University who did not respond 
to the question is 10.38 percent, 9.33 percent and 14.15 percent respectively. 
Therefore, it is implicit that highest responses (64.76 percent) are 
received from IIT Kanpur users as they are satisfied with e-joumals provided to 
them followed by IIT Delhi (63.67 percent) and Delhi University (56.02 
percent). 
It is evident from table 40 that Chi-Square calculated value (5.14) is less 
than its table value (5.991) with 2 degree of freedom at 5% level of 
significance which means that satisfaction regarding e-joumals among users in 
IITs and Delhi University users has insignificant difference. 
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7.2.2.17 Barriers in using E-Journals 
Even though e-joumals are a very important source of information, users 
unusually face some problems while browsing through them. Here, an attempt 
is made to find these problems. The problem is categorized into nine types as 
shown in table 41. The most common problem faced by respondents is the 
retrieval problem (41.51 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 44.04 percent in IIT 
Kanpur and 43.67 percent in Delhi University). 34.43 percent respondents in 
IIT Delhi, 38.86 percent in IIT Kanpur and 29.22 percent in Delhi University 
are faced with slow internet connectivity. About 29.72 percent respondents in 
IIT Delhi, 32.12 percent in IIT Kanpur and 20.48 percent in Delhi University 
find difficulty due to lack of system speed. 25.94 percent respondents in IIT 
Delhi, 27.46 percent in IIT Kanpur and 15.06 percent Delhi University 
respondents' state limited access to terminals a barrier in using e-joumals. 
24.53 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 27.46 percent respondents in IIT 
Kanpur and 17.17 percent of them in Delhi University admit that they face 
problems of poorly designed websites, which made it difficult to select the 
relevant information. 22.17 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 18.65 percent in 
IIT Kanpur and 11.75 percent of them in Delhi University report that due to 
insufficient time and training, they cannot make use of e-joumals efficiently. 
19.81 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 13.99 percent in IIT Kanpur and 9.34 
percent of them in Delhi University report non-availability of a particular issue 
as a hindrance while accessing e-joumals. 16.98 percent respondents in IIT 
Delhi, 9.33 percent respondents in IIT Kanpur and 6.93 percent of them in 
Delhi University are of the view that they cannot access full text. However 
8.96 percent, 5.7 percent and 3.92 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur 
and Delhi University find it difficult to read on computer screen. 
As cleared fi"om the analysis, majority of users face retrieval problem while 
accessing full text articles in IIT Kanpur (44.04 percent) followed by IIT Delhi 
(41.51 percent) and Delhi University (43.67 percent) librar>' users. On applying 
Chi-Square statistics, it is found that barriers in using e-joumals between IITs and 
Delhi University users are having significant difference among them. 
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7.2.2.18 Need for Orientation/Training Programmes 
With the increasing number of e-joumais being published and a variety 
of interfaces, more sophisticated searching and retrieving skills are called for. 
Considering the same, a question is raised to PG students, research scholars and 
faculty members regarding whether orientation/training is required or not. 
Table 42 and Figure 11 shows that 22.64 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 
32.64 percent in IIT Kanpur and 63.25 percent of them in Delhi University 
demand training in using e-joumals and retrieving e-joumal references. 
However majority of respondents' in IITs i.e., 66.99 percent in IIT Delhi, 58.03 
percent in IIT Kanpur, and some 29.51 percent in Delhi University state that 
training programmes are not required. Few of them, i.e. 10.3 percent 
respondents in IIT Delhi, 9.32 percent in IIT Kanpur and 7.22 percent in Delhi 
University did not responded to this question. 
Analysis reveals that only a moderate percentage of users in IIT Delhi 
(22.64 percent) and IIT Kanpur (32.64 percent) need orientation regarding e-
joumal usage as compared to Delhi University, where more than 60 percent of 
users opined the need of training programmes for effective and efficient 
utilization of e-joumals. 
The reason behind this probably is that IIT users are better conversant 
with the skills and techniques for searching information on the internet and also 
pertaining to Science and Technology as compared to Delhi University users. 
Fig. 11: Need for Training Programmes 
62.71 63.25 
IIT Delhi & IIT Kanpur Delhi University 
• Need training • Do not need training No response 
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7.2.2.19 Ways and means to make E-Journals facility efficient 
In order to make e-journals facility more effective and efficient, 
respondents are asked to indicate various ways and means for the same. 
The response in table 43 reveals that 20.75 percent respondents in IIT 
Delhi, 18.65 percent in IIT Kanpur and 37.9 percent of them in Delhi 
University are in favour of training programmes. Many of them are of the 
view that cooperation from the library staff will play an important role in 
using e-journals revealing 44.81 percent in IIT Delhi, 47.66 percent in IIT 
Kanpur and 25.6 percent in Delhi University. Somewhat 17.45 percent 
respondents in IIT Delhi, 23.83 percent in IIT Kanpur and 37.65 percent of 
them in Delhi University opined uninterrupted power supply as a major 
factor making e-journals facility efficient. Few respondents i.e. 8.96 percent, 
7.77 percent and 2.77 percent respectively in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and 
Delhi University did not respond to this question. 
About 10.33 percent respondents in IIT Delhi, 9.33 percent in IIT 
Kanpur and 14.15 percent of them in Delhi University reveal other methods 
such as awareness programmes for making e-journal facility smooth and 
efficient. 
It can be concluded that in IIT Delhi and Kanpur cooperation from 
library staff will help to make e-journals facility efficient. Delhi University 
respondents' narrate that training programmes and uninterrupted power 
supply would enhance e-journals use. 
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7.2.2.20 Need for more Printed Journal in addition to Electronic 
Journals 
Electronic journals open up many exciting opportunities and 
potentials for academic libraries. There is a general consensus that 
"electronic journal would not replace but coexist with the print format. 
Flexible and multifaceted services for patrons would be the way to 
accommodate the diverse formats of scholarly journals" (Chan, 1999, p. 15). 
A question is asked to know whether print journals are required in addition 
to electronic journals. The data is presented in table-44. 
It is surprising to note that more print journals are needed in addition 
to electronic journals. 49.52 percent of respondents in IIT Delhi followed by 
53.88 percent respondents in IIT Kanpur and 59.33 percent of them in Delhi 
University agreed that print journals would be important for the foreseeable 
future and they require print journals in addition to e-journals. 
However, 50.47 percent respondents in IIT Delhi followed by 46.11 
percent in IIT Kanpur and 40.66 percent of them in Delhi University stated 
that more print journals are not required. 
Analysis clearly shows that respondents in three libraries are equally 
interested in making use of print journals in addition to e-joumals. Above 
all, Delhi University library users (59.33 percent) are more interested in having 
print journals in addition to e-joumals followed by IIT Kanpur (53.88 percent) 
and IIT Delhi libraries (49.52 percent). Print journals because of their 
portability and authenticity are still jugular and needed more by users. 
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7.3 Part-C: CITATION ANALYSIS OF DOCTORAL THESES 
AND FACULTY PUBLICATIONS 
The major objective of this study is to analyse the citation patterns of 
PG Students, Research Scholars and Faculty Members in three disciplines 
including Computer Science, Mathematics and Physics at Central Library, 
Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi, PK Kelkar Library, Indian institute of 
Technology, Kanpur and Central Reference Library, Delhi University and to 
understand the use of periodicals while preparing their theses and 
publications. Used within the context of this study, citation analysis involves 
examined lists of references that accompany publication of faculty members 
and Ph.D. theses submitted in terms of certain pattern namely, document 
types, popular journals and the number of times an item is cited. 
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7.3.1 Citation counts of various documents in IIT Delhi 
Many physical formats are used to record information, and each form of 
publication is indented to serve specific purposes or information needs. The 
different physical formats are journal articles, reports, conference proceedings, 
theses, official documents etc. Attempts were made to analyse the documents 
having highest citations. The distribution of different types of physical and 
same in electronic format of documents along with their number and, 
percentage, etc. are displayed in table 45. 
The total aggregate references cited in all documents in IIT Delhi 
including (PhD Theses and faculty publications) print and electronic is 5164. 
Out of these 3799 are crystalled out from print sources whereas 1365 citations 
are from electronic sources. Citations from 27 Ph.D. theses (print) obtained are 
as follows. 1.66 percent pertaining to theses, 10.01 percent books, 6 percent 
proceedings, 1 percent reports and 56.65 percent journals respectively. On 
contrary, print citations from 47 faculty publications bears following 
percentages: 1.79 percent theses, 5.59 percent books, 5.59 percent proceedings, 
1.15 percent reports and 56.25 percent journals. As far as total references cited 
in theses submitted in IIT Delhi, a remarkable percentage i.e. 75.3 percent of 
references are from print forms whereas the rest, i.e. 24.66 percent references 
are cited from electronic sources. Out of total theses citations, 56.65 percent 
corresponds to print journals and 16.41 belong to e-joumals. 
Regarding faculty publications, citations received from e-theses, e-
books, e-proceedings, e-reports, and e-joumals found 1.98 percent, 2.53 
percent, 8.86 percent, 3.37 percent and 11.76 percent share respectively and a 
total of 626 i.e. 28.89 percent e-publications are cited by faculty members. 
Concerning the references cited in faculty publications, a good 
percentage (71.4) comes from print publications whereas the residual (28.89) 
percent is from electronic publications. The analysis further indicates that out 
of 5164 citations analysed, 73.57 percent references are from print form and 
26.43 percent citations are from electronic form. Analysis moreover unveils 
that in IIT Delhi, print form is more popular among faculty members and 
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students in comparison to electronic publications. Journal citations of both print 
and electronic form are much in use as compared to other form of documents. 
References from e-publications are cited more in faculty publications 
(28.89 percent) than PhD theses comprising 24.66 percent. 
It can be deduced that citations from print journals considered the most 
important form of documents among users. Around 56.65 percent citations in 
Ph.D. theses and 56.25 percent citations in faculty publications are in the form 
of print journal articles. The rest (44 percent) are in other four forms of 
documents. Thus this study shows that journal articles are the major 
communication channels in the subject field Computer Science, Mathematics 
and Physics. Citations to printed journals only cover the major area of 
respondents' citations. 
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7.3.2 Citation counts of various documents in IIT Kanpur 
Theses, books, journals, proceedings and reports constitute various forms of 
documents cited in journals. The study regarding the form-wise distribution of 
citations is done in order to trace the most dominant form in which the information is 
cited. Citation analysis of 22 PhD theses and 42 faculty publications yield 4709 
citations in total from print and electronic documents. Out of which 3595 (76.34) are 
from print sources and 1114 (23.65 percent) from electronic resources. 1629 citations 
in PhD theses are cited from various print sources whereas 592 references are cited 
from electronic resources. Of the total count cited in PhD theses 52.90 percent 
acknowledge print journals. This is followed by other forms such as books (9.45 per 
cent), proceedings (7.87percent), theses (1.89 per cent), and reports (1.21 per cent). 
Out of the total 592 citations 26.65 percent were carried by journals, followed by 
proceedings 2.29 per cent, theses 2.29 per cent, books 2.02 per cent and reports 1.57 
per cent. The maximum references cited from various e-forms account to e-joumals 
contributing 18.46 percent followed by e-theses, e-proceedings share 2.29 percent 
each, books 2.02 percent followed by reports, 1.57 percent. 
In order to identify citations received from faculty publications, it is found that 
1966 (79.02 percent) citations are received from various print and 522 (20.98 percent) 
electronic (522) forms. 
More about the print source percentage cited in faculty publications, the 
maximum 1620 citations are attributed to journals, representing 65.11 per cent of total 
citations, followed by books 5.42 per cent, proceedings 4.82 per cent, reports 2.25 per 
cent and theses 1.40 per cent. 
The surplus 522 citations from electronic versions indicate 225 citations from 
journals, account for 9.04 per cent followed by books comprising 83 citations with 
3.33 per cent, proceedings with 77 citations 3.09 per cent, reports having 74 citations 
with 2.97 per cent and theses harvest 63 citations with 2.53 per cent. 
It can be brought into net terms that the references in print format are cited 
more in faculty publications than PhD theses whereas PhD theses report more 
citations from e-publications rather than their print version. Majority of users 
preferred to use print journals due to the reasons of authoritativeness as well as easy 
accessibility. 
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7.3.3 Citation counts of various documents in Delhi University 
The total number of references cited in all documents in Delhi 
University library including (PhD Theses and faculty publications) printed and 
electronic documents is 4339. Out of 4339 citations 3492 are obtained from 
print sources whereas 847 citations are from electronic versions. References 
cited in 22 Ph.D. theses (printed) from different print sources obtained are as 
follows. 5.51 percent pertaining to theses, 12.03 percent books, 3.95 percent 
proceedings, 0.83 percent reports and 58.72 percent journals respectively. 
Electronic citations cited in PhD theses from e-theses, e-books, e-proceedings, 
e-reports and e-joumals are 1.81 percent, 2.32 percent, 2.26 percent, 1.16 
percent and 11.31 percent respectively and the total of e-citations cited in Ph.D. 
theses corresponds to 18.96 percent. The total citations cited in Ph.D. theses 
from different print sources got a share of 81.04 percent. 
It is very much clear that among print and electronic citations cited in 
PhD theses, print journal citations are the preferred ones producing 58.72 
percent, whereas 11.31 percent are from e-joumal citations. 
On contrary, citations from print sources in 42 faculty publications are 
sharing the following percentages: 1.84 percent theses, 6.01 percent books, 
8.61 percent proceedings, 1.33 percent reports and 61.7Ipercent journals. Print 
citations from faculty publications retrieved are 1256 (79.49 percent) in 
number. E-Citations cited from various sources are: 2.72 percent e-theses, 2.22 
percent e-books, 3.04 percent e-proceedings, 1.9 percent e-reports and 10.63 
percent e-joumals, contributed to 20.51 percent of the total e-citations. 
In Ph.D. theses and faculty publications both, print journal citations 
(58.72 percent and 61.71 percent) are referred at peak. Here printed journals 
cover the major area of respondents' citations. 
It can be discerned that Journal citations are the most used information 
sources by users followed by books, theses, proceedings and reports. Faculty 
publications in Delhi University cite more print journal citations instead of 
PhD theses. 
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7.3.4 Comparison among Printed and Electronic Theses and Faculty 
Publications in IIT Delhi, HT Kanpur and Delhi University 
A comparison between print and electronic references cited in theses 
and faculty publications in libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University is made. Figure- 11 clearly shows the difference. 
In IIT Delhi, 75.34 percent of references appeared in PhD theses are 
from print sources, while rest of them i.e. 16.41 percent are from electronic 
resources. In case of faculty publications, 71.11 percent references are 
acknowledged from print publications whereas the remaining 28.89 percent are 
cited from electronic resources. 
With regard to citations cited from print sources in PhD theses at IIT 
Kanpur more than 70 percent i.e. 73.35 percent comes from them whereas rest 
of it (26.65 percent) corresponds to electronic forms. As far citations cited in 
faculty publications are concerned it is seen that maximum percentage (79.02 
percent) is attributed to print publications, whereas only a handful of citations 
(20.98 percent) account to electronic format. 
In order to identify citations retrieved from print forms in PhD theses 
submitted at Delhi University, it is apparent that a remarkable 81.04 percent 
references are cited from print sources whereas 18.96 percent citations cited are 
from electronic sources. On contrary, faculty publications cite 79.49 percent 
print citations and remaining i.e.20.51 percent citations retrieved are from 
electronic publications. 
It is apparent from the table- 48 and fig. 11 that maximum citations in 
PhD theses and faculty publications in IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University 
are received from print sources. Delhi University covers maximum citations 
from PhD theses (81.04 percent), followed by IIT Delhi (75.34 percent) and IIT 
Kanpur (73.35 percent). 
Regarding faculty publications, it is clear that Delhi University again 
provides remarkable percentage of citations (79.49 percent) from various print 
sources followed by IIT Kanpur (79.02 percent) and IIT Delhi (71.11 percent). 
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Table- 48 
Comparison among Printed and Electronic Theses and Faculty 
Publications in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University 
Institutes 
IIT Delhi 
n=74 
IIT Kanpur 
n=64 
Delhi 
University 
n=62 
PhD Theses 
Citations from 
print sources 
2258 
(75.34) 
1629 
(73.35) 
2236 
(81.04) 
Citations from 
Electronic 
sources 
739 
(16.41) 
592 
(26.65) 
523 
(18.96) 
Faculty Publications 
Citations 
from print 
sources 
1541 
(71.11) 
1966 
(79.02) 
1256 
(79.49) 
Citations from 
Electronic 
sources 
626 
(28.89) 
522 
(20.98) 
324 
(20.51) 
Fig. 12: Comparision among Printed and Electronic Theses and 
Faculty Publications in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur & Delhi University 
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7.3.5 Ranked List of Periodicals in Computer Science 
The journal publications are vital vehicles for disseminating current 
information and other investigative activities in a subject field, which is true in 
three disciplines also. The ranking of journals is essentially a practical tool 
designed to help the librarian and the users to select the journals of maximum 
utility in relation to their coverage of few and important literature in particular 
subject areas. In addition, it can throw light on the development of subject field 
and trends of research. Therefore, the journal literature where the Physics, 
Mathematics and Computer Science articles published during 2005-2007 has 
been analysed in this study to determine the journals, is given in tables 49-51. 
The above table- 49 shows that, The Journal of ACM, Proceedings of 
Pattern Analysis & Machine Intelligence, SIAM Journal on Computing, IEEE 
Transactions on Neural Network and Mathematics of Computation are the 
popular core journals cited in PhD theses and faculty publications between in 
IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur users. Journal of ACM received the highest citations 
of 312 and 176 in IIT Delhi and Delhi University with 27.90 percentage and 
21.12 percent respectively. However it ranked on S"' position by IIT Kanpur 
users, bearing a percentage of 9.09. 
IEEE Transaction on Neural Networks is ranked on lO''^  position both in 
IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur with 25 (2.23 percent) and 31 (3.13 percent) 
citations, whereas in Delhi University the journal is ranked on 5'^  position 
holding 84 (10.08 percent) citations. These are the popular journals with 
different rankings in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. 
As revealed from the list. The Journal of ACM in IIT Delhi, IEEE 
Journal on Selected Areas in Communication in IIT Kanpur and 
Communication o /^CM received the highest citations of 312 (27.90 percent), 
189 (19.09 percent) and 176 (21.21 percent) respectively are the most highly 
cited journals. The top ten journals, with citation ranges of 25-312 in IIT Delhi, 
31-189 in IIT Kanpur and 23-176 in Delhi University have a total of 1118, 990 
and 833 citations and represent about 27.90 percent, 19.09 percent and 21.12 
percent respectively. 
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7.3.6 Ranked List of Periodicals in Mathematics 
In order to identify core journals with highest citations in mathematics, 
ranked list of journals in mathematics given in table 50 is analysed and the 
journals identified and extracted are given in table in order of rank. Table 
displays that Journal of Mathematical Analysis & Application, SIAM Journal 
on Numerical Analysis and Transaction of American Mathematical Society are 
common among the libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. 
Journal of Mathematical Analysis & Application bears first rank with 
maximum 269 citations representing 19.21 percent of the total core in IIT 
Kanpur, whereas it is on 5^ position with 98 (6.96 percent) citations in IIT 
Delhi and occupying 6'** place with 120 (8.57 percent) citations in Delhi 
University. In IIT Delhi, SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis holds 6'*' 
position with 90 citations (6.39 percent), whereas it stands at 4* place at IIT 
Kanpur with 180 citations (12.24 percent) and 7* rank with 108 (7.71 percent) 
citations in Delhi University. Fuzzy Sets & Systems received 1^ ' position with 
maximum 312 citations (22.17 percent) in IIT Delhi whereas International 
Journal of Computational Mathematics got highest 269 citations (19.21 
percent) and placed at the top in the list. 
The top ten journals, with citation ranges of 31-189 in IIT Delhi, 28-289 
in IIT Kanpur and 27-269 in Delhi University, have a total of 1407, 1470 and 
1400 respectively. 
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7.3.7 Ranked List of Periodicals in Physics 
The ranked list of journals is further analysed to find out the core 
journals appeared in Physics and is given in the table 51, which indicates that 
Applied Physics Letter with 422 citations (23.21 percent) is at the top among 
the core journals in IIT Delhi, whereas it stands at 3'^ '* rank in the list at IIT 
Kanpur, with 282 citations bearing 19.51 percent of the whole and lO"* at Delhi 
University with 40 citations sharing 2.36 percent of the total. Sensors and 
Actuators receive the highest citations of 419 (24.76 percent) in Delhi 
University. Journal of Applied Physics is placed second in IIT Delhi with 301 
citations (16.55 percent), whereas it is on 4"' rank in IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University sharing 261 (18.06 percent) and 212 (12.52 percent) citations 
respectively. Physics Review B is the one having highest citations of 321 
(22.21 percent) in IIT Kanpur, whereas it is placed on 8"" and 9^ places with 92 
(5.06 percent) citations in IIT Delhi and 63(3.92 percent) citations in Delhi 
University. It is also observed from the table that the top ten journals, with 
citation ranges of 29-422 in IIT Delhi, 44-321 in IIT Kanpur, and 40-419 in 
Delhi University have a total of 1818, 1445, and 1692. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The citation pattern is determined with respect to types of documents 
cited and average number of citations. Respondents in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur 
and Delhi University used a variety of publication formats during the year 
2005-2007. As noted from the table, Doctoral theses in three institute libraries 
had the highest number of citations as compared to faculty publications. The 
total number of references cited in all 74 documents in IIT Delhi, 64 documents 
in IIT Kanpur and 62 documents in Delhi University including Doctoral theses, 
books, proceedings, and reports found are 5164, 4709 and 4339 respectively. 
More than 70 percent of citations in IIT libraries, and around 81 percent 
citations in Delhi University library account to print journals. There is 
remarkable difference in preference of use of journal citations. Core journals in 
the three disciplines (Computer Science, Mathematics and Physics) are 
different. Citation Analysis of PhD Theses and Faculty Publications in IIT 
Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University reveals that print journal citations are 
widely used sources among variety of publications covering more than 55 
percent of the total citations whereas electronic journal citations are found to be 
less used, covering more than 10 percent of the total Doctoral Theses and 
Faculty Publications. Seen from the aforementioned analysis, it can be 
pendown that use of print citation is more in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University libraries as compared to e-citations. The result nevertheless is 
contradictory with user survey which reflects that use of E-Joumals is high in 
IIT Kanpur (96.89 percent), followed by IIT Delhi (89.62 percent) and Delhi 
University (76.80 percent). Users are viewing e-joumals but they are not citing 
them as e-citations are perishable. However, print citations are always possible 
to ascertain authenticity which may not always be true with web resources that 
frequently keep on changing their URLs or disappear altogether. The case may 
even be worsened as many e-joumal citations do not mention even URL. 
Sometimes their authenticity too is questioned. While print journals are always 
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authentic and authoritative. These constitute the principle reasons that print 
journal citations cover altogether the lion's share. 
The findings henceforth indicate that journals form the major part of 
literature consulted in the publications of broadly scientific students and 
researchers. The results bolster the need for libraries to allocate a significant 
share of their budget to journal subscriptions in case to support scientific 
research activities successfully. 
The findings will help in understanding the nature of scholarship and 
publication in the disciplines, the academic librarians will be better able to 
identify relevant resources. Such an understanding also will inform the 
instruction librarian's teaching of research and information literacy principles 
appropriate for the field. Moreover, the findings of this study will benefit 
collection development departments in academic libraries. The group of core 
journals is an important consideration for librarians when deciding budget 
allocation for resources. 
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CHAPTER - 8 
FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS 
The present study is sought to examine the nature of periodicals 
collection, methods of acquiring them and utilization of periodical services in 
libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. The study reveals that 
moderate percentage of respondents is satisfied with periodicals services 
available in libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. 
International periodicals are mostly consulted by users as compared to national 
periodicals. Journals are basically used for stud}', preparing notes, making 
presentations, class room lectures, and publishing papers. The study also 
reveals that respondents are infonned about the latest arrivals by displaying 
thern on bulletin boards in the libraries. As regards to e-joumals, majority of 
the respondents use it. The highest percentage corresponds to faculty members 
and research scholars than PG students. From the study investigator has been 
able to find out that majority of respondents in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University are consulting e-journals from their concerned departmental labs 
and computer centre not only for building and updating their knowledge but 
also for collecting relevant material for their study and research purpose as 
information can be acquired expeditiously through e-joumals. Most of the 
respondents from IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University prefer reading 
full text articles in PDF fomiat by taking printouts. Users of all three libraries 
face problems of retrieving full text articles due to snail speed of web and lack 
of system speed. However, it is common feeling that print journals are equally 
important and e-joumals will not replace the traditional print format but rather, 
compliment it as a new medium of communication. 
8.1 Part A: Major Findings: Librarian's Perspective 
This part contains the inferences, which have been made after analysis of 
the questionnaire received from the chief librarians of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur 
and Delhi University libraries. 
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1. The total budget allocated to periodicals in IIT Kanpur is higher than 
that of IIT Delhi and Delhi University. However the growth in 
periodical budget is maximum in Delhi University (52.22%) since last 
five years, followed by IIT Delhi (46.43%) and IIT Kanpur (7.47%). 
There is no separate budget for E-Journals subscription in participating 
libraries. (Table-5) 
2. Pamphlets, microfilms/microfiche, audio-video cassettes, CDs/ DVDs 
are the specialty of collection in IIT Delhi. IIT Kanpur library bears a 
good collection of cartographic material, machine readable databases, 
conference proceedings and technical reports. Delhi University library is 
versatile among three libraries with a special collection of manuscripts, 
which is not found in both IIT libraries. (Table-6) 
3. The growth of print periodicals has decreased in IIT Delhi and IIT 
Kanpur during 2000- 2008. In IIT Delhi periodical growth has come 
down from 910 to 680 (25.27%) from the year 2000 to 2008. Similarly 
in IIT Kanpur the growth of the same has decreased from 1304 to 1227 
(5.90%) during 2000-2008. However, in Delhi University the growth of 
print periodicals shows an increase from 1105 to 1480 (23.93%) during 
the above mentioned years. (Table-7) 
4. Libraries of IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur receive funds from Ministry of 
Human Resources and Development (MHRD) whereas Delhi University 
library is largely funded by the University Grants Commission (UGC). 
5. Regarding adequacy of budget, data reveals that in IIT Delhi library the 
budget is adequate and additional budget is not required for enhancing 
its periodical collection, however the case is contrary with libraries of 
IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. Librarian's response reveals that 
present budget is insufficient for subscribing appropriate periodical 
collection to meet information needs of the users. In IIT Kanpur an 
additional amount of Rs. 30 lakhs is required to bear the fruits by getting 
online access to back files of journals. Librarian at Delhi University 
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need a substantial amount of Rs. 50 lakhs more for subscribing print 
journals. 
6. As regards to the display of current periodicals, it is observed that all 
three libraries organise regular display of periodicals. The library users 
are informed about the arrival of recent issues of journals by displaying 
them on the display boards. 
7. As far as provision of printing facility regarding online articles is 
concerned, heads of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University libraries 
are of negative remarks. They elaborated that they posses access 
provision to online articles. Users can store articles in CDs, pen drives or 
by other means of storage and later can retrieve hard copies of the same 
from somewhere else. 
8. Library of IIT Delhi currently subscribed 680 print journals whereas the 
number of print journals subscribed by IIT Kanpur and Delhi University 
is 1227 and 1477 respectively. Periodicals are reshelved once in a day in 
IITs and once in a week in Delhi University library. On an average 100-
120 current periodicals and 150-200 back volumes are reshelved on 
daily basis in libraries of IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur whereas 600-650 
periodicals including current and back volumes are reshelved in a week 
in Delhi University. 
9. In all three libraries periodicals are subscribed on the basis of 
recommendation given by various departments of studies. It is evident 
that user's demand and annual budget are the most preferred 
consideration at the time of selection of periodicals. 
10. IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur librarians unveiled quality, currency, 
authenticity, completeness and relevance of subject material for 
curriculum as their criteria for selecting a particular journal. 
Qualitativeness on the basis of citations, user needs and subject 
relevance are used for selecting journals in Delhi University library. 
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11. In libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University periodicals are 
procured through subscription agents. 
12. Various reasons for subscribing journals through subscription agencies 
as identified by both IITs librarians are that reminders can be mailed to 
the agency only, renewal and record keeping becomes convenient. 
Librarian of Delhi University in this regard replied that procedural 
complexities of foreign exchange are not involved. 
13. The problems associated with the procurement of periodicals reveal that 
libraries of IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur face problem of missing issues 
related to periodicals. However, in library of IIT Delhi there is no 
provision of supplying back issues and simultaneously there is no 
response to the reminders sent to subscription agencies. Delhi University 
librarian narrates that price hike, devaluation of rupee and hike in 
foreign exchange are the major problems faced while subscribing 
journals. 
14. IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University libraries subscribe to e-
joumals. Libraries of IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur are subscribing packages 
of Science Online, Elsevier Science, Kluwer Online, Springer Link, 
Nature, American Institute of Physics whereas Delhi University library 
is subscribing J-Gate, Science Direct, Ebscohost, Sage Online and 
Emerald Journals etc. 
15. Librarians of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University favoured to e-
joumals as they are user-friendly, easily accessible, available 24 hours at 
users desktop irrespective of time limitation, provide universal 
accessibility, support multimedia content, network facility, and 
simultaneously used by a number of users for various purposes. 
16. The response sought by librarians shows that e-joumals were first 
commenced in IIT Delhi in the year 1997, followed by IIT Kanpur in the 
year 2003 and in Delhi University in 2004 (Table-8). 
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17. Chief librarians of all three libraries indicate that for providing current 
and back issues of e-joumals, they archive e-joumal text in main 
computer (Server) and provide its access on request. 
18. Users at IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur are informed about new e-joumal 
issues via e-mails whereas Delhi University library is yet to facilitate 
this service to its users. 
19. Periodical section in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University is 
responsible for subscribing and distributing e-joumals including their 
archiving facilities. 
20. All the three libraries are providing Interlibrary Loan facility by sending 
photocopy of articles on request. The periodical articles are also 
supplied to non- member institutions on demand. 
21. Interlibrary loan-In was remarkable among participating libraries during 
the year 2005-2006 bearing 66.25 percent in IIT Delhi, 61.11 percent in 
IIT Kanpur and 50 percent in Delhi University. However, a small 
increase in Interlibrary loan -In is found at Delhi University in preceding 
years i.e. 2006-2008. Contrary to this in the preceding years, i.e. from 
2006-2008 there is consistent inclination in the number of requests 
received by IIT Delhi & Kanpur libraries. (Table-9) 
22. A drop in the number of titles requested through interlibrary loan-In in 
lITs may suggest that users are finding the journals needed in their 
library whether in print or electronic. An increase in interlibrary loan-In 
requests in Delhi University suggest that the current collection is not 
sufficient to meet user needs. 
23. Interlibrary loan- Out was at its peak in the year 2005-2006 bearing 
74.66 percent, 68.48 percent and 51.11 percent respectively in IIT Delhi, 
IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. Succeeding this, there is a sudden 
drop in the number of requests answered by the year 2006-08. (Table-9) 
24. The low Interlibrary loan- Out response rate from IITs and Delhi 
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University might be due to the fact that they handled a large number of 
transactions made to several libraries, covering a variety of subjects. 
25. Registered students, employees and external borrowers use ILL in all 
three libraries. It is also found that none of the library charge for 
providing Inter Library Loan rather they charge for xerox and postage. 
26. IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur libraries are member of INDEST-AICTE 
Consortium. Delhi University library is a member of UGC-INFONET 
Digital Library Consortium. The subscription to e-joumals in IIT Delhi 
and IIT Kanpur libraries is through INDEST-AICTE Consortium. In 
Delhi University it is through UGC-INFONET Digital Library 
Consortium. INDEST and UGC- INFONET provide online access to 
foreign journals to the member libraries, is highly praiseworthy. 
27. IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur libraries are providing 20 and 15 terminals 
respectively for accessing e-joumals to their respective users. In Delhi 
University library there are 25 nodes provided for searching the same. 
(Table-10) 
28. Central Library, IIT Delhi is using LIBSYS (a commercial software 
package), PK Kelkar Library IIT Kanpur is using IITKLAS (IIT Kanpur 
Library Automation Software) and Central Library, Delhi University is 
using, Troodon for automation of library activities. 
29. Libraries of IIT Delhi and Delhi University are members of DELNET 
and its users can access databases hosted by DELNET. However, IIT 
Kanpur library does not have access to DELNET databases. All three 
libraries use CD-ROM databases followed by online databases. 
30. The methods adopted to promote use of e-joumals by IIT libraries show 
that libraries circulate specific user guide (hardcopy) and subject list of 
e-joumals on library website. Delhi University library has also 
developed a well advanced web page with links to e-joumals available 
in its jurisdiction, 
31. Libraries of IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur provide both library-wide IP 
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filtering and campus-wide IP filtering for accessing e-joumals. Delhi 
University provides library -wide IP filtering only for accessing the 
same. 
32. The time lag in downloading is the major hindrance faced by the 
librarians of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University while providing 
access to e-joumals. 
33. In IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur both orientation programme is being 
provided by vendors to the library staff for facilitating better e-joumal 
services. Whereas in Delhi University library e-resources orientation is 
given to users in the class room environment. 
34. Librarians at IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur opined that heavy impact is 
visible on users due to effective use of e-joumals. Use of e-joumals is 
fast picking up. Delhi University librarian answered that the quality of 
research and student's status has improved because e-joumals are time 
saving, provide current knowledge and access to information on 
desktop. 
35. Regarding the impact of consortia on users, response from IITs and 
Delhi University librarians indicates that the availability of e-joumals 
through e-joumal consortia made users able to access more online 
journals which proved to be extremely useful especially for research 
scholars and faculty members. 
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8.2 PART B: Findings Part I: Response from Periodical Users 
The findings given below have been made after the analysis of 
questionnaire received from users. 
8.2.1 Printed Periodicals 
1. A good number of PG students (40 percent) in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur 
(33.33 percent) and Delhi University (32.5 percent) read periodicals 
fortnightly whereas the research scholars (44.77 percent in IIT Delhi, 
40.62 in IIT Kanpur and 37.25 percent in Delhi University) and faculty 
members (60 percent in IIT Delhi, 40 percent in IIT Kanpur and 43.33 
percent in Delhi University) are quite frequent users of periodicals using 
them weekly. (Table 12). The findings report crystal clear that majority 
of periodical usage comes from faculty members and research scholars 
as reported by Biradar and Kumar.{2000) 
2. A high percentage of respondents in IIT Delhi (78.77 percent), IIT 
Kanpur (80.82 percent) and Delhi University (65.66 percent) consult 
international periodicals in comparison to national periodicals. About 
10.38 percent users in IIT Delhi, 4.14 percent in IIT Kanpur and 14.16 
percent of them in Delhi University use both national and international 
journals. On applying Chi-Square statistics, it is amply clear that use of 
national and international periodicals among users at p < 0.05 differed 
significantly. The variation is confirmed. Use of International 
periodicals is more in IITs Delhi and Kanpur as compared to Delhi 
University library. (Table-13) 
3. Periodicals in both IITs (61.48 percent) and Delhi University (55.72 
percent) are basically used for research. The literature review in chapter 
2 also shows that the focal point of periodical usage is for research. 
(Table- 14) 
4. It is identified that more than 41.23 percent of respondents in both IITs 
and 38.55 percent of them in Delhi University library are initialised 
towards access and use of journals through indexing and abstracting 
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periodicals, followed by direct browsing (26.94 percent in IITs and 
30.72 percent in Delhi University) (Table- 15) 
5. More than half percent of users in IITs, i.e., 54.71 percent respondents 
in IIT Delhi, 66.32 percent in IIT Kanpur, and 46.38 in Delhi University 
account that the arrangement of current and back volumes of periodicals 
on shelves is 'helpful'. The arrangement is more helpful to IIT Kanpur 
library users as compared to IIT Delhi and Delhi University library 
users. (Table 16) 
6. Large number of users in IIT Delhi (49.06 percent), IIT Kanpur (54.40 
percent), and Delhi University (50.90 percent) are informed about the 
latest arrivals of periodicals by displaying them on display board. Few 
IITs users are also informed about the current arrivals through e-mail. 
Delhi University does not provide this facility to its users. (Table- 17) 
7. More than 70 percent users in IIT libraries and 69 percent of them in 
Delhi University library are jumping towards primary journals to keep 
them abreast, up-to-date with unfiltered and authentic information. They 
are not using secondary journals much. (Table- 18) 
8. More than 75 percent of users in both IITs (Delhi and Kanpur) and 
69.27 percent of them in Delhi University avail xerox facility available 
within the library premises. (Table- 19) 
9. Impact factor of periodicals is considered as an important aspect by 
majority of respondents in IITs (75.06 percent) and Delhi University 
(55.72 percent) for measuring the quality of a particular periodical while 
selecting the same for reading. (Table- 20) 
10. Greater number of users in IITs (76.69 percent) and Delhi University 
(74.39 percent) experience lots of problems due to late arrival of 
periodicals, changes in their periodicity and title, splitting and merging 
of titles within due course of time. (Table- 21) 
11. Periodicals acquired in both IITs (77.78 percent) comprehensively 
outnumber Delhi University (61.74 percent) in terms of relevance. 
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These are more relevant in IIT Kanpur followed by IIT Delhi and Delhi 
University. (Table 22) 
12. More than 45 percent of IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University users 
are 'satisfied' with available periodical collection. IIT Kanpur users are 
more satisfied with periodical collection as compared to IIT Delhi and 
Delhi University library users. (Table 23) 
13. It is observed that users in all three libraries (89.12 in IIT libraries and 
78.92 percent in Delhi University) need more print journals. (Table 24 ) 
Kumbar (2007) also revealed that majority of respondents in the 
University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad preferred and identified 
their need for printed version of articles. 
14. Use of online newspapers is very high in IIT Kanpur and IIT Delhi as 
infrastructure in IITs is well equipped in comparison to Delhi 
University. Delhi University shows high use of print newspapers as 
compared to IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur. (Table 25) 
8.2.2 Findings from E-Journal Users 
Major findings of the study are: 
1. The response on awareness of e-joumals shows that in libraries of IIT 
Delhi (89.62 percent), IIT Kanpur (96.89 percent) users are more aware 
than Delhi University (76.80 percent) library users (Table- 26) 
2. More than 90 percent of respondents in IITs (Delhi and Kanpur) and 
76.80 percent of them in Delhi University use e-joumals. The outcomes 
of the survey reflect a growing interest in electronic journals among 
users in IITs and Delhi University. In all the three categories Faculty 
Members (100 percent) use e-joumals most as compared to PG students 
and Research Scholars. Use of e-joumals in IITs is more as compared to 
Delhi University. (Table- 27) 
3. More than 45 percent of respondents in both IITs use e-joumals weekly 
followed by fortnightly (34.56 percent). A good percentage of users in 
Delhi University use them fortnightly (46.98 percent) followed by 
weekly (30.12 percent). PG Students in both IITs and Delhi University 
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use e-joumals on a fortnightly basis, however research scholars and 
faculty members use them weekly. Percentage of users using e-joumals 
weekly is more in IIT Delhi in comparison to IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University library. (Table- 28) 
4. More than 40 percent of respondents in IITs (Delhi and Kanpur) and 
Delhi University libraries came across about e- journals through search 
engines followed by self study (23.70 percent in IITs and 13.55 in Delhi 
University). (Table- 29) 
5. E-Journals are basically used for research purpose in IIT Delhi (45.37 
percent), IIT Kanpur (41.45 percent) and Delhi University (38.95 
percent) followed by completion of assignments and seminar 
presentations (25.93 percent in IITs and 30.72 percent in Delhi 
University). (Table- 30) 
6. A handsome percentage of users, i.e., 47.90 percent in both IITs and 
48.79 percent in Delhi University access e-joumals from Computer 
Centre. In all these three libraries very limited percentage of users 
access e-joumals from Central Libraries. It is clear that access rate to e-
joumals from hostels in Delhi University is very less (8.43 percent) as 
compared to both IITs (29.53 percent). (Table- 31) 
7. The use of different components of e-joumals reveal that "full text" of e-
joumals is mostly used by IITs (56.6 percent in IIT Delhi,53.46 percent 
in IIT Kanpur) and Delhi University users (48.28 percent) followed by 
"abstracts". The "alerting services" are the least used component. 
(Table-32) 
8. Regarding the various sources of electronic joumals, in order to find 
their location, IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur, and Delhi University library users 
are basically linked to e-joumals through search engines followed by e-
databases. (Table- 33) 
9. It is quite encouraging that majority of respondents in IITs and Delhi 
University libraries include more than 50 percent of e-joumal contents 
in composing their work. (Table- 34) 
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10. It is found that more than 70 percent of respondents in IIT Delhi and 
Kanpur and 66.87 percent of them in Delhi University are more 
concerned about reading full- text articles by obtaining hard copies as 
IIT library users are availing printout facility from their respective 
departments free of charge. However, users in Delhi University lack this 
provision. (Table- 35) 
11. The findings regarding the format preferences are also highly 
encouraging. PDF format is recognized most useful by more than half of 
the users in IITs and Delhi University in comparison to HTML as the 
graphics and tables in PDF are legible and lucid. (Table-35) Savori and 
Jeffrey (2002) also found that 42 percent of their respondents prefer 
handling PDF articles. Brennan, Herd, Blecic & Weller (2002) found 
that majority of medical researchers preferred PDF versions of articles 
for printing. (Table- 36) 
12. The search methods reveal that more than 50 percent of respondents in 
both IITs (Delhi and Kanpur) and 46.98 percent of them in Delhi 
University laid strongest support to searching through 'keyword' 
whereas the 'date of publication' carrying the least favour among the 
respondents. Respondents in IITs and Delhi University are more 
inclined towards searching through keywords and author. (Table- 37). 
This strategy in searching correspond with other studies which shows 
that because of the increasing level of searching competency users are 
searching the online journals movQ.{Tenopir, King, Boyce & Zhang., 
2003, Stanford E-Journal user study, 2002a, b) 
13. A moderate percentage of respondents in both IITs (54.16 percent) and 
Delhi University (48.49 percent) are of the opinion that "Boolean 
Searching" is the most favourable advanced search technique followed 
by "Phrase Search". 'Wild Cards' is carrying small percentage among 
respondents in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. On applying 
Chi-square test, it is found that use of advance search strategies among 
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IITs (IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur) and Delhi University users at p <_0.05 
has non-significant difference. (Table- 38) 
14. A fairly favourable percentage of users in IITs Delhi and Kanpur (70.12 
percent) and Delhi University (59.64 percent) are aware about e-joumal 
consortia available in their respective libraries. Highest response (72.17 
percent) is received from IIT Delhi. (Table- 39) 
15. Majority of respondents in libraries of IIT Delhi (63.67 percent), IIT 
Kanpur (64.76 percent) and Delhi University (56.02 percent) are 
satisfied with the e-joumals made available in their respective fields 
whereas more than 25 per cent users in these libraries did not hesitate to 
state that they are dissatisfied with the service. Chi-Square test shows 
that satisfaction regarding e-joumals among IITs and Delhi University 
library users does not differ significantly. It is almost same. (Table 40) 
16. The major barrier in using e-joumals is 'retrieval' related to 
downloading of fiill text articles as revealed by more than 40 percent of 
IITs (44.04 percent in IIT Delhi and 41.51 percent in IIT Kanpur) and 
Delhi University (43.67 percent) users. The problem is maximum in IIT 
Kanpur followed by Delhi University and IIT Delhi. This finding clearly 
indicates that current online access to e-joumals does not meet the 
expectations of the respondents. Chi Square test shows that barriers 
while using e-joumals in IITs and Delhi University libraries have 
significant difference among them. (Table 41) 
17. More than 60 percent respondents in both IITs strongly attest to the fact 
that they do not need proper training for searching e-joumals. However 
more than 60 percent of them in Delhi University are of the view that 
training is needed for searching e-journals. On applying chi- square test 
it is found that necessity of training for e-journals by the institutes' users 
is having significant difference among them, which means that needs of 
users are not same. (Table- 42) 
18. More than 40 percent of respondents in both IITs required 
cooperation from staff for searching e-joumals. Delhi University 
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respondents' narrate that training programmes (37.90 percent) and 
uninterrupted power supply (37.65 percent) would increase e-joumals 
use. (Table- 43) 
19. It is surprising to note that more print journals are needed besides 
electronic journals. More than 50 percent of respondents in IITs and 
Delhi University opined that they require more print journals in addition 
to e-joumals. This means inspite e-joumals gaining fame, print joumals 
still are dominant and preferred by the respondents. Majority of users 
are pleased having e-joumals with their print counterparts. It is worth 
mentioning that remarkable percentage of respondents believe that 
portability, the ability to browse and annotate articles favoured the print 
version. This finding is supported by recent studies conducted by 
number of Indian Scholars, (such as Raza & Upadhyay, 2006; Kumbar, 
Hadagali & S.P.; 2006). (Table- 44) 
8.3 Part C Findings: Citation Analysis 
1. More than 70 percent citations in PhD Theses in IITs (i.e. 75 percent in 
IIT Delhi & 72 percent in IIT Kanpur) and 81.04 percent of them in 
Delhi University are reported from print sources, whereas the remaining 
are produced from electronic sources i.e. 24.66 percent in IIT Delhi, 
26.65 percent in IIT Kanpur and 18.96 percent in Delhi University. 
(Table- 45, 46 & 47). 
2. Out of the total citations cited in PhD theses more than 50 percent in 
both IITs & Delhi University pertain to print joumals. This is followed 
by e-joumals (16.41 percent in IIT Delhi, 18.46 percent in IIT Kanpur) 
in IITs, and books (12.03 percent) in Delhi University. (Table- 45, 46 
&47). 
3. More than 70 percent of citations cited in Faculty Publications in both 
IITs and about 80 percent citations in Delhi University are crystalled out 
from print sources, whereas the residual percentage corresponds to e-
resources i.e. 28.89 percent in IIT Delhi, 20.98 percent in IIT Kanpur 
and 20.51 percent in Delhi University. (Table- 45, 46 & 47). 
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Among the total citations received from Faculty Publications highest 
percentage is retrieved from print journals (56.25 percent in IIT Delhi, 
65.11 percent in IIT Kanpur and 61.71 percent in Delhi University) 
followed by e-joumals (11.76 percent, and 9.04 percent and 10.63 
percent) in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University. (Table- 48). 
The following are the core journals in Computer Science cited in theses 
and faculty publications during 2005-2007 in IIT Delhi, Kanpur and 
Delhi University libraries. 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
IIT Delhi 
Journal of the 
Association for 
Computing Machinery 
ACM Transactions on 
Databases System 
Proceedings of 
Pattern Analysis & 
Machine Intelligence 
IIT Kanpur 
IEEE Journal on 
Selected Areas in 
Communication 
IEEE Software 
Information 
Processing 
Letters 
Delhi University 
Communication of 
ACM 
Journal of Parallel & 
Distributed Computing 
Computer Networking 
&SDN Systems 
6. The following journals i.e. SIAM Journal on Computing, Information 
Processing Letters, Mathematics of Computation and Journal of ACM 
are found common in IIT Delhi & Kanpur. (Table-49) 
7. There is significant difference among core journals cited by IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University library users. Only one journal cited by 
Delhi University users matches with citations reported in IIT Delhi i.e. 
Communication of ACM. The journal has top position in Delhi University 
but it is placed 7^ ^ in IIT Delhi. (Table-49) 
8. Core journals with highest citations cited in PhD theses and faculty 
publications during 2005-2007 in Mathematics discipline identified by IIT 
Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi University users are as follows: 
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S. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
IIT Delhi 
Fuzzy Sets and 
Systems 
Proceedings of 
American 
Mathematical Society 
Pacific Journal of 
Mathematics 
IIT Kanpur 
Journal of 
Mathematical 
Analysis and 
Application 
Transactions of 
American 
Mathematical 
Society 
Journal of 
Mathematical 
Biology 
Delhi University 
International 
Journal of 
Computational 
Mathematics 
Numerische 
Mathematics 
Operational 
Mathematics 
9. Analysis highlights that Journal of Mathematical Analysis and 
Application, SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis, Transactions of 
American Mathematical Society and Naval Research Logistics are 
common journals among IITs and Delhi University users but they are 
occupying different positions. Journal of Mathematical Analysis and 
Application is ranked first in IIT Kanpur, but it is placed on 5 position in 
IIT Delhi, and 6^ ^ at Delhi University. (Table- 50) 
10. The core journals in Physics cited by IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Delhi 
University users in theses and faculty publications during 2005-2007 are 
as follows-
S. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
IIT Delhi 
Applied Physics Letters 
Journal of Applied 
Physics 
Journal, of Magnetism 
and Magnetic Matter 
IIT Kanpur 
Physics. Review B 
Physics Review 
Letters 
Applied Physics 
Letters 
Delhi University 
Sensors & Actuators 
Physics Review 
Letters 
Journal of Physics D. 
Applied Physics 
11. It is clear that among the ten core journals five journals i.e. Applied 
Physics Letters, Journal of Applied Physics, Physics Review B, Physics 
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Review Letters and Physics Review are found common among three 
library users with different rankings. (Table-51) 
12. IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur share another journal in common i.e. Journal of 
Magnetism and Magnetic Matter, which is placed 3'"'' in IIT Delhi and 5* 
at IIT Kanpur. (Table-51) 
It is therefore discerned from the findings that print journals carry the 
highest percentage of citations in PhD Theses and Faculty Publications. Use of 
e-joumals by users in case of citations in PhD Theses is low as compared to 
print journals and books. They occupy third position after print journals and 
books because of low use. However, print journals again dominate e-joumals 
when it comes to the citations use in Faculty Publications among Delhi 
University library users. Low use of e-joumals means that users are not much 
aware about them or they are not citing them due to their non-authenticity and 
printing facility. Awareness programmes and workshops on various aspects of 
e-joumals at regular intervals would be beneficial for enhancing their use. 
The findings also clearly reveal that there is a major difference in user's 
preference while using journals. It is further indication that core journals are 
different in computer science, physics and mathematics. 
8.4 SUGGESTIONS 
1. More funds should be made available for subscribing electronic journals 
in IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University without deducting from print 
periodical fiind as no separate fund is available in these libraries to 
subscribe e-joumals. 
2. Libraries should encourage their users to use open access joumals. 
3. Users of IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University Libraries suggested 
that libraries should provide more print joumals in Science and 
Technology fields because subscription of print periodicals in these 
libraries is quite discouraging due to implementation of e-journals 
consortia. 
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4. While purchasing new journal titles, libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur 
and Delhi University should be cautious about buying backfile volumes. 
5. An additional amount should be provided for subscribing the backfiles 
of e-joumals to IIT Kanpur library as the present budget is inadequate to 
get online access to back files of e-joumals. 
6. As suggested by users of IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University 
libraries should provide photocopy of articles at free of cost. 
7. Users in IIT libraries suggested that current journals should be issued for 
overnight. 
8. Delhi University library should notify its users about current arrivals via 
e-mails. 
9. Libraries should create digital database of e-joumals subscribed by them 
through Digital Library Software to enable users to search full text 
joumal articles of various publishers by subject, keywords and topic. 
10. Users of IIT Delhi, and Kanpur complained that they are facing 
problems of missing issues of joumals. It is suggested, while 
subscribing joumals librarians have to kept in mind whether supply 
agency has its branch in foreign, so that delay in periodicals could be 
reported to the publisher directly. 
11. More joumals with high impact factor should be subscribed by all three 
libraries as per users needs. 
12. For rendering effective periodical services in Delhi University it is 
suggested that current content pages of joumals should e-mailed to the 
researchers. 
13. Libraries of IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University should continue to 
monitor its collections with regard to print/electronic balance and not 
ignore its paper copy provision. 
14. Libraries of IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University should provide 
more print joumals discipline -wise in order to improve quality and 
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efficiency of research. A ranked list of periodicals will be useful as a 
guide in selecting and acquiring periodicals among library users. 
15. Since IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur provide 24 hours accessibility to e-
joumals, users can access e-joumals from their respective hostels 
anytime. However, Delhi University lacks this facility. It is suggested 
that access to e-joumals should be provided in their respective hostels so 
that acceptance and use of scholarly electronic journals can be 
maximized. 
16. Translation services should be provided on request to translate journal 
articles in the libraries of IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University. 
17. Increased availability of computer systems may increase the use of 
electronic journals in three libraries. More high-configured computer 
terminals should be installed in the Departmental Computer labs, 
Central Library and Delhi University Computer Centre. 
18. It is also suggested that users in IIT Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University 
must learn that searching by 'keywords' rather than by subjects will 
increase amount of relevant information obtained, and using keywords 
alone will not produce the correct level of specificity. They should be 
equally familiar to the other search option. 
19. Users of three libraries should be taught about the advanced search 
strategies to make e-joumals easily accessible and must leam to use to 
wild card characters to perform an all inclusive search. 
20. The problem of retrieval in IITs and Delhi University can be overcome 
by procuring federated search engine software for fast downloading e-
joumals and increase in the use of e-joumals access. 
21. Bandwidths should be sought by three libraries so as to provide faster 
access that will save much of the users' time and be a source of 
motivation to use e-joumals. This will also solve the problem of slow 
downloading. 
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22. Delhi University Librarian should take care of lab providing 
uninterrupted power supply to e-joumal use. 
23. There is a need for all three libraries to manage the journal archive 
carefully. An electronic archive should be provided wherever possible. 
When this can not be achieved, the physical archive needs to be 
retained. 
24. There is a need to evaluate the INDEST-AICTE & UGC-INFONET 
Digital Library Consortium and necessary arrangements be made to 
access full text of more journals in consortium taking in account user 
perception of the same. 
25. In IIT Delhi & IIT Kanpur library users are required cooperation from 
staff for the better use of e-joumals whereas in Delhi University library, 
users are required proper training programmes for proper exploitation of 
e-joumals. 
26. Need for more qualified staff with better exposure to modem 
technological devices has been stressed in all three libraries. 
27. In service training should be given to those library professionals who are 
already working, so that they may have a better understanding. Staff 
training programme can be carried out by different methods such as 
holding formal courses, workshops, seminars, lectures, discussion 
groups etc. The training should be practical oriented instead of theory 
based. 
28. In order to increase use of e-joumals by students, the faculty should give 
more assignments on latest topics so that students may force to exploit 
e-joumal services more efficiently. 
29. A Course Work on proper use of information resources may be 
introduced in IITs and Delhi University as part of M.Phil and PhD 
programme. 
30. Citation analysis of PhD Theses and Faculty Publications in IIT Delhi, 
Kanpur and Delhi University exhibits a low percentage of e-joumals 
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citations cited by users. It is suggested that awareness programmes on e-
joumal use should be provided for their better utilisation. 
31. Due to high cost involved in journal subscription, it is suggested that 
participating libraries should consider setting aside funds for purchasing 
selected articles/titles as per request from users. 
32. Limitations of IP addressing as authentication used by libraries needs to 
be overcome, and access to e-joumals in IITs and Delhi University 
should be provided through passwords so that e-joumals can be 
accessed by the users from anywhere in the world- at home or when at a 
conference. 
8.5 RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The present study brings into light on several topics on which further 
research can be directed. Based on the findings of the present study the 
following suggestions have been made for further research as: 
1. The study can be extended to all Science and Technology and academic 
libraries. 
2. The study can also be conducted to find out collection, acquisition and 
use of periodicals in highly funded libraries such as IITs and Central 
University Libraries in the country. 
3. A study can also be undertaken to understand use of periodicals 
separately by male and female users of academic libraries. 
8.6 TENABILITY OF HYPOTHESIS 
Chi square test has been used to check the tenability of the hypothesis. 
1. There exists significant variation in use of national and international 
periodicals among IITs and Delhi University library users. 
It is evident from table-13 that around 80 percent of users in IITs and 
65.66 percent in Delhi University use international journals. However 20 
percent use in IITs and 34.33 percent in Delhi University read research articles 
from national journals. About 10.38 percent users in IIT Delhi, 4.14 percent in 
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IIT Kanpur and 14.16 percent in Delhi University use both national and 
international periodicals. 
Chi-square test displays that calculated value (16.43) is higher than its 
table value (1.386) at 5% level of significance. Significant differences are 
observed in the usage of national and international periodicals among users in 
selected libraries. This difference is confirmed. 
Hence hypothesis is thus accepted. 
2. Users of IITs are better conversant w i^th advance search strategies in 
comparison to Delhi University library users. 
The response regarding the use of advance search strategy in table 38 
shows that calculated value (1.60) is less than the chi - square table value 
(9.488), which reveals that the use of advance search strategies in both IITs and 
Delhi University has insignificant difference. 
So, the hypothesis proved to be rejected. 
3. There exists ample difference in satisfaction level of e-joumals 
availability between IITs and Delhi University library users. 
According to the results of the study, the total percentage regarding the 
satisfaction level in both IITs and Delhi University is 45.68 percent and 33.73 
percent respectively. Majority of users are satisfied with the available e-
joumals, whereas the total percentage of respondents who are dissatisfied is 
found to be 34.32 percent and 36.45 percent in IITs and Delhi University 
respectively. However, percentage of those who did not responded to this 
question in IITs and Delhi University is 20 percent and 29.82 percent 
respectively. 
As shown from table 40, the Chi- Square calculated value (5.14) is less 
than the table value (5.991) at 5% level of significance, which means that there 
is insignificant difference between IITs and Delhi University users regarding 
safisfaction of e-joumals. 
Hypothesis 3 is thus disproved. 
4. Majority of users in participating libraries came across various 
difficulties while browsing e-journals. 
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As cleared from table - 41 in chapter 7, the calculated value (19.04) of 
Chi - Square is higher than its table value (15.50). This means that problems in 
e-joumal usage among library users of IITs and Delhi University have highly 
significant difference among them. 
Hypothesis 4 is thus proved. 
5. Significant preference is being given to print journal citations over 
electronic citations by researchers and faculty members of IITs and 
Delhi University library. 
As clear from the table- 45, 46 and 47, references cited in theses and 
faculty publications among all forms of documents in libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Delhi University reveals that maximum citation counts are 
acknowledged from print journals (56.65 percent from PhD theses and 56.25 
percent from faculty publications in IIT Delhi, 52.90 percent from PhD theses 
and 65.11 percent from faculty publications in IIT Kanpur, and 58.72 percent 
from PhD theses and 61.71 percent from faculty publications in Delhi 
University), whereas rest of them are attributed to electronic journals (16.41 
percent from PhD theses and 11.76 percent from faculty publications in IIT 
Delhi, 18.46 percent from PhD theses and 9.04 percent from faculty 
publications in IIT Kanpur and 11.31 percent from PhD theses and 10.63 
percent from faculty publications in Delhi University). 
So, it is very clear from the tables that significant preference is being 
given to print journal citations as compared to electronic journals. There found 
a significant difference in the use of both citations, i.e., print and electronic. 
Hence, Hypothesis 5 considered to be accepted. 
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APPENDIX-I 
QUESTIONNAIRE LIBRARIAN 
Dear Sir, 
I am currently working on the topic entitled "Periodical Collection in IITs 
Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University Library : Acquisition and Use". In this regard, I 
would like to request you to fill up this questionnaire and give additional suggestions 
in the space provided. I shall be grateful if you could kindly spare sometime from your 
busy schedule to fill up this questionnaire and send back the same to me as the 
earliest. 
Thank you for your assistance in this regard. 
(Faizul Nisha) 
Budget 
Q.l Please indicate the annual library budget allocated on the acquisition of journals 
during the years: 
Year Amount (in lakhs) 
Printed Electronic 
a) 2000-2001 
b) 2001-2002 
c) 2002-2003 
d) 2003-2004 
e) 2004-2005 
f) 2005-2006 
g) 2006-2007 
h) 2007-2008 
Collection 
2. Please indicate the total collection of your library? 
Growth of Journals 
3. Growth of journals during the years 
a) 2003-2004 b) 2004-2005 c) 2005-2006 
d) 2006-2007 e) 2007-2008 
4. Please give the details of funds you receive from: 
a) Parent Institution b) Central Govt. 
c) State Govt. d) Private Sector 
e) CSIR/UGC f) Any other, please specify 
5. Is present budget adequate to meet your requirement for collections of 
periodicals? Y/N 
5.1 If No, how much additional amount is required for: 
a) Printed journals b) Electronic Journals 
6. Does the library organize regular display of current periodicals? Y/N 
6.1 How long are current issues kept for the users? 
7. Do you provide printing facility of online articles? 
8. Please give the number of periodicals reshelved daily (on an average) 
a) Current Periodicals b) Back Files of Periodicals 
8.1 How frequently periodicals are shelved? 
a) Every hour b) Twice a day 
c) Once a day d) Whenever need arises 
e) Others, please specify 
Selection and Identification of Journals 
9. How do you. usually identify journals (both printed and electronic), please rank 
according to priority 
a) Consulting periodicals/journals of other libraries 
b) Faculty and users recommendations 
c) Consulting colleagues 
d) Consulting list serve 
e) Consulting News group 
f) Searching Online catalogues of publishers 
g) Searching e-joumals resources websites 
h) Distributors of internet/online databases 
i) Books/Newsletters reviews 
10. Do you have any selection policy for periodicals Y/N 
10.1 If yes: which of the following do you prefer most? 
a) Keeping user's demand in view b) Annual budget of the library 
c) Periodical ah-eady taken d) Scope of the library 
e) Whenever the title is easily available elsewhere 
f) Others specify 
10.2 Who selects and/or recommends subscriptions to journals? 
(Please mark all applicable choices) 
a) Faculty b) Librarian 
c) students/patrons d) Staff (other than librarians) 
e) Others please specify 
10.3 Please indicate the criteria which you follow to select journals (both printed 
and electronic) 
a) Quality (based on citations, users needs) b) Subject relevance 
c) Currency, authority, completeness d) Language 
e) Uniqueness of content 
f) Relevance of material for curriculum 
g) Relevance of material for faculty/researchers 
h) Cost effectiveness i) Trial before use 
j) Network capability k) Other, please specify 
11. Channels for acquiring library periodicals (print and non-print) 
a) Online database vendors b) Directly from Publishers 
c) Distributors d) No fixed pattern 
e) Subscription service (EB SCO) f) Aggregator (JSTOR) 
g) Consortia purchase with other institutions 
h) Through Foreign subscription agents 
i) Indian subscription agents 
j) Memberships and gifts 
k) Any other, please specify 
12. Reasons for subscribing journals through subscription agencies? 
a) Single order can be made b) Foreign exchange not involved 
c) Sending reminders to one agency d) Renewal is easy 
e) Record keeping is easy 
12.1 Do you face any problem while acquiring periodicals through subscription 
agencies? Y/N If yes, what are the problems being faced by you? 
a) More missing issues b) No refunds for missing issues 
c) Back issues not supplied d) No response to reminders 
e) Frequent exchange rate variation f) Any other, please specify 
13. Did you deselect (step purchasing) any journal publication during previous 
years? Y/N 
If yes , please indicate the reasons for deselection, 
a) No longer utility/or in demand b) Duplicate other material 
c) Out of date d) No longer heed appropriate criteria 
e) Superseded by more current information 
f) Switch of vendors g) Others, specify 
14. How do you estimate the usage of periodicals? 
a) Gathering statistics in the library b) Photocopying 
c) ILL request from library's clientele d) ILL request from other libraries 
e) Citations used in thesis/dissertation f) If any other, please specify 
E-Journals 
15. Do you subscribe e-joumals? Y/N 
15.1 If yes, name the journal/periodical packages you are subscribing? 
a) Science Online b) JSTOR 
c) Kiuwer Online d) Elsevier Science 
e) Ingenta f) Springer Link 
g) Nature h) Emerald 
i) American Institute of Physics j) J-Gate 
k) Blackwell Publishing 1) Any other, please specify. 
15.2 What are the various reasons for acquiring journals in electronic form? 
a) Economical to acquire b) Solves the problem of theft and mutilation 
c) Provides networking facility d) Easy to maintain 
15.3 Specify the commencement of e-joumals in your library? 
15.4 Please mark any applicable methods you use for current/back issues storage? 
a) Provide access to e-joumals text in OPAC 
b) E-joumals text archived in main computer for on request retrieval 
c) Intemet access outside of OPAC 
d) Other online access 
e) Print outs bound and shelved 
15.5 Do you inform users of new e-joumal issues received? Y / N 
15.6 If your answer is yes, please continue, if no, skip to next question. 
How are users notified? 
a) E-mail e-joumal text to appropriate patrons (faculty, for example) 
b) E-mail issue citation to appropriate patrons (faculty, for example) 
c) E-mail tables of contents to appropriate patrons 
d) Mail print notification to appropriate patrons 
e) Other, please specify 
15.7 Types of E-joumals acquired : 
a) Free e-joumals b) Subscription e-joumals 
c) Scholarly d) "Newsletter" e-joumals 
e) Indexing Joumals f) Abstracting Joumals 
g) Full text joumals 
15.8 Which Department/Section in your library has the responsibility of subscribing 
and distributing e-joumals? 
a) Acquisitions b) Automation 
c) Cataloging d) Reference 
e) Computer system personnel (Non-librarians) 
Interlibrary Loan 
16. Do you provide inter library loan for the fulfillment of requisition of your 
users? Y/N 
16.1 What is the loan status for your print journals or are they reference only? 
16.2 Do you supply journal articles to non-university institutions/users? Y/N 
16.3 How do you handle inter Library loan for e-joumals 
a) E-mail the text of the e-joumal to the requester 
b) Copy the text to a floppy diskette and mail it to the requester 
c) Print a paper copy of the text and mail it to the requester 
d) Other, please specify 
16.4 Please indicate the ILL-In and ILL-Out statistics during the years 2005-2008? 
16.5 Who can use your ILL service? 
a) Registered students b) Employees 
c) External borrowers d) Associate students 
16.6 What do you charge for ILL? 
Consortia 
17. Are you a member of e-joumals consortia Y/N 
17.1 If yes: what is your opinion about e-joumals consortia? 
17.2 Do you participate in any one of the following consortia? 
a) UGC-INFONET b) INDEST 
c) CSm. E-Journal consortium d) FORSA 
e) ICMRE-Journal consortium f) Any other, please specify... 
18. Did you cancel any print publication after purchasing the same in e-form/? 
Y/N 
18.1 If yes, please list some important publications that you have cancelled after the 
commencement of e-joumals? 
Computer Infrastructure 
19. Number of computers, terminals used for searching e-joumals in your library? 
19.1 Please specify tiie software package you are using-
a) LIBSYS b) Alice for windows 
c) Granthalya d) SOUL 
e) CDS/ISIS f) Any other, please specify... 
20. Are you using databases of journals or not? Y/N. If yes, please specify 
21. List the effective methods to promote use of e-joumals? 
22. What connection methods do you use for your science and technology 
electronic journals? (Check all that apply) 
a) Library-wide IP filtering 
b) Campus-wide IP filtering 
c) Login and password embedded in script (transparent to user) 
d) User must type login and/or password 
e) Librarian must log on for each user 
23. What are the problems facing by you while providing access to e-joumals? 
a) Slow dovraloading b) Lack of maintenance 
Training 
24. Do you think user training is necessary for providing effect e-joumals services 
to users? Y/N 
24.1 If yes, how do you provide training? 
Impact 
25. Did you find any impact on the use of printed joumals after the introduction of 
e-joumals? Y/N, if yes, what impact did you find? 
25.1 Did you experience any impact of consortia on users Y/N, if yes: what impact 
did you find? 
26. Additional comments for improving periodical services 
APPENDIX II 
DEPARTMENT OF LBIRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE 
ALIGARH MUSLIMUNIVERSITY ALIGARH - 202002 
Dear Friends, 
I am currently working on the topic entitled "Periodical Collection in IITs 
Delhi, Kanpur and Delhi University Library : Acquisition and Use". In this regard, I 
would like to request you to fill up this questionnaire and give additional suggestions 
in the space provided. I shall be grateful if you could kindly spare sometime from your 
busy schedule to fill up this questionnaire and send back the same to me as the 
earliest. 
Thank you for your assistance in this regard 
(Faizul Nisha) 
(Please fill the information in the blank space or put tick mark of give the code 
number as applicable in each case) 
Name: 
Status : (Student/research Scholar/faculty members 
E-mail (if any) 
PRINTED PERIODICALS 
1) How frequently do you use periodicals? 
a) Daily b) Weekly 
c) Fortnightly d) Rarely 
1.1) Which types of journals are consulted most? 
a) National b) International c) Both 
2) Please specify the purpose of using the current and back volumes of periodicals 
a) For browsing and keeping up-to-date with the information 
b) For research work 
c) For information searching 
d) Any other, please specify 
3) Indicate the sources for excess and use of periodicals. 
a) Direct browsing 
b) Access through indexing and abstracting periodicals 
c) Through citation in the articles 
d) Discussion with colleagues 
e) Attending conference and seminars 
4) The arrangement of current and back volumes of periodicals on shelves in your 
library is -
a) Most useful b) Helpful 
c) Not helpful d) Other, please specify... 
5) How do you get the information regarding the latest arrivals? 
a) Through the notifications from the library 
b) Through current awareness list 
c) Through Bulletin board 
d) Display of current periodicals 
f) Any other, please specify 
6) You give priority to-
a) , Abstracting journals b) Indexing journals 
c) Citation journals d) Secondary journals 
7) Do you make use of the following services available in your library? 
a) Translation of periodicals Y/N 
b) Inter Library Loan Y/N 
c) Xeroxing facility Y/N 
d) Union catalogue of periodicals Y/N 
8) Do you face any problem while using journals? Yes/No 
8.1) If yes, list the problems encountered while using journals 
9) Do you consider the impact factor of the joumal(s) when you select the journal 
for reading/publishing articles? 
a) Yes b) No c) No response 
9.1) If yes, do you think impact factor is the indication of the quality of the journal? 
Y/N 
10) Does the acquired journals are relevant for your purpose? Y/N 
11) Collection of periodicals in your library is-
a) Highly Satisfied b) Satisfied (c Not Satisfied 
12) Do you want to add some new journal titles related to your discipline? Y/N. 
13) What is your format for reading newspaper ? 
(a Print (b Online (c Both 
14) List the secondary databases you use. 
ELECTRONIC JOURNALS 
15) Are you aware of the availability of electronic/online journals at your institute? 
Yes/No 
16) Do you use electronic/online journals? Yes/No 
17) Frequency of using of E-joumals 
a) Daily ( ) 
c) Fortnightly ( ) 
b) Weekly 
d) Monthly 
( ) 
( ) 
18) How did you learn to use e-joumals or the sources providing information about 
e-joumals? 
a) Web 
b) Formal course (paid, official training) 
c) Library website/university/ institute website 
d) Fellow Research workers, family friend and colleague 
e) Self study (reading joumals/articles, tutorials etc) 
f) Family, friend or colleague 
g) Library professionals 
19) Specify the purpose of using e-joumals? 
a) For research (thesis/dissertation/project work) 
b) For publishing article 
c) For keeping up-to-date subject information 
d) For finding relevant information in the area of specialization 
e) For completion of assignment and seminar presentation 
20) Place from where you access e-joumals -
a) Department Computer Laboratories b) Computer Centre 
c) Central library d) Hostels 
21) Which component of electronic/online journals do you use? 
a) Table of Contents b) Journal Abstracts 
c) Full Text d) Article References 
e) Alerting Services 
22) How do you usually locate and access e-joumals? 
a) Publisher's website b) Link for e-database 
c) Through consortium d) Through search engines 
23) What percentage of e-joumal contents, do you include in your research work? 
a) Less than 20% b) 20-50% 
c) More than 50% d) No response 
24) Methods using by you for reading full text articles -
a) Printout on the paper b) On the computer screen c) No response 
25) Preferred method for searching full text is -
a) PDF b)HTML c) Both d) No response 
26) What is your basic search strategy for accessing e-joumal articles? 
a) Keywords b) Subject c) Author 
d) Date of publication e) Journal titles f) Abstracts 
27) Do you use complex/advanced search techniques to access e-joumals? Y/N 
27.1) If yes: which technique do you prefer? 
a) Boolean search b) Phrase 
c) Field searches d) Truncation 
e) Wild cards 
28) Are you aware of e-joumals consortia provided by the library related to your 
discipline? 
a) Yes b)No c) No response 
29) What are the most use online databases by you? 
30) Are you satisfied with the e-joumals available in your subject? 
a) Yes b) No c) No response 
31) What are the barriers in using e-joumals? 
a) Lack of training/Guidance b) Lack of system speed 
c) Non-availability of the particular issue d) Limited access to terminals 
e) Poorly designed websites 
f) Retrieval problems (including loading) g) Difficulty access in full text 
h) Difficult to read from computer i) Slow internet connectivity 
32) Do you need orientation/training programmess for using e-joumals? 
a) Needed orientation programmes 
b) No need for orientation programmes 
c) No response 
33) In which way do you want to make e-joumals facility more efficient? 
a) To make training programmes b) Through cooperation from staff 
c) Uninterrupted power supply d) Others, please specify 
e) No response 
34) Do you need printed joumals in addition to e-joumals? Y/N 
35) Please give your valuable suggestions to improve periodicals service in your 
library 
Thanks for your cooperation 
APPENDIX-III 
LIST OF JOURNALS 
IIT DELHI 
1. Acta Mathematica 
2. Indian Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics 
3. Journal of American Mathematical Society 
4. Journal of Optimization Theory and its Applications 
5. Mathematics of Computation 
6. Numerische Mathematik 
7. SIAM Journal on Applied Mathematics 
8. SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis 
9. Topology and its Applications 
10. ZAMM: Applied Mathematics and Mechanics 
11. Applied Physics Letters 
12. Europhysics Letters 
13. Indian Journal of Pure and Applied Physics 
14. Journal of Applied Physics 
15. Journal of Non-Crystalline Solids 
16. Journal of Physics-D: Applied Physics 
17. Nanotechnology 
18. Philosophical Magazine 
19. Physics Review Letters 
20. Physics Reviews B: Condensed Matter 
21. Physics Today 
22. Sensors and Actuators 
23. Thin Solid Films 
24. Acta Informatica 
25. Artificial Intelligence 
26. Computer Networks 
27. Information Processing Letters 
28. International Journal of Computer Vision 
29. Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing 
30. Pattern Recognition 
31. Performance Evaluation 
32. Science of Computer Programming 
33. SI AM Journal on Computing 
34. Theoretical Computer Science 
35. Applied Biochemistry and Biotechnology 
36. Journal of American Chemical Society 
37. Langmuir 
38. Nature Chemical Biology 
39. Nature Physics (Online Only) 
40. Tetrahedron Letters 
41. Indian Journal of Marine Sciences 
42. Journal of Atmospheric Sciences 
43. Journal of Environmental Science & Engineering 
44. Solid State Communications 
45. Solid-State Electronics 
46. Chemical Reviews 
47. Journal of Chemical Physics 
48. Current Science 
49. Science 
50. Scientific American 
IIT KANPUR 
1. Journal of Mathematical Society of Japan 
2. American Mathematical Monthly 
3. Bulletin of American Mathematical Society 
4. Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society 
5. Indian Academy of Sciences: Proceedings of Mathematical Sciences 
6. Indian Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics 
7. Bulletin of The Australian Mathematical Society 
8. American Journal of Mathematics 
9. Annals of Mathematics 
10. Journal of Analysis 
11. Duke Mathematical Journal 
12. Annals De L Institut Fourior 
13. Transaction of American Society of Mathematical Engineering: 
14. Journal of B iochemical Engineering 
15. Mathematics of Computation 
16. SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing 
17. Numerische Mathematik 
18. Journal of Algebra 
19. Mathematische Zeitschrift 
20. Pacific Journal of Mathematics 
21. Acta Mathematica 
22. Statistica Sinica 
23. Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations 
24. Physical Review Letters 
25. Physical Review A: Atomic & Optical Physics 
26. Physical Review B: Condensed Matter 
27. Physics Reports 
28. Journal of Applied Physics 
29. Applied Physics Letters 
30. American Journal of Physics 
31. Applied Optics 
32. Philosophical Magazine 
33. Journal of Non-Crystalline Solids 
34. Optics Letters 
35. Physics Scripta 
36. Reviews of Modem Physics 
37. Europhysics Letters 
38. Physics Today 
39. Computer Networks 
40. Information Processing Letters 
41. Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing 
42. Artificial Intelligence 
43. Pattern Recognition 
44. SIAM Journal on Computing 
45. Performance Evaluation 
46. Theoretical Computer Sciences 
47. International Journal on Computer Vision 
48. IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering 
DELHI UNIVERSITY 
1. Acta Mathematica 
2. Advances in Mathematics 
3. Bulletin of American Mathematical Society 
4. Canadian Journal of Mathematics 
5. Duke Mathematical Journal 
6. Fuzzy Sets and Systems 
7. Indian Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics 
8. Journal of Differential Equations 
9. Journal of Functional Analysis 
10. SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis 
11. Indian Journal of Pure and Applied Physics 
12. Journal of Physics - Condensed Matter 
13. Physics Review-A 
14. Physics Review-B 
15. Physica Scripta 
16. Physics Reports 
17. Review of Modem Physics 
18. Science 
19. Proceedings of Indian National Science Academy-A 
20. Solid State Communication 
21. IEEE Transaction on Nanotechnology 
22. IEEE Transaction on Software Engineering 
23. lEL Online 
24. Computers and OR 
25. ACM IEEE Transaction on Database System 
26. Analytical Chemistry 
27. Annual review of Physical Chemistry 
28. Bulletin of Material Science 
29. Chemical Reviews 
30. European Journal of Inorganic Chemistry 
31. Geological Magazine 
32. Economic Geology 
33. Journal of Geological Society of London 
34. Journal of Geology 
35. Journal of Structural geology 
36. Bulletin of Geological Society of America 
37. Sedimentary Geology 
38. Journal of Social Anthropology 
39. Journal of Southeast Asian Studies 
40. Journal of Statistical Planning and Inference 
41. Journal of Social Sciences 
42. Studies of Tribes and Tribal 
43. American Journal of Botany 
44. Canadian Journal of Plant Sciences 
45. Environmental Experimental Botany 
46. Indian Journal of Agronomy 
47. Indian Journal of Plant Physiology 
48. Current Contents: Life Sciences 
49. Human Biology 
50. Human Genetics 
51. Human Ecology 
52. Genome Research 
53. Advances in Genetics 
54. Annual Reviews of Entomology 
55. Annals of Human Genetics 
56. Cell 
57. International Review of Cytology 
58. American Journal of Human biology 
59. Environmental Sciences 
60. Bulletin of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology 
61. Environmental Geology 
62. Journal of Applied Hydrology 
63. Plant, Cell and Environment 
